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Abstract 
 

This thesis revisits the effects of moving image regulation, exploring its histories 

in Canada with an interest in the intersections between arts practitioners and legal 

processes in the administration of culture.  During the 1980s and 1990s, intensified film 

and video regulatory activities necessitated a coalition space for cultural activism 

populated by media artists and exhibitors, legal and academic scholars, and public 

intellectuals engaged with representational and identity politics, producing discourses 

about sexuality, pornography, race, AIDS, censorship, fundamental freedoms, and art.  

Considering the current state of the law, largely ignored by arts exhibitors in between 

moments of crisis, I ask how is the reception of this history reflected in practice with 

regard to regulation and self-regulation?  Drawing on work that develops out of Michel 

Foucault’s theories of governmentality, I argue that actors across Canada were confronted 

with the task of negotiating not just how contemporary art survives regulatory scrutiny in 

public policy arenas and the courts, but also the acceptable boundaries of sexual identities 

and citizenship.  This approach prompts a rethinking of contradictory liberal and 

libertarian notions of censorship to foreground the way ideas are constrained in all 

aspects of policy, and the way protocols of dissuasion often fail.  As such, censoring acts 

reveal themselves to be less about restricting access than they are about the 

administration or legitimation of particular cultural values.  This thesis historicizes the 

mandate of the Ontario Film Review Board, explores aspects of movement strategies as 

they work to crystallize identities, documents specific speech constraints and their 

justifications in the law, and suggests functions of counter-speech in video productions of 

the period.  This thesis is guided by a concern with the relationship between cultural 
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citizens and the state and asks what role does the state imagine itself playing in regulating 

the circulation of images?  What are the (mis)understandings of censorship within more 

recent anti-censorship movement efforts, and what are the opportunities for cultural 

citizens to negotiate change, both in public policy and in popular consciousness? 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction: Regulating images in the administration of culture 

In the summer of 2010, the National Gallery of Canada will mount Pop Life: Art 

in a Material World, featuring pop art on loan from the Tate Modern in London.  Due to 

some controversial subject matter in some photography and film, two out of eleven rooms 

will be closed to audiences under the age of eighteen.1  A user comment on the Cape 

Breton Post website reads, “Someone under 18...would probably Google it, just like I just 

did, to see the lot. Censorship -tsk tsk!”2  Especially when images are ubiquitously 

available online, censoring acts betray the failures of protocols of dissuasion.  As such, 

censoring acts reveal themselves to be less about restricting access than they are about 

administering or legitimizing particular cultural values. 

  This thesis explores a history of moving image regulation in an investigation of 

the intersection between arts practitioners and legal processes in the administration of 

culture.  This thesis takes a cultural studies approach to examine social formations, 

activist mobilizations and social movements surrounding film and video regulation in 

Ontario.  Focusing on the 1980s and 1990s, I investigate a history of art practitioners and 

exhibitors responding to specific changes in film and video regulations that brought not-

for-profit arts activities under the radar of the Ontario Censor Board for the first time.  As 

such, my thesis explores the interplay between artists, exhibitors, policy makers, legal 

representatives, and regulators as they work to normalize identities in the law and produce 
                                                
1 Gloria Galloway, “National Gallery to bar underage viewers from explicit exhibit,” Globe and Mail (April 
14, 2010) http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/arts/national-gallery-to-bar-underage-viewers-from-
explicit-exhibit/article1534964/ (accessed May 13, 2010).  Among the barred works include Andrea 
Fraser’s video Untitled, in which the artist seeks out a New York City art collector to pay her for sex. 
2 Kelly, comment on "Controversial National Gallery Exhibit to be Closed to Visitors Under 18," Cape 
Breton Post, posted April 15, 2010, http://www.capebretonpost.com/News/Canada---World/2010-04-
15/article-1010889/Controversial-National-Gallery-exhibit-to-be-closed-to-visitors-under-18/1 (accessed 
May 13, 2010). 
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discourses about sexuality, race, AIDS, pornography, obscenity, censorship, fundamental 

freedoms, rights, and art.   

  My thesis pivots around the moment the first charges were laid under the Theatres 

Act in 1981.  The Theatres Act was developed along with a board of censors, now the 

Ontario Film Review Board (OFRB), a provincial bureaucratic governing body 

responsible for the prior-approval and classification of all film and video publicly 

exhibited in Ontario.  Film and video screenings in small art houses had until 1980 

received little scrutiny, as the board focused on monitoring mainstream titles and their 

advertising, screened in large, public theatres.  Seventy years after the inception of the 

Act, the very first charges were laid against the organizers of an arts festival, the 

Canadian Images Festival in Peterborough, Ontario.3   

 This shift in policy prompted grassroots acts of resistance in Ontario arts 

communities, and marks the beginning of a period of both contestation and coalition 

between cultural participants and policy makers around freedom of expression, including 

artists, arts exhibitors, legal representatives and interveners, and government regulators in 

Ontario.  At issue was the constitutionality of the OFRB’s authority to enforce prior-

restraint.  What I am calling anti-censorship efforts—which I later argue qualifies as a 

form of movement—I refer to as such because resistance to many different kinds of 

regulatory activities of the board took on a terminology of resisting censorship.  I am 

interested in the OFRB’s production of an oppositional space for cultural activism 

populated by media artists, cultural producers and critics engaged with representational 

and identity politics.  My main argument that organizes the trajectory of this thesis is that 

                                                
3 As directors and board members of Canadian Images and Artspace, Su Ditta, David Bierk, and Ian 
McLachlan were charged after they exhibited the film A Message From Our Sponsor (1979), by Al Razutis.  
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censorship is a misleading concept that veils other issues.  By reconfiguring free-speech 

notions of censorship in my approach to this history, my aim is to foreground what is 

otherwise constructed as a secondary issue, and that is the content of what gets censored 

or regulated.  In the specific moments of censorship that my thesis addresses, government 

regulatory policies consistently targeted representations and practices produced by or 

affecting queer communities.   

  This is not to say that contemporaneous anti-censorship efforts were somehow 

misguided.  My purpose is to approach censorship as a relation of power that invites the 

crystallization of competing knowledges.  As non-profit exhibitors were suddenly 

required to submit artists’ works to this government agency for prior-review, I argue that 

artists and exhibitors were confronted with the task of negotiating not just how 

contemporary art survives regulatory scrutiny in public policy arenas and the courts, but 

also the acceptable boundaries of sexual identities and citizenship.  Drawing on work that 

develops out of French post-structuralist historian and philosopher Michel Foucault’s 

theories of governmentality, I consider the bureaucratic activities of the OFRB involved 

in administering the circulation of meaning, and I consider the participants, engaged in 

fighting for the Charter right to the freedom of expression, ordinary people negotiating 

the parameters of acceptable citizenship.4    

 This thesis is guided by a concern with the relationship between cultural citizens 

and the state.  This concern motivates my rethinking of a libertarian notion of censorship 

in that by shifting the binary question of for/against censorship, I consider power 

relationships and meanings they produce in the constraint of ideas.  This thesis recognizes 

                                                
4 By “Charter right,” I am referring the constitutional guarantees set out in the Canadian Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms, signed into law April 17, 1982. 
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Foucault’s influence on cultural policy studies, citizenship studies, and sociologies of law, 

which is useful to me in linking cultural, political, and legal apparatuses in an overarching 

logic of liberal governance from which to interrogate a multitude of power struggles that 

run across conventionally distinct fields of analysis.  This thesis asks the following 

questions: what are the understandings of censorship within contemporaneous anti-

censorship movement efforts?  What role does the state see itself playing in regulating the 

circulation of images?  Where are the opportunities for cultural citizens to negotiate 

change, both in public policy and in popular consciousness? 

 

Theory: culture and citizenship 

Foucauldian influenced cultural policy studies takes an impersonal view of agency and 

governance.  Its understanding of diffuse formulations of power and the impossibility of 

revolution predicated upon the inevitability of constraint allows me to reformulate 

censorship as a problem of unequal power relationships and its resistance a question of 

reform.  In that “cultural policy becomes a site at which the subject is produced,” I draw 

on citizenship studies to think about notions of belonging, forces that produce subjects, 

and the way subjects produce themselves.5   

 While some citizenship studies focus on legal status of membership to a nation 

state, contemporary studies consider notions of belonging, inclusion and exclusion, and 

emphasize discourses and representations as much as formal recognition and 

participation.6  Borrowing from legal studies scholar Brenda Cossman, I see citizenship 

                                                
5 Toby Miller, The Well-Tempered Self: Citizenship, Culture, and the Postmodern Subject (Maryland: The 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993), 2. 
6 Some studies add the question of economic or cultural citizenship to T.H. Marshall’s famous triad of civil 
or legal rights, political rights, and social rights; some consider what is excluded from citizenship, like 
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as invoking a set of rights and practices denoting membership and 
belonging in a nation state.  I frame citizenship as including not only legal 
and political practices but also cultural practices and representations...I 
also see citizenship as invoking the ways that different subjects are 
constituted as members of a polity, the ways they are, or are not, granted 
rights, responsibilities, and representations within that polity, as well as 
acknowledgement and inclusion through a multiplicity of legal, political, 
cultural, and social discourses.7 

 
Cossman and others who borrow from Foucault argue that the transformation from a 

welfare state and its Marshallian social citizen to a neo-liberal state and its privatized 

citizen has engendered a “neo-liberal transformation of citizenship [involving] a new 

form of governance, relying more on the self-governance of its citizens.”8  Here, 

citizenship is constituted through “practices of regulated freedom,” so that governance 

takes place “through the regulated and accountable choices of citizens.”9  The idea that 

freedom is regulated may seem intuitively contradictory.  Liberal governance, however, 

relies on freedom in its very functioning.10  Freedom is crucial to liberal governance, 

which simultaneously represents on one hand the distancing of restraint and, on the other 

a form of rule (and thus restraint).11   

 Writing about the rise of psychological expertise in liberal democratic states, 

Nikolas Rose argues that liberal governance “seeks to govern through constructing a kind 

of regulated autonomy for social actors.  The modern liberal self is ‘obliged to be free,’ to 

                                                
gendered, racialized, or sexualized citizens; some reconfigure the Marshallian triad of citizenship and 
rights, arguing that consumer citizenship has begun to outweigh social citizenship; a civic republican 
tradition focuses on political engagement, lamenting a perceived decline in citizen participation in political 
life; some are critical of the claim to citizenship in the first place, and “focus on the disciplinary and 
normalizing nature of inclusion.” Brenda Cossman Sexual Citizens: The Legal and Cultural Regulation of 
Sex and Belonging (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2007), 7.   
7 Ibid., 5. 
8 Ibid., 12.  Sociologist T. H. Marshall viewed citizenship in the postwar years as full membership in a 
community, achieved by the culmination of the welfare state developing from social rights and civil rights 
in a historical process beginning in the 18th century. 
9 Ibid.,14; Melanie White and Alan Hunt quoted in ibid., 96. 
10 Ibid., 209.   
11 Roger Simon, Gramsci’s Political Thought: An Introduction (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1991), 713. 
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construe all aspects of its life as the outcome of choices made about a number of options.  

Each attribute of the person is to be realized through decisions, and justified in terms of 

motives, needs, and aspirations of the self.”12   Rose notes that psychological expertise 

gains its “social power in liberal democracies because they share this ethic of competent 

autonomous selfhood...for the production and regulation of the individual who is ‘free to 

choose.’”13  Given this form of rule that makes autonomy integral to its governance, 

Cossman argues that citizenship is “never wholly disciplined,” and may also have “‘an 

unruly edge.’”14   After Cossman, I work with the premise that “citizenship is an 

ambivalent practice, simultaneously subversive and disciplinary.”15 New social movement 

theory that deals with legal mobilization allows me to think through critical limitations to 

official legal rights and to look for ways in which cultural citizens might mobilize them 

for their own use.  

 In examining interactions between the state and cultural citizens in the 

administration of culture, throughout this thesis I emphasize that both citizens and the 

state act with agency and “in the name of agents...ultimately producing the conditions 

under which a group could come together in the name of some kind of unified interest.”16   

In this way, when communications scholar Michael Dorland argues that the Canadian 

state plays a role in making cultural activities possible, “in encouraging them and in 

framing the very language for their pursuit,” he is arguing for the interpretation of the 

                                                
12 Inventing Our Selves: Psychology, Power, and Personhood (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 
1998), 100. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Carl Stychin quoted in Cossman, Sexual Citizens, 9.   
15 Ibid., 9. 
16  Jonathan Sterne, “Bureaumentality,” in Foucault, Cultural Studies, and Governmentality, eds. Jack Z. 
Bratich, Jeremy Packer, and Cameron McCarthy (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2003), 109. 
Sterne warns against interpreting Foucault’s diffuse model of power as a reason to take the state for granted. 
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state and institutions as agents.17  In one illustrative example, the equity policies of 

Canada’s federal and provincial arts councils clearly shape the field of exhibiting artists 

in government-funded institutions in Canada.  Similarly, film and video regulations, even 

in their current form that exempt art galleries and film festivals from submitting work to 

the OFRB, reveal the board’s role as a player in the making of meaning with regard to 

definitions that include or exclude materials and practices in qualifying as art.  In this 

light, I see the OFRB, as a governmental bureaucratic institution that regulates meaning 

with its power to approve or not approve the entry of particular images into public 

circulation, as a participant in shaping cultural industries and symbolic environments.    

 Although the law presents itself as a neutral arbiter, I set up a framework here for 

understanding state disciplinary apparatuses to function in hegemonic ways, where 

ideological meanings define their claims to neutrality.  Foucault’s theories of 

governmentality allow me to consider the law and the functioning of the OFRB as within 

an “art of government,” and to reject conventional notions of the law as a unidirectional 

authority.  This perspective, in turn, positions social agents as active in discursive contests 

in the arrangement of knowledge.  After legal scholars Dany Lacombe (1988, 1994) and 

Brenda Cossman (1995, 1997, 2007), I argue that the law possesses an enabling and 

productive potential, as it provides opportunities for social agents to declare rights in 

debates that can result in real discursive changes in the law.  The history of film and video 

censorship in Ontario, and the accompanying debates in academic, artist, and activist 

circles, suggests that social agents should be considered vital links in the formation of 

power.   

                                                
17 “Introduction,” in The Cultural Industries in Canada: Problems, Policies and Prospects, ed. Michael 
Dorland (Toronto: James Lorimer & Company Ltd., 1996), ix. 
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Methods: a question of ethics 

When I began this research, my initial impression of landmark events I discuss in my 

thesis—like the Ontario Open Screenings, in which hundreds of institutions participated 

in the largest act of civil disobedience in Ontario—was that there was a unified and like-

minded cohort of triumphant resistors mobilized against an isolated, impossible 

authority.18  After conducting my doctoral research and considering relevant social 

movement theories, I acknowledge expected internal contests between actors and within 

practices and in turn have discovered the productive elements that such contests can have 

in clarifying movement meanings and strategies.   

My thinking has also shifted with regard to the concept of censorship.  The history 

is defined by anti-censorship versus anti-pornography efforts; the latter is a lobby for the 

regulation of pornography and the former is a libertarian argument against constraining 

the freedom of expression.  If I were to choose, I would subscribe to the libertarian 

argument.  Since I identify with the anti-censorship cohort, it has been a challenge not to 

revert from my project of cultural analysis to a project of cultural criticism or the role of 

whistle-blower on the government.  In my attempts to avoid this pitfall though, I do not 

claim a neutral position.  Communications scholar Jonathan Sterne paraphrases cultural 

studies scholar Tony Bennett who rightly notes that scholars “who think they are not 

already implicated in an institution are misleading themselves.”19  I am interested in 

continuing the emancipatory work done by anti-censorship activists.  

                                                
18 The Ontario Open Screenings were organized in response to some significant events in the intensification 
of film and video regulation in Ontario that I discuss in Chapter 4.  The Open Screenings were mounted in 
many locations across the province without pre-approval from the OFRB, and were therefore illegal.  
19 Sterne, “Bureaumentality,” 122. 
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 Conventionally, ideas of reform attributed to Foucault are considered 

incompatible with ideas of emancipation.20  Increasingly, however, cultural studies 

scholars combine analysis of both in seeking possibilities for resistance. While Bennett 

and other cultural studies scholars who follow Foucault’s writings about governmentality 

reject Italian philosopher Antonio Gramsci’s concept of hegemony, I follow Sterne’s 

appraisal of the debate in which he argues for retaining Marxist goals in cultural studies.   

 Like Foucault, “Gramsci suggests that power is best understood as a relation.”21   

Gramsci’s concept of hegemony calls attention to the maintenance of dominance of one 

class over another by a means of ideological struggle, persuasion, or by the “education of 

consent,” rather than by force, so that this dominance appears to be legitimate and 

natural.22  Sterne’s reasons for bringing Gramsci to Foucault is that Foucault’s anti-

humanist conception of power focuses on the logics of government and often brackets 

outcomes and the constituencies that they represent.  Sterne argues that a focus on 

specific outcomes, or a “more particularist analysis is crucial to interventions in the policy 

arena where there are clearly winners and losers with each major policy decision.”23  

Throughout this thesis, I draw upon a selection of authors who think about variations of 

the concept of hegemony, including Chantal Mouffe’s notion of a hegemony of 

                                                
20 For a concise explanation of a wide conceptual shift in cultural studies from Gramsci’s notion of 
hegemony to Foucault’s notion of governmentality during the 1990s, see Simon Gunn’s “From Hegemony 
to Governmentality: Changing Conceptions of Power in Social History,” Journal of Social History 39, no.3 
(Spring 2006): 705-720.   
21 Simon, Gramsci’s Political Thought, 31. 
22 Stuart Hall, “Reading Gramsci,” forward to Gramsci’s Political Thought: An Introduction, by Roger 
Simon (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1991), 9. While Bennet argues that hegemony’s focus on class 
consciousness makes it “‘indifferent to the specific properties of the institutional sites in which it is 
conducted,’” Sterne counters by arguing that to interpret resistance to hegemony as purely a matter of 
consciousness is to miss the main point of Marxism, which is that the politics of consciousness is situated in 
“the material conditions of life and labor” (Quoted in Stern, “Bureaumentality,” 108; ibid). 
23 Sterne, “Bureaumentality,” 115.  Literary studies scholar John Frow points out the ideological role in 
policy shaping, suggesting that “policy work cannot operate at a purely technical level—‘tinkering with 
mechanisms”—but must also continue in some form in the ‘struggle over consciousness’” (quoted in ibid., 
121).   
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democratic values (1988); McCann and Silverstein’s notion of systemic hegemony with 

regard to the law (1993); Alan Hunt’s notion of counter-hegemony, as well as local and 

regional hegemony’s (1990); and Sarat and Simon’s interpretation of Raymond Williams’ 

notion of “moving hegemony” (2003).   

 Since Bennett’s analytical shift from Gramscian theories to Foucauldian theories 

led him to subscribe to an either/or choice between revolution and reform, following 

Sterne’s suggestion to retain ideas of hegemony in cultural studies prompts me to 

consider both languages of liberation and reform.  When Sterne critiques cultural studies 

scholars for bracketing outcomes and neglecting a particularist analysis in policy where 

there are clear winners and losers, he is not doing so to fault Foucault to find a more 

authentic position from which to resist, but to understand the terms of engagement.   

 My aim is to identify opportunities for both cultural participants and government 

and legal apparatuses to participate in creating meaning.  This aim became clearer to me 

when I came to realize that my role in studying this history is not to join the anti-

censorship activists in their fight.  After revising my thinking, I was able put the terms of 

the argument of censorship into question.  What happens if I step back from the 

libertarian fight for freedom of expression?  To this end, I revise the question to the extent 

that I contend that the concept of censorship is actually irrelevant.  As a starting point, I 

follow cultural policy studies scholar Richard Burt’s conception of censorship as a form 

of legitimation or delegitimation of a given item.  Here I regard censorship as a persistent 

form of (de)legitimation, thereby troubling rights-based, libertarian understandings that 

hold censorship to be simply wrong and thus eliminable.  I argue that, as an attempted 

omission made by those in judicial and executive positions, processes of (de)legitimation 
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represent exercises of power defined within Foucault’s “art of government.”  Using 

methods of both reform and liberation in the street and in the courts, I argue that 

resistance takes the form of cultural citizens also engaging in discursive exercises in 

(de)legitimation. 

 To regard all players as engaged in (de)legitimation, I argue, shifts the question 

from whether or not the state is censoring, to a question of the substance of that which the 

state aims to legitimate.  This shift in turn raises the stakes for those affected by state 

legitimations.  Sterne argues that “questions of the stakes of political representation are 

altogether bracketed in the work of Bennett and other influential scholars in the field.  

Oddly enough, Bennett does not seem to evaluate cultural policy ‘on behalf of those 

affected by it but rather by technical criteria—how well it can be implemented by the 

government.”24  Furthermore, Toby Miller argues that “no indication is given of the 

ethical technology for distinguishing among cultural projects.”25  Here, I retain Gramsci’s 

notion of hegemony to raise the ethical question of what constituencies this cultural 

studies project represents.   

 The obvious public that my project re-presents consists of arts communities in 

Ontario in that specific expressive outputs have been constrained.  I argue that a larger 

constituency of queer citizens overlaps with these arts communities, and that when the 

question is put to this history in terms of censorship, these stakes become erroneously 

secondary.  I demonstrate that operations of constraint at the provincial and federal levels 

target images of queer representation as part of a broader question of the legitimate 

boundaries of citizenship. Homosexuality has a well-known history of being excluded 

                                                
24 Ibid., 123. 
25 Quoted in ibid. 
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from successful citizenship in forms as diverse as legal criminalizations of gay sex, 

media-led public moral panics, and exclusion from popular cultural representation.26  For 

Cossman, citizenship became actively sexed when the excluded began demanding 

inclusion, expanding “the meaning of citizenship by claiming their rights and/or their 

political participation.”27 

 My project considers those moments when sometimes unruly citizens transgress 

the seemingly natural conception of the world that structures dominant ideologies.28  

Their work in the courts coupled with their work mobilizing the media, organizing 

symposia, writing special publications, mounting fundraising events, participating in 

broadcast radio debates, all work towards the transformation of popular consciousness, or 

common sense about issues of sexuality, identity, and art.  I call upon new social 

movement theories to consider efforts to change popular consciousness as well as 

regulatory and legal languages.  I use Foucault’s notion of governmentality to think about 

the patterning of power as diffuse and available to everyone involved, and Gramsci’s 

notion of hegemony to apply unequal power relations to specific classes or groups.   

 

Methodology: investments 

I was introduced to the history of image regulation during my research for my Masters 

thesis, which explored the feminist critique of gender constructions mounted by five male 

                                                
26 For a concise history of legislation and extant cultural representations shaping knowledge about 
homosexuality in Canada, see Gary Kinsman’s, The Regulation of Desire: Homo and Hetero Sexualities 
(Montreal: Black Rose Books), 1996. 
27 Cossman, Sexual Citizens, 6.  
28 As Simon notes, “common sense is the site on which the dominant ideology is constructed, but it is also 
the site for the resistance to that ideology” (Gramsci’s Political Thought, 29). 
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artists in a 1986 video exhibition.29  While mapping relevant literatures in gender studies 

from the 1980s to the present, a body of literature emerged, generated in relationship to 

anti-censorship efforts.  While the censorship and banning of films such as Pink 

Flamingos (Dir. John Waters), Caligula (Dir. Tinto Brass with Giancario Lui), The Tin 

Drum (Dir. Volker Schlöndorff), and Fat Girl/ À ma sœur! (Dir. Catherine Breillat) are 

well known, that of video art and experimental film is much less so.   

Artists were instrumental in writing the history of independent video production 

as a strategy for the mobilization of culture and thus, produced an archive that speaks to 

many of the issues at stake.  I draw from the media presence that artist-run culture 

cultivated, which allowed for self-sufficiency in terms of networking, advocacy, and 

creating a critical discourse.30  Periodicals that were available in Toronto included 

Impulse, Impressions, File, Fireweed, Parallélogramme and Centerfold, as well as 

Broadsides and The Body Politic, and were supplemented by free artist-driven tabloids 

like Only Paper Today (A Space), Spill (Fifteen Dance Lab), Strike (CEAC),  and 

Musicworks (Music Gallery).  According to artist and cultural policy theorist Clive 

Robertson, “taken together, this constituted a cross-disciplinary and active media 

presence that allowed for informed arts journalism and a considerable amount of 

argument and debate.”31  Video artist Kim Tomczak’s regular “Video News” in Fuse 

magazine is one small example of the committed journalism about video specifically, 

                                                
29 The five participating artists, Richard Fung, John Greyson, Gary Kibbins, Clive Robertson, and Colin 
Campbell organized the exhibition, Habits. 
30 See Clive Robertson, “Part III: Carings for Art and Culture,” Policy Matters: Administrations of Art and 
Culture (Toronto: YYZ Books, 2006), 153-262. 
31 Quoted in Frenkel, Vera, “Then + Then Again: Talking with Clive Robertson about artist-run culture,” 
Fuse 30, no.3 (September 2004): 35. 
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which contributed to a larger sphere of writing on representational and identity politics 

from which I draw.   

 Artist-run organizations also initiated activities such as panels, festivals, special 

calls, symposia, etc.  Following the work of Robertson on historical processes of artist-

run culture, I examine the “network and alternative infrastructure-building work of 

artists,” which includes artist-run centres as well as periodicals, symposia, curating and 

other activist-motivated work that characterize video art practice.32  Robertson argues that 

in artist-run centre culture, artists take on the responsibilities of art “presentation, 

interpretation, criticism and advocacy,” participating directly in culture rather than 

remaining outside it; Robertson quotes Parallélogramme editor Lynne Fernie who 

comments, “Artists working in the artist-run movement...have paid as much attention to 

the cultural, political and economic context of artists and art-making as they have to the 

‘art object.’”33  This engagement suggests to me the usefulness of a cultural studies 

approach, which, “by looking at how culture is used and transformed by ‘ordinary’ and 

‘marginal’ social groups...sees people not simply as consumers but as potential producers 

of new social values and cultural languages.”34  Focusing on the 1980s and 1990s, the 

periods approaching and during the height of skirmishes around identity politics, I 

interrogate bureaucratic entities like Feminists Against Censorship, Ontario Film and 

Video Appreciation Society, and co-plaintiffs with the Canadian Civil Liberties 

Association, as well as organic manifestations like various curatorial projects, symposia 

and other artistic alliances informed by these cultural politics.  

                                                
32 Robertson, Policy Matters, iv. 
33 ibid., 19. 
34 Toby Miller, “What It Is and What It Isn’t: Cultural Studies Meets Graduate Student Labor,” Cultural 
Analysis, Cultural Studies, and the Law: Moving Beyond Legal Realism, eds. Austin Sarat and Jonathan 
Simon (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2003), 74. 
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Since beginning my research for this thesis, though I may not directly quote them 

here, I have spoken with historical participants that have directed my interpretation of this 

history including Su Ditta, the director of the Canadian Images Festival at which 

Razutis’s film was illegally shown resulting in her arrest; Kimberly Mistysyn, former 

assistant manager at OFRB targeted Glad Day Bookshop; and anti-censorship artists 

Andrew Paterson and Andy Fabo.  Participant interviews form an important part of the 

research for this thesis both for their quantitative and qualitative aspects.  Regarding the 

former, participants helped me to piece together timelines and events, while regarding the 

latter, I follow a critical turn in the social sciences and humanities, which considers all 

research as interpretive and political.35    

In my meetings with artists, policy-makers, anti-censorship activists, lawyers, and 

alternative bookstore workers for sometimes long, in-depth life-story interviews, I employ 

a qualitative research approach that is “openly ideological and [has] empowering and 

democratizing goals.”36  I am invested in the feminist, queer, and critical race theory that 

runs through this history in a commitment to the empowerment of marginalized groups.  

Testimonies from video artists Vera Frenkel, Richard Fung, John Greyson, Gary Kibbins, 

Lisa Steele and Kim Tomczak form a significant source of historical knowledge and 

interpretive insight.   Other active participants include experimental filmmaker Al 

Razutis, whose film, A Message From Our Sponsor brought about several arrests; David 

                                                
35 See Catherine Marshall and Gretchen B. Rossman, Designing Qualitative Research, fourth edition 
(Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications, Inc, 2006), 4; and Norman K. Denzin and Yvonne S. Lincoln, 
“Introduction: The Discipline and Practice of Qualitative Research,” in The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative 
Research, third edition, eds. Norman K. Denzin and Yvonne S. Lincoln (Thousand Oaks, Sage 
Publications, Inc, 2005), 20-21.   
36 Marshall and Rossman, Designing Qualitative Research, 5.  Qualitative research historically connected to 
colonialism has silenced raced, gendered, and classed groups, and I recognize that I am implicated “from 
within a distinct interpretive community that configures, in its special way, the multicultural, gendered 
components of the research act” (Denzin and Lincoln quoted in ibid., 4).  In turn, I do not claim neutrality, 
making clear the constituencies I represent. 
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Poole, founding member the Ontario Film and Video Appreciation Society of (OFAVAS) 

that took the Ontario government to court; photographer Cyndra MacDowall, also a 

member of OFAVAS; and filmmaker and photographer John Porter, who documented 

events, actions, and proceedings.  

Regarding their experiences selling alternative explicit videos and dealing with 

challenges with the OFRB, I spoke with the previous manager of Glad Day Bookshop 

Toshiya Kuwabara along with Glad Day lawyers Frank Addario and Jonathan Dawe.  

Bringing integral perspectives from a policy perspective are Policy Analyst for the 

Canadian Civil Liberties Association, Alexi Wood; William Huffman from the Toronto 

Arts Council (TAC); and current president of the Ontario Association of Art Galleries, 

(OAAG) Demetra Christakos.  I also spoke with legal scholar Brenda Cossman who 

wrote the definitive OAAG publication on Censorship, Censorship and the Arts: Law, 

Controversy, Debate, Facts (1995), and whose later theories of sexual citizenship I 

borrow for this thesis.  Many of these participants have also provided me with 

photographs, journal articles, and documents from their personal files.  

Video maker Kim Tomczak brought an ad hoc archive to my attention in the 

storage room of Vtape distribution, exhibition and resource center in Toronto, Ontario.  

He and video maker Lisa Steele were heavily involved in campaigning against censorship 

and have compiled a collection of media clippings, recordings from local television and 

radio roundtables, mission statements, letters to government officials, petitions with 

documentation of artists’ signatures, and records of legal proceedings.   Vtape also 

collects art journal and newspaper clippings referring to video art in an impressive and 
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searchable archive.  I have also been able to source materials documenting the resistance 

efforts of art galleries from OAAG’s archive.    

The Archives of Ontario contains a range of sources, some useful to my project 

and some more suited to a statistical analysis.  The sheer volume of files containing 

documents required to be filled out by arts exhibitors before screening work during the 

early 1980s attests to the extent of the Ontario Censor Board intervention into exhibiting 

practices.  The archive contains policy records, correspondence, and the board’s own 

archive of what it deems relevant secondary materials like magazine and newspaper 

clippings dating from the early 20th century until the late 1980s, material presumably 

informing the logics of the board’s operations across its history.  The archive also 

contains three particularly useful audio interviews with three former chairs of the board. 

In thinking about the history of the present, OAAG’s recent workshop about 

emerging arts professionals and provincial regulations of film and video was useful in 

estimating current engagements with these issues.  The speakers included myself, Linda 

Feesey, then president of film and video exhibition collective Pleasure Dome, and John 

W. Mitsopulos, the Director of the Policy Branch, Policy and Consumer Protection 

Services Division of the Ministry of Government and Consumer Services.  I was happy to 

be asked to speak at this workshop and have since developed an aim to serve as a 

resource for local emerging and practicing artists and exhibitors in issues of arts 

regulation. 
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Description of thesis: chapter content 

Chapters 2 and 3 rethink the concept of censorship by exploring theoretical definitions 

and historicizing the activity of the Ontario Censor Board respectively.  Chapter 4 takes 

on different aspects of movement strategies, and Chapters 5 and 6 document specific 

speech constraints, their justifications in the law, as well as functions of counter-speech in 

video productions of the period.  Shared themes include questions of sites for change; the 

articulation of identities; strategies for resistance; and relationships in meaning production 

between citizens and the state. The appendices to this thesis serve as a reference to help 

the reader navigate the many legal cases, changes in legislation, and acronyms that appear 

throughout. 

In Chapter 2, I elaborate on the theoretical thrust of this thesis.  I examine recent 

cultural studies reformulations of the concept of censorship in my proposal to shift an 

approach to the history of image regulation from a libertarian question to one that 

considers a relationship between the state and cultural citizen.  I investigate Canada’s 

Charter right to the freedom of expression and the practice of rights balancing to support 

my argument that censorship is more complicated than something that can simply be 

fought against, as well as to demonstrate the particular stakes that identity politics have in 

issues of censorship.  I argue that the law is a viable arena for engaging in the fight for 

identities for two reasons: one, the law is a technology of government—not the one-way 

power house it is conventionally thought to be—that artists and cultural producers engage 

with on a regular basis, and two, the law is cultural rather than the neutral arbiter it poses 

as, and is therefore a pertinent arena for negotiating meanings.  If the state has a role in 

creating meaning, cultural producers may intervene in that meaning-making through state 
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sanctioned rights avenues alongside acts of civil disobedience, so that both state and 

cultural producers participate in creating discourses of (de)legitimation.  Throughout this 

chapter, I emphasize that both the state and citizen are accountable in the making of 

meaning and ask how, then, can citizens intervene in negotiating change?  I argue that a 

libertarian conception of censorship sees the citizen as separate from the state and inhibits 

a broader reading of the substance of the knowledge that the state attempts to 

delegitimate.   

 In Chapter 3, I make use of early newspaper clippings, journal articles, internal 

correspondence and audio interviews found in the censor board’s fonds at the Archives of 

Ontario as well as existing histories to historicize the changing roles that the censor board 

sees itself playing, and following that, the changing content of what gets censored.  I also 

historicize censorship as a concept from an expected form of promoting national 

symbolism and industry, to a contested, anti-liberal as well as anti-libertarian abuse of 

authority, and I outline different provincial and international approaches to image 

regulation to demonstrate that not all jurisdictions handle it the same way.  This chapter 

sets up a historical context for the intensification of film and video regulation in the early 

1980s by focusing on 1970s Toronto as a period characterized by the “clean up Yonge 

Street” campaign and accompanying moral panic.  Here I begin to establish minority 

sexualities as constructed outside of acceptable, successful citizenship, as deviant, and 

targeted in censoring operations by the state. 

 In that there were organized resistance efforts, I consider anti-censorship struggles 

in Ontario to be a form of social movement, and in Chapter 4, I use new social movement 

theory as a framework through which to begin to gauge evidence of social transformation.  
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I draw on new and collective movement theories to consider the contested “meaning 

work” within the movement.  In so doing, I apply a legal mobilization approach overall, 

which treats legal outcomes as one of many indications of a movements’ relative success.  

These approaches allow me to argue that legal outcomes are not demonstrative of success, 

to investigate contested approaches within the movement, and to demonstrate the way 

such contested approaches and framing strategies worked to crystallize ideas and clarify 

the stakes of the fight.   In this chapter I recover artist-written histories from period issues 

of Fuse, Body Politic, Parallélogramme, and A Space published Issues of Censorship; I 

make archival use of national newspapers (Globe and Mail), artist projects, and anti-

censorship announcements for events and conferences, letters to Members of Parliament, 

and petitions found in Vtape, OAAG, and in the Archives of Ontario. 

 In Chapter 5, I identify some of the debates surrounding the efficacy of rights 

discourse and rights-claims, and hinged on the arguments of the previous chapter, I argue 

for the law as an arena of struggle for ordinary citizens to declare their rights.  I 

summarize some of the relevant anti-pornography and anti-censorship feminist debates 

that apply to the changes in federal laws of obscenity; I outline the transformation of 

feminist lobbying into legal language; and I outline Canada’s unique legal process of 

rights balancing, arguing that this is one potential opportunity for Foucault’s “liberty as a 

practice,” or for the negotiation of identities through productive rights discourse and 

claims.  Alongside this, I compile an account using the Star; alternative weeklies Eye 

Weekly and Extra!; press releases and legal factum; and censor board archives to 

demonstrate the targeting of queer representation in support of my thesis that the 

substance of what gets censored is not incidental.  Here, I argue that both overt and 
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administrative processes constrain expression, thus reinforcing my argument that a shift 

in focus from a libertarian anti-censorship view to an administrative approach sheds light 

on what the stakes are. 

 Chapter 6 examines the roles given to art by artists on the one hand, and by the 

state on the other.  The chapter is divided into two sections.  In the first section I survey a 

collection of video works that I argue function as counter-speech in developing a politics 

of representation by deploying parody and humor, explicit imagery, and direct analysis of 

censor board activities.  The tapes in the last of these three categories serve as both 

cultural productions as well as historical archive.  In addition to these three categories, I 

argue that any tapes shown in deliberate contravention of the Theatres Act participate in 

the censorship debates whether or not their content directly refer to the debates; 

regardless of their content, the cultural biographies of some tapes reveal their 

participation in that they were exhibited illegally.37  Across all categories, I argue that 

countless tapes that do not immediately appear to refer to censorship at all illustrate the 

extent to which the debates infiltrated attitudes about such broader issues as AIDS, 

alternative sexualities, racialization and equity, age of consent, feminist issues, etc.  

 In the second section of Chapter 6 I ask, how does the law interpret the power of 

moving images?  Here I conduct a primary analysis of legal language and testimony to 

examine the artistic merit defense of the federal obscenity and child pornography laws, 

and I pick up on the legal definitions of pornography and obscenity I discuss in Chapter 5 

                                                
37 See Igor Kopytoff, “The Cultural Biography of Things: Commoditization as Process,” in The social life 
of things: Commodities in cultural perspective, ed. Arjun Appadurai (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1986), 64-91. Kopytoff complicates the distinction between commodities and non-commodities—
definitions that generally designate objects in one or the other category—by contending that the distinction 
can be processual and that the commodity candidacy of the object can change over time.  For my purposes, 
I am referring to the social or anthropological use of the object after the fact of its conditions of production.   
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and interpret what they might mean for art.  I also consider the contested circumstances 

under which the current arts exemptions of the current Film Act were negotiated, and test 

the regulatory language against some of the arguments for or against the exemption.  

When definitions of art are already contested within arts fields, how do we come to an 

understanding of what art is or does in the law? 

 In my epilogue, alongside my conclusions derived from this project, which I  

compare against anecdotal remarks from cultural participants about the relative outcome 

the movement, I consider the present state of the law and regulations in Ontario.  As I 

discovered by interrogating current organizational knowledge and policies, unlike the 

National Gallery, the majority of Ontario’s artist-run centres operate in contravention of 

the current provincial film and video regulations.  As regulatory operations pervade more 

and more aspects of our day-to-day lives, they become less and less notable in those times 

when their contents are not being used to prosecute us.  As a technique in a broader 

system of governmentality, regulating operations become taken for granted or overlooked 

until the limits of their regulatory definitions are called upon and enforced, either by the 

state, or in self-monitoring or self-censoring ways such as by the National Gallery.  In 

view of a turbulent history of censor wars in the 1980s and the early 1990s in Ontario 

between arts professionals and the Ontario government, my epilogue draws attention to 

the current state of the law, largely ignored by arts exhibitors in between moments of 

crisis.   
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Relevance to the field 

My project contributes to literature about the regulation of film and video and about video 

art in Canada.  I bring a focus on artists’ video to existing literature on the regulation of 

film and video in Ontario during the 1980s (See Cossman 1995, A Space 1985, Johnson 

1997, McCormack 1988).  My research also contributes to knowledge produced by such 

participants as Peggy Gale and Lisa Steele (Video Re/View, 1992; Videotexts, 1996), René 

Payant (Vidéo, 1986), Su Ditta (Rebel Girls: A survey of Canadian feminist videotapes, 

1974-1988, 1989), John Greyson et al (Queer Looks: Perspectives on Lesbian and Gay 

Film and Video, 1993), Janine Marchessault (Mirror Machine: Video and Identity, 1995), 

Laura Marks (Skin of the film: intercultural cinema, embodiment, and the senses, 2000), 

Tom Sherman (Before and after the I-bomb: an artist in the information environment, 

2002) and Gary Kibbins (Grammar & Not-Grammar: Selected Scripts and Essays, 2006).  

While these authors take their starting points from such organizational perspectives as 

feminist video, queer video, intercultural cinema, and video and communications, the 

centre of discussions for my project is video and film regulation.  Policy critiques of the 

regulation of pornography in the United States and Canada come largely from feminist 

work focusing on the federal level of policy (Dworkin 1979, MacKinnon 1993, Cossman 

1997 and 1997, Lacombe 1988 and 1994, Burstyn 1985, Fuller et al 1995).  My research 

makes a local intervention to associated issues.  

The far reaching implications of image regulation during the 1980s and into the 

1990s directly and indirectly contribute to the perspectives above as well as introduces 

several issues to this history of video and identity: they introduce the issue of freedom of 

expression to the discussion of alternative sexualities; they introduce the issue of freedom 
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of expression and thus human rights afforded to normative citizenship to a discussion of 

activist practices and the politics of belonging; they invite an hermeneutic discussion 

about the way images function in official culture at the level of the law; and they reveal 

varied mechanisms by which artists seek to produce change that recognizes their function 

as cultural citizens.   
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Chapter 2 

Redefining censorship as an operation of power 

 Practices of censorship are historically specific and have transformed from issues 

of state silencing and constraint, into issues of regulation and administration.  In this 

chapter I discuss the methods and relevant literature that I draw from in my analysis of 

social and cultural interactions between artists and other cultural producers and the state, 

as they rally around Canada’s constitutional freedom of expression and the many different 

constraining operations that give rise to what can be called censorship.  I interpret the 

varied activities of cultural participants, including artists, arts administrators, arts 

advocates, arts policy-makers, and arts exhibitors, and allied lobbyists pulled into 

censorship regulation, within a larger operation of cultural citizenship; and I interpret the 

local Ontario Film Review Board (OFRB) and its oversight by a government ministry, 

and the Canadian civil and criminal legal systems as apparatuses of governmentality, and 

their procedures and operations as social technologies of government.  My aim is to arrive 

at an approach to anti-censorship efforts that emphasizes interactions between cultural 

participants and the state. 

 This approach to censorship as an operation of power proceeds through four 

discussions.  First, I investigate new directions in the interpretation of what censorship is 

and how it functions in liberal capitalist states within an art of government.  Second, I 

relate censorship, as an act of delegitimation, marginalization, and exclusion, to processes 

of discrimination and in turn, outline what identity politics means to critical theory and 

what cultural pluralism means to legality in a consideration of limits to free speech.  

Third, in an era of globalization, I argue that citizenship to a polity is still a meaningful 
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political category, that cultural citizenship focuses on the question of mediation through 

processes of governmentality, and that there is potential for transformative action when 

citizen rights declaration becomes an opportunity to “care for the self.”  Finally, using the 

law’s interpretation of hate speech to exemplify the way responsibility for discrimination 

gets confounded between individuals and the state, I suggest possibilities for citizens to 

create new discourses and new knowledges through creating and repeating new 

utterances, in discursive and representational forms.   

 

Censorship and criticism 

Cultural policy studies scholar Richard Burt and the contributors to his edited volume, 

Administration of Aesthetics, point to the difficulties in using “censorship, old or new, as 

a tool of cultural criticism.”1  Burt argues from a U.S. context that censorship is not a 

matter as simple as “the fulfillment of the radically conservative Reagan/Bush agenda.”2  

Many different constraining operations that can be considered censorship, including such 

operations as “institutional regulation of free expression, market censorship, cutbacks in 

government funding for controversial art, boycotts, lawsuits,” the legal narrowing of ‘fair 

use’ in copyright law, the manufacture of consent, and other forms of marginalization or 

exclusion.3  In this way, it is not a simple matter to stand in opposition to censorship.  

                                                
1 Richard Burt, “Introduction,” The Administration of Aesthetics: Censorship, Political Criticism, and the 
Public Sphere (Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota Press, 1994), xii. 
2 Burt writes in the context of what many have termed “the new censorship” of the 1980s and early 90s—
sparked in the United States by debates about funding for the National Endowment Fund for the Arts, legal 
attacks on artists like Robert Mapplethorpe who receive public funding, and legal attacks on controversial 
pop cultural acts like 2 Live Crew.  In tracing the generation of the words, Burt cites “the new censorship” 
on the cover of Art in America (November 1989), Carole Vance, “The War on Culture,” Art in America 77. 
No. 9 (September 1989), and Carole Vance, “Reagan’s Revenge: Restructuring the NEA,” Art in America 
78, no.1 (November 1990) (Ibid., xxv, note 1). 
3 Burt, “Introduction,” xiii. 
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Burt uses the term administration to denote dispersed rather than centralized locations for 

censorious operations.   

 Burt’s use of the term administration also complicates the modern terms that see 

censorship operating like negative prohibitions or repressive “exercises of power such as 

destroying materials, blocking access to them, limiting their distribution and circulation, 

and assigning penalties for collecting and consuming forbidden materials.”4  The positive 

or productive aspect of censorship is encompassed by Burt’s term, discourse of 

legitimation, which signals conscious and unconscious constraints to discursive fields, in 

which some ideas are legitimized and some are not.  Burt draws on sociologist Pierre 

Bourdieu’s notion of doxa to complicate conventional ideas of censorship that see it as an 

opposition between orthodox (free) and heterodox (repressed) discourses.  Doxa is a third 

option that represents a discursive field that is taken for granted: 

The manifest censorship imposed by orthodox discourse, the official way 
of speaking and thinking about the world, conceals another, more radical 
censorship: the overt opposition between ‘right’ opinion and ‘left’ or 
‘wrong’ opinion, which delimits the universe of possible discourse, be it 
legitimate or illegitimate, euphemistic or blasphemous, masks in its turn 
the fundamental opposition between the universe of things that can be 
stated, and hence thought, and the universe of that which is taken for 
granted.5 

 
Here, doxa represents that which is beyond dispute, or in Burt’s words, that which 

“cannot be heard or spoken without risk of being delegitimated as beyond the pale of 

discourse.”6   

 Burt et al see censorship operations as positive forms of power, making some 

discourses legitimate, consciously or unconsciously.  Legal scholars Klaus Petersen and 

                                                
4 Ibid., xv.   
5 Bourdieu quoted in ibid., xvi.  
6 Ibid. 
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Allan Hutchinson, writing in a Canadian context, similarly argue that censorship is “a 

constituent feature of any system of social control or practice.”7  They compile a lengthy 

list of possible causes and locations for censoring operations:   

It is essential that the investigation of censorship take into account its 
varied political, social, economic, and psychological contexts.  Taboos, 
prejudices, and fears are at the root of many initiatives to restrict freedom 
of expression and information.  In the political arena, the consideration of 
political power and public policy can help to explain the censorial 
processes and practices of governments.  Many instruments of censorship 
are moulded by the particular forms of production and distribution and by 
the potential influence of various media.  The clarification of ideological 
dispositions and tendencies can shed light on the religious and social 
values that most pressure groups seek to protect or suppress by means of 
censorship.  More than anything it is the profit principle that can explain 
the range and the limits of the production and distribution of knowledge 
and information today.8  
 

As such, the concept of censorship has transformed from one defined by overt exercises 

of power by the state, to one defined by more diffuse and subtle sets of suppressions and 

influences, or to use Burt’s word, (de)legitimations, located in the marketplace as well as 

in state operations.9 

 To view censorship as a process of legitimation, then, is to use a Foucauldian 

understanding of the way power operates.  According to French post-structuralist 

philosopher Michel Foucault, in modern societies, power is no longer concentrated in the 

body of the king.  Instead, “power is everywhere, not because it embraces everything, but 

because it comes from everywhere...power is not an institution, and not a structure; 

neither is it a certain strength we are endowed with; it is the name that one attributes to a 

                                                
7 Klaus Petersen and Allan Hutchinson, “Preface,” in Interpreting Censorship in Canada, eds. Klaus 
Petersen and Allan Hutchinson (Toronto, Buffalo, London: University of Toronto Press, 1999), xii. 
8 Ibid., xii. 
9 In my reading of Burt, legitimation and delegitimation are interchangeable in that both set up a value 
judgment in which allegiances are made. 
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complex strategical situation in a particular society.”10  In contrast, a liberal political 

position continues to treat censorship as if it is unenlightened.11  In this understanding of 

censorship, liberal democracy is credited for abolishing the censorship powers of church 

and state during the enlightenment, and any new appearances of censorship are treated as 

if they are anachronistic.  To treat censorship like it is possible to eliminate it, I argue, 

limits critical examination of the substance of state (de)legitimations, for my purposes, in 

the administration of culture. 

Communications scholar Sue Curry Jansen contends that censorship is not strictly 

a feature of totalitarian or previous societies, or an error in the story of a conventional 

liberal society.  She argues that economic censorship is an integral part of the marketplace 

in liberal societies.12  Since “socially organized activity cannot occur without 

censorship...the question therefore is not ‘censorship or free speech’ but censorship in 

what form, by whom, and in whose interest?”13  Petersen notes that censorship is defined 

in many ways; some organize its definition according to its targets 

(political/religious/obscenity); some according to its sources (academic/written 

materials/visual materials); and some according to its agents (church/state/private).14  He 

finds that most analytical studies focus their definitions on official restrictions by 

governments.15  Petersen recognizes the benefits of Jansen’s analysis where she “sees the 

potential for censorship in any process of human communication.  Jansen believes that 
                                                
10 Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, Volume I: An Introduction. (New York: Vintage Books, 
1980), 93. 
11 Sue Curry Jansen, Censorship: The Knot That Binds Power and Knowledge (Oxford, New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1988), 181; Burt, “Introduction,” xv. 
12 Jansen, Censorship, 181 
13 Petersen and Hutchinson, Preface,” xiii. 
14 “Censorship! Or Is It?” in Interpreting Censorship in Canada, eds. Klaus Petersen and Allan Hutchinson 
(London: Sterling, Virginia: Pluto Press, 1994), 3. My italics. 
15 Petersen chronicles several encyclopedic entries, legal scholars, and historians.  See page 4, and notes 1-9 
on pages 16-17 of his “Censorship!”  
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‘censorial authority may be secured by social customs; by the practices of political, 

economic, religious, educational, or cultural institutions; by established semantic 

conventions; or by prevailing rules of reason.’”16  Though he questions whether in such a 

scheme there is any difference between censorship and “control, manipulation, inhibition, 

persuasion, and misinformation,” his only conclusion is that the extensive variety of 

censorship definitions illustrates that its process is always changing.17  For my purposes, I 

follow Jansen and Burt’s approach to censorship, in which they attempt to move beyond 

official, state limitations, and to rethink attendant oppositional binaries.  

Jansen makes a distinction between regulative censorship and constituent 

censorship, where regulative censorship “is deliberately prohibitive and official,” and 

constituent or constitutive censorship “is structurally underpinned and not necessarily a 

matter of conscious deliberation.”18  For Jansen, constituent censorship is latent and taken 

for granted; however, she still imagines that this latent censorship functions through 

regulative techniques that can be brought to light as “operations of censorship.”19   In 

other words, “regulative modes of censorship touch upon the deep mechanisms of 

constituent censorship, thereby exercising much greater control than overt prohibition, 

which is always an invitation to transgression.”20  This suggests to me, then, not to 

approach overt censorship operations as constituent censorship or as discourses of 

delegitimation, but to ask, how do these overt operations cover up the legimitations and 

delegitimations found in examples of constituent censorship like racism or homophobia? 

                                                
16 Jansen in ibid., 4. 
17 Ibid., 4. 
18 Jim McGuigan, “Censorship and Moral Regulation,” in his, Culture and the Pubic Sphere (London: 
Routledge, 1996), 155.  
19 Ibid., 156. 
20 Ibid., 156. 
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Jansen believes these constituent and regulative operations of censorship can be 

brought to light and subjected to public scrutiny.  To do so, Jansen proposes a kind of 

self-critical tool that accounts for, but does not attempt to abolish censorship in “reflexive 

power-talk,” a concept that holds power-holders accountable: “[p]ower-holders cannot 

assert that their conception of the good or plans for the future are intrinsically superior to 

those of their fellow citizens.”21  In an “accountable censorship policy” such as this, 

however, how likely is it that power-holders will ever behave so ideally?  Who has the 

responsibility to monitor their behavior?  Who draws the line?22 

Cultural studies scholar Jim McGuigan points out that Jansen’s proposed solution 

of reflexive power-talk depends on Jürgen Habermas’s conception of a public sphere in 

which the potential for mutual understanding exists.23  After all, Jansen is making a 

“liberal plea for wider public discussion: her remarks are directed specifically at the 

ethical responsibilities of knowledge workers in recognition of their key role in ‘the 

information society.’”24  Burt et al reject Habermas’s notion of mutual understanding and 

argue that censorship will inevitably pervade all aspects of the public sphere in a way 

more radically than Jansen’s account because censorship implicates even those who 

would engage in Jansen’s “reflexive power-talk.”   

Burt argues that historically, Habermas’s notion of a public sphere in which 

undistorted communication is possible has generated a central assumption about criticism: 

                                                
21 Jansen, Censorship, 210. 
22 In other words, it is in power’s best interest to maintain power, and Jansen’s reflexive power talk would 
essentially result in a situation in which power is endlessly transferred from one power-holder to whomever 
is given the task to monitor the intensions of the previous power-holder.  
23 “Censorship and Moral Regulation,” 155.  McGuigan explains that Jansen’s argument is influenced by 
Jurgen Habermas’s “theorising of communicative action and the ideal speech situation,” which translates as 
a goal for total transparency of meaning in human communication (ibid). 
24 Ibid., 156. 
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that it stands in opposition to censorship because it allows for “rational debate about 

diverse points of view.”25  If critical dialogue is the antithesis of censorship, Burt asks, 

“Who would be allowed into it?  On what basis?  How would a dialogue be regulated?  

How do you tell authentic or critical dialogue from its co-opted, simulated, or dissembled 

forms?”26 

An either/or argument that opposes criticism, or diversity (the freedom of many 

voices) to censorship (the repression of certain voices) misleads, according to Burt, 

because every discourse, even a discourse of diversity, works to marginalize, exclude, or 

delegitimize other discourses.  In this way, the argument to eliminate censorship is in 

itself a form of what Burt terms delegitimation.  In his words, “opposition to censorship 

serves not to guarantee a diversity free of censorship, but to regulate membership in the 

critical community by appealing to the notion of diversity as a criterion of inclusion and 

exclusion.”27  Here, relations of power at the discursive level will always infiltrate 

Jansen’s reflexive-power talk, however consciously or unconsciously.28  

Since, in this model, legitimation and delegitimation will always take place and 

complete transparency is always impossible, political theorist Chantal Mouffe accepts a 

certain amount of constraint in her theory of radical democracy when she calls for “a 

hegemony of democratic values.”29  In order to retain from enlightenment a notion of 

democracy that does not impose a universalizing rationality, or employ the liberal, 

universal, individual subject, Mouffe distinguishes between the political project and the 
                                                
25 “Introduction,” xviii. Importantly, Habermas argues that the public sphere emerged after the end of state 
censorship in the 18th century (xviii).   
26 Ibid.; Ibid., xix. 
27 Ibid., xvii.  
28 Ibid., xv. 
29 “Radical Democracy: Modern or Postmodern?” in Universal Abandon? The Politics of Postmodernism, 
ed. Andrew Ross (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1988), 41.  
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epistemological project of enlightenment, retaining the former and its egalitarian goals.30  

Then she couples the political project of enlightenment with a postmodern philosophy 

that enables a multiplicity of subject positions derived from “relations of 

subordination”—as opposed to some kind of determined “unitary subordination”—which 

are formed within democratic conditions.31  The key here is that if diffuse and subtle 

power inequities always exist in social relationships, then it follows that democratic 

systems are not excluded from containing unequal power relations.  According to cultural 

policy studies scholar Toby Miller, “techniques of coercion may run alongside and assist 

conditions of social and economic freedom.  Democracies utilize networks of power, and 

to say so is not to problematize democracy tout court.”32  

Once we accept that techniques of constraint are necessarily always components 

of democratic systems and not just characteristics of totalitarianism, we can treat Burt’s 

concept of censorship in its overt and covert forms as a technology of power in a 

Foucauldian sense.  After Burt, I propose to shift “the focus of critical inquiry from the 

present discourse of diversity in which they have been framed (a discourse in which 

diversity counters repressive controls of discourse) to...a discourse of legitimation (in 

which the diversity of a given discursive field will always be limited by the 

delegitimation, either conscious or unconscious, of particular discourses).”33  By making 

this shift, the positions pro-regulation and anti-censorship cease to be incommensurable 

                                                
30 Mouffe takes Richard Rorty’s distinction that the political project of enlightenment is “self-assertion,” 
while the epistemological project is “self-foundation,” and insists that the two are not inextricably linked.  
One can be abandoned while the other is retained.  We are leaving the subjectivism and rationalism of “self-
foundation” behind and retaining the political and social action of “self-assertion” (ibid., 33). 
31 Ibid., 41. 
32 Toby Miller, The Well-Tempered Self: Citizenship, Culture, and the Postmodern Subject (Maryland: The 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993), 179. 
33 Burt, “Introduction,” xv.   
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or even oppositional; instead, they exist on a continuum.34  I propose, after Burt, not some 

kind of solution to this dilemma, but to replace the binary question with a more 

ambivalent approach.35  The effective question, then, does not set up terms that debate 

censorship’s elimination; instead it requires recognizing and redefining the terms that 

play out constraint, prohibition, and delegitimation.36   As many artists and cultural 

participants fight with and against censorship, I aim to complicate the historical overview 

of media arts censorship in Ontario. 

In this thesis I use case studies to demonstrate several ways in which video/film 

censorship operates directly in association with sexual and other kinds of discrimination.  

In its contemporary forms, in its capacities to marginalize and exclude, I argue that 

censorship has a close relationship with discrimination.  If censorship is the act of 

(de)legitimation, then the moment expressive materials or speech are constrained, an idea 

or set of ideas are discriminated against, or promoted.  For instance, “even burning books 

is not the simple, negative exercise of power it at first appears to be: public book burnings 

are less about blocking access to forbidden books than they are about staging an 

opposition between corrupting and purifying forces and agencies (represented 

synecdochically by the books and by their destruction).”37  Here, meanings are both 

constrained and promoted.  In their particular capacity to discriminate, I argue that 

                                                
34 Ibid., xix.   
35 Ibid., xx.  
36 Burt argues that it is not a matter of whether or not the word censorship is misused.  Instead, he argues, 
censorship never functioned in strictly negative, repressive terms (xv).  Still, I argue that operations of 
censorship, like power relationships and modes of governance, are historically specific.  Social and 
economic theorist Andrew Ross discards the word censorship altogether and uses regulation to refer to 
modern modes of constraint. “The Fine Art of Regulation,” in The Phantom Public Sphere, ed. Bruce 
Robbins. (Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota Press, 1993), 257.  Burt uses the concept of 
administration to similarly point to “the locus of different, dispersed kinds of regulation” (“Introduction,” 
xvi).  
37 Burt, “Introduction,” xviii. 
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processes of censorship are intimately connected with, and not simply finding 

coincidental sources of content for censoring in, racial/sexual/ability/gender/age 

discrimination.  In other words, I argue that censorship is not self-identical, functioning 

with its own logic that gets applied to randomized sources for censorship, as if what it 

censors is arbitrary or coincidental.38  Practices and functions of censorship are 

historically specific, contextual and contingent, and just as they are transformed from 

issues of state silencing and constraint into issues of regulation and administration, they 

are also transformed by the terms by which resistance is organized. 

My view that censorship discriminates is really just another way of saying that 

censorship is a form of (de)legitimation: discrimination is about promoting a bias.  My 

motive for using this terminology is to stress that censorship is not an isolated process 

that chooses its targets where convenient. I argue that a view of censorship that situates a 

libertarian anti-censorship position—or even a critical postmodern position of radical 

difference—in opposition to neoliberal or modern traditions of censorship, effectively 

formulates the question in the same terms.  I propose, instead, to reformulate the question 

from one of censorship to one of power and discourse legitimation.  Here, “the opposition 

between right-wing censors and left-wing critics merely differentiates a critic who is 

legitimate from one who is not; it determines what does and does not count as legitimate 

criticism.”39  The goal to “end” censorship is misleading and therefore I propose to revise 

the question when put to the history of film and video censorship in Ontario. 

 

 

                                                
38 To be clear, I do not argue that censorship and discrimination are the same thing.  Processes of censorship 
need not be present in processes of discrimination. 
39 Burt, “Introduction,” xx. 
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Limitations to the freedom of expression in Canada 

Liberal and libertarian positions that call for the end of censorship close down 

considerations of the productive aspects of constraint that create knowledges about 

identities, and ignores two important provisions: first, state censorship is legal and done 

with due process, and second, no democratic society has zero limits on freedom of 

expression.  In liberal democratic societies, censorship, or processes more often referred 

to as official restrictions of public speech, is not authorized without due process of the 

law.  Also, while all democratic societies have some version of a constitutional citation to 

free speech, they also contain exceptions or limitations to free speech.   For instance, in 

the United States, some forms of speech do not count as “expression;” in Germany some 

restrictions do not count as “censorship;” and in Canada, all guarantees in the Charter of 

Rights and Freedoms are conditioned by “such reasonable limits prescribed by law as can 

be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.”40  Here, censoring operations 

are built-in to democratic rights balancing functions.  As such, even Jansen’s regulative, 

overt censorship is not totalizing. 

 Among the guarantees that limitations to free speech are meant to protect include 

the physical and social integrity of individuals, national security, and minority groups 

from discrimination.41  All three come to bear on image regulation.  With regard to 

discrimination, rights in Canada have made a shift from a conception of citizenship as 

individualized, or what Canadian philosopher Charles Taylor refers to as “‘difference-

blind’ liberalism,” to one that attempts to accommodate particularity or the rights of 

                                                
40 Petersen, “Censored!” 6; Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, 
being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c.11, Electronic Frontier Canada, http:/ 
www.efc.ca/pages/law/charter/charter.text.html (accessed July 24, 2010). 
41 Petersen, “Censored!” 8. 
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groups of individuals.42  The law grapples with the challenge of striking a balance 

between universal rights for all individuals (such as the right to expression) and the 

recognition of group difference, or the right not to be discriminated against (such as 

through hate speech).  In this way, the law interprets censorship, or a limit to the freedom 

of expression, as conducive to protecting diversity.  This interpretation amounts to the 

reversal of what Burt identifies often happens in critical theory, which is that identity 

politics and cultural pluralism have become seen as remedies to censorship in that they 

promote diversity and political criticism over censorship.43  

Many have argued using critical race and postcolonial theory that the liberal 

pluralistic format of Canada’s official policies of multiculturalism promote de-politicized 

culturalism at best and systemic racism at worst (See Bannerji 2000, Strong-Boag et al. 

1998, Kamboureli 1998, Padolsky 2000,  Kymlicka 1995, 1998, Mackey 1999, Mahtani 

2002, Vickers and Dhruvarajan 2002).  For my purposes, the key here is that censoring 

functions are bound up in complex representational operations that mediate identities, and 

after Burt, I propose to shift the opposition between diversity and censorship in order to 

open up discussions of state (de)legitimations that contribute to that mediation.  As David 

                                                
42 Quoted in David Bennett, “Introduction,” Multicultural States: Rethinking Difference and Identity, ed. 
David Bennett (London; New York: Routledge, 1998), 8. The Canadian Multiculturalism Act was passed in 
1988.  Multicultural heritage is recognized in section 27 the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.  Section 15(1) 
of the Charter states: “Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to equal 
protection and equal benefit of the law without discrimination and, in particular, without discrimination 
based on race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age, or mental or physical disability” 
(Canadian Charter).  In North America and abroad, racialized, ethnic, religious, and other social groups 
have fought for this limitation asserting the right to have their histories and traditions recognized in legal 
terms, and safeguarded with the development of an institutional infrastructure.  Austin Sarat and Thomas R. 
Kearns, “Responding to the Demands of Difference: An Introduction,” Cultural Pluralism, Identity Politics, 
and the Law, edited by Austin Sarat and Thomas R. Kearns (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 
1999), 1.  
43 “Introduction,” xx. This reversal amounts to little more than semantic interest because the definition of 
diversity is a problematic in legal practices. 
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Bennet explains, “any valorization of minority identities must engage with its terms.”44 

Smaro Kamboureli concurs, “the representation of otherness cannot be examined in 

isolation from such political and institutional realities as Canada’s official policy of 

multiculturalism.”45   As such, identity politics and discrimination have a particular stake 

in censorship and its balancing with the right not to be discriminated against. 

In his version of a history of British cultural studies, Paul Gilroy outlines a useful 

genealogy of identity politics and identifies three major trends. The first is identity as a 

matter of the “self” as in studies of the subject and subjectivity.  In gender and racial 

studies, subjectivity was a question of the production of “woman” and “negro.”  The 

downfall of this line of reasoning is that to attempt to identify a unique identity of 

“woman” or “negro” is to universalize both categories.46  The second major trend in 

identity theorization Gilroy identifies is identity based on difference.  Describing a similar 

contradiction to identity based on sameness, however, cultural studies scholar Terry 

Eagleton insists that the postmodern use of radical difference is also underpinned by 

universalism and actually bears a close conceptual relationship to neoliberal notions of 

citizenship.47  After all, how can we have an equal right to difference without universal 

rights?48  Furthermore, “the present demands for ‘diversity’ assume that those who 

                                                
44 “Introduction,” 9. 
45 “The Technology of Ethnicity: Canadian Multiculturalism and the Language of Law,” Multicultural 
States: Rethinking Difference and Identity, edited by David Bennett (London; New York: Routledge, 1998) 
210. 
46 Paul Gilroy, “British Cultural Studies and the Pitfalls of Identity,” (1996) in Media and Cultural Studies: 
Keyworks, Revised Edition, Edited by Meenakshi Gigi Durham and Douglas M. Kellner, (Oxford: 
Blackwell Publishing, 2001, 2006), 386. 
47 See his “Five Types of Identity and Difference,” Multicultural States: Rethinking  Difference and 
Identity, ed. David Bennett (London; New York: Routledge, 1998), 50-51. 
48 In other words, “everyone, on this theory, must have an equal chance of becoming unequal” (Eagleton, 
“Five Types,” 48).  In this article, Eagleton elaborates some of the ironies and unexpected logical 
similarities between liberal democracy and postmodern identitarian politics and demonstrates that 
sameness/difference are in fact not oppositions but antinomies.  Literary theorist Walter Benn Michaels 
agrees that even 1990s post-identity politics never managed to avoid the essentializing tendency of the 
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represent it have stable identities.”49  My purpose here is not to discuss how best to 

balance universal human rights and cultural difference.  Instead, as Sarat and Kearns 

explain, “advocates of cultural pluralism and identity politics seek to expose the cultural 

bias hidden in law not to search for a ‘truly’ objective or neutral position from which to 

make legal decisions but, rather, to hold law accountable.”50  

 The third and most relevant theme that Gilroy names, for my purposes, is 

attention to identity for the sake of social action.  Cultural studies pays attention to 

identity for this purpose, which is not seen in the same way in legal definitions.  I want to 

pursue the way this would manifest, not in the law, but where cultural participants interact 

with the law.  For Gilroy, “attention to identity as a principle of solidarity asks us to 

comprehend identity as an effect mediated by historical and economic structures, 

instantiated in the signifying practices through which they operate and arising in 

contingent institutional settings that both regulate and express the coming together of 

individuals in patterned social processes.”51  Miller similarly argues that the ongoing 

making of civil subjects occurs through modes of conduct as opposed to some kind of 

induction into subjecthood.  In other words, contemporary questions of identity suggest, 

not to attempt to figure out what it is, but instead to look at its mediation.   While 1990s 

identity politics, according to Gilroy’s description, focused on moving from questions of 

                                                
identity politics that it was aiming to critique because even in a performative understanding of identity, in 
opposition to a biologically fixed one, “‘it is only once we know who we are”—that is, know something 
beyond performativity—‘that we will be able to tell what we should do’—that is, know what we should 
perform.’” Quoted in Michael Millner, “Post Post-Identity,” American Quarterly 57, no.2 (2005): 543 
49 Burt points out that administrative practices like affirmative action can be contradictory and in the name 
of ostensibly recognized diversities, effectively suppress other, local diversities (xxi).   
50 Sarat and Kearns “Responding to the Demands of Difference,” 14. 
51 “British Cultural Studies,” 387. He believes that the evolution of contested uses of identity reveals 
something about the evolution of cultural studies as a whole. He ventures to say that it could be that identity 
provided a connection between disciplines and disparate lines of thinking to form a self conscious cultural 
studies field.  
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“what am I” to “who am I,” contemporary identity theories, when combined with 

citizenship theories, shifts attention again, to the question, “how am I mediated?”52  This 

is the main question I believe my case studies raise within the legal realm of demanding 

recognition of difference. 

The second in the list of limitations of the freedom of expression, based on the 

guarantee of social integrity of individuals, most obviously applies to my project.  

Although some scholars interpret pornography as hate speech as I will discuss later in this 

chapter, in regulating pornography, the limitation to free speech is balanced with the 

social integrity of individuals, which, after legal scholars Brenda Cossman and Dany 

Lacombe, I argue is a moral imperative recast as protection from harm.  Following this, 

the third guarantee, of national security, comes into play if we follow communications 

scholar Kevin Dowler’s argument that “the administering of cultural policy in Canada 

performs the function of a security apparatus.”53   

Dowler argues that this security function emerged alongside questions of 

Canadian national identity and its relationship to culture.  Quoting the Massey 

Commission, he notes the use of a metaphor of nation as an empty shell to be filled with 

culture: ‘“We are now spending millions to maintain a national independence which 

would be nothing but an empty shell without a vigorous and distinctive cultural life.”’54  

Dowler explains that this metaphor “indicates the degree to which the commission 

understood implicitly that the defense of brute space is by itself insufficient.  Culture 

                                                
52 “British Cultural Studies,” 384. 
53 “The Cultural Industries Policy Apparatus,” The Cultural Industries in Canada: Problems, Policies and 
Prospects, ed. Michael Dorland (Toronto: James Lorimer & Company Ltd., 1996), 330. 
54 “Cultural Industries,” 337.  The Massey Commission, formerly known as the Royal Commission on 
National Development in the Arts, Letters and Sciences, was chaired by Vincent Massey in 1951 and 
conducted to interrogate Canada’s national identity in relationship to other nations, motivated by fear that 
U.S. popular culture posed a danger to the integrity of so-called Canadian culture.   
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would provide the bulwark to construct a strong nation with all its critical faculties intact, 

and to ward off the potentially harmful effects of creeping continentalism in the form of 

American mass culture.”55  Rather than putting powers in the private sector, 

communications scholar Micheal Dorland argues that Canada, then, developed a state of 

government ownership of culture that can be seen in a multitude of public crown 

organizations, such as the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), Canada Council 

for the Arts, Canadian Radio-Television Commission (CRTC), and Telefilm, and the 

legislation and ministries that empower them.56  In this context, the OFRB interacts with a 

different side of a state that already participates in negotiations to define “the rules, terms 

conditions or turns of language by which players are authorized to enter and play the 

culture industries ‘game’ in the Canadian context.”57 

 

Foucault, the law, and culture 

Regarding all three of the limitations to free speech—meant to protect the physical and 

social integrity of individuals, national security, and minority groups from 

discrimination—the governmental interest in the well being of populations reflects what 

Foucault terms governmentality.  Specifically, I am looking at knowledge-building 

around issues of identity, sexuality and art inside and adjacent to legal and bureaucratic 

regulatory practices.58  “Government,” broadly translates to “the conduct of conduct,” or 

                                                
55 Ibid. 
56 Michael Dorland, “Introduction,” The Cultural Industries in Canada: Problems, Policies and Prospects, 
ed. Michael Dorland (Toronto: James Lorimer & Company Ltd., 1996), xii.   
57 Ibid., xii.   
58 Foucault’s terms “art of government” and “rationality of government” can be used interchangeably, to 
mean a way of thinking about the practice of government.  
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an interest in activity that is meant to affect the activity of other persons.59  As a 

regulatory body, the OFRB participates in the broader processes of government, in which 

knowledge about pornography, sexuality, identity and the cultural expressions associated 

with being a good citizen are produced.   

Foucault’s understanding of governmentality comes from his study of several key 

works in 16th century political theory that consider the practice of government.60  He sees 

the concept come into practice in the middle of the 16th century when to think of 

governing was no longer a matter of “advice to the prince,” but a consideration of 

governing a series of spheres of life: the self, children, pedagogy, and of the state by the 

prince, where self-government is connected with morality, governing a family is 

connected with economy, and ruling the state with politics.61  Instead of ruling over a 

territory, “one governs things...a sort of complex composed of men and things.”62  Here, 

government is no longer concerned with the improvement of the sovereign, but with the 

care of the people, or population.63    

 Foucault conceptualizes the population as a “body of people that needed to be 

regulated and controlled,” and the state as no longer representing a supreme authority, 

                                                
59 Colin Gordon, “Governmental Rationality: An Introduction,” The Foucault Effect: Studies in 
Governmentality, ed. Graham Brutal, Colin Gordon, and Peter Miller (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1991), 2-3.  
60 Derek Hook, ed., Critical Psychology (Landsdown: UCT Press, 2004), 242. 
61 “Governmentality,” 87, 92.  Foucault divides the classical and modern periods into his own set of 
historical stages; the “juridical state” belongs to the feudal period, the “administrative state” began in the 
15th century and the “governmental state” in the 17th and 18th centuries.  See Alan Hunt and Gary 
Wickham, Foucault and the Law: Towards a Sociology of Law as Governance (London: Sterling, Virginia: 
Pluto Press, 1994), 53.  
62 Foucault, “Governmentality,” 93.  Another way of thinking about the art of government is to consider the 
function of statistics; census demonstrates that knowledge about the population is integral to a concern with 
“men in their relations, their links, their imbrication with those other things which are wealth, resources, 
means of subsistence, the territory with its specific qualities, climate, irrigation, fertility, etc.; men in their 
relation to that other kind of things, customs, habits, ways of acting and thinking, etc; lastly, men in their 
relation to that other kind of things, accidents and misfortunes such as famine, epidemics, death, etc.” 
(Foucault, “Governmentality,” 93).   
63 Hook, Critical Psychology, 245. 
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rule, or sovereign.64  In sum, the art of government is a science of government, or the 

“calculated direction of human conduct,” and governmentality refers to the contemporary 

and overarching rationality that informs multiple institutional and structural processes.65  

In this way, Foucault does not isolate one aspect of contemporary society; 

governmentality looks at the patterning of power across institutions, dominant practices 

and discourses that are autonomous yet work under the same overarching goal.66   

 In taking up questions of mediated identities that are created and reinforced 

through citizen interactions with the state around film and video regulation, Foucault’s 

notion of governmentality suggests to me to consider many contributing social and 

cultural practices: sources of governance in the conventional sense, like political 

partisanship; spaces integrated into governance that allow for or absorb civil 

disobedience; effects of censorship across categories that overlap artistic and commercial 

endeavors (art and porn); artists’ coalitions and mobilizations complicit with censorship; 

special interest groups lobbying for regulation; choices for civil liberties interventions; 

agendas for arts advocates and arts policy makers, etc.   

 Ironically, by interpreting the law as a technology of government, I am effectively 

applying Foucauldian concepts to the very institution he used as an example of punitive 

rationality against which to contrast his idea of discipline: “he points the finger at 

conventional conceptions of law, typically defined, as rules commanding behavior backed 

                                                
64 Ibid., 245, 242. 
65 Ibid., 241. 
66 As Foucault scholar Mitchell Dean puts it, governmentality “gives particular emphasis to issues of the 
government of human conduct in all contexts, by various authorities and agencies, invoking particular 
forms of truth, and using definite resources, means and techniques” (Quoted in Hook, Critical Psychology, 
242). 
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by the threat of coercive sanctions.”67  What socio-legal theorists Alan Hunt and Gary 

Wickham point out is that Foucault uses the law illustratively to represent the kind of 

punitive, coercive, sovereign law in contrast to his disciplinary, “capillary-power.”  He 

did not take up the law up as a main object of study.68  For Foucault, “the operation of the 

new disciplinary mechanisms of power is ensured not by law, but rather by 

normalization.”69  Hunt and Wickham argue, however, that Foucault fails to account for 

the normative elements in legal rules.70    

Foucault emphasizes the basically non-legal nature of his idea of government.  He 

writes, “The instruments of government, instead of being laws, now come to be a range of 

multiform tactics.”71  Hunt and Wickham in turn respond by emphasizing the role law 

plays in this range of tactics: 

The deployment of ‘multiform tactics’ is illustrated in the link that exists 
between ‘government’ and ‘population’ where a variety of experts 
(quantifying, calculating and codifying) scattered across a range of 
agencies generate social policies that operate both to constitute the ‘social 
problems’ at which governmental action is directed and actively to 
regulate, control and coordinate the targets thus created.72   
 

Legal operations are included in that range of agencies and work alongside other agencies 

in the coordination of conduct.  For instance, though personal and commercial security is 

no longer strictly in the jurisdiction of the law because responsibility has shifted to the 

consumer to purchase all manners insurance in managing risk, insurance is still regulated 

                                                
67 Hunt and Wickham, Foucault and the Law, 41.  Though I am referring generally to legal processes, 
including related processes of legislature, case and civil law, police and punitive processes, it should be 
noted that my reference to “the law” artificially unifies it and should be taken as a verbal construct for the 
sake of clarity (ibid., 40). 
68 Ibid., 49. 
69 Ibid. My italics. 
70 Ibid., 50. 
71 Ibid., 53. 
72 Ibid. 
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by the law.73  In this way, the law has tended towards what Hunt and Wickham call 

proceduralisation. The law increasingly creates rules and procedures that dictate the 

arrangement of activities such as banking management, product safety, construction 

regulations, rather than oversees them directly.  Hunt and Wickham considers 

proceduralisation an expansion of the law, which “rather than setting positive rules to 

control activities, lays down procedures for how decisions are to be taken, for example 

specifying what interests are to be consulted.”74 

Rather than merely a set of “negative prohibitions,” or “positive laws,”  legal 

processes interplay between discipline and normalization. The contributors to the 

volumes, Cultural Analysis, Cultural Studies, and the Law: Moving Beyond Legal 

Realism (2003) edited by Austin Sarat and Jonathan Simon; Law in the Domains of 

Culture (1998) edited by Austin Sarat and Thomas Kearns; and Cultural Pluralism, 

Identity Politics and the Law (1998), also edited by Austin Sarat and Thomas Kearns, 

argue for a concept of the law that recognizes its cultural dimension.  Naomi Mezey 

illustrates the popular assumption that the law is separate from culture using baseball as 

an example.75  The assumption is that playing or watching baseball is a cultural act with 

minimal legal implications and vice versa that a lawsuit, for instance disputing the Major 

League’s antitrust exemption, is a legal act with minimal cultural implications.  If the 

antitrust exemption allowing baseball to maintain a market monopoly were defeated, this 

would have real effects on the traditions that accompany baseball’s consumption.  For 

                                                
73 By purchasing insurance, the victim of a crime effectively does not expect to be compensated by the 
perpetrator of a crime, forcible by law.  Instead the victim expects to be compensated by the product of 
his/her own proactive and preemptive purchase. 
74 Hunt and Wickham, Foucault and the Law, 67. 
75  “Law as Culture,” Cultural Analysis, Cultural Studies, and the Law: Moving Beyond Legal Realism 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2003), 38. 
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Mezey, “the game is a product of law and the lawsuit a product of culture...[and] the 

meaning of each is bound up in the other and in the complex entanglement of law and 

culture.”76  Sarat and Simon call for cultural analysis and cultural studies to supplement 

the interdisciplinary combination of critical realist studies, feminist studies, and critical 

race theory that characterizes what they call a “postrealist legal landscape.”77  I aim to 

contribute a cultural studies approach to visual culture to consider the legal implications 

of film and video as a cultural act, and the cultural implications of film and video taken to 

court.  

A long quote by Sarat and Kearns summarizes the role of law as a product of 

culture and technology of government: 

We are not merely the inert recipients of law’s external pressures, but 
law’s “demands” tend to seem natural and necessary, hardly like demands 
at all.  In this way the cultural lives of law...have been central “in the 
scaffolding of the modern nation-state” with its construction of the rights-
bearing subject, imagined social contract, and insistence on boundary and 
bounded-ness.  Nonetheless, legal meanings are not invented and 
communicated in a unidirectional process.  Litigants, clients, consumers of 
culture, and others bring their own understandings to bear; they deploy and 
use meanings strategically to advance interests and goals.  They press their 
understandings in and on law and, in so doing, invite adaptation and 
change in the practices of law.  Law thus exists, in the words of Raymond 
Williams, as a “moving hegemony.”78 

 

Here, Sarat and Kearns corroborate Hunt and Wickham’s assertion that the law does not 

function in a unidirectional way but instead through effects of normalization like any 

other governmental apparatus.  In this way, the law is a viable arena for engaging in 

fighting for identities and negotiating meanings for two reasons: one, law is not the one-

                                                
76 Ibid., 37.  
77 “Approaches to the Cultural Study of the Law,” in Cultural Analysis, Cultural Studies, and the Law: 
Moving Beyond Legal Realism, eds. Austin Sarat and Jonathan Simon (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2003), 4.  Realism, which is a materialist as opposed to philosophical form of legal study, is included in this 
postrealist legal landscape.   
78 Sarat and Kearns, “Responding to the Demands of Difference,” 14; Peter Fitzpatrick quoted in ibid., 14.  
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way power house it might be traditionally thought to be—rather it is a technology of 

government that artists and cultural producers engage with on a daily basis; and two, the 

law is cultural rather than a neutral arbiter.  Sarat and Simon also emphasize that there is 

room for “litigants, clients, consumers of culture...to invite adaptation and change in the 

practices of law.”  Here, Sarat and Simon point to the significance, for cultural studies, of 

agency.  They identify the construct of the rights-bearing subject, imagined social 

contract to the state, and insistence on national boundaries as determining processes of 

normalization, which suggests that citizen engagement with constitutional law represents 

a potential opportunity for negotiating social change.  In sum, I regard censoring 

operations as caught up in regulatory functions that make up a larger system of 

governmentality, where identities are negotiated between citizens and the state in arenas 

that include the law.  Next, I aim to make sense of the rights-bearing subject and the 

presence of agency in that subject’s potential for creating transformative meanings in 

conjunction with law.   

 

The cultural citizen and rights declaration 

In that film and video censorship arguments have largely taken on constitutional, rights-

based formats, the declarers of these rights have engaged in confirming one of the 

fundamental privileges/obligations of state citizenship: rights declaration.   Here, Sarat 

and Simon’s active litigant/client/consumer of culture comes to bear as a cultural citizen 

engaged in rights declaration, which suggests to me to turn to cultural citizenship studies 

bringing together interests in cultural production—artists, feminists, activists, cultural 

producers dealing with a politics of representation—and cultural policy—the same social 
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agents articulating arguments in debate with governmental regulatory and juridical 

practices.79  If the rights-bearing subject is normative, not to mention paradoxical if that 

subject’s difference is to be recognized in law, how can rights discourse be productive in 

negotiating change in the law and/or popular consciousness? 

 Reinvigorated scholarly interest in cultural citizenship, bringing together interests 

in culture and in policy, reflect contemporary changes in governance and government 

relations with its citizens, along with changes in the conditions of production of cultural 

products and participation.80  Caroline Andrew and Monica Gattinger describe a 

Foucauldian concept of governance as processes beyond the strictly governmental, and 

involving relevant social actors beyond those in government.  They note that this shift has 

been explained in different ways, “from social actors wishing to be more involved in 

decisions, to governments wishing to be less involved, to the influence of globalization 

and the ways in which the rescaling of political and social action is taking place.”81  For 

my purposes, the first item in their list of explanations can refer to artists and other actors 

entering judicial situations and making themselves involved in the form of focus groups 

and committee meetings; the second item applies on the one hand to the seeming paradox 

whereby conservative governments defer to the free market yet intervene in questions of 

morality via censorship, and on the other hand to a liberal aim for so-called neutral 

government; the third item can be thought about in terms of the ways in which 

                                                
79 Caroline Andrew and Monica Gattinger describe cultural citizenship as bringing together cultural 
production and cultural policy in their Accounting for Culture: Thinking Through Cultural Citizenship 
(Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 2005), 1. 
80 Caroline Andrew and Monica Gattinger were writing for a proceedings for a Colloquium partnership 
between the Department of Canadian Heritage and the University of Ottawa entitled, Accounting for 
Culture: Examining the Building Blocks of Cultural Citizenship. The conference was held in November 
2003 and transformed into the book cited in the previous note. 
81 Ibid., 1. 
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globalization affects the traditional state, and the ways in which the rescaling of political 

and social action around human rights affects state rights declaration. 

 Theories and interpretations of globalization have been key to the reinvigoration 

of the concept of citizenship to a state, and further, to what Miller argues is a new 

category, cultural citizenship, “a textual, political and activist category” activated indeed 

by processes of globalization that bring together concepts of “the political, the economic 

and the cultural.”82  Authors such as Shore (2000), Barnett (2001), White and Hunt 

(2000), and Stychin (2001) deal with dual citizenship and the European Union as a 

representative example of new forms of civic belonging in a globalized context.  Authors 

such as Bannerji (2000, 2001), Bennett (1998), Eagleton (1998), and Kymlicka (2001) 

deal with recent, dual, and minority citizenship, asking how official multiculturalism 

policies in Canada include and exclude groups of people.  Authors such as Berlant and 

Warner (1999), Plummer (1995, 2001), Richardson (1996), Weeks (1998), and Cossman 

(2007) deal with  sexual citizenship and how sexual identities have been transformed and 

reconfigured with changing legal rights for so-called families.  Authors such as Mouffe 

and Laclau (1985, 2001), Mouffe (1992), Fraser (1992, 1998, 2008), and Young (1995) 

conceive of radical theories of democracy as they attempt to account for the impossibility 

of straight communicative understanding in what is recognized as a complicated public 

sphere.83   

 In an era defined by terminologies of globalization, I agree with political scientist 

Sheila Croucher who argues that citizenship to a polity is still a meaningful political 

category.  To reiterate Sarat and Simon, the rights-bearing citizen is subject to an 

                                                
82 “Introducing…Cultural Citizenship,” Social Text 19, no.4 (Winter 2001): 1.   
83 I am referring here to the Habermasian concept of communicative understanding in an unproblematised 
public sphere whereby citizens may openly debate.  
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imagined social contract with the state, a state that emphasizes national boundaries in this 

contract.  True, with globalization we see “a decline in the territorial integrity of the 

sovereign state and in the centrality of a territorially bounded state to the social and 

political identification or attachments of a populous,” yet, I follow Croucher who disputes 

claims that the state and the importance of citizenship is declining.84  Threats to 

citizenship and its privileged membership include legal and illegal migration; voting 

rights to noncitizens; union membership to noncitizens (in Canada); the existence of 

political, religious, and social organizations that enforce rights that are not based on 

citizenship (eg. Canadian Civil Liberties Association); the decline of naturalization; and 

the emergence of international human rights, facilitated by such organizations as the 

Council of Europe and the United Nations.  From below, identity-based social movements 

and the problem of multiculturalism (individual rights are insufficient and citizenship is 

not neutral) challenge traditional configurations and concepts of citizenship.  I concur 

with Croucher, however, who argues that though statements about the declining nation 

state and hybridized identities characterize theories of globalization, both the state and 

citizenship have a particular cache and raised stakes for precisely the same reason.85  

                                                
84 Globalization and Belonging: the Politics of Identity in a Changing World (Oxford: Rowman & 
Littlefield, 2004), 52.  Croucher notes that common definitions of globalization that denote 
deterritorialization, like internationalism, liberalization, universalization, and Westernization, define 
practices that are actually not new (ibid., 12).  Jan Nederveen Pieterse argues that globalization began when 
people traveled.  See his “Globalization as Hybridization,” (1994), in Media and Cultural Studies: 
Keyworks, Revised Edition, eds. Meenakshi Gigi Durham and Douglas M. Kellner (Oxford: Blackwell 
Publishing, 2001, 2006). He argues that “globalization as the ‘intensification of worldwide social relations’ 
presumes the prior existence of ‘worldwide social relations,’ so that globalization is the conceptualization 
of a phase following an existing condition of globality and part of an ongoing process of the formation of 
worldwide social relations” (ibid., 661). “State power remains strategic,” Pieterse argues, “but it is no 
longer the only game in town.  The tide of globalization reduces the room of maneuver of states, while 
international institutions, transnational transactions, regional cooperation, subnational dynamics, and non-
governmental organizations expand in impact and scope” (ibid., 675).  Here Pieterse argues that notions of 
culture have shifted from local to translocal.  Both, however, retain the notion of place. 
85 Globalization and Belonging, 62.  While transnationalism is a conceptual model in which flows of 
capital, border and boundary crossings, and transgressive forms of belonging are analyzed, Croucher 
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 In one clear example, Croucher points to the intensification of debates around 

immigration in after 911.  Threats to national sovereignty have arguably heightened “the 

energy and passion that those who possess it devote to keeping it to themselves and 

excluding others from it.”86  The appeal of citizenship rests with “states whose very 

existence is legitimated in large part by the role they play as purveyors of citizenship, or 

as the regulators of borders and the benefits that accrue to those who manage to find 

themselves within as opposed to outside of them.”87  Political scientist Roxanne Doty 

calls this “statecraft;” citizenship and immigration policies play a part in the construction 

of state sovereignty, both in practice and in theory, so that “states act, in other words, to 

maintain their sovereignty, and they do so by reproducing boundaries—spatial, social, 

cultural, economic, and political.”88  With globalization may come a deterritorialization of 

culture, but we are engaged here in boundary crossing, not boundary erasure.89  

 

Rights declaration as a form of caring for the self  

If citizenship to a state is a meaningful political category, what is the subject’s part in 

his/her mediation?  Although “hybridization as a perspective belongs to the fluid end of 

relations between cultures...[and] the mixing of cultures and not their separateness is 

emphasized,” the notion of mixed hybrid cultures assumes separate origins for the 

                                                
suggests that, most concerns about transnationalism are in fact concerns about states, not nationalism.  
Crossed borders are state borders, not the “transcendence of nations, but rather their maintenance or 
perpetuation” (ibid., 93).  For an argument that globalization has strengthened nationalisms, see  Jill 
Vickers and Vanaja Dhruvarajan, Gender, Race, and Nation: A Global Perspective (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press), 2002.  
86 Croucher, Globalization and Belonging, 62. 
87 Ibid., 67. 
88 Quoted in ibid. 
89 Pieterse, “Globalization as Hybridization,” 675. 
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mixing.90  Although we enjoy an “increase in the range of organizational options,” as 

boundaries still hold up, the effective question is, what are the “terms of the mixture?”91  

 This question refers to the group experience of rights, or the question, how are we 

mediated?  Citizenship rights also function to promote a personal experience of rights 

which once again raises the question, how am I mediated?  Again, in a contemporary 

context of governmentality, codes of conduct are not strictly set by the state.  The state, 

instead, organizes the citizen to be a private person who sees the state in themselves, and 

actively, not passively, accepts this.  In this way, states employ the paradox of Jean-

Jacques Rousseau: “making men free by making them subject.”92  Rights may be given to 

a group who then identify collectively to one or more nations, but rights are experienced 

individually in the form of freedoms, i.e. of speech or information, so that the citizen 

links his/her own personal desires with the laws of the state.  In this way government is 

simultaneously totalizing and individualizing.  Since this form of power follows the 

individual throughout his/her lifetime, it is personal and intimate so that it indeed forms 

“the truth of the individual himself.”93  Cultural policy, then, seeks to form and manage 

subjects, operating “to produce loyal citizens who learn to govern themselves in the 

interests of the cultural-capitalist polity.”94  As subjects see themselves in the state, they 

act “accordingly” so that they are in fact performing a self-governance.  Here, populations 

                                                
90 Ibid., 673. Even Western cultural forms are historically crossover hybrids.  Significantly, Pieterse asks, is 
any culture not a Creole culture?  If so, then “hybridization is in effect a tautology: contemporary 
accelerated globalization means the hybridization of hybrid cultures” (ibid., 676).  Israeli cultural and 
women's studies scholar Ella Shohat puts it thusly: “A celebration of syncretism and hybridity per se, if not 
articulated in conjunction with questions of hegemony and neo-colonial power relations, runs the risk of 
appearing to sanctify the fait accompli of colonial violence” (quoted in ibid., 667).   
91 Ibid., 675; ibid., 669. 
92 Miller, The Well-Tempered Self, xvii. 
93 Michel Foucault, “The Subject and Power,” Critical Inquiry 8, no.4 (Summer 1982): 783.  
94 Miller, The Well-Tempered Self, ix. 
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are managed through civic behavior rather than through material intervention and are thus 

mediated by processes of governmentality. 

 The aspect of civic duty that I am interested in for opportunities to intervene in the 

constitution of subjects is rights declaration.  Drawing on Foucault for this is again ironic 

because he treated democratic rights the same way he treated the law as an institution.  In 

keeping with his explanation of the rule of law as sovereign, Foucault refers to the notion 

of “right” as the “divine right of kings.”95  Hunt and Wickham note that this slippage 

between right, singular, and rights, plural, “leads Foucault, like many other recent radical 

thinkers, to disparage the transformatory capacity of rights within modern political 

systems.”96  Foucault scholar Jonathan S. Ransom, on the other hand, reads Foucault’s 

account to mean that rights are non-applicable in modern government because they are 

used to keep an idea of sovereignty in check that no longer exists.  In Foucault’s words, 

“The ‘right’ to life, to one’s body, to health, to happiness, to the satisfaction of 

needs,...this ‘right’—which the classical juridical system was utterly incapable of 

comprehending—was the political response to all these new procedures of power which 

did not derive, either, from the traditional right of sovereignty.”97  Ransom argues that to 

think that rights, based on consensus, works as a defence against non-consensual 

disciplinary power, is to harbor a false sense of security.98 

 Since power works differently in distinct historical moments, so too does freedom.  

Foucault’s main dispute is targeted at the liberalist connection between basic rights and 

                                                
95 Quoted in Wickham and Hunt, Foucault and the Law, 45.  Foucault explains, “the essential role of the 
theory of right, from medieval times onwards, was to fix the legitimacy of power; that is the major problem 
around which the whole theory of right and sovereignty is organized” (quoted in ibid., 44). 
96 Ibid. 
97 Quoted in John S. Ransom, Foucault’s Discipline: The Politics of Subjectivity (Durham and London: 
Duke University Press, 1997), 161. 
98 Ibid., 159. 
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freedom.99  While a liberal notion of individuals sees them as, at their foundation and 

prior to acting, rational and free, Foucault understands freedom as created.100  He argues 

that freedom cannot be bestowed on subjects by the external promise of rights because 

freedom already conditions power relationships.101  Freedom is key to the political 

importance of subjects.  The subject is politically important “because if the individual is 

not once and for all created as a unitary monad, if the individual is plastic and can be 

shaped, then the productive and creative force that the individual represents will be 

contended for.”102  Since liberal rights are supposed to guarantee an already existing 

freedom to individuals, they are conceived of as universal, permanent and context-free.  

In Ransom’s words, they “lie dormant, unexercised, and irrelevant to the actual power 

relations we find ourselves in.”103  In other words, they are supposed to have so-called 

permanence as if they can predict what kinds of battle lines we will face in the future.  

Foucault disputes their logic by asserting that “liberty is a practice...The liberty of men is 

never assured by the institutions of law that are intended to guarantee them...I think it can 

never be inherent in the structure of things to guarantee the exercise of freedom.  The 

guarantee of freedom is freedom.”104  Hunt and Wickham argue, however, that though 

“rights and freedoms are practices and no constitution or bill of rights can strictly 

                                                
99 Ibid., 160. 
100 Ibid., 172. 
101 Since governance functions so that “no successful power relationship is able to develop that does not 
treat individuals in some real sense as ends in themselves,” Foucault understands freedom to be built-in to 
power relationships (ibid, 124).  This is not the same as saying citizens are inherently free so that all that is 
left to do is discover, some time in the future, the set of rights that mimics this freedom. Foucault’s freedom 
is neither ahistorical nor universal.  It changes with different kinds of power relationships that are 
themselves historically specific. 
102 Ibid., 168. 
103 Ibid., 162. 
104 Quoted in Hunt and Wickham, Foucault and the Law, 45.   
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‘guarantee’ them...it does not follow that such provisions are mere rhetorical 

flourishes.”105   

 Despite Foucault’s criticism of liberalist rights, Ransom feels that Foucault would 

agree with Hunt and Wickham that rights are not merely empty displays: “there is a 

difference between refusing to allow one set of social powers to remove promised 

liberties and positively asserting that the bare possessions of these rights makes one a free 

individual.”106  In other words, just because rights may not accomplish what a liberal 

definition claims they do, does not mean they accomplish nothing.  So what do they 

accomplish?  I have already shown above that the law does not remain outside of new 

methods of power and normalization.  A liberal notion of rights might be considered a 

drag on the always changing subject, a subject constituted by a variety of forces at any 

given time, but what a subject brings to the declaration of a given right is historically and 

politically specific.  Despite the construction of the definition of rights in liberal 

democracies as fundamental, I see the practice of rights declaration as an activity located 

in the present. 

 Here, transformative potential lies in the ethics of the self, or the individual to 

“confront the task of ‘producing himself.’”107  I have discussed at length subject 

formation mediated by governmentality.  Here I call attention to the way subjects come to 

know themselves as subjects.  An ethics of the self refers to a “critical examination of the 

process in which individuals come to understand themselves within the context of 

culturally determined notions of identity.”108  In this way, an ethics of the self represents a 

                                                
105 Ibid. 
106 Ransom, Foucault’s Discipline, 167. 
107 Ibid., 166.  
108 Lois McNay, Foucault: A Critical Introduction (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1994), 154.  My italics. 
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reflexive, critical self-awareness in an examination of the self’s mediation by larger 

cultural patterns.109  While Foucault argues that subjects are determined, to explain this 

room for self-awareness and transgression, he distinguishes between morality and ethics.  

Morality represents a set of rules that can be followed uncritically, and ethics represents 

the behavior of individuals in response to those rules, or “the manner in which they 

comply more or less fully with a standard of conduct, the manner in which they obey or 

resist in interdiction or prescription.”110 

 In her article reading feminist truth-telling practices through Foucauldian ethics, 

legal scholar Mariana Valverde emphasizes that ethics is a practice.111  This self-reflexive 

operation is not meant to produce an ontological definition of the self or of an ethic;  

“There is no rock-solid truth, then: but there is still the activity, the process of truth 

telling.  And while the activity of monitoring oneself and speaking about oneself is of 

course constitutive of ‘the self,’ this is by no means a unitary or univocal process: there 

are as many different kinds of selves as there are ways of embarking upon and continually 

practicing truth telling.”112  There is no guarantee that the endgame of rights will ensure 

fairness or a suitable semblance of so-called freedom in practice.  The goal here is the 

change that new discourses engender; the goal of criticism is to “change what one thinks 

and even what one is.”113  For instance, Ransom emphasizes that feminist consciousness-

                                                
109 Ibid. 
110 Quoted in ibid., 135.  He makes this distinction by comparing classical and Christian moral dictates 
around sexuality.  While the latter constructs things like abstention from sex as compulsory to a direct 
connection to God, the former constructs sex as something that individuals are free to choose to engage in 
or not, so that if one chooses restraint, one demonstrates virtue, thus modeling or styling one’s self-mastery 
(ibid., 135-137). 
111 Mariana Valverde, “Experience and Truth Telling in a Post-humanist World: A Foucauldian 
Contribution to Feminist Ethical Reflections,” in Feminism and the Final Foucault, eds. Dianna Taylor and 
Karen Vintges (Chicago: University of Illinois, 2004), 77. 
112 Ibid., 88. 
113 Ransom, Foucault’s Discipline, 175. 
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raising was not in preparation to create change, but was the change.114  In this light, it is 

useful to think about rights declaration as a practice in relationship to ethical truth telling 

as a practice.   

 Alan Hunt, this time writing with Melanie White, summarizes that, “the ethics of 

the care of the self depends on the idea that subjectivity is constituted by the intersection 

between the regulated activities of government and the possibility of transgressing the 

limits that impinge on the self.”115  I argue that the artists, feminists, and other actors 

involved in redefining discourses around explicit representation within government 

processes in the context of rights declaration, were indeed at an intersection between 

regulated activities of government and the possibility of transgressing the limits that 

impinge on the self, as they actively cared for the sexual identities and modes of 

representation they were defending and actively defining; and the real-time acts of truth 

telling within the courtroom, I argue, represent ethical conduct towards producing the self 

and change within contemporary citizenship.  Despite an imperfect system of rights 

balancing that attempts to work with difference while reverting to neoliberal notions 

equal opportunity to be unequal, I contend that rights are an incomplete, yet culturally 

viable entry point to engage with the law regarding identities in that to declare citizen 

rights is one way, among many, of “caring for the self.” 

                                                
114 Ibid., 169.  McNay argues that criticism mounted against Foucault’s ethic of the self sees it as 
volunteerist, failing to account for how these micro politics have effect on the “determining social horizon” 
(Foucault, 155).  Valverde’s account of feminist truth telling is useful here because she emphasizes that for 
truth telling activities to be meaningful, they do not necessarily require deep psychic changes.  She cites “a 
more pragmatist, flexible, de-centered, less territorialized ethical self” that gets taken up in truth telling 
activities that promote changes in simple habits.  Again, it is key to think about ethical truth telling as a 
practice, not an endgame.  As a practice, “the ethical truth about persons lay in the evolving interactions 
between people—pedagogic interactions, friendship interactions, kin interactions, polis-based interactions” 
(“Experience and Truth Telling,” 87).  Inspired by this thinking, in Chapter 4 of this thesis I argue that 
many simultaneous types of interactions form the efficacy of the movement, not just legal reform, or civil 
disobedience, or purely representational strategies in isolation.   
115 “Citizenship: Care of the Self, Character and Personality,” Citizenship Studies 4, no.2 (June 2000): 98.  
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Censorship, hate speech, and speaking the unspeakable 

My project considers social change through social reform.  As such I hold the state 

accountable for having an integral role in creating meaning and I contend that cultural 

producers may intervene in that meaning through state sanctioned rights avenues.  In this 

way, both the state and cultural producers participate in creating discourses of 

(de)legitimation.  In this section I draw from post-structuralist thinker Judith Butler’s 

interpretation of hate speech and censorship to examine the roles the state assigns itself 

and the citizen in accounting for speech acts, and to suggest a possible strategy for 

intervention.   

 Catharine MacKinnon, an American anti-pornography feminist fighting for the 

regulation of pornography, interprets pornography as hate speech in order to apply the 

same legal limit on the freedom of speech to pornography that hate speech receives in the 

United States and in Canada.  This way a creator of pornography would be prosecuted as 

having created hate speech.  In her analysis of hate speech, which also takes 

MacKinnon’s argument into consideration, Butler contends that to assume the 

responsibility for injurious representation or hate speech lies in the utterer or the 

pornographer is to interpret power as sovereign.116  Butler uses Nietzsche’s On the 

Genealogy of Morals to discuss the way hate speech works.  First, someone is hurt; then 

the terminology to describe that hurt moralizes that pain and finds its origination in a 

subject with the intention to hurt.  First, pain is put in terms of morality and interpreted as 

an injury, and second, the painful effect is associated with intention.  As a result, the 

racist or otherwise discriminatory speech act is interpreted as an isolated incident or 

“singular act:” “At such a moment the subject is not only fabricated as the prior and 
                                                
116 Excitable Speech (New York: Routledge, 1997), 26-27. 
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causal origin of a painful effect that is recast as an injury, but the action whose effects are 

injurious is no longer an action, the continuous present of ‘a doing,’ but is reduced to a 

‘singular act.’”117  Here, according to Butler, “the subject comes to be only within the 

requirements of a moral discourse of accountability.  The requirements of blame figure 

the subject as the ‘cause’ of an act.”118  If the cause of the act is seen as located in the 

subject, then how does the systemic nature of racism or sexism come into play in a moral 

discourse of accountability? 

 The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, forming the first part of the 

Constitution Act, 1982, is designed to protect citizens from the state (as opposed to from 

other citizens).  It protects specific political and civil rights of Canadian citizens from 

policies and activity that would occlude these rights by all areas of government.  This is 

termed “vertical effect,” or in the United States, “state action,” where constitutional rights 

are designed to check the conduct of the state.  In the last twenty years, several countries 

have engaged in debate as to whether or not constitutional rights also apply horizontally, 

between private individuals.119  In Canada, the Charter of Rights and Freedoms does 

function in an indirect horizontal way by way of influence rather than anything legally 

binding.120  Each province, however, has its own human rights legislation.  In Ontario, the 

                                                
117 Ibid., 45. 
118 Ibid., 46. 
119 Stephen Gardbaum, “The ‘Horizontal Effect’ of Constitutional Rights,” Michigan Law Review 102 
(2003): 388.  The debate continues in the United States and in the UK, was resolved in South Africa with its 
Interim and Final Constitutions of 1993 and 1996, in Hong Kong with its Bill of Rights Ordinance in 1991, 
in Germany in the 1950s in Constitutional Court, and in Canada with its Charter.   
120 Whereas “Charter rights impose duties only on government...Charter values influence the entire legal 
system” (Gardbaum, “The ‘Horizontal Effect,’” 400. My italics).  The influence of Charter rights also work 
indirectly because they cover situations that indirectly involve government: private parties must prove that a 
common law that regulates the conduct of a private party is inconsistent with the Charter.  See ibid., 398-
400 for details about the onus of proof. 
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Human Rights Code applies to the conduct of private citizens.121  Butler describes this 

trend towards the horizontal effect thusly: 

Recent jurisprudence has shifted the terms away from the interpretive 
violence enacted by nation-states and toward the violence enacted by 
citizen-subjects toward members of minority groups.  In this shift, it is not 
simply that citizens are said to act like states, but the power of the state is 
refigured as a power wielded by a citizen-subject.122 

 
In this interpretation, the power to race is derived from the individuals committing racist 

speech acts.  What is not accounted for in this interpretation is the history of the 

originating discourse.  Butler uses Foucault to argue that the power of racist or sexist 

speech is in fact activated by its history of repetitive utterances, well beyond any given 

individualized statement.  She notes, “the power to ‘race’ and, indeed, the power to 

gender, precedes the ‘one’ who speaks such power, and yet the one who speaks 

nevertheless appears to have that power.”123  The power to race and gender precedes the 

one who speaks and as such depends on the repetition of the injurious speech.  In 

regulating hate speech, legal philosophy scholar Abigail Levin concludes that the state 

has a significant role in producing hate speech while it poses as a neutral arbiter between 

individuals ostensibly wielding the power race.124  She contends, “It is the state that 

produces hate speech and pornography, at least in part by virtue of defining it as such, 

including some acts and not others, and producing a discourse in the process.”125  

                                                
121 Human Rights Code, R.S.O. 1990, c. H-19.   
122 Butler, Excitable Speech, 48.  
123 Ibid, 49. 
124 A modern, neoliberal formation of the state sees it as a neutral arbiter of crime and injurious conduct: “in 
a liberal political order, political principles are to be neutral. Stated more precisely, it is the principle that 
the state and its laws should remain neutral with respect to the varying conceptions of the good life held by 
individuals.” Percy B. Lahning, “Liberalism and Capabilities: Theories of Justice and the Neutral State,” 
Social Justice Research 4, no.3 (September 1990): 187. 
125 Abigail Levin, "Rethinking Rights: Equality, Power, Oppression in the Liberal State" (diss., University 
of Toronto, 2007), 212. 
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 Here, censorship is not characterized by attempts to render an issue unspeakable 

because the issue is spoken by the state in the very gesture through which the state 

proceeds to censor.  Returning to the example of the burning books, not only does this 

practice work both negatively and positively to (de)legitimate, but it also functions as a 

performance, “a simulation in which censorship can function as a trope to be put on 

show.”126  Since censorship opens up a subject rather than closes it down, the potential for 

transformative meaning lies in the forging of new speech that citizens may define during 

these contests: 

Since foreclosure must paradoxically speak the unspeakable utterance in 
order for that utterance’s unspeakability to be effected—a law must name 
the speech it wants to prohibit—and since the power that forecloses speech 
is post-sovereign, and hence incomplete, there is room carved out for 
resignificatory counter-speech, since both of these facts leave fissures in 
either the speakability, or the power, of the forbidden utterance.127 
 

Here, the unspeakable embodies new utterances that might be brought to bear in new 

representations.128   

 For Foucault, to fight for a fundamental freedom is impossible because 

fundamental freedoms do not exist; the question is not a matter of free or not free.129  

Furthermore, fundamental freedoms are part of a liberalist assumption of and quest for 

individuality.  Nevertheless, I argue that it is worthwhile to fight for these so-called 
                                                
126 Burt, Administration of Aesthetics, xviii. 
127 Levin, “Rethinking Rights,” 240. 
128 It seems to me that this operation has some relationship with French philosopher Jean-François Lyotard's 
concept of the unpresentable in his theory of postmodernism, in which he charges artists to attempt to 
discover and present the unpresentable.  See Jean-François Lyotard, “Answering the question: what is 
postmodernism?” The Postmodern Condition, trans. Geoffrey Bennington and Brian Massumi (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1984), 71-82. 
129 As discussed earlier, as long as coercion is not involved, citizens are always free even if subordinated. 
Rights discourse interprets freedom as achieved once these basic rights are successfully enforced, 
interpreting basic rights as fundamentally connected to freedom, even if they do not effectively apply to 
specific lived experience.  I have already established that, according to Foucault, disciplinary power 
requires the condition of freedom to function, and as Ransom explains, “freedom is not a set of rights that 
can be exhaustively specified.  Rather, freedom is the actual set of choices that a determinate social setting 
provides—and cannot help but provide—for the participating actors” (Foucault’s Discipline, 125).   
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fundamental freedoms because in so doing citizens may accomplish something else.  In 

developing counter-speech, citizens work to legitimize ideas, knowledge, truth, and 

thereby inform the possible terms through which subjects may be governed.  Again, this 

fight for freedom of expression does not take as its aim to make all communication 

allowable or accessible in a given state; it is not a libertarian argument.  Instead, citizens 

work to legitimize communicative and expressive possibilities.  

If exclusionary practices are inevitable, with Mouffe’s idea of hegemony of 

democratic values in mind, perhaps “respect for difference might be viewed as a durable 

principle of civility, rather than a temporary bureaucratic form of historical restitution.”130 

When I approach this history of image regulation and attendant struggles to define 

identities and cultural practices, I aim to shift the terms of inquiry from liberal or 

libertarian questions of censorship to one that asks, who gets to create cultural knowledge 

about the world?  How and when does knowledge get created?  These questions seek out 

patterns of power relations, as artists become activists, expert witnesses, litigants, and 

criminals.  These questions also point to a relationship between the state and cultural 

citizen and to the question, what knowledge is the state attempting to delegitimize? 

I have interwoven arguments made by cultural studies scholars rethinking 

contemporary definitions of censorship and its relationship with a Habermasian public 

sphere and the practice of critique to free up an interpretation of all forms of 

communication as containing operations of constraint; I historicize philosophies of 

identity with relation to cultural pluralism and the law, discussing limitations to the 

freedom of expression in Canada, not as though they ought to be eliminated, but to 

                                                
130 Andrew Ross, “Components of Cultural Justice,” in Law in the Domains of Culture, eds. Austin Sarat, 
Thomas R. Kearns (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1998), 210. 
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complicate their relationship with cultural participants negotiating identities and engaging 

in the “culture industries ‘game;’” as state boundaries hold up, I suggest that cultural 

citizenship is a useful construct with which to interrogate mediating processes of 

government and its intervention, and that legal reform through rights declaration is a 

viable arena for negotiating social change.  As operations of regulatory censorship 

actually put issues on the table, in what ways do the activities of those cultural 

participants butting heads with the law around the freedom of expression participate in 

counter-hegemonic discourses of (de)legitimation?   

Having rehearsed arguments made by cultural studies scholars dealing with 

cultural, political, and legal aspects of censorship, cultural citizenship, and belonging in 

attempts to develop a framework within which I might interpret censorship as an 

operation of power, in Chapter 3 I revisit the history of the Ontario Film Review Board, 

historicizing its changing mandate, and as such, historical uses and functions of 

censorship, and I begin to point to the substance of (de)legitimized discourses.  
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Chapter 3 

Regulatory bodies, jurisdictional differences, and moral panics 
 
 The Ontario Film Review Board’s (OFRB) official justification for its power to 

“refuse to approve films” is revealed in the following statement: “The ability to limit 

public exposure to degrading and dehumanizing sexual images is one of the safeguards 

that helps to prevent seriously harmful activities from becoming the normative values of 

society.”1  ‘Degrading’ and ‘dehumanizing’ are words taken from the legal language of 

the latest version of the obscenity law in the federal criminal code and their contested 

interpretation will be discussed in the following chapters of this thesis.  The remainder of 

the sentence makes clear the OFRB’s perceived mission: first and foremost to provide 

protection against harm; to limit public consumption of images; and to influence the 

“normative values of society.”2  In this chapter I trace some of the changing rationalities 

in administrative logics of the OFRB (1985-present), and of its former incarnation the 

Ontario Censor Board (OCB, 1911-1985), to trouble what is now put forward by the 

board as its obvious and arguably ahistorical function—to ensure public safety from 

harm.3   

 To do so I trace the changing concept of censorship alongside the board’s 

perceived power to limit consumption, from its original role as an accepted part of civic 

life to it being contested as an outmoded concept.  In this exercise, I draw on Michel 

Foucault’s method of genealogy to emphasize that “the social systems, morals, and habits 

that fill up our world are not the product of some ideal historical progression from 
                                                
1 "Frequently asked questions," Ontario Film Review Board, http://www.ofrb.gov.on.ca/english/ 
faq_page4.htm (accessed October 30, 2009). To refuse to approve a film effectively bans it in Ontario 
because to distribute or screen it without approval is illegal.  The board currently retains the power to refuse 
to approve films with explicit sexual content. 
2 Ibid.  My italics. 
3 OCB is herein interchangeable with OFRB. 
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barbarism to civilization but rather the offshoots—Foucault calls them ‘emergence’—of 

certain relations of forces.”4  In conducting this genealogy, supplemented by my own 

research, I focus on a selection of relations already documented by Canadian film 

regulation historians Malcolm Dean, Paul S. Moore, and Peter Morris, film scholar 

Wyndham Wise, LGBT social historian Gary Kinsman, and sociologist focusing on 

sexual regulation, Deborah Rose Brock, that advance my purpose to historicize the 

board’s mandate and the function of censorship itself. 

 Cultural studies scholar Raymond Williams’ concept of residual cultural meanings 

lends itself to understanding shifting terminologies to denote similar practices and vice 

versa, shifting practices that retain older terminologies.  Williams distinguishes between 

dominant, emergent and residual cultural meanings.  Dominant cultural meanings belong 

to hegemony: “it is a set of meanings and values which as they are experienced as 

practices appear as reciprocally confirming.”5  While emergent meanings refer to new 

knowledges at various stages of incorporation into the dominant culture, residual 

knowledges refer to “experiences, meanings and values, which cannot be verified or 

cannot be expressed in terms of the dominant culture, [yet which] are nevertheless lived 

and practiced on the basis of the residue—cultural as well as social—of some previous 

social formation.”6  Residual meanings are different than archaic meanings in that archaic 

meanings are recognizable as part of the past and can be studied or “revived,” but only 

deliberately.  Residual meanings on the other hand are effective in the present whether or 

                                                
4 John S. Ransom, Foucault’s Discipline: The Politics of Subjectivity (Durham and London: Duke 
University Press, 1997), 86.  
5 Raymond Williams, “Base and Superstructure in Marxist Cultural Theory,” in Culture and Materialism: 
Selected Essays, compiled by Verso Publishers (London and New York: Verso, 1980, 2005), 38. 
6 Ibid., 40.  For example, the phrase, “the sun rose early today” contains residual meaning in that current 
dominant thinking in no way understands the sun to rotate the earth, yet in practice, when using this phrase, 
we behave as though it does, if in iteration only. 
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not they are recognizably formed in the past.7  In investigating the history of the Ontario 

Censor Board, I ask, under what administrative logics did the board form?  In what ways 

did this logic shift during this history?  What content did the board censor during different 

historical moments and how does this reflect shifts in dominant cultural meanings?  How 

does this history inform the board’s current operations? 

 As I isolate changing values the board propagates throughout its history, 

culminating in its part of what has been described as a “moral panic” centered in Toronto, 

Ontario during the late 1970s, I begin to set a context for the substance of what was being 

censored during the anti-censorship efforts I discuss in the following chapters of this 

thesis.8  This media-led moral panic was constructed in large part around the 

criminalization of gay culture and I draw on Canadian legal studies and censorship 

scholar Brenda Cossman’s formulation of sexual citizenship to argue that emergent 

meanings were being reformulated into challenges to the dominant culture when the 

excluded began to demand inclusion into successful citizenship.   

 

Censorship as nation building     

Prior to the existence of a government censoring body in Ontario, municipal police 

monitored moviegoing and even censored content.9  Governmental film/video censorship 

first began in Ontario in 1911 when the province passed the Theatres and 

                                                
7 Raymond Williams, “Dominant, Residual, and Emergent,” (1977), in Cultural Theory: An Anthology, eds. 
Imre Szeman, Timothy Kaposy (West Sussex: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011), 353. 
8 The term “moral panic” is derived from criminology studies, beginning with Stan Cohen’s 1972 study on 
“mods” and “rockers,” in which he looks at moralizing judgments in constructions of subcultural practices 
as deviant.  Stuart Hall et al take up moral panic in terms of state control as opposed to Cohen’s more broad 
idea of social control.  Mike Fitzgerald et al, Crime and Society: Readings in History and Theory (London: 
Routledge, 1981) 354-356.  See Hall, C Critcher, T. Jefferson, J. Clarke, and B. Roberts, Policing the 
Crisis: Mugging, The State and Law and Order (London: Macmillan, 1978). 
9 Paul S. Moore, Now Playing: Early Moviegoing and the Regulation of Fun (Albany: State University of 
New York Press, 2008), 14. 
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Cinematographers Act and initiated a provincial board of censors.10  Before the censor 

board was developed, the Ontario Theatres Act was initiated to regulate the operations of 

theatres for safety reasons related to highly flammable film stock.11    

Unlike the discursive logic of the censor board today, the reasons for censorship 

were articulated as a means to promote a “high moral standard” against which films were 

evaluated, measured by the number of films not approved in Ontario; the first chair of the 

board, George Armstrong, wrote proudly to T.W. McGarry, Provincial Treasurer and 

manager of the division, “The present standard of censorship is that of all Censor Boards 

in the Dominion, and in the United States. In some instances, films that have been passed 

by the Philadelphia Board, which is one of the strictest Boards in the United States, have 

been condemned by our Board.”12  In his comparison to an American board, McGarry’s 

statement also reflects an interest in distinguishing English Canadian moral standards 

from American standards; Ontario “consistently and deliberately had its civic affairs 

molded to avoid corruption, vice, and graft, seen as problems endemic to U.S. municipal 

politics.”13 

Moore notes that though little is known about the demographics of early 

nickelodeon audiences, contemporary journalists and authorities would associate the 

“cheap amusements” with women, children, immigrants, or the working classes.14  These 

marginal groups were considered vulnerable to deviance and regulatory measures were 

                                                
10 Brenda Cossman, Censorship and the Arts: Law, Controversy, Debate, Facts (Toronto: Ontario 
Association of Art Galleries, 1995), 20.   
11 Gerald S. Horne, Pornography in cinema and provincial film and video classification in Canada, report,  
http://members.shaw.ca/horne/ (31 Oct 2009). 
12 Quoted in Wyndham Wise, “History of Ontario’s Film Industry, 1896-1985,” Take One, Summer 2000, 
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m0JSF/is_28_9/ai_30574580/ (accessed October 31, 2009). 
13 Moore, Now Playing, 11. 
14 Ibid., 27.   
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aimed at protecting them and “society against them.”15  Overall, however, Moore states 

that early five-cent movies became a social problem because moviegoing practices were 

“restructuring middle-class childhood and family life, as opposed to concerns for the 

deviant conduct of poor ethnic audiences.”16  Either way, these perceived concerns were 

framed by a nationalistic sentiment embodied in “Toronto the good” as a center of 

“moral, social, and civic purity, with the strictest of Protestant, Anglo-Saxon propriety.”17  

The governmental ministries that oversaw the activities of the Ontario Board of 

Censors became involved in the production of film for the purposes of civic education. 

Provincial Treasurer McGarry along with Premier William Hearst centralized production 

activities in Ontario, appointing filmmaker making short films about farming for the 

Department of Agriculture S.C. Johnson director of the new Ontario Motion Picture 

Bureau (OMPB) in 1917.18  They contracted out work to create films that would “carry 

out ‘educational work for farmers, school children, factory workers and other classes,’” in 

a similar tradition made famous by filmmaker John Grierson’s early work developing 

civic educational documentaries for the National Film Board (NFB).19  Until its 

disbanding in 1934 with a change in power—the Liberal Party replaced the United 

Farmers of Ontario Party and began cutting bureaucracy during the Great Depression—

                                                
15 Ibid., 29.  Though reformers made these claims, Moore complicates early film histories that cast 
moviegoing as a lower class pastime.  He argues that without statistics, this interpretation is unclear if not 
unlikely given the swiftness with which moviegoing became a mass pastime.  For a discussion of emerging 
standards and regulations that support his argument, see ibid., 28-35. 
16 Ibid., 34.  Moore notes that early sociological studies of “media effects” of film in English Canada in the 
1930s focused on child audiences (26-27).  Audiences under the age of sixteen were prohibited from 
commercial theatres in the province of Québec until 1961.   
17 Ibid., 34.   
18 Peter Morris, Embattled Shadows: A History of Canadian Cinema 1895-1939 (McGill-Queen's 
University Press, 1992), 137-8.   
19 Ibid., 137.  The OMPB contracted out work until 1923 when it began to produce its own films.   
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the OMPB continued to produce its own films dedicated to guarding “Canadian 

traditions.”20 

 This usage of cultural policy administration—in what communications scholar 

Kevin Dowler describes as “performing the function of a security apparatus”—was a 

continuation of government attempts to legislate against the inculcation of American-

made and pro-American patriotic films in Ontario.21  Armstrong published a statement 

addressed generally to American distributors in the publication, Moving Picture World: 

"Our position is this—in subjects where the flag is shown where there is not the least bit 

necessity of it, or where the display of the Stars and Stripes in any way compares to the 

disadvantage of our own flag, we bar these subjects out."22  

Former vice-chair of the board, George Belcher, who had a long career on the 

board from 1929 until 1979 recalls,  

Even when I started working at the board there was an anti-American 
feeling.  For example, I can recall some of the cuts they made in films. 
Americans were very patriotic and if there were a film showing a little red 
school house, going into the classroom, there was always an American flag 
at the front of the classroom and I can recall reading numerous times, 
eliminate view of American flag.  That automatically came out of films.23 

 

                                                
20 An article in the October 9, 1924 issue of Moving Picture World about the opening of the Trenton 
Studios—bought by the Ontario government for the activities of the OMPB—describes Provincial 
Treasurer Col.Ch.H. Price’s speech: “In his dedication address Col. Price announced that the Ontario 
Government was entering the producing field for the purpose of preserving Canadian traditions and the 
Province would make five-reel features of a historical and dramatic nature in addition to the one- and two-
reel educational and scenic releases.... `Not one per cent of the pictures shown in Canada were made in 
Great Britain and not one per cent were Canadian made,' he said. Canadian traditions could be better 
guarded by the introduction of Canadian films and this the Ontario government intended to do" (Quoted in 
Wise, “History,” 2).   
21 Kevin Dowler, “The Cultural Industries Policy Apparatus,” The Cultural Industries in Canada: 
Problems, Policies and Prospects, ed. Michael Dorland (Toronto: James Lorimer & Company Ltd., 1996), 
330.  See Chapter 2 of this thesis for a description of Dowler’s security apparatus. 
22 Wise, “History,” 1.  
23 George Belcher, interview by Roger Nickerson, [sound recording], Archives of Ontario oral history 
interviews, RG 17-3-0-8, 1985. 
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A journalist in a 1925 MacLean’s article entitled, “What the Censor Saves Us From,” 

confirms, “Not only does Old Glory fly prominently and often in film stories, but the two-

fisted, hundred-per-center who slugs his way through reel after reel talks of it in subtitles 

as the flag all of us should reverence and worship…were not some of the ‘propaganda’ 

cut out, the theatres patrons as Canadian and Britishers would display resentment.” 24  The 

article contains a photographic example (fig. 1).   

    

Figure 1: Film still in R. Laird Briscoe, “What the Censor Saves Us From,” 
MacLean’s (November 1, 1925): 29.  Caption: “A too lavish exhibit such as this is 
deleted, not because of prejudice, but to leave room for the growth of a healthy 
Canadian national spirit.”  
 

 

                                                
24 R. Laird Briscoe, (November): 28, Ontario Board of Censors Chairman's Correspondence, RG 56-1-1, 
Archives of Ontario. 
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The provincial branch did not just censor or cut patriotic content from films; it 

actively made provisions to increase British content in Canadian theatres.  From about 

1922 until about 1932, with the investment of the OMPB in guarding Canadian traditions, 

which translates to traditions of the British Empire, the Ontario government actively 

strategized to curb the onslaught of American films in Ontario theatres with such 

programmes as buying production studios, importing British and Australian-made films, 

and attempting to impose screening quotas on exhibitors.25  There was support in Ontario 

for a film bill similar to the Cinematography Films Act passed in 1927 in the United 

Kingdom, and in 1931, then provincial treasurer E.A. Dunlop attempted to impose similar 

quotas for Canadian and British films.26  

At this time we see evidence of a widespread belief that the film medium imparts 

a strong influence over its audiences, and governments perceived their role as regulating 

that influence.  In a memo to the Provincial Treasurer Dr. J.D. Monteith, President of the 

Britain’s Board of Trade Sir P. Cunliffe-Lister explains the justification for the Films Act 

under discussion in the British Parliament:  

The cinema was the most universal medium by which national ideas and 
national atmosphere could be spread…Millions of people throughout the 
Empire were being unconsciously influenced in their ideals and outlook by 
films…Evidence was given by the Department of Commerce in the United 
States before a Committee of Congress in January, 1926, to the effect that 
a complete change was coming over the demands for commodities in 
dozens of countries, particularly in the Far East, this could be traced 
directly to the influence of the film.27 

 
Elsewhere, then-chair of the Ontario Censor Board, Major J.C. Boylen, wrote to 

Monteith, “The importance and far-reaching influence of the cinema are now generally 

                                                
25 Wise, “History,” 2; Malcolm Dean, Censored! Only in Canada: The History of Film Censorship—the 
Scandal Off the Screen (Toronto: Virgo Press, 1981), 26-7. 
26 Dean, Censored!, 138.  The proposed legislation did not pass. 
27 April 25, 1927. Ontario Board of Censors Chairman's Correspondence, RG 56-1-1, Archives of Ontario.  
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recognized. The cinema is not merely a form of entertainment, but, in addition, a 

powerful instrument of education in the widest sense of that term.”28  The British and 

Ontario governments, as well as the Alberta and British Columbia governments were 

attempting to legislate the imposition of Imperial content.  In 1932, the Ontario Board of 

Censors enforced a quota that focused this time not on the origin of film production, but 

on the content of films.  Chair Boylen directed a new regulation in effect for the rest of 

the history of newsreels in Ontario, in which every newsreel must contain at least twenty 

five per cent Canadian content.  This was in addition to a forty per cent British content 

regulation.29   

 With moviegoing developed into a full-fledged mass pastime, the perceived 

influence of the film medium over audiences combined with anxiety about the inculcation 

of American popular cultural forms threatening a so-called Canadian national culture, 

censorship of the American flag added to a “set of tactics concerned with the security of 

the state through cultural regulation and administration.”30  Moore argues that the 

imposition of an amusement tax during World War I transformed moviegoing into a civic 

act of citizenship; similarly, I suggest that censorship’s function here is less about 

                                                
28 January 7, 1927.  Ibid.   
29 Ontario's legislative push for quotas met some resistance as it went directly against the interests of the 
powerful Canadian Motion Pictures Distributors Association. The Association had been formed in Toronto 
in 1921 under the chairmanship of Col. John A. Cooper and was linked in spirit to the MPAA.  Col. Cooper 
lobbied against "burdensome and excessive" censorship fees, the Amusement Tax, and the issue of quotas.  
For the most part these objections were motivated by economic concerns rather than principle (Wise, 
“History,” 3).  The Director of the Canadian Government Motion Picture Bureau also pointed out that 
American movies made in Ontario are potentially lucrative for Ontario (Dean, Censored!, 26).  In addition 
to imposing the quota to gain some control over the perceived influence of film on publics, in Britain there 
was also a strategy to bolster the filmmaking industry by creating an artificial market in attempts to mimic 
the success of the industry in the United States.  In Canada, the three provinces that enacted the quota 
neither made attempts to make new quotas for Canadian-made films nor did they successfully enforce the 
existing quotas in any meaningful way (Morris, Embattled Shadows, 194).  Unlike Canada, Australia 
imposed quotas on British and Australian-made films.  
30 Dowler, “The Cultural Industries,” 336.   
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repressing ideas than it is about promoting a civic message about the security of national 

identity.31 

 

Jurisdictional differences in Canada, the U.S.A. and Britain 

While Ontario was directly influenced by British policies, it is important to note that this 

influence was at the level of theatre screening policies; Britain did not legislate national 

or regional censor boards.  In response to widely varying decisions by local censors, the 

British Board of Film Censors was established in 1912 as an independent, non-

governmental body.32  Similarly, in the United States, the Motion Picture Producers 

Association of America (later the Motion Pictures Association of America or MPAA) was 

set up to impose consistency in the face of the competing influences of local censors.33  

The difference between the American and British systems was, and is, that the former is 

connected to the film industry whereas the latter is independent.  Both differ from the 

Canadian provincially governed censor board system.34   

With and following the Depression came major changes in the operations of the 

board.  Ontario became the first jurisdiction in North America to introduce a classification 

system.  Liberal Party leader Mitchell Hepburn cut government bureaucracy, including 

                                                
31 Now Playing, 251. 
32 “Classification Guidelines,” British Board of Film Classification, http://www.bbfc.co.uk/general/ 
index.php (accessed October 31, 2009). 
33 Horne, Pornography, 4. The MPAA was commonly known as the Hays Office after its first head, former 
U.S. Postmaster General William Hays. 
34 All Canadian provinces and territories except Newfoundland and Labrador currently require mandatory 
classification of film, video, and videogames, but all provinces and territories have their own board.  The 
Northwest Territories and Nunavut use Alberta’s classifications by Alberta Film Ratings; the Yukon uses 
British Columbia’s classifications by the British Columbia Film Classification Office; and Prince Edward 
Island and New Brunswick use classifications by the Maritime Film Classification Board, run by the Nova 
Scotia Alcohol and Gaming Authority.  While Newfoundland and Labrador theatres “are not required by 
legislation to use ratings, many theatres in Newfoundland use the classifications assigned by the Maritime 
Film board in Nova Scotia.”  “Newfoundland and Labrador Film Classification,” Media Awareness 
Network, http://www.media-awareness.ca/english/resources/ratings_classification_systems/film_ 
classification/nfld_film_classification.cfm (accessed July 14, 2010). 
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the OMPB and reduced the Board of Censors to three employees.35  Major Boylen 

forcibly resigned and Hepburn appointed O.J Silverthorne to the board, who later became 

known as, affectionately, “Silver,” and less affectionately, “Silvershears.”36  Silverthorne 

soon became chair to the board and aside from some occasions of political censorship as a 

result of his close relationship with Hepburn, was known for being enlightened, liberal 

and innovative.    

In 1946, Silverthorne introduced adult classification.  Prior to this there were no 

stratified age restrictions to gain entry to theatres.  Children under the age of sixteen had 

to be accompanied by an adult at all times but the rating was “universal,” which meant 

suitable for everybody.37  According to former Vice-Chair Belcher, Silverthorne 

introduced the adult restriction because film distributors felt the universal rating was 

deterring potential audiences from seeing films:  

The board and the government agreed that [the universal rating] was 
possibly having an adverse affect on the number of people that might see a 
particular film because they had to advertise in the newspaper ads, 
underneath the title, the classification, universal, and it…was felt by a lot 
of people that it was a kids film so they would abstain from seeing the 
film…It didn’t prohibit children from seeing the film.38 

 
Classification, then, was introduced to foster the industry.  Classification was also 

introduced for its familiar moral function as Silverthorne intended it to be ‘“easy for 

anyone to assess (films) from a moral standpoint.”39  Silverthorne’s innovation was to 

treat each film differently so that his “job was not one of protecting morals so much as 

                                                
35 Wise, “History,” 4. 
36 Dean, Censored!, 138. 
37 Belcher, interview by Roger Nickerson. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Quoted from the OCB’s 1946 annual report in Dean, Censored!, 140. 
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one of perceiving how far morality had shifted.”40  Not every province was quick to 

follow this logic.41  

The OCB increased its number of cuts to films after 1952 when a landmark 

Supreme Court case in the United States that undermined the authority of state censor 

boards caused Ontario to experience an increase in the importation of films that did not 

meet the OCB’s standards.42  Burstyn v. Wilson overturned a 1915 decision that First 

Amendment rights not apply to films on the basis that they are commercial.43  This prior 

decision held that prior-restraint that may not be applied to other forms of expression, 

may be applied to movies.44  Until Burstyn v. Wilson, the Motion Pictures Association of 

America (MPAA) was functioning informally alongside local censor boards, which had 

the power to overrule MPAA decisions.  Burstyn v. Wilson, or the “Miracle” case, 

disputed the censoring of Roberto Rossellini’s film, The Miracle, which tells a 

blasphemous story that caught the attention of the Catholic censorship board, the Legion 

of Decency in New York.45  The case went to the Supreme Court where the judge 

overturned the ruling that treated film differently from other forms of expression, 

describing cinema as “‘a significant medium for the communication of ideas’ and 

concluding that ‘the importance of motion pictures as an organ of public opinion is not 

lessened by the fact that they are designed to entertain as well as inform.’”46   

                                                
40 Dean, Censored!, 147. 
41 Ontario was the only province at this time to begin to regularly practice classification and Silverthorne 
remembers, “I went it alone.  None of the other Provinces would discuss classification.  They made fun of 
it” (quoted in ibid., 140).    
42 Jon Lewis, Hollywood v. Hard Core (New York: NYU Press, 2000), 97. 
43 Joseph Burstyn, Inc. v. Wilson, 343 U.S. 495, (1952).  
44 Paul McMasters, “The magic of movies vs. the mind of the censor,” First Amendment Center: 
Commentary, http://www.firstamendmentcenter.org/commentary.aspx?id=2374 (31 Oct 2000).  The prior 
decision was Mutual Film Corp. v. the Industrial Commission of Ohio, 236 U.S. 230, (1915). 
45 Lewis, Hollywood v. Hard Core, 98.   
46 Ibid., 102. 
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Burstyn v. Wilson was pivotal in altering censorship practices in the United States. 

In essence, the United States Supreme Court declared prior censorship of films 

unconstitutional.47  The effect on Canada was that once the American film industry was 

able to self-regulate more freely, Canada experienced a larger flow of films that did not 

meet the standards of its boards.  Silverthorne drafted a new Theatres Act in 1953 to 

replace the Theatres and Cinematographers Act of 1911, in which the age for 

unaccompanied minors allowed to attend theatres lowered from sixteen to fourteen years 

old, and the board introduced a “restricted” classification.48   

The events of the first sixty years of film regulation in Ontario demonstrate a 

different administrative logic than the normalized sentiment repeated on the official 

OFRB website today.  The Theatres Act, which grants the Censor Board its power, was 

originally developed to protect public safety, not from so-called degrading and 

dehumanizing sexual images but from fires that were erupting in unsafe theatres; 

classifications were introduced, not for the perceived sake of societal protection, but for 

the sake of improving theatre-going numbers; and cuts and bans were made, not just to 

protect society from harmful images—or rather to protect people supposedly vulnerable 

to deviance from images of vice and bourgeois classes from these people—but also to 

reflect content quotas and secure a Canadian nationalism perceived to be threatened.49   

 

 

                                                
47 Although this case was about censoring films for being “sacrilege,” the precedent expands to censoring 
films for any reason. 
48 Wise, “History,” 6. 
49 I address the contested concept of harmful images in the following chapters. 
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Anatomy of a Moral Panic50 

I turn now to a moment in the late 1970s characterized by a clash between moral panic 

and a set of emergent oppositional knowledges about sexuality and sexual citizenship 

that, I suggest, form residual meanings during the period of anti-censorship efforts I focus 

on in the following chapters of this thesis.  From the mid 1970s until the early 1980s, the 

Ontario Censor Board’s activities contributed to and reflected a period of increased 

regulation of images of sex in North America, a period that precedes striking shifts in 

social policy that gay liberation and social activist Gary Kinsman describes as “the new 

right” in the United States, and for its lack of coherent political project in Canada, “moral 

conservatism.”51  Kinsman characterizes this period by moral panic and backlash in 

response to “the excesses of ‘liberal’ or ‘permissive’ social- and moral-reform legislation 

identified with the 1960s, and more recently to the affirmative-action and social-equity 

programs that were won by black and feminist movements.”52    

 The OFRB’s self-written history reflects this; according to the “Our History” 

portion of its website, “the number of rejected films dropped dramatically” during the 

postwar years, “and the Board acquired the reputation as one of the most liberal and 

enlightened in Canada.”53  Then during the late 1970s, the OCB made several 

controversial cuts and bans including Louis Malle’s Pretty Baby (1978), and an 

adaptation of Gunter Grass’s novel The Tin Drum (1980) that won the Academy Award 

                                                
50 This phrase comes from anti-censorship activist Varda Burstyn’s article of the same name: “Anatomy of 
a Moral Panic,” Fuse (Summer 1984): 29-38. 
51 Gary Kinsman, The Regulation of Desire: Homo and Hetero Sexualities (Montreal: Black Rose Books, 
1996), 333. 
52 Ibid., 330. 
53 "Our History," Ontario Film Review Board, http://www.ofrb.gov.on.ca/english/page4.htm (accessed 
October 31, 2009). 
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for Best Foreign-Language Film.54  The board demanded that the Stratford Film Festival 

in Stratford, Ontario submit films for prior screenings for the fist time in its eleven-year 

history.55  The Theatres Act was amended during this period to include videotape and 

super 8 film, as a direct result of the increasing numbers of sex shops and theatres in 

Toronto that were screening in formats outside the OCB’s jurisdiction.   

 During the second half of the 1970s, Toronto saw the “clean up Yonge Street” 

campaign aimed at constraining a thriving sex and sex-related industry concentrated on 

this major downtown street.  It was spurred by the high profile sex-related murder of a 

young boy named Emanuel Jaques, and by the raid and trials of the gay liberation 

periodical Body Politic.   Such “social disturbances were blamed on ‘permissive’ 

legislation...and social movements such as feminism and gay liberation which were 

portrayed as going beyond legitimate thresholds to question the family and moral order 

itself.”56  It was during this permissive moment that Justice Minister Pierre Elliott 

Trudeau famously stated, ‘“the state has no place in the bedrooms of the nation,”’ and 

that homosexual activity in private was legalized.57  After this liberalization of state 

interruption of sexuality, anxieties around the breakdown of moral order and crisis of the 

family found juridical and regulatory expression.   

                                                
54 This is not to say that there were no controversial cuts and bans prior to this time.  Some previous 
examples of cuts and bans that ended up in the courts include, Hiroshi Teshigahara’s Woman in the Dunes 
(1964), Allan King’s Warrendale (1967), and Joseph Strick’s Ulysses (1967). Chair Donald Sims led the 
board at this time. 
55 (Dean, Censored!, 148).  
56 Kinsman, The Regulation of Desire, 331. 
57 Deborah Rose Brock, Making Work, Making Trouble: Prostitution as a Social Problem (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1998), 26.  The legal age for consenting adults engaged in homosexual activity 
in private was twenty-one.  The postwar period also saw the restructuring of immigration policy, 
threatening the white, protestant legacy of Victorian values embodied in the popular sentiment, “Toronto 
the Good.” 
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 During the mid-1970s, the municipal police initiated a new campaign to clean up 

Yonge Street, which was developing a thriving sex industry among sex shops, adult 

theatres, video stores, massage parlors, and fronts for prostitution.   The “‘sin strip’ of 

Canada” stretched from Wellesley to Queen Street at the Eaton Centre.58  Ironically, the 

clean up campaign resulted in favorable real estate opportunities for the sex industry.  The 

campaign prompted speculators to purchase properties, inflating the market and 

squeezing out small businesses whose owners could no longer afford rising rents and 

property values.  Sex industry business owners, on the other hand, could afford these 

prices.59  There were economic, political and legal interests in changing the situation as 

businesses wanted back in the market, and then Mayor David Crombie campaigned to 

improve the so-called moral character of the city.  The 1975 provincial campaign for the 

ruling Conservative Party promoted “law and order,” and police initiatives prioritized 

eliminating prostitution.60  

 Drawing on cultural studies scholar Stuart Hall’s analysis of mugging in Britain, 

Kinsman argues that in the context of clean up Yonge Street, the high profile, sex-related 

murder of twelve-year-old Emanuel Jaques became a media organized “moral panic.”61  

Four men were charged with murder in the killing of Jaques on July  29, 1977.62  Jaques’ 

body was found on top of a Yonge Street sex shop.  Outside the court, the Globe and Mail 

                                                
58 Ibid., 31. 
59 Ibid., 32. 
60 Kinsman, The Regulation of Desire, 337.  Brock notes that this was a period of recession after an oil 
embargo in Saudi Arabia, and “this reassertion of state authority over the social order took place, not 
coincidentally, at the same time that the state’s inability to manage the economy had become apparent” 
(Making Work, 32). 
61 Kinsman, The Regulation of Desire, 336.  According to Brock, the Toronto Star was integral in the media 
driven panic (Making Work, 38).  I argue that the Toronto Sun also employed several strategies of media-
led moral panic.  I elaborate in the following. 
62 “Tuesday hearing 4 accused remanded in death or boy, 12,” Globe and Mail, August 10, 1977. The four 
men were Saul David Betesh, age 27, Albert Wayne Kribs, 41, Joseph Wood, 26, and Werner Gruener, 29.  
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reported, “spectators shouted obscenities and a young woman called, ‘I hate you,’” and 

that the incident “has inflamed public opinion against the Yonge Street sex shops.”63  The 

newspaper also reported cries for the death of the charged men, and that Jaques’ “death in 

a Yonge Street sex shop…has resulted in an emotional upheaval unlike any seen in 

Toronto for years.”64  

 “Moral panic,” coined by Stanley Cohen in 1972, refers to a sudden outbreak of 

social concern in which “a condition, episode, person or group of persons emerges to 

become defined as a threat to social values and interests.” 65  The media, according to 

Cohen, often plays an integral role in constructing the issue in a “stylized and 

stereotypical fashion.”66  A survey of the Toronto Sun’s reporting of the incident in the 

following weeks suggests several media strategies contributing to the generation of moral 

panic.  What sociology and moral panic scholar Kenneth Thompson calls “shock-horror 

headlines”—in this case for example, “Homosexual orgy,”  “Group wants noose,” 

“Parents must stay on guard”—exaggerate facts, betray value-laden judgments, and 

sensationalize events.67  Emphasis and repetition of this type of language—including 

stereotypical nicknames like, the “...and sleaze” half of the headline, “Tragedy...and 

sleaze,” references to Yonge Street as the “sin strip,” and to people who work on or 

                                                
63 Ibid. 
64 Ron Porambo, “Shoeshine boy’s funeral tugs at the hearts of strangers,” Globe and Mail, August 5, 1977.  
Also see “In sorrow and anger,” Globe and Mail, August 5, 1977, in which Dick Beddoes reports on a man 
named Austin Raymond Miller in the middle of the street-blocking crowd on the day of Jaques’ Mass 
outside St Agnes Church on Dundas Street, with a petition entitled STAMP OUT GAYS AND BODY 
RUBS, on which he claimed he had 1000 names. 
65 Cohen quoted in Ian Marsh and Gaynor Melvin, Crime, Justice and the Media (New York: Routledge, 
2009), 41. 
66 Cohen quoted in ibid. 
67Moral Panics: The Social Construction of Deviance (London: Routledge, 1998), 97; Cal Millar and Sean 
McCoy, “4 held in sex slaying of boy over body rub joint,” Toronto Sun, August 2, 1977; Sean McCoy, 
“Gays threatened after sex slaying,” Toronto Sun, August 10, 1977; Kevin Scanlon, “Strip murder ignites 
crusade,” Toronto Sun, August 4, 1977. 
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frequent Yonge street as, “sexploiters,”  and “sin strip hustlers”—does more of the same, 

working to reduce diverse participants and practices to singular, name-able objects.68   

 These terminologies are contrasted against references to Jaques as a “happy, 

smiling kid,” and to the metro police’s lawyer as a “modern day Wyatt Earp,”  in an effort 

to “secure legitimation for their definition of the reality of the condition...[by] painting 

their issue in terms of good versus evil, and the language of moral indignation.”69  The 

Sun privileges images and large text to the extent that some pages are taken up entirely by 

images and large text.  One full double-page spread with the words, “Roar of Outrage” 

depicts photo after photo of angry crowds, overwhelming the image-space with a stylized 

impression of endless supporters of the panic (fig. 2).70 The paper also announced 

unsubstantiated hearsay that the “sex killing may be on film”—evoking anxieties about 

film and video practices being unregulated and dangerous—and generated its own version 

of a witch hunt and public flogging by threatening to publish the names and addresses of 

those charged by police: “Starting immediately the Sun will publish the names and 

addresses of those charged...when the police raid joints.  So don’t say we didn’t warn 

you...See you in the paper.”71 

 

                                                
68 Kevin Scanlon, “Tragedy...And Sleaze: Sin strip feels shock,” Toronto Sun, August 2, 1977; “Sin Strip 
Sexploiters Laughing at Courts,” Toronto Sun, August 3, 1977; Ken Becker, “Sin strip hustlers take 
breather after murder,” Toronto Sun, August 7, 1977.   
69 Scanlon, “Tragedy,” 35; Alan Craig, “Hot shot legal gun on sex shop trial,” Toronto Sun, August 12, 
1977; Kenneth, Thompson, Moral Panics: The Social Construction of Deviance (London: Routledge, 
1998), 17.   
70 August 9, 1977. 
71 August 5, 1977.   
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Figure 2: Pages 30-31 spread from Toronto Sun, August 9, 1977. 

Moral panic is also characterized by “disproportionality,” where “public concern 

[is] in excess of what is appropriate given the objective harm done by the behavior.”72  

Clearly the murder of a child will elicit public response; however, as criminology and 

history scholar Philip Jenkins notes, statistically, children are abused far more often by 

family or neighbors than by strangers.73  Furthermore, there was a similar crime involving 

the sexual assault and murder of a young boy in 1973, taking place just off Young Street.  

As Brock asks, “Why was there not a massive public outcry when this young boy was 

found sexually assaulted and murdered?  His death was no less tragic.  It was simply not 

politically useful.”74   Since this murder was committed in the context of the clean up 

                                                
72 Goode and Ben-Yehuda quoted in Marsh and Melvin, Crime, Justice, 66; ibid., 47. 
73 For an analysis of this paradox in the context of moral panics see his Moral Panic: Changing Concepts of 
the Child Molester in Modern America (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998).  
74 Making Work, 38.  
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Yonge Street campaign, Jaques becomes a symbol for good, an innocent child whose 

need for protection is the justification for conflating homosexuality and evil, and with the 

break down of “social and moral order” and the family unit.75  

 Homosexuality, here, is associated with pedophilia and murder, “found lurking in 

seedy parts of the city, building on and re-mobilizing earlier framings from the 1950s and 

1960s.”76  According to Kinsman, the police had already linked Yonge Street to 

organized crime “by associating the sex industry, prostitution, and homosexuality with 

the criminal underworld,” thereby associating sex and thus homosexuality with crime.77 

Social movement scholars Erich Goode and Nathan Ben-Yehuda differentiate between 

moral panics incited by social problems and those incited by moral crusades.  Moral 

panics incited by moral crusades develop both moral entrepreneurs—those who create the 

moral panic, which can include pressure groups, government elites, and the media itself in 

a loosely organized fashion—and what Cohen terms “folk devils”—those who are subject 

to the hostility of the moral panic.78  Like witches in 17th century witch hunts, folk devils 

are named as such because they are subject to hostility through the spreading of legends 

through gossip.  The demonized group is scapegoated “to reaffirm the communal 

boundaries of the wider group or society.”79  In this case, the demonized group is the 

homosexual male, which effectively stands-in for all forms of so-called deviant sexuality.   

                                                
75 Kinsman, The Regulation of Desire, 331. 
76 Ibid., 338. 
77 Ibid., 337. For a critique of recent historical analysis that asserts crime prevention underwent a shift from 
“class-control,” to “crime-control,” during the late 19th century, see Helen Borsch and John Hagan, “Crime 
and the Changing Forms of Class Control: Policing Public Order in ‘Toronto the Good, 1859-1955,’" Social 
Forces 66, no.2 (1987): 307-335.  The authors assert that police activities in public order control in Toronto 
between 1859-1955 indeed demonstrate patterns of class control. 
78 Howard Becker termed moral entrepreneur in 1963.  For discussions of the role of moral entrepreneur, 
see Erich Goode and Nathan Ben-Yehuda, Moral Panics: The Social Construction of Deviance, second 
edition (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell Publishing, 2009), pages 19-21; and Cohen, Folk Devils and Moral 
Panics, third edition (London: Routledge, 2002). 
79 Marsh and Melvin, Crime, Justice, 65. 
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 The police also contributed to the criminalization of homosexual practices in a key 

set of trials surrounding the Body Politic.80  A few months after the Emanuel Jaques 

murder, and a few weeks before his trial, the Body Politic published the article that led to 

its famous set of trials and appeals.  The feature article by member of the editorial 

collective Gerald Hannon included a preamble about Jaques.  The topic of the article, 

“Men Loving Boys Loving Men,” was about intergenerational consensual sex.  On 

December 30, 1977, five police officers raided the offices of the Body Politic, seized 

materials, and charged three members of the corporation under the “Criminal Code, 

section 159, use of the mails for the distribution of obscene material,” and under section 

164, “possession of obscene material for the purpose of distribution.”81  Body Politic 

publisher Pink Triangle Press’s lawyer Clayton Ruby successfully argued that the search 

warrant was illegal and the officers of the corporation were acquitted.82  The trial’s legacy 

extended a decade later with Hannon at the center of a related police and media-led moral 

panic about kiddy porn that would lead to Ryerson Polytechnic University suspending 

him and then declining to renew his contract to teach, in September 1996.83 

 Adjacent to this attempt at criminalizing a specific practice, government 

regulation directed itself towards the criminalization of conduct related to, or enabling 

specific practices.  The Conservatives won their 1977 election and implemented reforms 
                                                
80 Robert Fones, “The Body Politic Trial,” Centrefold (Feb/Mar 1979): 92-3. 
81 Ibid. 
82 The Crown appealed the acquittal at the provincial courts but the case ended after a lapse of appeal in 
October 1983.  R. v. Pink Triangle Press et al. (1979) 45 CCC (2d) 385 (Ont. PC). 
83 After writing a major piece in the Globe and Mail entitled “The kiddie-porn ring that wasn’t,” in which 
he criticizes London, Ontario police’s Project Guardian for using trumped up charges to charge forty-five 
men under the new 1993 child pornography law, Toronto Sun columnist Heather Bird begins a series of 
articles casting Hannon as a promoter of adult-child sex and deserving of losing his job as an instructor at 
Ryerson Polytechnic University in Toronto.  The issue gets wider media attention from the Globe and Mail, 
CBC radio, and the Toronto Star, and Hannon’s contract is not renewed.  For a chronology, see gay 
liberationist and activist Rick Bébout’s “Gerald Hannon: a chronology of events,” The Canadian Lesbian 
and Gay Archives, http://www.clga.ca/Material/Records/docs/hannon/endchron.htm (accessed February 10, 
2010). 
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to the Municipal Act and Theatres Act to expand its jurisdiction over body rub parlors.  In 

February of 1977, a special committee including members of Toronto City Council, legal 

council and the Chief of Police was appointed to create some recommendations for clean 

up Young Street.  “The fact that there had been no appreciable rise in the crime rate since 

these businesses had opened was acknowledged,” in the Report of the Special Committee 

on Places of Amusement, “but not addressed.”84  The report “went on to suggest that a 

‘psychological crisis’ was developing, [which]...it was argued, could easily become the 

real thing.”85  Brock suggests that “the structure and composition of the committee, and 

its resultant research, was articulated to the interests of the local state,” to construct a 

crisis that would in turn legitimize state intervention.86  Here, when no actual crime is 

committed, conduct is criminalized.  Though the conduct of homosexuality was not itself 

criminalized, the imposition of an increase in regulations effectively constrains particular 

conduct; it became a crime to fail to own a license to run some of the establishments that 

helped to form organized gay culture.  In this way, “the legal prohibitions of these sexual 

practices exemplify the ways in which the law operates both in juridical ways through 

repression and in more disciplinary ways through the constructing of the subject and its 

appropriate modes of self-governance.”87 

 The media- and police-led moral panic organized around the clean up Yonge 

Street campaign is characterized by the language of society breaking down, going 

downhill, and in need of saving.  Some headlines published in the letter to the editor 

section of a June, 1975 issue of the Globe and Mail include: “I’ve never seen anything so 

                                                
84 Brock, Making Work, 33. 
85 Ibid., 33. 
86 Ibid., 34. 
87 Brenda Cossman, Sexual Citizens: The Legal and Cultural Regulation of Sex and Belonging (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 2007), 22. 
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sordid,” “Yonge St. has become cesspool of iniquity,” “Deplorable state of affairs,” “Out 

of character with our city,” “Cheap and tawdry honky-tonk sin strip,” “Contributing to 

decay of society.”88  Then board Chair Donald Sims explains in an August, 1976 

interview in the Globe and Mail, “‘Recently the bulk of the complaints we receive have 

been against what might be called permissive films…Wouldn’t it be great if the movies 

entertained the whole family again.’”89   In the same interview, Sims says, “Many of us 

have a feeling that society is going downhill.  My belief is that if there were more support 

for the family movies that are made then we would have more family movies.”90  Here, 

the moral conservative heteronormative idea of family is the direct solution to the idea of 

a decaying society.   

 I argue that if these concerns represent “the communal boundaries of the wider 

group or society,” then the exclusionary tactics set up by moral entrepreneurs and 

suffered by folk devils can also be put in terms of citizenship and belonging.  As 

Cossman describes it, at its most general, citizenship is a matter of inclusion and 

exclusion, or as a “set of rights and practices denoting membership and belonging in a 

nation state.”91  Acknowledgement and inclusion happens through a “multiplicity of legal, 

political, cultural, and social discourses.”92  With the Body Politic trials we see contests 

around what defines successful citizenship framed by all four of these areas, as specific 

citizens’ social existence and cultural production are being criminalized.  Historically, 

                                                
88 Letters to the Editor, (Tuesday 10 June 1975): 6.  As Kinsman argues, “The Globe and Mail associated 
the murder with the strip and with the ‘sexual permissiveness’ that had begun in the 1960s” (The Regulation 
of Desire, 337). 
89 Bob Pennington, “Tried to take the kids to a movie lately?” Globe and Mail, August 10, 1976.  
90 Quoted in ibid.  Sims quotes some statistics, that out of 852 films on the annual report, only 168 were 
“suitable for general exhibition,” as if judging the suitability of films is an objective operation, consistent 
over time and boards. 
91 Cossman, Sexual Citizens, 5. 
92 Ibid. 
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citizenship was presupposed to be heterosexual in the private sphere, wherein 

participation in the public sphere was predicated on behavior in the private sphere.93  This 

symbol of universal family, however, “does not include native people, blacks, Asians, 

Latinos, the poor, single mothers and lesbians and gay men.”94  Gay men, then, were 

excluded from responsible citizenship in the normalizing exclusion from the universal 

family, in the disciplining regulation of conduct by the imposition of licenses, and in the 

attempted criminalization of practices such as in the Body Politic trials. 

With recent feminist and queer activist work to politicize the private sphere and 

bring conventionally private behaviors into the public sphere came the “production of 

new subjectivities” and “democratization of relationships.”95  As Cossman explains, the 

once excluded “demanded inclusion and begun to revise and expand the meaning of 

citizenship by claiming their rights and/or their political participation.”96  In this way, 

emergent oppositional meanings and values were struggling, not to be “tolerated as a 

deviation,” but to challenge dominant culture.97  The moral panic in Toronto painted a 

picture of gay men as the antithesis of all of the things that make up the conduct of a 

successful citizen in a conservative-led Province: moral, clean, incapable of child 

molestation, promoting middle class values, family oriented, and operating through 

dominant structures for the consumption of culture.  Where citizenship is constituted 

through practices of self-regulation, “those who refuse to become responsible and govern 

                                                
93 Ibid., 6. 
94 Kinsman, The Regulation of Desire, 332. 
95 Cossman, Sexual Citizens, 6. 
96 Ibid. 
97 Williams, “Base and Superstructure,” 42. 
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themselves ethically have also refused the offer to become members of our moral 

community.”98 

Strategies for inclusion ranged from Williams’ notion of revolutionary, in that the 

intention was to change society rather than remain an alternative, to strategies motivated 

by incorporation into the dominant culture.99  At the time of the Emanuel Jaques trial, 

Anita Bryant, American singer and outspoken campaigner against legislated human rights 

for lesbians and gay men, was invited to Milton, Ontario to keynote a “Christian crusade” 

in Toronto.100  According to Reverend Brent Hawkes, pastor of the Metropolitan 

Community Church at the time, “‘[the Body Politic] incident has put a lot of pressure on 

Toronto gays.’”101  Hawkes criticized the Body Politic article saying, “‘The timing of the 

article was stupid…It was published at a time when Toronto gays are under particular 

fire.  Many gays are complaining about it.’”102  Hawkes maintained that the article was 

badly timed because previously to the Jaques case, Hawkes stresses, “‘Many gays feel 

they’ve come a long way in gaining public acceptance.  There has been quite a relaxation 

in the heterosexuals’ attitude toward us…The Body Politic article guaranteed a hardening 

of the heterosexual attitude.’”103  Hawkes felt that the article, which was about 

intergenerational consensual sex, “‘made gays out to be child molesters, which most are 

not.  It simply made it too easy for our opponents to campaign against us.’”104  Whereas 

                                                
98 Cossman, Sexual Citizens, 17.  
99 Williams, “Base and Superstructure,” 42. 
100 Dick Beddoes, “Come Bryant, come tension,” Globe and Mail, January 4, 1978.  Human rights 
legislation was debated in Ontario based on recommendations by the Human Rights Commission to include 
a section about sexual orientation. 
101 York University Professor Thelma McCormack uses Anita Bryant “and her attempt to paint all 
homosexuals as child molesters” as a beacon to represent intolerance towards gays. Quoted in Robert 
Fones, “The Body Politic Trial,” Centrefold (Feb/Mar 1979): 100.  
102 In Beddoes, “Come Bryant,” 8.   
103 Ibid. 
104 Ibid.  
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the Body Politic takes the approach of fighting to revise the boundaries of citizenship, the 

strategy that Hawkes laments has been frustrated is one of conducting oneself in a manner 

consistent with the “relaxing” of heterosexual attitudes toward homosexuals, or one that 

means conducting oneself in a manner consistent with the dominant behaviors of the 

gatekeepers to normative citizenship.   

 The debate about whether or not gay inclusion constitutes gay purification and/or 

deradicalizes politics aside, as Cossman argues, legal and regulatory practices have 

played significant roles in constructing a gendered and sexed citizen and has been a 

location for the struggle and contestation of citizenship, in conjunction with the media 

world, social, political and cultural spheres.105   Where the law “draws lines between good 

sex and bad sex…[and] also constitutes subjects as good and bad citizens,” 

homosexuality is constructed as connected to criminality and deviance, and to 1960s 

“permissiveness.” 106  As such, ideas of successful sexual citizenship are bound up in the 

Yonge Street clean-up and a moral conservative concern that society is degenerating and 

must be saved via state regulation. 

 

OCB crackdown and controversy 

According to Cohen, moral panic can either recede or “produc[e] such changes as those in 

legal and social policy.”107  During this period, the OCB increased its regulatory powers 

and incited controversy over specific bans and cuts.  In tandem with new municipal laws 

to enforce body rub parlors to obtain licenses and for employees to remain “properly 

                                                
105 Cossman surveys the reform versus revolt debate concerning gay inclusion to citizenship in her Sexual 
Citizens, page 8. 
106 Ibid., 22. 
107 Cohen in Marsh and Melvin, Crime, Justice, 41. 
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dressed,” the board made an amendment to the Theatres Act to expand its jurisdiction 

from 16 millimeter film and above to include 8 millimeter and videotape.108  Metro 

Chairman Paul Godfrey, a major voice in the clean up Yonge Street campaign felt 

justified: “‘Metro Council demanding that all body rub parlors now be licensed was the 

first nail in the coffin for these guys; this film-censoring is the second.  I’m delighted.’”109  

In this way, home videos also came under the jurisdiction of the board.110  A Toronto Star 

journalist observed, “‘It’s easy and popular to be against pornography.  So easy that the 

suppression of individual rights is barely noticeable in the righteous din of the 

crusade.’”111 

In 1978, the censor board outright banned Louis Malle’s Pretty Baby, starring a 

young Brook Shields as a girl living in a brothel in turn-of-the-century New Orleans.   As 

previous Vice-Chair Belcher explains, the board decided that the film was objectionable 

overall and could not be remedied by cuts: “It’s not really like a sex film.  A lot of it was 

implied, but there was nudity in it and there was the fact that this girl was being used as a 

prostitute—a young child—that would be the main objective to the film.  It wasn’t the 

type of picture where you could take a scene, cut it out, and allow it to be shown.  It was 

the theme, the theme of the picture.”112  The board’s explanation that the film was banned 

because its theme was “distasteful” was quoted often in the media, and the film was 

criticized for being entirely subjective and beyond the function of the board to censor 

                                                
108 Ken MacGray, “Operators say there are ways around sex law,” Toronto Star, August 27, 1975. 
109 Lynda Hurst, “‘We sell the sizzle not the steak,’ says parlor owner,” Toronto Star, August 27, 1975. 
110 Previous Chair Belcher explains, “When the board was originally formed, no one really knew about 
8mm [and] when it did come into being it wasn’t really considered as film.  It was for the home and the 
government’s intention was never to interfere with films in the home” (interview by Roger Nickerson).  
111 Quoted in Dean, Censored!, 149.  The reporter goes on to suggest, “This is what Premier Davis will 
capitalize on in his current campaign” (ibid). 
112 Interview by Roger Nickerson. 
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images of explicit sex, which the film did not contain.113  Many letters to the editor noted 

that the board acted inconsistently in banning this film after approving Martin Scorsese’s 

1976 Taxi Driver, also about teen prostitution, released before the heat of the moral panic 

in Toronto.114   

On the heels of the Pretty Baby controversy, in the spring of 1980, the censor 

board demanded cuts from director Volker Schlondorff’s Tin Drum, an adaptation of 

Gunter Grass’s novel.  The film contains an ambiguous scene in which a sixteen-year-old 

boy rests his head in the lap of a sixteen-year-old girl (played by twelve and twenty-four 

year old actors respectively), in a way that could be suggestive of an oral sex act.  The 

board was concerned about potential depictions of child pornography in both films.  At 

issue here is the fact that Pretty Baby contained no explicit scenes and in Tin Drum, “the 

main character in this quasi-science-fiction film was at one point a twenty-year-old-man, 

inhabiting a three-year-old boy’s body donated by a twelve-year-old actor named David 

Bennet.”115 As Dean puts it, “so much for legal concepts of ‘age.’”116  The board was 

again accused of acting inconsistently after approving Anne Claire Poirier’s 1979 Mourir 

à tue-tête, which was about rape.117   

The Festival of Festivals, the Writers’ Union of Canada and other film 

associations began calling for the dissolution of the censor board in favour of a 

classification board.  In contrast to their condemnation of the body rub parlors and porn 

                                                
113 For examples of the sentiment that the board’s decision was subjective, see “‘Distasteful’ Pretty Baby 
banned here,” Globe and Mail, April 10, 1978; Robert Martin, “Pretty Baby explores, doesn’t exploit,” 
Globe and Mail, April 11, 1978; and “Leave it to the courts,” Globe and Mail, April 12, 1978. 
114 For example, see letters to the editor, Globe and Mail, April 12, 1978.  Belcher’s comments might have 
been editorial in nature; however, at this time the board enforced a policy of secrecy, not making their 
official reasons for cutting or banning public.  I elaborate in the last section of this chapter. 
115 Dean, Censored!, 150. 
116 Ibid.  
117 Alexina Cameron, “Inhibition vs. Exhibition,” Cinema Canada (January-February 1981): 15. 
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theatres, most media outlets editorialized for the abolition of censorship.118  Though the 

director of Tin Drum agreed to eliminations for the British censors, he refused the Ontario 

board’s demands on principle.119  A Globe and Mail journalist was unable to report on the 

details because, “the board has a policy of refusing to discuss specific demands,” and the 

distributor was “barred by provincial law from revealing the sequences in question or 

their length.”120  From behind the closed doors of this policy of secrecy, charges arose 

against Sims and Brown that they had pressured members of the board to concede the 

decision about Tin Drum, which was a divided issue.121  The Administration of Justice 

committee called the board to a public hearing, at which Mary Brown testified on behalf 

of a newly retired (and ill) Sims.  Afterward, Brown became chair and reformed the 

board’s policies, including implementation of a policy to make information about 

eliminations public upon request.122 

 

Shifting content for the cutting floor 

With the lack of formal guidelines until this new policy was enforced in January 1981, to 

gain insight into what kind of imagery is being censored I turn to three interviews 

conducted for the Archives of Ontario with three former chairs of the board.123  Former 

Chair Sims notes that “every time you get into discussions of censorship you get into 
                                                
118 Dean, Censored!, 151. 
119 Ibid. 
120 Jay Scott and Richard Cleroux, “Is Oscar-winning Tin Drum too loud for Ontario taste?” Globe and 
Mail, April 23, 1980. 
121 Dean, Censored!, 151.  See Joe O’Donnell, “Three more censors claim intimidation on the job,” Toronto 
Star, June 20, 1980, and “Mary Brown named to head censor board,” Toronto Star, July 11, 1980.  The 
members were allegedly threatened with loss of employment (Dean, Censored!, 152). 
122 Ibid., 152. 
123 Along with Pretty Baby and Tin Drum, several other films created controversy, including Not a Love 
Story: A Film About Pornography (1981), directed by Bonnie Sherr, La Luna (1979), directed by Bernardo 
Bertolucci, and In Praise of Older Women (1978), directed by George Kaczender.  Though the board’s 
usual fare that ends up with cuts and bans is hardcore pornography, the materials I consider here are 
mainstream films with explicit content (or in Pretty Baby’s case, an explicit theme).  
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what was accepted in 1919—was it accepted in 1940?”124  This question is typical to a 

view of censorship that sees its history propelled by a so-called progression from strict to 

liberal.  Foucault’s notion of genealogy is useful to resist this view. 

Referring to the cuts in Tin Drum, Dean explains, “It is easy to discuss the 

censorship of old bank robbery films, because films of bank robberies are no longer a live 

issue in censorship.  Thus, to avoid publishing the offending passages in this recently 

censored film is to avoid bringing the reader into direct confrontation with the current 

frontier of censorship.”125  Firstly, this passage points to censorship as a failed concept; 

that censorship, which is ostensibly meant to repress something as though it does not—or 

at least should not—exist, points directly at its existence in the exact same gesture as it 

tries to deny it.  As Silverthorne himself once wrote, “At all times the Department 

attempts to avoid censorship which is apparent to the patron, since it would defeat the 

purpose of censorship.”126   

 Secondly, this passage provides a useful example of imagery that is no longer 

censored.  The idea that images of robbery ought to be censored has fallen away from 

Williams’ dominant cultural meanings.  A linear, progressive interpretation of the history 

of censorship might conclude that society has undergone a symmetrical progression from 

strict to liberal when it comes to images of robbery.  Drawing on Foucault’s genealogy in 

general, and in particular, his genealogy of law and discipline, I suggest that this shift in 

values instead reflects a transformation of the way law and order works, from top-down 

                                                
124 Donald Sims, interview by Roger Nickerson, [sound recording], Archives of Ontario oral history 
interviews, RG 17-3-0-8, 1985. 
125 Dean, Censored!, xi. 
126 Ibid., 140.  My italics. 
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and judicially, to a Foucauldian notion of self-governance.127  In other words, attacks on 

law and order are no longer a relevant threat to the governance of society; adjustments in 

conduct are imposed now by the self in a system of self-governance.  Indeed, “Even when 

state censorship plays its (inevitably) losing hand, self-censoring is sure to follow.”128  To 

me this suggests a transformation in Williams’ dominant cultural make-up rather than a 

liberalization of existing cultural meanings.  To quote Foucault scholar Jonathan S. 

Ransom, “We should, of course, dispense with the absurd and condescending idea that all 

who precede us were trying to become like us, or really were like us but were not allowed 

to say so, or if they did say so were not listened to, and all the other tricks designed to 

assure us that we live at history’s summit.”129 

With regard to images of explicit sexuality, when asked if censorship was 

decreasing, Brown responded that she does not believe percentages had varied much—

somewhere between five and ten percent—but that materials were getting rougher and the 

board’s guidelines were getting more lenient.130  In his interview, Belcher explains, “In 

the old days I can remember that if a girl’s navel was exposed, that was cut.  Now today 

you see everything that is possible to be seen.  This is the whole feature of censorship, 

you must go along with the times, you can’t live in the past and you can’t be too far ahead 

of the public.”131  It appears that Belcher interprets the public as moving in a linear way, 

                                                
127 Dean, Censored!, 137.  Dean is quoting from a seven page booklet outlining “Standards and Field of 
Work” issued by the Board in 1920.  Dean further describes the historical censorship of robbery: “Movies 
were not allowed to ‘show a successful balking of the law,’ albeit ‘the showing of certain good-natured 
comedies dealing with officials may not be regarded as attacks on law and order” (137). 
128 Andrew Ross, “The Fine Art of Regulation,” in The Phantom Public Sphere, ed. Bruce Robbins 
(Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota Press, 1993), 259. 
129 Foucault’s Discipline: The Politics of Subjectivity (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1997), 
173. 
130 Sims, interview by Roger Nickerson. 
131 Belcher gives an anecdote to explain his point: “I can remember the first picture that we passed with 
breasts exposed.  I remember Silverthorne and myself when it opened up the theatres, he was walking up 
and down the hall in our building waiting to hear the first report as to what the reaction was.  And it wasn’t 
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progressing towards more leniencies, or towards an acceptance or tolerance to more 

exposure.132   

A closer look at this so-called progression, this time as discussed by the 

interviewer Roger Nickerson with Belcher, reveals the value judgments implicit in what 

is taken as a standard progression: “What we’ve been allowed to see on screen has been 

increased in quite clearly defined steps, thighs, then breasts, then frontal nudity, then 

penetration, now we seem to be getting into manual stimulation and masturbation and that 

sort of thing.”133  Nickerson speaks of what he sees are clearly defined steps that move 

from, for example, penetration to manual stimulation and masturbation.   This list came to 

my surprise because my own taken-for-granted assumption is that penetration would be at 

the pinnacle of explicit scenes.  Nickerson’s list is not obvious (nor is mine).  Instead, it 

reveals values that define the evaluation of more or less obscene, or more or less in need 

of censoring.  Here, where penetration is considered so-called less obscene than manual 

stimulation or masturbation, Nickerson’s list seems to be informed by heteronormative 

and so-called family oriented values, family referring to the traditional, nuclear kind and 

all that construct entails.   

 When asked about the use of uncensored films for sexual education for children, 

Brown responds in a way that betrays her bias towards heteronormative family values 

based in rituals of marriage: 

                                                
a full exposure of breast it was a women in bed, and the upper portion of her breast…a part of the nipple 
was shown…and there was no reaction of the public so that was accepted from then on…” (interview by 
Roger Nickerson). 
132 Another perspective, from Mary Brown, is that exposure leads to desensitization, which in turn leads to 
desire for rougher material: “The same group that starts with Playboy then move to Penthouse and then to 
Hustler.” Interview by Roger Nickerson, [sound recording], Archives of Ontario oral history interviews, RG 
17-3-0-8, 1985. 
133 Interview by Roger Nickerson. 
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The people with whom I had grown up in similar circumstances where the 
gift of sexuality was considered to be that and one to be cherished, not one 
to be paraded publicly, where…in later teenage years when our curiosity 
and our physical responses were there, we investigated through books, 
[and] through talking to people who were responsible.  It began to unfold 
for us.  Certainly in modern terms our sexual education was pretty nil until 
we were at an almost marriageable age.  And I look at the people of that 
generation, of my generation, and I see long-term lifetime commitments, I 
see happy and fulfilling marriages, I see families.134 

 
Brown further reveals some of her Christian-based values in her response to a strange 

question that Ontario Archivist Roger Nickerson asks about her opinion of the seeming 

contradiction between Italians “who are romantic,” and the “Catholic Church, [which] 

does not promote birth control and…[is] conservative;” Brown responds by explaining 

she has a problem with the interviewer’s premise on the grounds that the Catholic Church 

is not repressive: 

This wonderful Catholic country treats sex and affection with humour and 
delight which I think is reflective of again the Catholic Church that I 
know—the delight, the joy, the fulfillment.  You feel that you get the 
approach to dark passion from…non-religious affiliations, but the joy…the 
passion and the warmth and the joy and the fun, the ability to laugh at 
themselves…It’s not the cold mechanics of the American porn.  It’s the 
loving, joyful, happy, fulfilling kind of relationship.  It could be casual but 
it’s still warm.135 

 

Brown then goes on to insist that the question about whether the Catholic Church in 

Toronto has an impact or influence on the board is an inappropriate question, yet 

addresses it nonetheless using secular language: “I think gradually emerging from our 

community is a people who have a concern with a family oriented society—who have a 

concern for a life philosophy, whatever that life philosophy may be [in contrast to those] 

people who are sort of…drifting…from day to day, and this kind of purposelessness, live 

                                                
134 Ibid. 
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day to day, this hedonistic approach.”136  Here, Brown propounds her perspective about 

the values of the public of Ontario while promoting Christian family values imbued in 

secular language.  

 This is not to make a lone villain out of Brown as the sole, evil gatekeeper of 

expression in Ontario, but to set up the logic with which artists and participants later 

campaigning against the censor board must contend.  As I have shown here, the chairs of 

the board would use moralizing terminologies to defend its general policies.137  In this 

way, the board played a part as moral entrepreneur alongside the police, media, and 

political representatives, in the “signification spiral” of moral panic sparking public 

anxieties about sex, homosexuality, and perceived loss of the family.138   

   

Surveys and knowledge-gathering 

One of the board’s major activities during the 1970s and intensifying during the 1980s 

was conducting community outreach with the intention to determine community 

standards.139  The board’s archive at the Archives of Ontario is filled with boxes of 

surveys administered to groups during community outreach presentations, which, I argue 

work to reaffirm the board’s existing mandate since, as French sociologist Pierre 

Bourdieu argues, polls designed with whatever good intentions work to manipulate 

opinions, creating the “reification of public opinion or the definition of the public 

                                                
136 Ibid. 
137 As I have noted earlier, the board ran under a strict policy of not speaking about specific decisions. 
138 Stuart Hall and Tony Jefferson use the term signification spiral to refer to an increase in “the perceived 
potential threat of an issue through the way it becomes signified” (quoted in Thompson, Moral Panics, 16).   
139 According to the board’s performance contract, board members were expected to “monitor data that 
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complaints.” The contract is attached to a 2 April 1987 memo to Valerie Gibbons, Deputy Minister from 
Chairman Anne Jones. General correspondence and subject files of the Ontario Board of Censors,  
RG 56-1-2, Archives of Ontario. 
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agenda.”140   More generally, drawing on Foucault’s theories of governmentality, I argue 

that disciplinary powers observe and direct docile bodies through knowledge gathering 

tools such as polls and surveys, which promote self-regulation and therefore particular 

conduct.141   

  In the absence of a statistical analysis, I will reserve my analysis to a textual one 

made to some of the questions asked in these surveys.142  Many of the surveys divide up 

descriptions of potential film scenes and ask participants to rate them in order he/she 

“would find most offensive and ought be removed. (Number 1 would be most offensive 

and removed first.)”143  Scenes include: 

Dialogue with excessive use of 4 letter words; lifestyle that promotes use 
of drugs; lifestyle that promotes crime; lifestyle that promotes homosexual 
behavior; lengthy nude scenes; cruelty to animals; violence with blood and 
guts; scenes concentrating on the genitals; scenes involving sex with adult 
loving couples; anti-racial themes; use of children in nude scenes; use of 
children in sexual scenes; violence against women such as rape or 
bondage. 
 

First, the survey does not account for the interpretation of gratuitous scenes versus scenes 

integrated into a broader narrative or message; in fact to separate hypothetical examples 

of scenes from any context whatsoever effectively renders all of the scenes gratuitous.   
                                                
140  Limor Peer, “Practice of Opinion Polling as a disciplinary Mechanism,” International Journal of Public 
Opinion Research 4.3: 230.  Peer cites Pierre Bourdieu, “Public Opinion Does Not Exist,” The Captive 
Public: How Mass Opinion Promotes State Power, eds. A Mattelart, S. Siegelaub and G. Ginsberg (New 
York, Basic Books, 1986). 
141 The community contact reports from members from 1983-1985 include visits to such groups as TZDEC 
Temple Breakfast Club; KEW Beech Men’s Bible Club; Canadians for Decency; University of Toronto 
Women’s Club; Kent Men’s Club; Woodstock Ministers and Laymen; CCAVE Hamilton; Catholic 
Women’s League, Vineland; York Pines United Church, Aurora; Canadian Public Relations Society; 
Queen’s University Law School; Leaside Lions; Islington United Church; Holy Blossom Synagogue; a 
variety of teachers, students and parents (General correspondence and subject files of the Ontario Board of 
Censors).  In this long list I did not find a single arts organization. 
142 After the presentation, the censor board presenter is asked to fill out a Public Meeting Report, which 
concludes with the question, “approximate percentage support for board policies,” which is filled in with a 
percentage. I did not find any below 75% and there were many that read 100%.  Without proper statistical 
analysis, I will not make any conclusions or generalizations other than to suggest that to ask the board 
member to “approximate percentage support for board policies” is not empirical (General correspondence 
and subject files of the Ontario Board of Censors). 
143 General correspondence and subject files of the Ontario Board of Censors. 
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Second, the wording of the question makes the issue the degree of offensiveness; it is 

structured, then, so that all examples are offensive to some degree.  In other words, if 

“number 2 would be most offensive and removed first,” then I infer that number 13 would 

be the least offensive and removed last.  Third, the descriptions of the scenes do not 

differentiate between representation and real acts.  The representation of cruelty to 

animals is quite different than an actual act of cruelty to an animal.  Rape and bondage 

appear in the same option, which ignores consensual, simulated bondage practices, and 

prevents the participant to rate these distinct acts differently. 

 By creating categories that are imposed on the subject, polls “play a part in 

creating modern individuals.” 144  In this way, “it is the act of defining people as either 

possessing or not possessing opinions, that ‘produces’ them as entities within these 

categories.”145  Subjects are disciplined by the imposition of defining them within the 

classification and categorization of what is “‘normal’, ‘social’ and ‘true’” versus what is 

‘“abnormal’, antisocial’ and false.’”146  Here, power does not refer to obedience; power 

refers to normalization, and this survey indeed works to normalize particular responses.147 

  During the Tin Drum controversy, Alexina Cameron of Toronto-based Environics 

Research Group Canada, writing for Cinema Canada, analyzed two of the censor board’s 

larger surveys that are illustrative of a key normalizing organizational structure: OCB 

surveys always ask what the respondent may tolerate others viewing.148  The board uses 

                                                
144 Peer, “Practice of Opinion Polling,” 230. 
145 Ibid., 235. 
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147 Ibid., 236. 
148 Cameron, “Inhibition vs. Exhibition,” 13. Cameron notes the extent to which The Tin Drum was 
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the surveys to justify its existence, arguing that a majority of the public support 

censorship.  Cameron points out several problems with this interpretation of these specific 

polls.  First, many respondents of a 1971 survey do not consider themselves moviegoers, 

and it is the “infrequent movie-goers [that] comprise most of the group who state that 

they have been offended by something in a film.”149  Second, one crucial question directs 

responses from respondents about what they deem acceptable not just for themselves but 

also for others to view: eighty-four percent “believed that with respect to films, ‘every 

adult should be allowed to decide for himself.’”150  What the author identifies in the 

surveys is that most respondents feel self-censorship is appropriate for them but not for 

others.  She assumes, then, that the group of “others” consists of children for obvious 

reasons and “deviants, whose exposure must be restricted lest celluloid prompt anti-social 

behavior.”151  The author argues that “implicit in this attitude is the kind of paternalism 

that has plagued the regulation of film from its very beginnings.”152  This represents 

residual meanings from the early 20th century; recalling film regulation’s history of 

protecting potential deviants and the rest of society from them, this attitude reflects film’s 

reputation as a working class pastime that the genteel bourgeois perceives as in need of 

containing in order to ensure the “upkeep of the social fabric.”153   

                                                
Pornography: An Inquiry Into Public and Professional Thinking on the Subject of Celluloid Obscenity, 
which contains answers that replicate the later survey, and which was especially neglected in the media. 
Market Facts Study of Attitudes in Ontario commissioned by the Ministry of Consumer and Commercial 
Relations ran the second poll in 1979. 
149 Ibid., 14.  Cameron notes that “In 1971, 93% of respondents over age 55 had seen less than five films or 
none at all in the past year (indeed, 58% of the Ontario population over the age of 55 had not viewed any 
film in the past year); 79% of those from age 30 to 54 had viewed less than five films, and only 37% of 
persons 18-29 years had attended films so infrequently.  The 1979 study also found that offense increases 
with age.  One begins to wonder if those reporting offense have based this on actual or vicarious film-
viewing experience” (ibid., 14).  
150 Ibid., 13.  
151 Ibid.  
152 Ibid., 14.  
153 Ibid. 
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 Chair Brown exploits this result when the board questions the public in any 

survey, insisting that the questionnaire always pose the question in terms of what the 

respondent thinks others ought to view and not view: 

When it comes to film censorship or where you draw the line, yes there 
is…a very common line, because the question that we’ve been asking for 
five years is, not what do you want to see or not see, but what are you 
prepared to tolerate your neighbors seeing?  So even though one’s 
personal tastes or what they would want to see themselves would vary a 
great deal between Toronto and Fenelon Falls, there’s a real concern in 
that democratic system about putting a limit on some one else’s freedom to 
see.154 

 
Here Brown evaluates community standards in a way that admits variation in personal 

tastes but absorbs that argument by granting authority to the process for the sake of 

regulating others.  This system of evaluation is certainly paternalistic in that it serves as 

the justification for a “policy or practice [by] those in positions of authority of restricting 

the freedom and responsibilities of those subordinate to them in the subordinates’ 

supposed best interest.”155  Again, this paternalism and authority to restrict freedom does 

not belong just to the board, but also shifts to the public participating in the surveys.  In 

this way, the paternalistic questions in the survey reinforce particular forms of self-

governance by reproducing taboo.   

 Remembering that Williams’ definition of residual meanings emphasizes that they 

are incompatible with conscious dominant ones, some of the residual meanings carried 

over into dominant practices arguably include the classist paternalism in the structure of 

surveys, and censorship or regulation of images to perform a civic function.  Some of the 

historical meanings that complicate the apparently self-evident purpose of the OFRB to 

                                                
154 Interview by Roger Nickerson. 
155 "Paternalism," The Oxford Pocket Dictionary of Current English, Encyclopedia.com, 
http://www.encyclopedia.com (accessed November 1, 2009). 
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protect society from harmful images include drastically different regulating structures in 

different jurisdictions; the history of cuts and bans to political content like communist 

images or the American flag; the history of censorship practices for the sake of content 

quotas; and the initiation of classification for the purpose of increasing audiences.  In 

conducting this genealogy, my intention is not to “‘expose’ the operations of power” 

because power exists in all relations.156  Rather my intention is to “show how that-which-

is has not always been,” to discover the contingent foundations upon which the OFRB’s 

mandate is built.157  The concepts of safety and harm, which serve as the contemporary 

justifications for the existence of the board, are not ahistorical as I have argued here, but 

historically specific concepts.  In conducting this genealogy, I historicize not just the 

OFRB’s mandate but also the definition and function of censorship itself.   

 All censors do not act the same way and all censored do not act the same way: 

“By defining opposing political camps in the moralistic terms of those who are for 

censorship and those who are against it, critics unify both camps and make them 

monolithic: the censors are demonic philistines, the censored ipso facto are clever, noble, 

and good.”158  Rather, operations of censorship are historically and contextually specific.  

The censor board’s 1985 name change from the Ontario Board of Censors to the Ontario 

Film Review Board suggests a transformation in dominant meanings where whatever 

associations were attached to the word censorship transformed from acceptable to 

                                                
156 Power exists in all relations and to “expose” power relations would be to assume that power relations are 
illegitimate or that there is something “a priori objectionable about the particular cultural artifact” that is 
produced by power; “Power is not ‘bad’ or immoral, nor is the inevitable shaping and constraining that goes 
with it” (Ransom, Foucault’s Discipline, 82).   
157 Foucault quoted in Ransom, Foucault’s Discipline, 85. 
158 Richard Burt, “Introduction: The ‘New” Censorship,” The Administration of Aesthetics: Censorship, 
Political Criticism, and the Public Sphere (Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota Press, 1994), 
xiii. 
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unacceptable.159  The name change also works to support the appearance of a historical 

progression towards liberalization.  It is my aim to show that “the institutions and morals 

that present themselves as natural end products of a comprehensible and progressive 

history are revealed as a cobbled patchwork of heterogeneous elements.”160  I hope that 

my contention that changes in what gets censored over time constitutes a genealogy rather 

than a progressive liberalization helps to provide foundations for present ideological 

claims about film and video review and classification.  

 My simultaneous goal in this chapter is to set up the construction of gay culture as 

deviant, as a significant justification for censorship.  In that the excluded began to 

demand inclusion and made inclusion an issue of citizenship, a set of emergent 

knowledges challenged the dominant culture, which variously absorbed, incorporated, 

tolerated, and rejected these knowledges as deviant.  This was important to artists because 

many who were confronted with issues of regulation dealt with queer imagery and many 

arts practitioners were certainly allied with actors from queer communities.  Significantly, 

the police often associated artists with gay culture.  Referring to the police presence at 

video screenings, which I discuss in the following chapter, video artist Lisa Steele 

explains that the police would dress undercover: 

The ones that they sent to the arts community all looked like gay clones.  
They looked like gay clones, but they had really expensive running shoes, 
dorky running shoes, not cool running shoes... They wore jeans and really 
tucked in sport shirts, kind of a plaid shirt all tucked in.  It’s hard to 
explain—it’s from the 80s.  If you went to a gay bar everybody looked 
alike, everybody.  All the men, they had short hair.  This was their idea 
that everybody in the arts community must be gay, so we’ll put that 
uniform on.161 

                                                
159 I discuss this name change in detail in Chapter 4.  It accompanied a new Theatres Act, and despite the 
allusion to review in the new title of the board, the act continued to give authority to the board to censor. 
160 Ransom, Foucault’s Discipline, 88. 
161 Lisa Steele, interview by author, November 25, 2009. 
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In the context of the morality crusades, the “frontier of censorship” is centered on the 

regulation of sex, sexuality, and sexual citizenship, and arts practices get subsumed in 

this. 

 Cultural studies scholar Andrew Ross retroactively describes the “new 

censorship” of the 1980s and early 1990s as, “The combat-zone…of many practices 

concerning sex, drugs, and popular music—homosexuality; nonmonogamous or 

interracial sex; AIDS drugs, abortion drugs, or crack; Satanist metal, rap against police 

racism, or fetish rock—surely demonstrates that the ‘free’ body has become the chief site 

for generating new forms of power relations in the ‘free’ world.”162  For me, the free body 

is the free citizen, and these new forms of power relations are contested in terms of 

inclusion and exclusion to cultural, and sexual citizenship.  Ideas of sexuality, too, are 

culturally and historically specific and sexual practices are regulated differently across 

historical moments.  In Chapters 5 and 6 I ask, what bodies are subject to regulation at 

this moment of rupture for film and video artists and exhibitors?  What new forms of 

power relations are made?  How are the boundaries of sexual citizenship shored up or 

challenged?  Having set up a historical context for the functioning of the board here, in 

the following chapter I begin to explore what I consider a historical rupture for film and 

video artists and exhibitors as the censor board abruptly changes its policy to target arts 

and non-profit practices.  Burt’s argument that all censored and all censoring do not act 

the same applies to historical as well as contemporary examples and in the following 

chapter I interrogate anti-censorship efforts with respect to competing movement 

                                                
162 “The Fine Art of Regulation,” 258. 
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strategies and developing languages to describe and defend certain practices against a 

growing support for the state regulation of sex. 
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Chapter 4 

Strategies of resistance and the patterning of power across multiple fronts 

 After twenty years of freely exhibiting film and video in a variety of non-

commercial venues in Ontario, artists, non-profit exhibitors, art galleries and film 

festivals were thrown into tumult when the Ontario Board of Censors (OCB) shifted its 

focus from the public exhibition of feature length, commercial films to include screenings 

at small, non-profit arts organizations and events.  The new conservative provincial 

government had appointed then Vice-Chair Mary Brown to chair of the board, after which 

she began demanding that artist-run, not-for-profit film exhibitors license all projectors 

and submit work to the board for approval.  For the first time, and unexpectedly, artists’ 

media works were subject to cuts and bans.  Film and video makers, artists, arts policy 

makers, exhibitors, and distributors initiated a complex campaign of resistance and 

protest that included activities both inside and outside judicial arenas.   

 In this chapter, I consider three landmark court battles, each of which took 

different judicial paths: the organizers of the 1981 Images Festival in Peterborough 

became defendants in a criminal trial after being charged for contravening the Theatres 

Act in an act of civil disobedience, which was the first time charges were ever laid for 

contravention of the Theatres Act since its inception in 1911; members of the not-for-

profit group the Ontario Film and Video Appreciation Society (OFAVAS) administered 

the first constitutional challenge against the Ontario Board of Censors for contravening 

the fundamental freedom of expression after the inception of the Canadian Charter of 

Rights and Freedoms; and artist-run centre A Space Gallery utilized the appeals process 

to appeal the board’s confiscation of video playback equipment and artists’ tapes in 1984.   
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 Outside the courts, actors employed “‘direct action’ tactics” such as deliberate 

self-censorship, organized illegal screenings in a deliberate contravention of the law, 

awareness-raising round tables, coalition- and support-building activities, conferences and 

other events.1  These activities developed within a network of artist-run centre culture, 

which cultural policy scholar and participating artist Clive Robertson demonstrates in his 

Policy Matters: Administration of Art and Culture, underwent an “organizing imperative 

[that] resulted in artists’ collectives becoming policy actors engaged in processes of 

cultural reform.”2   Built-in to this network was a cultivated “media presence,” already 

oriented towards advocacy.3  

 As I discuss in Chapter 2, operations of regulatory and legal systems function 

within Foucault’s art of government, where “the instruments of government, instead of 

being laws, now come to be a range of multiform tactics.”4  Consequent of this shift in 

social formation, “protesters have been less likely to seek a redistribution of political 

power than to seek to change dominant normative and cultural codes.”5  Most new social 

movements combine political and cultural goals.6  Though I show that anti-censorship 

efforts were organized and coordinated to the extent that it qualifies as social movement 

behavior, Foucault’s and Foucault-inspired theories of governmentality suggest to me to 

ask, in what ways was the movement internally contested?  How and where did actors 

favor different political strategies and tactics?  In this analysis I continue to complicate a 

                                                
1 Clive Robertson, Policy Matters: Administrations of Art and Culture (Toronto: YYZ Books, 2006), 45. 
2 Ibid., iv. 
3 Quoted in Vera Frenkel, “Then + Then Again: Talking with Clive Robertson about artist-run culture,” 
Fuse 30, no. 3 (September 2004): 35.  See the introduction to this thesis for a list of periodicals associated 
with artist-run centre culture. 
4 Michel Foucault, “Governmentality,” The Foucault Effect: Studies in Governmentality, ed. Graham 
Brutal, Colin Gordon, and Peter Miller (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991), 95. 
5 Francesca Polletta and James M. Jasper, “Collective Identity and Social Movements,’ Annual Review of 
Sociology 27 (2001): 286.   
6 Ibid., 287. 
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binary approach between the censored and the censor that assumes there is a unified 

group orchestrating power from top-down, and that there are unified actors ready to 

revolt.  

 Censorship in Ontario was a divided issue, not just in terms of whether or not 

government regulation of images is or is not reasonable, but also in terms of strategies 

within overall anti-censorship efforts.7  In an effort to underline “the often neglected point 

that most movements are pluralistic, volatile alliances of differently situated, often 

competing groups whose contributions vary at different points of struggle,” here I 

investigate competing discourses and strategies among anti-censorship groups, within an 

overall anti-censorship movement.8 

  I draw from new and collective movement theories to consider “meaning work—

the struggle over the production of mobilizing and countermobilizing ideas and 

meanings.”9  New social movement theorists note that during the 1970s and 1980s, social 

movements were forming around identity rather than class-based politics, including 

around issues of homosexuality, nuclear energy, and feminism and that “participation in 

such movements could not be predicted by class location.  Nor were participants seeking 

to gain political and economic concessions from institutional actors, to further their 

‘interests’ in conventional terms.  Rather they sought recognition for new identities and 

                                                
7 I discuss divisions among feminist groups vying for the regulation of pornography versus freedom of 
expression in Chapter 5.   
8 Michael W. McCann, “How Does Law Matter for Social Movements?”  How Does Law Matter?, eds. 
Bryant G. Garth and Austin Sarat (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1998), 79. 
9 Robert D. Benford and David A. Snow, “Framing Processes and Social Movements: An Overview and 
Assessment,” Annual Review of Sociology 26 (2000): 613.  This approach is concerned with Stuart Hall’s 
“politics of signification,” and focuses on the ways in which movement actors produce meaning for 
supporters, antagonists, or observers (Hall quoted in ibid).   
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lifestyles.”10  Marxist analysis of social movements based on economic and class factors, 

then, became insufficient in understanding new conflicts characterized by “the process of 

symbolic production and the redefinition of social roles.”11 

 These new forms of social action are predicated on what new social movement 

theorists see as a fundamentally shifted social formation, simultaneously expanded in 

modes of individual autonomy and contracted in terms of “strong pressures toward 

normative conformity.”12  Here, power relations work in Foucauldian terms, where 

subjects are both empowered and determined by citizenship processes.  As new social 

movement scholars Francesca Polletta and James M. Jasper put it, “Social control has 

come to operate simultaneously through self-regulation and through the increasing 

penetration of standards of instrumental rationality into people’s biological and emotional 

lives.”13   

 In this chapter, I investigate diverse collective claims, tactics, and movement 

outcomes.  Though I reserve most of my content analysis of the meaning work that 

cultural players engage in for the following two chapters of this thesis, the fact that 

meaning work is at play informs the divergence and negotiation of movement strategies.  

In investigating movement claims, tactics, and outcomes, I consider all three in terms of 

                                                
10 Polletta and Jasper, “Collective Identity,” 286.  The term new social movement theory does not apply to a 
single theory of social movements, but to a variety of theories for approaching new social movements as a 
topic.  Most new social movement theories emphasize the cultural aspects of collective action; autonomy 
rather than maximizing power; “postmaterialist values” rather than material resources; and collective 
identity as a problematic rather than structurally determined.  Steven M. Buechler, “New Social Movement 
Theories,” The Sociological Quarterly 36.3 (1995): 441.   
11 Eduardo Canel, "New Social Movement and Resource Mobilization: The Need for Integration," in 
Community Power and Grassroots Democracy, eds. Michael Kaufman and Haroldo Dilla (London: Zed 
Books, 1997), 190.  Canel provides a succinct account of the emergence of new social movement theories 
and the ways in which they can diverge and arguably integrate with resource mobilization theories. 
12 “Collective Identity and Social Movements,’ Annual Review of Sociology 27 (2001): 286.  Polletta and 
Jasper note that this shift has been termed variously, “postindustrial,” “programmed,” “information,” or 
“network” society.  For my purposes, I use Foucault’s term governmentality to refer to the same thing.   
13 Polletta and Jasper, “Collective Identity,” 286.   
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social agents engaging with the law as a form of “legal mobilization,” a larger armature of 

social and cultural activism that includes contemporary labour, feminist, queer, student, 

ecology, and other such movements: "the most distinctive contribution of the legal 

mobilization approach [is] that of shifting the focus of legal analysis away from the 

initiative of judges and state officials towards that of politically active citizens, and away 

from the 'law in books' to law as a resource in practical social struggle."14  In so doing, I 

argue that it is misleading to rely on legal outcomes in gauging the relative success or 

failure of movement initiatives.   When I do consider the contents of legal cases, however, 

I consider them as functioning within a system of “governmentality” in the Foucauldian 

sense, where legal processes are malleable and social agents are necessarily free. 

My aim is to sort through and reveal a complex patterning of power relations 

across apparatuses of government, and their relationships with social agents in multi-

strategic locations and approaches for resistance, especially bottom-up legal mobilization 

using the law in conjunction with constituency-building activities.  Whereas this history is 

often talked about in libertarian terms of civil disobedience and successful and 

unsuccessful legal outcomes, my purpose here is to shift the focus from narratives of 

revolt to uncover other evidences of social change.  I hope to uncover transformational 

possibilities from narratives of disappointment, including frustrations over the taxing 

nature of years of resistance and being in and out of courtrooms in cases often without 

favorable outcomes; over policy changes that do not conform to the spirit of the law in 

favorable outcomes; over being subject to creative and insidious forms of intimidation at 

                                                
14 Michael McCann and Helena Silverstein, "Social Movements and The American State: Legal 
Mobilization as a Strategy for Democratization,” A Different Kind of State? Popular Power and 
Democratic Administration, eds. Gregory Albo, David Langille and Leo Panitch (Oxford University Press, 
1993), 133. 
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the disposal of government and police; and over succumbing to pressures to self-censor 

and the “chill-effect.”  The purpose of this chapter is to interrogate how, where, and with 

what results censorship regulation is challenged. 

 

The Funnel 

The Funnel Experimental Film Theatre in Toronto, Ontario began as a program initiated 

by the Center for Experimental Art and Communication (CEAC), an exhibiting center 

that also acted as a resource centre, studio, gallery, performance space, and host for 

visiting artists.  The Funnel soon established itself as an independent organization, 

opening a theatre on King Street East in January, 1977.   The CEAC and Funnel were a 

part of an increase in the production of experimental film culture in Canada.  By the later 

1970s, funding was available for Canadian experimental filmmakers through the federal, 

provincial and municipal arts councils.  As well, art colleges such as Emily Carr, Nova 

Scotia College of Art and Design, Ryerson Polytechnical Institute, and Sheridan Institute 

of Technology had included experimental film into their programs, regarding it as a fine 

art rather than commercial medium, and filmmakers were building artist-run 

organizations like the Canadian Filmmakers Distribution Centre (CFMDC) in Toronto, 

the Canadian Filmmakers Distribution West in Vancouver, the Winnipeg Film Group, the 

Saskatchewan Film Pool in Regina, Atlantic Independent Media in Halifax, and the 

unique Funnel Experimental Film Theatre in Toronto.15 

                                                
15 Bart Testa, “Film, Experimental,” The Canadian Encyclopedia, http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia. 
com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1ARTA0002802 (accessed November 1, 2009). 
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 Before the establishment of the Funnel, this type of film would have been shown 

in gallery, university, or library settings, or by special limited screening.16  The Funnel 

was unique for being a venue for the regular and ongoing exhibition of experimental film.  

As anti-censorship activist, active Funnel audience member, and former board member of 

the Canadian Filmmakers Distribution Centre (CFMDC) David Poole notes, “One of the 

reasons I think [film censorship] came to a head when it did was partially because it was 

the first time that the government was dealing with a theatre that was dedicated to artists’ 

work, that’s the Funnel.  This was the first time they were coming up against film work 

consistently as an artwork, and the position of the art community around film work.”17   

 The OCB most likely discovered the existence of the Funnel when a Toronto Star 

article advertised a set of open screenings at the Funnel.18  Members of the public were 

invited to bring their home movies to screen at the Funnel.19  The board normally dealt 

with larger commercial venues, but once the board realized this was a public theatre and 

not a private club, it demanded the Funnel submit its films for prior review.  In a very 

sudden way, this artist-run organization run by a small staff and a consistent membership 

of about twenty was forced to initiate the time consuming and expensive bureaucratic 

process of licensing its projectors and submitting every film it planned to exhibit to the 

board of censors for prior-review.  For a small venue that exhibits several different, often 

short films per night, several nights per week, this process proved to be prohibitive, and 

spontaneous open screenings became impossible. 
                                                
16 David Poole, interview by author, April 7, 2009. Filmmaker Bruce Elder comments, “Without a place 
like The Funnel, experimental films would only be seen in places like my classroom.” Matthew Fraser, 
“Scene’s from the avant-garde,” Globe and Mail, July 2, 1983. 
17 Poole, interview by author. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Often members of the public who brought their home movies would realize when they got there that the 
open screenings were tailored more towards artists film and would leave.  The screenings were nevertheless 
open (Cyndra MacDowall, interview by author, April 8, 2009). 
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Artist, photographer, and then Funnel member Cyndra MacDowall recalls that the 

board was initially taken off guard when it learned the Funnel was not a private club.20   

Private clubs were exempt from submitting films to the board.  She explains that the 

board “really encouraged us to become a private club…because if we became a private 

club then we wouldn’t have to [submit our films to the board].  Of course we said no.  We 

receive public funding—our role is to expand the audience for artists, not to become 

private clubs.”21   Emphasizing the mandate of such public organizations as the Funnel, 

CFMDC and other artist-run centres became “a key issue in the advocacy dimension.”22  

The board’s initial assumption that the practices of the Funnel catered only to a niche 

audience reveals something about the conclusions it was making about who art is for. 

 

Organizing: competing strategies 

As I have already stated, I consider anti-censorship efforts to be informed by social 

movement practices.  At its most basic, a social movement is defined as “organized 

efforts by a substantial number of people to change, or to resist change, in some major 

aspect of society” with which the movement is dissatisfied.23  According to sociologists 

writing about moral panics and social movements Erich Goode and Nathan Ben-Yehuda, 

social movements respond to three major conditions: “First, some real, potential, or even 

imagined condition to which some people may object; second, a subjective feeling on the 

part of some that this condition is undesirable and should be changed; and third, an 

                                                
20 MacDowall, interview by author. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Erich Goode and Nathan Ben-Yehuda, Moral Panics: The Social Construction of Deviance, second 
edition (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell Publishing, 2009), 116. 
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organized means for making this dissatisfaction collective.”24  Anti-censorship 

proponents in the contemporary art field objected to the application of the censor board’s 

regulatory and censorious activity to art and non-profit exhibitors; they felt that state 

regulation of censorship of art (and for some, of any form of expression) undesirable; and 

they employed varying strategies to make dissatisfaction collective.  The means for 

organizing took on different and sometimes competing forms as many action groups were 

formed.  Here I consider varying approaches by OFAVAS, the Peterborough Four, and A 

Space Artist-Run Center as they all interacted with legal processes, willingly or not. 

Once the Funnel came onto the board’s radar, members Anna Gronau and David 

Poole approached MacDowall who was working at Canadian Artist Representation of 

Ontario (CARO) on behalf of artists’ rights.  Together they developed an ad hoc coalition 

called Film and Video Against Censorship (FAVAC), a precursor to OFAVAS.  FAVAC 

was a coalition of film and video producers, distributors and exhibitors that formed in 

response to “a growing concern throughout the cultural community that the Ontario 

Censor Board was expanding its activities into the area of non-commercial film and 

video.”25  It responded to the OCB’s intervention into arts fields and focused its mandate 

around the transformation of the board from a censoring board to a classification board.  

FAVAC established an Art Censorship Trust Fund, donations to which they used to 

support “educational and legal actions in fighting censorship.”26   Gronau and Poole, 

along with “Canada’s conscience,” “Saint” June Callwood, served as trustees of the 

                                                
24 Ibid. 
25 Ric Amis and Cyndra MacDowell for the F.A.V.A.C. Steering Committee, “Film and Video Against 
Censorship,” Parallélogramme, 8, no.1: 13-14. 
26 Amis and MacDowall, “Film and Video,” 14.  According to Ric Amis and Cyndra MacDowall, “the 
response to FAVAC’s request for endorsement of [its] proposed amendments was instrumental in 
preventing the legislation of the Ontario government’s proposed amendments to the Ontario Theatres Act, 
which took the form of Bill 165” (ibid).   
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fund.27  Gronau, Poole and MacDowall eventually led members of FAVAC in a 

constitutional challenge towards the Censor Board, under the registered not-for-profit 

society, the Ontario Film and Video Appreciation Society (OFAVAS).    

As FAVAC, they critiqued the policies and practices of the Ontario Censor Board 

for their inconsistencies.  For instance, during the 1981 Toronto Festival of Festivals, now 

the Toronto International Film Festival, the National Film Board’s Not a Love Story 

(1981, directed by Bonnie Sherr) premiered with a one-time, one-location special permit 

by the board.  The Festival of Festivals requested permission for a second screening from 

the board, which the board denied.28   In another instance, as part of its efforts to lobby 

the government, the Art Gallery of Ontario (AGO) wrote a letter explaining one of the 

board’s inconsistent decisions, this time regarding a film by Canadian artist and 

filmmaker Michael Snow: 

The film Rameau’s Nephew by Diderot (Thanx to Dennis Young) by 
Wilma Schoen had been scheduled for March 26.  Again, one cut was 
demanded.  An appeal was launched by the distributor with great support 
from the prominent members of the artistic community.  The Ontario 
Censor Board decided that the film could not be shown at the Funnel 
where it was scheduled but that a special exception would be made 
allowing it to be screened at the Art Gallery of Ontario.29   
 

Both venues clearly serve public audiences.  This, again, confirmed FAVAC’s argument 

that the board applied its policies unevenly.  As well, filmmaker Al Razutis argues that, 

after Snow and filmmaker Bruce Elder met personally with Chair Brown to acquire 

                                                
27 June Callwood (1924-2007) was a journalist and author whose social activism around subjects including 
AIDS, homophobia, women and children’s issues earned her the nickname, “Canada’s conscience.” 
28 Amis and MacDowell, “Film and Video,” 13. The Festival requested its second screening because of its 
popularity, not surprisingly given this period of heightened interest in the censorship of controversial 
material; the film is a documentary critique of the porn industry.  This incident stands out as ironic because 
the board refused to approve a film that condemns the pornography industry.   
29 "Art Gallery of Ontario’s Position on Censorship," Art Gallery of Ontario to Robert G. Elgie, Minister of 
Consumer and Commercial Relations, October 17, 1984, General correspondence and subject files of the 
Ontario Board of Censors, RG 56-1-2, Archives of Ontario.  
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special permits, “these discussions (and I think ‘secret negotiations’ is appropriate) 

directly contradicted a public stance...that portrayed a categorical opposition to 

censorship.”30 

As pressure increased, the board’s concession to arts exhibitors came in the form 

of “Examination by Documentation.”  This process required exhibitors to submit a 

description of the film they intended to screen rather than submitting the actual film for 

review.  This concession was significant because prior to this, exhibitors paid the censor 

board by the minute for their approval.  The new process did little, however, to alleviate 

the paperwork required to run a theatre, and as such, continued to constrain exhibiting 

practices.31  This process also put the onus of interpreting the law on arts administrators 

and exhibitors because, as MacDowall notes, the censor board still had the power to 

demand that films be physically submitted for review at its whim.32  This process also 

suggests that the board was evaluating works based on their titles.  MacDowall recalls 

one specific film the board called in, which revealed to her where its anxieties were 

located, entitled The Gay Brothers.33  The short film in which two men dance a waltz was 

produced by filmmaking pioneer Thomas Edison in 1895.   

FAVAC promoted a strategy of resistance that did not break the law.  Many artists 

and exhibitors acted under a similar philosophy.  A series of international video 

documentaries sponsored by Trinity Square Video and Fuse magazine called Less 

Medium, More Message, was cancelled because the sponsors refused to allow the tapes to 

be censored by the board.  The Festival of Festivals began a programme in 1981 of artists 

                                                
30 Al Razutis, e-mail message to author, April 4, 2007. 
31 MacDowall, interview by author.  There are boxes upon boxes of these documents in the archives of 
Ontario, Toronto. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Ibid. 
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videotapes.  The artists involved refused to submit their work for review by the board and 

therefore could not be shown publicly.  Many other organizations “experienced 

difficulties at this time and several public screenings were cancelled.”34  For FAVAC, 

these were deliberate acts of self-censorship in protest.  The strategy was to organize an 

omnibus approach that many people would feel comfortable supporting.35 

 FAVAC and OFAVAS aimed to enact its strategies of resistance by following the 

law, not breaking the law.  Another set of artists and exhibitors in Peterborough took a 

different strategy.  They deliberately broke the law: in an act of civil disobedience they 

were charged and went to court, and in fact OFAVAS’s Ana Gronau was forced to testify 

against them.  In a street-level act of resistance, the organizers of the Canadian Images 

Film Festival in Peterborough screened Al Razutis’s film, A Message From Our Sponsor 

(1979) without submitting it for review by the censor board.36  A Message is composed 

entirely of appropriated images, juxtaposing media images with stock footage from 

pornography in an ironic critique of sexist advertising and commodification of sex (fig. 

3).37  In the offending scene, an ad of a woman brushing her teeth is strategically cut with 

an image of a woman performing oral sex on a man.38   

 

                                                
34 Amis and MacDowell, “Film and Video,” 13. 
35 MacDowall, interview by author.  
36 A Message is a nine-minute section of a series entitled, Amerika.   
37 Al Razutis, “Regina v. Ian McLachlan, Susan Ditta, Al Razutis, David Bierk: The Theatres Act, 
Provincial Court, Criminal Division, Peterborough, Ontario; June 22nd to June 25th, 1982,” Opsis: The 
Canadian Journal of Avant-Garde and Political Cinema 1, no. 1 (1984) http://www.alchemists.com 
/visual_alchemy/opsis/Censorship.html (accessed June 12, 2010). Razutis recalls, “The entire three-hour 
film 'Amerika' was screened in the court room, one reel at a time, on a rickety 16mm projector, stand-up 
screen, Venetian blinds closed, and since this film is 'trying in patience' in the first place, the look on the 
Judge certainly confirmed that was indeed a 'trying' task of viewership for 'My Lord' and the Barristers” (e-
mail message to author).    
38 Al Razutis, e-mail message to author. Razutis, film professor at Simon Fraser University, recalls that 
Officer Petrozeles, of the “P Squad” “informed me that the Censor Board concerns about my work(s) also 
included concerns about my 'anarchist politics' while I was 'masquerading as a film professor” (ibid). 
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Figure 3: Al Razutis, A Message From Our Sponsor, Amerika series (four film stills), 
1979.  Courtesy of Al Razutis. 
 

Razutis accepted his invitation to show the banned A Message at the Canadian 

Images Festival in Peterborough, and though he asked that a warning be posted alerting 

audiences to scenes of explicit sex, he was told, “The Board (of Images) had decided to 

take this action to invite [him to exhibit his] film as a political statement.”39  A month 

after the screening, charges were laid against the “Peterborough Four:” Razutis; David 

Bierk, executive director of Artspace; Susan Ditta, executive director of Images; and Ian 

McLachlan, board member of Images and Artspace (fig. 4).  After having initially 

cancelled the screening, their decision to go ahead with exhibiting A Message was a 

                                                
39  Ibid. 
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political act of civil disobedience.  In February 1982, the Peterborough Four were found 

guilty and fined $900 in Provincial Court, Criminal Division because they had in fact 

broken the law.40   

 

Figure 4: Ian McLachlan, board member of Canadian Images and Artspace; David 
Bierk, executive director of Artspace; Susan Ditta, executive director of Canadian 
images; and filmmaker Al Razutis (photograph).  Courtesy of Susan Ditta. 
 

Though FAVAC did not initially intend to enter the courts in a legal battle, when 

the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms came into effect on April 17, 1982, 

FAVAC acted quickly to take advantage of the opportunity to submit a constitutional 

challenge against the Censor Board.  Though technically FAVAC did not cease to exist, 

key members applied to become a not-for-profit society under the name Ontario Film and 

Video Appreciation Society (OFAVAS).  They moved quickly; Poole explains that they 

chose the name of the society in haste (over a weekend), in order to quickly guarantee its 

availability for registration, and they joked that their motto should have been “more 

                                                
40 Brenda Cossman, Censorship and the Arts: Law, Controversy, Debate, Facts (Toronto: Ontario 
Association of Art Galleries, 1995), 107.  They had contravened section 39 of the Theatres Act.  In June of 
1982 Razutis was acquitted because there was no proof that he turned on the projector, which meant, while 
the rest were fined, he was technically not involved. 
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tea.”41  As MacDowall recalls, “the constitution arrived on a Saturday and we announced 

that we were going to show these restricted Ontario movies on the Monday night.”42 

As part of their plan, OFAVAS sought approval from the censor board to publicly 

exhibit four films.  Of the four, the board rejected Al Razutis’s Amerika, for “reasons 

having to do with the explicit portrayal of certain sexual activity.”43  Armed with this 

rejected film, OFAVAS’s main argument against the board was that the board’s authority 

under the Theatres Act to censor or ban films and videos was entirely discretionary and in 

violation of freedom of expression, section 2 (b) of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. 

The point of issue that won their case was the board’s uneven application of the law 

resulting from a lack of distinct guidelines in conducting its operations.  In this way, 

OFAVAS’s movement strategies succeeded in creating policy changes.   

The divisional court decided that although the OCB was violating the freedom of 

expression, some censorship is in fact acceptable, as long as it is not according “to the 

whim of an official.”44 The charter allows for the reasonable limitation of fundamental 

freedoms as prescribed by law, not by authorizing a board of censors or administrative 

tribunal.45  The divisional court judge explains,  

                                                
41 Poole, interview by author.  They thought the name of the society sounded like an “afternoon tea circle.” 
MacDowall notes that the name is “humorously parallel with the imagined private club that the censor 
board had encouraged them to become” (MacDowall, interview by author). 
42 Interview by author. 
43 Re Ontario Film and Video Appreciation Society and Ontario Board of Censors, (1983), 41 O.R. (2nd) 
587. The censor board approved The Art of Worldly Wisdom (1979) by Bruce Elder, and Rameau's Nephew' 
by Diderot (Thanx to Dennis Young) by Wilma Schooner (1974) by Michael Snow for single showings.  The 
board refused permission to show Not a Love Story because the NFB who owned the film “had not released 
it for public exhibition by the applicant on a commercial basis” (ibid., 587). 
44 Ibid., 585. 
45 The judgment explains this limitation: “The Charter recognizes that it is sometimes necessary to restrict 
freedom of expression to an extent to protect the interests of society.  Consequently, it is possible for our 
government to circumscribe the freedoms enunciated in s.2. They may do so by….observing the provisions 
of s.1 of the Charter, which indicates that the rights and freedoms set out in it are ‘subject only to such 
reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society’” 
(ibid., 583). 
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However dedicated, competent and well-meaning the board may be, that 
kind of regulation cannot be considered as ‘law’.  Law cannot be vague, 
undefined and totally discretionary; it must be ascertainable and 
understandable.  Any limits placed on freedom of expression cannot be left 
to the whim of an official; such limits must be articulated with some 
precision or they cannot be considered law.46 

 

Thus the sections of the Act in question were found to be of no force or effect.  The 

sections could become effective, however, if clear guidelines were written into law, 

which is what the Ministry intended to do.47 

As a result, “the decision to prohibit the public exhibition of Amerika,” however, 

“was overturned because it was an interference with the applicant’s right to freedom of 

expression that was not based on a legally binding standard.”48  The Court gave the 

Ontario Censor Board leave to operate until it passed regulations or enacted statutory 

amendments, “imposing reasonable limits and standards” in law.49  The OCB appealed to 

the Ontario Court of Appeal, which heard the case but made a similar ruling.50   The 

courts clearly ruled that the Ontario Board of Censors was operating illegally and 

OFAVAS considered this “a major victory” (fig. 5).51   

                                                
46 Ibid., 585. 
47 Judges Boland Holland and JJ. Linden continue, “These sections [3, 35 and 38], in so far as they purport 
to prohibit or to allow censorship of films, may be said to be ‘of no force or effect’, but they may be 
rendered operable by the passage of regulations pursuant to the legislative authority, or by the enactment of 
statutory amendments, imposing reasonable limits and standards” (ibid.).  The clarity of the new guidelines 
was also contested, however (Poole, interview by author).   
48 Cossman, Censorship, 75. 
49 OFAVAS cited to O.R. 585. The divisional court upheld the OCB’s decision about Not a Love Story 
because OFAVAS had not received permission from the NFB to show it. 
50 Re Ontario Film and Video Appreciation Society and Ontario Board of Censors, (1983), 5 D.L.R (4th) 
767. The appeals court upheld the divisional court’s decision. The court ruled in March 1983 that the 
Ontario Board of Censors’ operations were unconstitutional in that the board was “vague, undefined and 
totally discretionary in using its powers under the Theatre Act,” and “would go further than the Divisional 
Court on this issue.  In our view, s. 3(2)(a), rather than being of ‘no force or effect’, is ultra vires [or beyond 
the powers of the board] as it stands” (ibid).  This means the court found that the board was acting in clear 
contravention of the Charter right to the fundamental freedom of expression because the subsection of the 
act in question “allows for the complete denial or prohibition of the freedom of expression in this particular 
area and sets no limits on the Ontario Board of Censors” (ibid). 
51 Carole Corbeil, “Film society clarifies anti-censorship position,” Globe and Mail, February 15, 1984. 
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Figure 5: John Porter, Celebrating the OFAVAS’s semi-victory in its court case 
against the Ontario Censor Board at The Funnel, March 25, 1983. L-R: Edie 
Steiner, David Bennell, Carolyne Wushke, Ross McLaren, Michaelle McLean, 
Martha Davis, David Poole, Mikki Fontana, Jim Anderson (photograph).  Courtesy 
of John Porter. 
 

The board appealed all the way to the Supreme Court of Canada, which at first 

agreed to hear the appeal; however, before the Court heard the case, the Ontario 

government amended the Theatres Act with Bill 82, introducing the published guidelines 

in the regulations.  Despite public protest, the bill was passed and came into effect in 

February 1985, and the “Supreme Court of Canada [was] not interested in making [a] 

decision about [a] law no longer in effect.”52  With Bill 82, the OCB changed its name to 

                                                
52 Cossman, Censorship, 111. 
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the Ontario Film Review Board (OFRB), retained its powers to cut and ban video and 

film, and actually expanded its powers to include the classification of all home video.53   

The court outcome failed the movement goal to quash the board’s power to censor, yet 

marked a significant success in terms of policy changes to enforce published and 

regulated guidelines. 

 On the heels of Bill 82’s introduction, a third major incident in the courts garnered 

publicity and further catalyzed anti-censorship efforts.  In what has become known as the 

“A Space Raids,” OCB inspectors confiscated video playback equipment and artists’ 

tapes from Toronto artist-run centre, A Space Gallery.  A Space appealed for the return of 

the equipment through the internal theatres branch appeal process and failing that, took 

the branch to court.    

 A Space advertised in the Toronto Daily Star on May 15, 1984 of its intentions to 

host a series of video screenings for a British/Canadian Video Exchange, funded by the 

Canada Council Special Informational Exhibition Program, the Arts Council of Great 

Britian and the Visitin Arts Unit of Great Britain.54  A Space did not apply for a license 

for exhibition or for its projection equipment.  One of the Theatres Branch policies at the 

                                                
53 Ibid., 76.  OFAVAS launched a second round in the courts to challenge what they believed was continued 
unconstitutional behavior on behalf of the board. 
54 Artists participating in installations, performances and video tape screenings staged at the Canada House 
Cultural Centre and the AIR Gallery in London included Paulette Phillips, Randy and Berenicci, Peter 
Wronski, Nora Hutchinson, Anne Ramsden, Lisa Steele, Jane Wright, Vera Frenkel, Michel Lemieux, Noel 
Harding, Monty Cantsin, General Idea, Eric Metcalfe and Hank Bull, Shawn Sutherland, Barbara Steinman, 
Tom Konyves, Stokely Seip, Derek Graham, Vern Hume, Raphael Bendahan, Antony Lorraine, Susan 
Britton, Julie Healey, Jorge Lozano, Christa Schadt, Wendy Geller, Anne Milne, Ed Mowbray, B.C.J.A.M., 
Charlie Fox and Wade McGregor, Chris Mullington, Michael Banger, Videocabaret, Womens Media 
Alliance, Liz Vander Zaag, Byron Black, Lorraine Dufour and Robert Morin, Bruce Robb, Mark Verabioff, 
Dimitrije Martinovic, Paul Wong, David Askevold, Elizabeth Chitty, Gerry Kisil, Rhonda Abrams, Colin 
Campbell, Heather Elton and Kyle Wagner, and Rodney Werden.  British participants included Marty St. 
James and Anne Wilson, Mick Hartney, Tina Keane, Alison Winckle, Zoe Redman, Steve Littman, VIDA, 
Clive Gillman, Judith Goddard, Richard Layzell, John Adams, Chris Andrews, Marcelline Mori, Jeremy 
Welsh, Steve Hawley, Mick Hartney, David Critchley, Rose Garrard, Framed Youth, Catherine Elwes, and 
Chris Rushton. 
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time was to have board members search through newspapers for advertisements by 

anyone planning to exhibit films or videos without fulfilling the due requirements of the 

Theatres Act.  Inspectors were then to contact that person or group and “advise them of 

the Act’s requirements, and afford to that person a reasonable opportunity to comply with 

the Act’s requirements.”55  Inspector William Matheson contacted the coordinator of the 

video exchange, Jane Wright—after discovering that A Space had not acquired proper 

permits and licensing—and informed her of the “Examination by Documentation” 

process.  Wright went ahead with the exhibition without submitting documentation.  The 

inspectors attended several screenings and at the end of the May 31st screening they 

seized the play-back equipment.56 

A Space appealed to the Director of the Theatres Branch, Ministry of Consumer 

and Commercial Relations, for the release of two seized cassettes of film and a Sony 

projector.  The June 1984 hearing resulted in the Director of the Theatres Branch ordering 

the borrowed equipment returned to the Harbourfront Art Gallery and the films forfeited 

to the Branch.  A Space appealed in the divisional courts for the return of the tapes.  The 

question the appeal raised was the constitutional validity of the section of the Theatres 

Act that gives power to the inspectors to search and seize property.57  Considering this 

was a constitutional argument, “The provincial Government was clearly embarrassed, 

                                                
55 Nightingale Galleries Ltd. v. Director of Theatres Branch, (1984), 48 O.R. (2nd).  Nightingale Galleries 
Limited operates as A Space.   
56  According to Justice J Douglas Bernstein, “Following the exhibition, Inspectors Matheson and Walker 
had conclusive evidence indicating that the Appellant had been in breach of the Act, in that it exhibited 
films without obtaining a certificate from the Board with respect to them contrary to s. 38, and it operated 
projection equipment which had not been licensed by the Board, contrary to s. 53” (Nightingale Galleries 
cited to O.R. 25).  
57 The sections in question were 4(2) (e) and s. 6 of the Theatres Act. 
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particularly as the raid came so closely in the wake of two Ontario high court rulings 

[both OFAVAS vs. OCB cases] the activities of the censor board were illegal.”58 

At issue in this appeal is whether or not some sections of the Theatres Act that 

gives the power to inspectors to seize property is inconsistent with the right under the 

Charter to secure against unreasonable search or seizure.  The respondent, the Director of 

the Theatres Branch, holds the position that “search or seizure” according to the 

interpretation in the Charter did not happen at all, and even if it did, the seizure should not 

be considered unreasonable.  

After demonstrating that the seizure was in fact reasonable, Bernstein directs 

attention to the very existence of the court case at all; the reasonableness or 

unreasonableness of this particular search and seizure notwithstanding, it is 

unconstitutional to determine the reasonableness of any search and seizure after the fact.59  

The judge explains that the Theatres Branch should have a system in place that prevents 

unjustified searches and seizures.  This renders any consideration or evaluation of the 

specific circumstances with regard to A Space moot.  The first reading of Bill 82 was held 

                                                
58 Matthew Fraser, “Anti-censorship tide on the rise,” Globe and Mail, October 13, 1984. 
59  At first, Bernstein seems to corroborate the respondent’s position by concluding that the seizure was 
most reasonable because there were no privacy interests involved in the public screening at A Space. The 
inspectors’ presence was not considered an intrusion.  The films were in plain view and the inspectors had 
due evidence that the films were illegally shown, contrary to the Theatres Act: “Thus, within the context of 
s. 4 of the Theatres Act, [the inspectors] performed their duty as they were authorized to do, and they did it 
reasonably” (Nightingale Galleries cited to O.R. 29).  He goes on to cite another precedent as well as an 
example of some commentary on the Charter of Rights and Freedoms to support and conclude that “a 
confiscation made ‘within the framework of an investigation or criminal conviction’ comes within the scope 
of the word ‘seizure’ in s.8 of the Charter” (Nightingale Galleries cited to O.R. 29). Bernstein first takes 
significant space in his judgment to explain how the respondent could interpret the law and the Charter to 
meet its needs.  He notes that although the wording in the Charter interprets “search” and “seizure” as two 
separate concepts, unlike the similar amendment in the American Constitution, he cites precedent for 
associating the two concepts.  Without a property rights protection in the Charter, if the two concepts are 
associated, then this “may very well limit s. 8 [search or seizure] considerations to those instances where 
there exists a reasonable expectation of privacy, or an uninvited intrusion into one’s home, business 
premises or other such places” (Nightingale Galleries cited to O.R. 28).  Interestingly, after explaining all 
of this, Bernstein then proceeds to conclude that it is all beside the point. 
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on May 28, 1984, eleven days after the A Space seizure, which, in Justice J Douglas 

Bernstein’s words, “in this context...is interesting to note that the government of this 

province has introduced in the legislature...legislation [that] would repeal the existing 

s.4.”60  The new bill requires inspectors to order in writing that films are, turned over and 

to seek a warrant if no compliance followed from a justice of the peace.  The judge 

considers this proposed amendment to represent “some small indication that at least in 

May, 1984, the authorities were concerned about the necessity for unlimited and 

unsupervised powers of the inspectors to enter and seize film.”61  The courts ruled in 

favour of A Space.    

While Images deliberately called attention to itself by screening an unapproved 

film, it is my understanding that A Space followed a strategy of “business as usual,” 

operating in contravention of the law, also in protest.  A Space had little choice to take an 

appeals route upon the seizure of its equipment.  Failing that, it took the Theatres Branch 

to court and won.  The Peterborough Four and OFAVAS took very different approaches 

to resistance and the law.  As MacDowall comments,  

While we supported all forms of resistance to simply show the films, what 
we had observed and determined in discussions with our lawyers is that the 
problem with breaking the law is that you end up in a lower level of court 
where it’s all about you—about you as a law-breaker.  We went directly to 
a constitutional test case stating that we believe that under the constitution 
we should be able to show these films.  You have to explain why we 
can’t.62  
 

MacDowall also points out that criminal trials can become personal and difficult for 

defendants.  For instance, Su Ditta felt she was dubbed the Porn Queen of the 

                                                
60 Nightingale Galleries cited to O.R. 31. 
61 Nightingale Galleries cited to O.R. 31. 
62 Interview by author. 
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Kawarthas.63  Both the Peterborough Four and the OFAVAS approaches to the law led to 

incomplete results. 

 

Law and government: operations of (de)legitimation 

Foucault’s conception of governmentality, taken up by other theorists to argue that the 

law is not univocal, suggests to me to consider a patterning of power relations, operations 

of legitimation, delegitimation, persuasion, constraint, and influencing of conduct, not 

through overt censorial channels but through administrative processes.64  Writing about 

bottom-up social mobilizations using legal reform strategies, Michael W. McCann and 

Helena Silverstein observe, “Official state policies often represent more symbolic 

showpieces for public pacification than sincere commitments to social transformation.  

When this is the case, reform-oriented policies and programs routinely end up 

eviscerated, diverted, or otherwise co-opted in the process of bureaucratic implementation 

by the state.”65  For instance, though OFAVAS won its case, the OCB continued to 

operate against the spirit of the law.  The Ontario Board of Censors’ renaming of the 

board to emphasize review and minimize censorship was a semantic change considering 

its continuing power to censor and ban.   

 As MacDowall comments, “you’re fighting City Hall and City Hall has far more 

tricks up its sleeve.”66  After the court ruling, the debate is no longer in the courts.  The 

burden is upon those who might be censored to bring the issue back into the courts, 

                                                
63 Ibid. 
64 See Chapter 2 of this thesis for a discussion of the law read through Foucault’s concept of 
governmentality. 
65 “Social Movements,” 138. 
66 Interview by author. 
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starting in the lower courts.  As such, it is up to a social agent to make a challenge.67  The 

Peterborough Four did not win its appeal.  Ditta recalls that the police would put pressure 

on them to plead guilty, and even put pressure on their friends to persuade them to plead 

guilty.  The crown would telephone them and “drop little hints like if we didn’t plead 

guilty and if we went ahead with the trial and we were convicted they would try and get a 

sentence for me that I would be prohibited from working in the Canadian Film industry 

for two years.”68   

 Clearly the police and the crown would have capitalized upon citizens’ ignorance 

of rights had the opportunity arisen.  Here, the law is not a “stable body of objective rules 

that traditional liberal myths suggest.”69  Instead “legal norms and conventions are 

constantly reconstructed in content, meaning, and tactical significance through political 

practice.”70  Surely the law operates as a “systemic hegemony” whereby “relational 

hierarchies” are maintained through limiting “tactical options and practical knowledge 

available to groups seeking to renegotiate the terms of established power relations.”71  

After being charged for contravening the Theatres Act, Su Ditta reflects that, 

In the trial you realize all kinds of things about fighting the state that you 
didn’t know before, for one thing, the ball is all in their court, there’s all 
kinds of legal things where they have more power than you do.  They can 
change the time, they can change the dates, they can do all kinds of things 
like that.  They get to pick the judge, whether it’s a judge from your 
community or a judge from outside your community, whether it’s a 
conservative judge or a progressive judge.  They have an endless resource 
and we only have the money that we can raise.  So they can have seven 
legal assistants, and legal aids, and eight lawyers, whatever they want, they 
can have whatever they want, they can have the police going around 

                                                
67 Alexi Wood, interview by author, 29 March 2005.  Wood is a policy analyst for the Canadian Civil 
Liberties Association. 
68 Ditta makes this testimony appearing in Lisa Steele and Kim Tomczak’s, See Evil, 1985, video transcript. 
69 McCann and Silverstein, “Social Movements,” 133. 
70 Ibid. 
71 Ibid. 
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collecting evidence, you don’t have that, you only have what you can 
afford.72 

 

The A Space defendants similarly faced creative forms of delegitimation on the 

part of dominant power holders.  Although the judge did determine that the inspectors had 

acted in accordance with the law at the time of the incident, in a letter to Minister of 

Consumer and Commercial Relations Monte Kwinter, Wright insists that the inspectors 

had knowingly violated regulations; Wright insists that the inspectors had known ahead of 

time that the equipment that they had seized was owned by a charitable organization, 

meaning it did not require a license.73  Though Minister Kwinter claimed that the 

government had not known the ownership of the equipment until the appeal tribunal in 

front of Chair Brown, Wright explained in this letter that Mr. Fred Shida at Sony had 

telephoned Wright to inform her that inspectors were planning to confiscate equipment 

from A Space.  Shida knew of some equipment with serial numbers indicating it had been 

sold to Harbourfront but requested that A Space dismantle the exhibition so that the other 

equipment rented from Sony would not be confiscated.  During the raid the following 

evening, officials only seized the equipment belonging to Harbourfront, even though 

twelve television sets and one tape player rented from Sony were in use.  This incident 

again testifies to the incompleteness of even a successful legal outcome. 

On the same token, the successful court outcome testifies to the necessary 

incompleteness of hegemony.  The network of disciplinary and administrative 

apparatuses that tends towards constraint works in combination with free acting dominant 

power-holders who exercise their freedom to persuade.  Sigurdson comments about the 

                                                
72 Steele and Tomczak, See Evil, video transcript. 
73 November 8, 1985, General correspondence and subject files of the Ontario Board of Censors, RG 56-1-
2, Archives of Ontario. 
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simultaneously aggressive and patronizing manner in which the inspectors conducted 

themselves in attempts to incite their desired behavior in the organizers of the event: 

[Wright] would simply refuse outright, to accept, the dangling of [an] 
entire apparatus of licensing and prior restraint and prior approval and 
prior this and that that were being forced upon her…in a persistent and 
extremely aggressive manner.  I think that for all the paternalistic—this 
part also is amusing—the almost kindly kind of tone that was adopted by 
the inspectors, it cut no ice with Jane.  She was really on her toes.74 

 

Again, in a play of dominations, even overt and deliberate strategies of constraint are met 

here with free options for conduct. 

Foucault’s assertion that the art of government concerns actions that influence 

conduct across a complex network of apparatuses that may not be related but inevitably 

share the same ideological goal is exemplified by the tertiary consequences of the A 

Space case.75  In a different letter to Minister Kwinter, Wright explained that the seizure 

on the gallery had delayed funds it had applied for under the Cultural Exchange Program 

of the Ministry of Citizenship and Culture.  A Space had “been unable to fulfill its final 

financial obligations with respect to the exhibition.”76  A Space appealed in 

Parallélogramme  magazine to the community to make donations to cover the legal costs 

($3000) that it incurred.77  With all of the challenges and monetary setbacks, A Space’s 

court case, according to video artist and anti-censorship activist Lisa Steele, was 

considered in arts communities, a “watershed.”78  To consider legal and governmental 

processes as incomplete rather than coercive suggests two shifts in approaches to 

                                                
74 Steele and Tomczak, See Evil, video transcript. 
75 Foucault’s governmentality involves a network of apparatuses, or “a web of disciplinary and 
governmental effects made up of seemingly discrete components that none the less work in conjunction, in 
a joint and complimentary way without necessarily being arranged in any systematic or intentionally 
orchestrated manner.” Derek Hook, ed., Critical Psychology (Landsdown: UCT Press, 2004), 248.  
76 Jane E. Wright to Monte Kwinter, Minister of Consumer and Commercial Relations, July 24, 1985, 
General correspondence and subject files of the Ontario Board of Censors, RG 56-1-2, Archives of Ontario. 
77 “ANNPAC/RACA: An alphabetic listing of ANNPAC member centres,” Parallélogramme 1, no.2: 36.  
78 Interview by author, April 4, 2005. 
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censorship: one, it acknowledges that constraining operations are more diffuse and 

myriad than a question of overt censorship alone, and two, conclusions derived from 

focusing entirely on legal outcomes would erroneously arrive at failure in that the 

Peterborough Four were found guilty, and even the OFAVAS’s successful court outcome 

did not produce all of the actual desired change.   

 

Legal mobilization as one among many meaning-making reformist resources 

Together, the idea that resistance was divided and contested, and that similarly, the law is 

not univocal, points to sources beyond court outcomes and policy changes to find changes 

in social and cultural meanings.  McCann and Silverstein, writing about social 

movements and the law, use a bottom-up legal mobilization framework to understand 

possible strategies for the democratization of state administrative processes.79  McCann 

and Silverstein note that though leftist liberal successes in the courts during the 1960s and 

early 1970s may have been celebrated as successful legal reforms, more recent critics are 

skeptical of the legal system as a vehicle for change during the late 1970s and early 

1980s: “These recent critics have emphasized in particular the conservative ideological 

biases of inherited legal doctrine, as well as the institutional limitations and costs of 

judicial involvement.”80  Judicial impact studies examine the degree of social change 

resulting from reform litigation and often find a gap between new judicial decisions and 

                                                
79 Magnusson argues that all progressive social movements contain an ethic towards democratization in that  
they “empower oppressed or marginalized people to give effect to practices that facilitate both the criticism 
of existing institutions and relations and the exploration of new possibilities (“Social Movements and the 
State,” 127).  He sees this democratizing aim directed at public and private administration, administration 
that, he explains, reifies people into things such as “employees, clients, patients, consumers, managers, and 
residents” (ibid).  In processes of democratizing administration, actors interrupt the “external administration 
of themselves by processes that enable them to administer together the things that interest them” (ibid). 
80 McCann and Silverstein, “Social Movements,” 132. 
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actual behavior.81  Critical legal studies scholarship examines ideological bias in law that 

helps to maintain existing hierarchies.82   

 McCann observes, “Whether demonstrating that legal norms and practices are a 

‘hollow hope’ or a co-optive trap for social movements, most such studies suggest that 

the promise of legal justice is a nefarious myth.”83  It is true that even just the monetary 

costs of judicial involvement can be alternately prohibitive or devastating, and that the 

law functions hegemonically as we have seen with the OCB’s maintained powers after its 

constitutional loss.  McCann and Silverstein, however, argue that this is only true from 

the traditional perspective of a “narrow, court-centered focus” on cases: how they got to 

court, the content of court decisions, and impacts on social relations.84  

 McCann proposes to apply social movement theory to social reform activity:  

Most fundamentally, this approach emphasizes the value of beginning not 
with official legal texts or institutions, as does most conventional legal 
scholarship, but with the wide variety of legally oriented practices and 
understandings generated among movement participants engaged in social 
struggle.  That is, this approach urges a decentered view of how law 
becomes meaningful through the practical material activity of citizens.85 
 

A decentered view of the law, as I discuss in Chapter 2, emphasizes the multidimensional 

ways in which the law works.  For McCann, it is useful to follow pioneering social 

movement theorist E.P. Thompson’s distinctions of the law into three legal relations: “law 

as (1) institutions (courts, etc.); (2) personnel (lawyers, judges, etc.); and (3) ideology.”86  

The ideological power of the law like “norms, discourses, and conventions,” though 

                                                
81 McCann, “How Does Law Matter,” 76.   
82 Social movement studies tend to interpret the law as order-affirming and movement action as defiant of 
the law (McCann, “How Does Law Matter,” 78).  McCann argues that an effective approach that 
acknowledges the way the law matters in social struggle is to synthesize legal and social movement studies.   
83 Ibid., 77.   
84 “Social Movements,” 132.  
85 McCann, “How Does Law Matter,” 81. 
86 Ibid.  
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connected to the official aspects of the law, is relatively autonomous: “the indirect and 

radiating symbolic effects of official legal actions (e.g., by courts) often are far more 

important than their direct, command-oriented effects.”87   In terms of historical impact, 

all three juridical efforts I discuss above had lasting legacies.  The OFAVAS case has 

significance as the first constitutional case in Canada.  As MacDowall comments,  

It was very good for Canada that the first question that should come up 
under the constitution should be freedom of expression because 
subsequently, constitutional test cases devolved into all sorts of peculiar 
areas, like whether a corporation has citizen rights and things of that 
nature.  To bring forward something that had to do with freedom of 
expression as the first case was very significant.88  

 
That the Images case was lost does not diminish the symbolic effect of arts resistance to 

state censorship, and the A Space case, again, maintains a famous reputation as a 

watershed.   

 McCann and Silverstein argue that in cases such as these, the law can be 

mobilized effectively when coordinated with other outside strategies.  They argue that, for 

instance, publicity generated from court cases contributes to consciousness-raising that 

can activate support and movement-building.89  Political scientist Warren Magnusson 

argues that movement-building activities also represent new practices “that embody an 

ethic of democracy:” “Democracy is a movement within the movements, which finds 

expression in self-education and consciousness-raising, communication and direct action, 

affinity networks, information exchanges, co-operatives, institutions for public service 

and self-help, and so on.”90  Recalling Foucault scholar Jonathan S. Ransom’s contention 

that feminist consciousness-raising was the change, in this way, publicity from successful 

                                                
87 Ibid.  
88 Interview by author. 
89 “Social Movements,” 139. 
90 Quoted in Robertson, Policy Matters, 28. 
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or failed legal challenges and trials can bolster movement-building strategies that, in 

themselves, represent democratizing practices.91   

 While OFAVAS’s series of court cases were in progress, the Ontario Censor 

Board was given leave to continue its operations.  During this time, artists, exhibitors and 

other anti-censorship activists held deliberate illegal screenings, roundtables, conferences, 

fundraisers, street protests, and cancelled screenings in protest.  By February of 1984, 

after its win in the Ontario Court of Appeal, OFAVAS had amassed a large base of 

support.92  Globe and Mail newspaper reported,  “OFAVAS has now attracted an 

impressive advisory board. (David Cronenberg, June Callwood, Norman Jewison, Allan 

King, Robin Wood, Joyce Wieland, Varda Burstyn and Jackie Burroughs are among the 

filmmakers, teachers, feminists and activists now on the board.)”93  With a constituency 

of supporters standing by—including the Canadian Library Association, the Writers 

Union of Canada, CARO, and members of the New Democratic Party (NDP), as well as 

strong support from members of the theatre community in Toronto—when Bill 82 was 

introduced in May of 1984, OFAVAS mobilized to resist the proposed legislation.94   

Bill 82 incited a significant amount of public interest.  The proposed amendments 

to the Theatres Act would expand the powers of the OCB to include video under its 

jurisdiction, which would affect not just arts exhibitors but also libraries, schools, and 

even the medical industry.  Letters poured in to the Ontario ministry responsible for the 

OCB varying from expressions of confusion and requests for instruction as how to 

                                                
91 See Chapter 2 of this thesis for an explanation of the way practices can be the change, rather than prepare 
for change. 
92 The Appeal Court gave the Censor Board permission to continue operations until the Supreme Court of 
Canada heard the case (Cossman, Censorship, 110).   
93 Corbel, “Film society clarifies anti-censorship position,” 21. 
94 MacDowall, interview by author; Poole, interview by author.  Bill 82 was introduced May 1984 and 
passed into law February 1985. 
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conform to the new laws, to suggestions for revising the amendments, to outright anger 

and protest from educators, medical professionals, librarians, women’s organizations, and  

artists and exhibitors.95  OFAVAS was present at the public hearings on Bill 82 and 

presented a brief (fig. 6). 

 

Figure 6: John Porter, The Ontario Film and Video Appreciation Society 
(OFAVAS) presenting its brief at public hearings on Bill 82, held at Queen’s Park, 
Toronto, Ontario, December 4-5, 1984.  L-R: David Poole (CFMDC), Anna Gronau 
(The Funnel), Cyndra MacDowall (CARO) (photograph).  Courtesy of John Porter. 
 

Taking advantage of artist-run cultural news magazine Fuse, artist Anna Gronau 

and OFAVAS lawyer Lynn King, pulling from different expertise, co-wrote the 

development of censorship legislation and analyzed the proposed amendments to the 

                                                
95 General correspondence and subject files of the Ontario Board of Censors, RG 56-1-2, Archives of 
Ontario. The ministry also continued to receive many letters of support from religious groups, women’s 
organizations, youth clubs, legions and elementary schools. 
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Theatres Act in Bill 82.96  Among the proposed amendments to the Theatres Act in Bill 

82, the most significant was the expansion of the board’s power to censor films and 

videos not just for exhibition but also for distribution in the province for “‘direct or 

indirect gain.’”97  Indirect gain is not defined, which effectively means that all video and 

film distributed for any type of viewing, including personal viewing and non-commercial 

viewing, would be subject to the Board’s approval.  King and Gronau also argue that the 

bill pays lip service to fairness in its appeal process, which does not follow the standard 

practice that appeals be heard by a higher court.  Instead it exercises excessive control in 

that goods can be seized without charges laid.  It also expands its licensing from theatres 

showing standard film (35 mm) to any “‘premise used primarily for the exhibition of 

other than standard film,’” including galleries, screening rooms, etc., and allows for 

potential discriminatory restriction in giving the chair of the board the power to “refuse to 

issue a license if ‘the applicant is a corporation and the past conduct of an officer, director 

or shareholder affords reasonable grounds for belief that the applicant will not comply 

with this Act and the regulation.”’98  These were a selection of the Bill’s expansions, 

many of which would suddenly bring arts exhibitors into account.   

One significant point of contention for OFAVAS was the amendment with respect 

to censorship criteria because this was the major point on which OFAVAS won its case.  

The Court of Appeal of Ontario stated that without published standards, the board’s 

operations are unconstitutional because board decisions are therefore discretionary and 

potentially inconsistent.  Bill 82, however, states that the Board will have power to censor 

                                                
96 See Lynn King and Anna Gronau, “Mary, Mary Quite Arbitrary: Here’s How Legislation Grows,” Fuse 
(Fall 1984): 5-6. 
97 Ibid., 5. 
98 Ibid., 5-6. 
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‘“in accordance with the criteria prescribed by the regulations.’”99  As King and Gronau 

point out, the “regulations for the Theatres Act are decided by Cabinet, with no necessary 

input from the legislature or community and may be changed at any time.”100  

Furthermore, at the time Bill 82 was written, no regulations had been issued.  The new 

bill also states that the board may “require a film to be resubmitted under the new Act.  

This will happen when ‘…the chairman of the Board is of the opinion that the criteria 

prescribed by regulation respecting subject-matter or content in films have changed since 

a film was originally approved and classified.’”101  As King and Gronau note, “it is clear 

from this section that standards of rating are intended to remain a matter of opinion and 

subject to change with no concern for consistency.”102  This is another place that leaves 

room for potential discriminatory treatment from one organization, or individual, or 

film/video to another.   

In protest to the proposed legislation, anti-censorship groups mounted 

demonstrations and fundraising events.  The Artists Union, for instance issued a press 

release called “Artists and Feminists Band Together to Demand and End to Censorship,” 

and announced its plans to organize a “NO MORE CENSORS” demonstration at Queens 

Park.103  The demonstration at Queens Park would protest the International Meeting of 

Film Regulators held the same day in Scarborough, organized by the Ontario 

government.104  The demonstration would feature banners by the Arts Coalition Against 

Censorship with its original message, “Summer Against Censorship,” crossed out and 
                                                
99 Quoted in Ibid., 5 
100 Ibid. 
101 Ibid., 6. 
102 Ibid. 
103 September 13, 1984, General correspondence and subject files of the Ontario Board of Censors, RG 56-
1-2, Archives of Ontario. 
104 Chair Mary Brown hosted the international conference of censors attended by representatives from 
eleven countries (Fraser, “Anti-censorship tide on the rise,” 9). 
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replaced with “Fall Against Censorship,” emphasizing the ongoing nature of the protest.  

The demonstration would also include speeches by such experts as cultural critic and 

public policy consultant Varda Burstyn and Lisa Steele and involve members of such 

anti-censorship groups as OFAVAS, Forbidden Films, as well as feminists, gay and 

lesbian activists, artists and film and video producers.  After drawing headlines in 

September 1984 for banning Dušan Makavejev’s 1974 film, Sweet Movie, from the 

Festival of Festivals, Toronto, as Globe and Mail columnist Matthew Fraser observes, the 

“Anti-censorship tide [was] on the rise.”105   

Censorship became a topic of discussion and debate at venues as varied as The 

Ontario College of Art, which hosted several lectures on censorship—including one by 

Brown—and the University Women’s Club of North York, which sponsored a 

symposium called “Censorship—Alternatives and Side-Effects,” including guest speakers 

lawyer Edward Greenspan, Cyndra MacDowall, publisher Campbell Hughes, and 

sociology professor Thelma McCormack.  The Independent Artist Union held a dance at 

the Palais Royale, September 20, 1984, in Toronto, and OFAVAS organized a major 

benefit October 14, 1984 at the Royal Alexandra Theatre in Toronto.106  Peterborough 

Four members Ian McLachlan and David Bierk along with Jill Abson co-curated an 

exhibition "Arts Against Repression,”  

timed to coincide with the trial in Peterborough the summer of 1982. The 
idea was (a) to make connections with other examples of governmental 
and societal repression in the arts and media in Canada; (b) to use a series 
of silk-screened posters by ten different artists as a means of raising money 

                                                
105 Ibid. 
106 Pat Wilson, “Ontario Censorship Update,” Fuse (November 1984-January 1985): 6.  Actor Heith 
Lamberts hosted the benefit, which featured performances by pop singer Carol Pope, Salome Bey, Tom 
Kneebone, Jackie Burroughs, The Clichettes, Sylvia Tyson, Lorraine Segato, Laurie Conger, Billy Bryans, 
Rita Tushingham, Sheila McCarthy, Brent Carver, with guest speakers director Norman Jewison, publisher 
Jack McClelland, and writer and activist June Callwood.  The gala raised $15,000 towards the $80,000 in 
legal fees. “OFAVAS Gala Raises $15,000,” Globe and Mail, October 31, 1984.  
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to cover some of the expenses of an increasingly complicated and 
expensive trial; and (c) most importantly perhaps, not to get railroaded by 
the legal systems that were ranged against us.107 

 
The exhibition included censored films by Razutis, Snow, and Elder, and a selection of 

writing and artworks repressed in some way, including Greg Curnoe's mural 

commissioned in 1967 for Montreal, Québec’s Dorval airport, which was removed 

because it contained political puns critiquing American imperialism.108 

 

Framing strategies 

Gaining support and establishing the popular legitimacy of their claims is a main priority 

for social movements.  In addressing meaning work, or engaging in a “‘politics of 

reality,’” social movement actors use various forms of representation “as a means of 

defining for others how things are and how they ought to be.”109  Here, actors negotiate 

the rationality of social movements: “movement participants over time must constantly 

work to construct from prevailing cultural norms a common framework of defiant 

demands, alternative group identities, and ‘ideological packages’ to sustain movement 

action.”110  What new social movement theory accounts for is transformation of collective 

identities through the internal negotiation of meaning-work. 111  In this case, collective 

                                                
107 Ian McLachlan, e-mail message to author, July 22, 2009.  The exhibition was funded by a grant from “a 
very supportive” “Explorations” section of the Canada Council.  The show opened in Peterborough and 
traveled to Hamilton, Niagara, Ottawa, and in part, Los Angeles.  McLachlan comments, “There were 
meetings and discussions in all these places, and it was a lot of fun" (ibid). 
108 For a discussion of the exhibition, see Victor Coleman, “Arts Against Repression,” Vanguard (Summer 
1982) http://www.ccca.ca/c/writing/c/coleman/col020t.html (accessed July 7, 2010). 
109 Goode and Ben-Yehuda, Moral Panics, 119. 
110 McCann, “How Does Law Matter,” 81 
111 I define collective identity, after Polletta and Jasper, as an “individuals’ cognitive, moral, and emotional 
connection with a broader community, category, practice, or institution,” in a shared relation that may be 
related to, but is different than personal identities.  “Collective Identity,” 285.  Polletta and Jasper continue, 
“Collective identities are expressed in cultural materials—names, narratives, symbols, verbal styles, rituals, 
clothing, and so on—but not all cultural materials express collective identities.  Collective identity does not 
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identities are formed around a broader community of arts practices, non-profit arts 

exhibitors and institutions, largely artist-run.  Polletta and Jasper ask, “To what extent are 

collective identities constructed in and through protest rather than preceding it?”112  I 

would add, to what extent are new knowledges developed through protest rather than 

preceding it?   

The meaning-making goal for social movements is to make earlier dominant 

connections seem anachronistic, as if they “fly in the face of common sense.”113   

Referring to the core framing task of her anti-censorship position for her constituents, 

Steele comments, “it’s tiresome and it’s repetitive, but it does have to be done, and you 

have to rely on the good sense of the general population so that when you say particular 

things, people who might be sitting on the fence would step back and say, oh ok, maybe I 

understand this a little better.”114  Social movement scholars who focus their work on 

framing processes Robert Benford and David Snow argue that what they call frame 

amplification is a strategy for gaining support.  Frame amplification highlights some 

issues, event, or beliefs over others: “these punctuated issues, beliefs, and events may 

function much like synecdoches, bringing into sharp relief and symbolizing the larger 

frame or movement of which it is a part.  Movement slogans such as “Liberté, Fratenité, 

Egalilté,” “Power to the People,” “We Shall Overcome,” and “Homeless, Not Helpless” 

illustrate this function.”115  Steele explains that one such framing strategy anti-censorship 

                                                
imply the rational calculus for evaluating choices that ‘interest’ does.  And unlike ideology, collective 
identity carries with it positive feelings for other members of the group” (ibid). 
112 Polletta and Jasper, “Collective Identity,” 285.  
113 Alan Hunt, “Rights and Social Movements: Counter-Hegemonic Strategies,” Journal of Law and Society 
17, no.3 (Autumn 1990): 314. 
114 Interview by author, November 25, 2009.  According to Benford and Snow, core framing tasks include 
“diagnostic framing” which identifies the problem, “prognostic framing” which identifies necessary change, 
and “motivational framing” which is like a call to arms (“Framing Processes and Social Movements,” 615).   
115 Benford and Snow, “Framing Processes and Social Movements,” 623. 
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activists returned to repeatedly was to note that there is no similar censor board that 

reviews other media.  Constitutional lawyer Jon Dawe, representing the most recent 

challenge against the OFRB puts it thus: “it’s unthinkable to think that the state have 

some sort of rule that you have to submit all books for preapproval...[that] would strike 

everybody as being overreaching.”116   

 Part of the effectiveness of movement slogans and frame amplification is found in 

the communicative efficiency of simplification and exaggeration.  According to Goode 

and Ben-Yehuda, “exaggeration is a great deal more effective as a movement strategy 

than the complex task of literal, point-for-point truth-telling.”117  In legitimating a 

particular view of reality,  “one of the most important claims-making activities that social 

movements participants engage in is vilification.”118  Brown has enjoyed the reputation as 

“she-wolf of the Ontario Censor Board,” “stuffy church lady,” and “Mary Mary Quite 

Arbitrary.”119  Brown has been made the butt of a joke in video artist Vera Frenkel’s 

Censored: The Business of Frightened Desires (1987), and satirized by Colin Campbell 

and Rodney Werden in Snip, Snip (1981), in which Campbell represents Brown as the 

                                                
116 Interview by author, October 30, 2009.  The most recent challenge against the OFRB was initiated by 
Glad Day Bookshop in 2001.  R. v. Glad Day Bookshops Inc., 2004 CanLII 16104 (ON S.C.) (CanLII). 
Frank Addario, the lead lawyer in R. v. Glad Day observes that “it made the argument a lot easier when 
they go after literature, it’s more obvious to judges. When it’s literature, the judges get it.” Interview by 
author, October 30, 2009.  
117 Moral Panics, 120. 
118 Ibid., 122.  See Marsha Vanderford, "Vilification and social movements: A case study of pro-life and 
pro-choice rhetoric," Quarterly Journal of Speech 75 (1989): 166-182. 
119 Bruce LaBruce, “Feelings: About a Girl,” Eye Weekly (Toronto), November 22, 2001; Lynn King and 
Anna Gronau, “Mary, Mary Quite Arbitrary: Here’s How Legislation Grows,” Fuse (Fall 1984): 5.  John 
Greyson describes her chairmanship as “lunatic leadership” in “Don’t Cry for Me, Project P,” in Suggestive 
Poses: Artists and Critics Respond to Censorship, ed. Lorraine Johnson (Toronto: The Riverbank Press and 
Toronto Photographers Workshop), 2. 
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matriarch of the family of the board.120  Here, by using strategic movement tactics to 

garner and mobilize support, Brown becomes an effective synecdoche to rally around.121 

 

Framing Six Days of Resistance 

After the A Space Raids and after Bill 82 had been passed, members of the art community 

launched the “largest group civil disobedience in Ontario history,” coordinating the  

“Ontario Open Screenings,” or framed as the “Six Days of Resistance,” between April 21 

and 27, 1985 (fig. 7).122  Participants screened videos in several locations across the 

province without pre-approval from the Ontario Film Review Board, thereby 

contravening the Theatres Act.123  Cultural critic Kerri Kwinter suggests that Bill 82’s 

introduction “provided the catalyst needed to organize a fragmented population whose 

previous stance on censorship varied from outrage to indifference.”124 

                                                
120 I address the function of humour and parody in these tapes in detail in Chapter 6. 
121 Brown has also been given credit for single handedly transforming the board into a wily state-watch dog.  
See Taryn Sirove, “Regulating Images: I draw the line at Feet…and Picnics,” in Vtape, That 80s Show: 
Vtape Curatorial Incubator: V.4, [exhibition catalogue], (Toronto: Vtape, 2007), 9.  I suggest that these 
depictions of Brown are strategic overstatements in the same spirit as a more recent satirical target, former 
Republican vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin.  Brown clearly did not act entirely on her own whims; 
her actions were also constrained by an obligation to follow the stratagem of the previous chair, to be 
accountable to the Ministry, and to respond to a changing set of film and video exhibiting practices.  
Nevertheless, Brown was indeed an instigator, exhibiting the traits of Goode and Ben-Yehuda’s moral 
crusader as noted in Chapter 3.  In that Brown’s activities on the board arguably promoted a “coherent 
social vision, and a worldview and a set of values that give it legitimacy,” her relationship to board 
activities takes on a similar dynamic as Stuart Hall’s account of Margaret Thatcher to Thatcherism, and 
therefore represents a legitimate source for analysis.  Barbara Epstein, Nonviolent Direct Action in the 
1970s and 1980s (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1991), 255.  See Hall’s The 
Hard Road to Renewal: Thatcherism and the Crisis of the Left (London: Verso, 1988). 
122 Cossman, Censorship, 122. 
123 Kerri Kwinter, “Ontario Open Screenings, Six Days of Resistance Against the Censor Board, April 21-
27, 1985,” in, Issues of Censorship, ed. A Space Exhibition Committee [exhibition catalogue], (Toronto: A 
Space, 1985): 47. 
124 Ibid. 
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Figure 7: Coalition for Six Days of Resistance, Six Days of Resistance Against the 
Censor Board, poster design by R.A. Gledhill, typography by The Body Politic, 
printed by Our Times, Toronto, 1985. 
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During the open screenings, participating venues exhibited films and videos that 

had never been previously reviewed by the censor board, or an uncut version of those that 

had been cut or banned after review.125  A Space screened Lesbian & Gay Youth Video 

Project’s Framed Youth (1983)—the tape seized by the board during the 1984 raids—and 

the National Film Theatre in Kingston was scheduled to screen Louis Malle’s Pretty Baby 

(1978), banned in Ontario.  A Space and countless other exhibitors also held open 

screenings of films and videos not pre-screened by the board.  Some venues exhibited 

films and videos that directly respond to the issue of censorship: The White Water 

Gallery in North Bay screened The Censor, E, Must Freedom Fail?., Blake (artist 

unknown); and Trinity Square Video in Toronto showed its Citizens Against Censorship 

(1985).126 Citizens Against Censorship, produced for the event by Ian Murray and 

volunteers from Trinity Square Video, is an impressive compilation of responses to Bill 

82 by artists, critics, writers, and exhibitors (fig. 8).127   

                                                
125 Ibid., 48. 
126 Coalition for Six Days of Resistance, Six Days of Resistance Against the Censor Board, poster design by 
R.A. Gledhill, typography by The Body Politic, printed by Our Times, Toronto, 1985, in General 
correspondence and subject files of the Ontario Board of Censors, RG 56-1-2, Archives of Ontario.  
Coalition members included: The International Gay Association Planning Committee, Toronto Women’s 
Bookstore, Gay Asians of Toronto, The Body Politic, Rites Magazine, Glad Day Bookshop, Zambia, Gay 
History Conference Planning Committee, Lesbian and Gay Pride Day Committee, Gays and Lesbians at the 
University of Toronto (U of T), International Women’s Day Committee, Toronto Rape Crisis Centre, 
Feminists Against Censorship, The Right to Privacy Committee, Coalition for Gay Rights Ontario, Lesbian 
Mothers Defense Fund at Medical Sciences Auditorium, U of T, Art Metropole, Ed Video, A Space, 
Hamilton Artists Inc., Zone Centre for Experimental Films, Vtape, Isaacs Gallery, Trinity Square Video, 
White Water Gallery, Music Gallery, National Film Theatre, The Funnel Experimental Film Theatre, 
Embassy Cultural House, Forest City/CAR London, Toronto Community Videotex, Development 
Education Centre, Gallery 940, Women’s Art Resource Centre, Women’s Media Alliance, Women’s 
Cultural Building, Sparkes Gallery, Emma Productions, Southern Edge Underground, SAW Gallery, 
Mercer Union, KAAI, Artists in Resistance Ottawa, Focus Magazine, Gallery 101, Lakehead University 
Film Society, Womanspirit Gallery, YYZ, Gallery 76, Shaw Festival, Artculture Resource Centre, Pages 
Bookstore, Canadian Filmmakers Distribution Centre, and Artspace (Robertson, Policy Matters, 57, note 6). 
127 The participants were, in order of appearance, Doug Sigurdson, Rita Davies, Loris Calzolari, Kerri 
Kwinter, Peter McLaren, Lynne Fernie, Anonymous, Jeannie Randolph, Kim Dunn, Tanya Mars, Michael 
McNamara, Lachlan and Bruce Barber, Tom Hendry, Anonymous, John Watt, Elizabeth Chitty, Robert 
Wiens, Christian Morrison, Carole Condé and Karl Beveridge, Mary Paisley, Edward Mowbray, Pat 
Wilson, Marc Glassman, Phyllis Waugh, John Greyson, Sandra Lafreniere, Andrew Paterson, Bill 
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Figure 8: Ian Murray and Trinity Square Video, Citizens Against Censorship (two 
video stills of Elizabeth Chitty, above, and Tanya Mars, below), 1985.  Courtesy of 
Vtape. 
 

                                                
Lasovich, Lisa Steele, Ron Macrae, Cayle Chrenin, Scott Doubloon, Rodney Werden, Bill Perry Oliver 
Kellhammer, Ric Aims, Colin Campbell, Paul Petro and Elaine Duffy, Gary Betcherman, Alan Bridle, 
Wyndam Paul Wise, Christina Ritchie, Clive Robertson, Jim Miller, and Basil Papadimos and Mario 
Cutajar.  Clive Robertson, Speaking Volumes: The Mediation of Art Practices [exhibition catalogue], 
(Montreal: OBORO, un centre d’artistes, 1997).  
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The project was also designed to allow non-artists to create video and thus participate in 

breaking the law.128  Kim Tomczak and Lisa Steele’s See Evil offers face-time to several 

participants in talking-head accounts as well, including A Space programmer Doug 

Sigurdson, sociologist and activist Thelma MacCormack, lawyer for A Space Lynn King, 

and member of the Peterborough Four, Su Ditta.  There are literally hundreds of tapes that 

fall into the categories of having been screened illegally at some point, or that push 

boundaries in terms of explicit imagery.129 

 A group of participants from Toronto wrote up a Statement of Coalition, a call to 

arms and motivational frame using “vocabularies of severity, urgency, efficacy, and 

propriety” that was mailed out along with suggestions for methods of resistance against 

the Censor Board.130  The call reiterates the sentiment of the shared movement slogan that 

“film and video are the only forms of art and communication that require government 

approval before they are exhibited or circulated,” and makes the statement that “we have 

joined together to protest and resist the Ontario Censor Board.”131  While many action 

group documents reserve their statements to processual issues of censorship and freedom 

of expression, this coalition statement explicitly accuses the censor board of 

discriminatory, political and cultural silencing: “While the censor board claims to protect 

women by ‘controlling violent pornography,’ it has a history of cutting and banning 

feminist and anti-sexist films,” and  “We know that the censor board uses its power to 

silence the legitimate voices of minorities.”132 

                                                
128 Robertson, Policy Matters, 173.   
129 Consult Vtape distribution center’s extensive searchable library at http://www.vtape.org/catalogue.htm. 
130 Benford and Snow, “Framing Processes and Social Movements,” 617.  The statement of coalition is 
reprinted in Kwinter, “Ontario Open Screenings,” 52; and in Robertson, Policy Matters, 49.   
131 Coalition for Six Days of Resistance, Six Days of Resistance, poster.  
132 Ibid.   
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 Groups either co-sponsored or hosted their own events and screenings.  At the 

time the poster went to print there were about 63 groups that had become members of the 

coalition and 40 screenings coordinated for 30 locations across 11 different cities.133  

Many who were not members endorsed the action, including Joseph Martin, then director 

of the National Gallery of Canada, who sent a letter of support.134  Six Days was also 

supported by a $1,900 Canada Council Grant, which attests to complex and sometimes 

competing state agendas, in turn demonstrating that the state is not a univocal force.  

 While for many, the open screenings had meant a moment of consolidation—

Myrna Hanna at Ed Video in Guelph commented that Six Days had “mobilized their 

group ‘to set a policy within the Board and to really struggle with how to raise 

consciousness”’ —for others it brought contentions out into the open.  SAW Gallery in 

Ottawa at first agreed to submit tapes to the OCB during its Exhibition of Canadian Video 

Art, scheduled just before the open screenings, March 26-April 6, 1985.135  SAW’s 

concern was about whether or not it could afford losses in equipment and whether or not 

not-for-profit board members could break the law.  This concern represents what 

Robertson describes as a mixed politics of artist-run centers for and against activism as 

advocacy, and the “asymmetrical conditions within ANNPAC/RACA’s [Association of 

National Non-Profit Artist-Run Centers/Regroupment d’artistes des centers alternative] 

constituency, conditions that troubled the possibilities for policy consensus and 

constrained the possibility for maintaining a national network.”136  Indeed, Bronwen 

                                                
133 Kwinter, “Ontario Open Screenings,” 47.  Benford and Snow, “Framing Processes and Social 
Movements,” 617.  
134 Kwinter, “Ontario Open Screenings,” 48. 
135 Bronwen Wallace, “No Life Like It: Resisting the Censor Board,” Parallélogramme 11, no.1: 12. 
136 Policy Matters, vi.  ANNPAC/RACA was organized in 1976 by administrators from what were then 
known as parallel galleries.  See especially Robertson’s chapter three, “Contestations and legal 
mobilizations,” in which he considers three case studies—including anti-censorship activism—to address 
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Wallace, writing for ANNPAC/RACA’s publication Parallélogramme, argues, “implicit 

here, of course, is the issue of how much support SAW felt it could expect from the 

artistic community in Ottawa and around the province.”137  Wallace argues that this must 

have been SAW’s major consideration since it reversed its decision after an increased 

mobilization around the open screenings.  Wallace also notes, 

There was a feeling as well, that Toronto artists, who are perceived to have 
a clearly defined, articulate and reliable peer network already in place, 
might not understand the particular problems faced by those in other areas.  
In fact, most centres were explicit in stating that they felt that initially they 
were following Toronto’s impetus around the Six Days mobilization, and 
that, while that impetus was positive and they wanted to support it, they 
felt a need for more communication and networking with other galleries in 
smaller centres similar to their own.138 

 

As part of OFAVAS’s strategy, MacDowall explains, “we pushed very broadly during 

that time to expand our base of support…we had editorial support for our position in all 

sorts of small town newspapers across Ontario.”139    

 Some of the tensions and divisions within the movement arose from decisions to 

self-censor.  The National Film Theatre (NFT) at Queen’s University in Kingston 

reversed its decision to screen Pretty Baby.140  Vice Principal Jim Bennet’s office 

published a press release stating, “‘While the university is a place of freedom of ideas and 

creativity, this freedom cannot extend to a breach of the law on university property.”’141  

As writer and feminist activist Bronwen Wallace put it, “so much for ‘freedom of 

                                                
asymmetries across artist-run centres that “range from an uneven development and stability of regional 
public funding bodies and programs, to the differing stakes and experiences of lived politics around issues 
of nation, region, class, gender, sexual orientation, and race” (ibid). 
137 “No Life Like It,” 12. 
138 Ibid. 
139 Interview by author. 
140 Wallace, “No Life Like It,” 11.  NFT manager Ross Turnbull was planning, in fact, to show a video copy 
of the film because Paramount refused to release a print. 
141 Quoted in ibid. 
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ideas.’”142  Director of the Agnes Etherington Art Gallery Robert Swain had planned to 

illegally screen a variety of videotapes before Queen’s University denied his request.143  

Swain believed that the university “took an administrative rather than a ‘philosophical or 

moral stand on the issue.’”144  Here, public organizations are implicated in broader 

patterns of government and confronted with many sources of influence of conduct.  

Decisions are influenced by administrative concerns such as the expensive repercussions 

of potential police intervention.  Organizations made provisions like creating copies of 

tapes in case they might be confiscated; “everywhere people recognized that it was these 

considerations, more than disagreements in principle, which affected how they acted.”145  

For instance, the NFT was forced to comply with the university’s refused permission 

because it could not afford to screen elsewhere.   

On the other hand, according to Wallace, some of the organizers across the 

province felt that the open screenings were anti-climactic because there was no 

confrontation.  Kwinter also notes that many reporters covering the open screenings were 

only interested in “possible busts and their coverage dried up when no arrests were 

made.”146  The protest did not provoke a climactic, violent change.  It did make visible, 

perhaps rarely, the existence of a video community across Ontario.  After the open 

screenings, “Days of Resistance Coalition” emerged with a “defence fund,” to which 

organizations and individuals could join for a small fee to gain the “vital support of a 

united coalition in terms of press outreach, fundraising, political lobbying and ongoing 

                                                
142 Ibid. 
143 Ibid.  Swain put up posters opposing censorship instead. 
144 My italics. 
145 Ibid., 12. 
146 Kwinter, “Ontario Open Screenings,” 48. 
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resistance.”147  Through group anti-censorship mobilization, video had new bragging 

rights to being independent and alternative, even oppositional.   

It is useful to situate this history in a discussion of Foucault’s governmentality, 

which allows for a reading of movement success or failure in terms of operations of 

legitimation, delegitimation, persuasion, influence, and constraint.148  Here, legal 

operations “should be understood capaciously ‘as a system of cultural and symbolic 

meanings (more) than as a set of operative controls.  [The law] affects us primarily 

through communications of symbols—by providing threats, promises, models, 

persuasion, legitimacy, stigma, and so on.’”149  Operations of omission can be thought 

about in terms of patterns of power across micro and macro politics, concerning not just 

overt legal prohibitions, but also the conduct of conduct as dominant power holders 

unevenly apply the law, use creative forms of intimidation, and strategically count on 

ignorance of the law, and as social agents engage in self-censorship, make exceptions, 

succumb to fear, and exacerbate the chill effect.  Perceived failures or partial successes, 

however, may still have transformative results as they combine with actions on other 

levels.  Using Silverstein and McCann to connect legal and social movement studies, I 

reveal varying and competing movement tactics, maneuvers and framing strategies 

                                                
147 Days of Resistance Coalition, Join a Province-Wide Coalition Fighting the Ontario Censor Board, 
poster and membership form, in General correspondence and subject files of the Ontario Board of Censors, 
RG 56-1-2, Archives of Ontario.  Membership includes a “17″ x 22″ poster of the Coalition Statement...; 
Background and legal information on the Coalition, and how to resist; Listings of your resistance screenings 
in Parallélogramme magazine; Access to the Coalition Defence Fund, should charges result; The vital 
support of a united coalition” (ibid). 
148 Revolution necessitates a conception of power as a dominant totality with the potential to be overturned.  
This misunderstands modern power formations and their diverse and fractured nature. The impossibility of 
revolution is predicated upon the inevitability of constraint within complex power formations, formations 
that do not conform to a single rationality.  For Foucault, along with the fragility of the diffuse, capillary 
nature of modern power relations, where sites of power are variously autonomous, comes the possibility for 
resistance.  John S. Ransom, Foucault’s Discipline: The Politics of Subjectivity (Durham and London: Duke 
University Press, 1997), 149. 
149 McCann, “How Does Law Matter,” 81. 
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regarding general issues of censorship, as they interact with official and ideological 

powers of the law.   

 On the issue of sexual discrimination, I would like to suggest in the next chapter, 

the movement was less deterministic than effective movement framings allow.  As I have 

discussed here, anti-censorship efforts made use of more than one approach.  Simplifying 

framing tactics, like Brown’s synecdochical use, bolster popularity and support because 

they are so clear, pointed, and easy to understand, while at the same time actors were 

incredibly careful about how to talk, write, or create definitions about sexuality.  These 

two approaches seem incompatible, yet they were operating simultaneously.  In this 

chapter I discuss framing strategies, which were often strategically simplifying for tactical 

reasons; in Chapter 5, I look at the stakes of the fight and the development of new 

knowledges out of consciousness-raising testimony, a task that Goode and Ben-Yehuda 

rightly describe as “complex.”150   

                                                
150 Moral Panics, 120.   
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Chapter 5  

Rights declaration and identity formation in the courtroom 

  In the previous chapter, I demonstrate through some specific interactions between 

cultural subjects and the state that both are subject to processes of governmentality.  As 

such, the subject is not the individualized, autonomous subject that a liberal approach to 

citizenship would interpret it to be, and similarly, the state, though functioning 

hegemonically, is decentered.  Cultural policy studies scholar Toby Miller argues, 

“society [is] organized by mutually agreed rules of civil conduct, one in which meanings, 

not force of arms, bind subjects together in their identification with the polity.”1   In this 

chapter, I begin to focus on the way meanings are organized.  As cultural subjects interact 

with the state, what meanings are created?  How do debates around issues of censorship 

and regulation introduce and transform knowledge?  How are new discourses created 

when social agents interact with the law?  How are new terminologies interpreted in 

practice? 

 In the previous chapter, I discuss several court cases at the provincial level 

involving a Canadian regional regulating body, the Ontario Film Review Board (OFRB).  

In this chapter, I move my focus to consider the federal regulating body, Canada Border 

Services Agency (previously Canada Customs and Revenue Agency, or “Customs” for 

short), and especially, the changing face of the obscenity law in the federal Criminal 

Code.2  The Criminal Code is a federal statute pursuant to section 91(27) of the 

Constitution Act 1867, which authorizes the federal government to legislate matters of 

criminal law.   Provinces retain some authority to enact penal laws regarding matters 

                                                
1 Toby Miller, The Well-Tempered Self: Citizenship, Culture, and the Postmodern Subject (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins UP, 1993), 12. My italics. 
2 An Act respecting the criminal law, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46.   
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within their jurisdiction.  In the 1978 landmark pre-charter case Nova Scotia Board of 

Censors v. McNeil, the province of Nova Scotia film censorship laws were challenged for 

being ultra vires, or beyond the authority of the province, with respect to the federal 

Criminal Code.3  In a five to four ruling, the court ruled in favour of the province’s board 

of censors because the provincial regulations were deemed to operate in a local manner.4  

The activities of the OFRB and Customs have a relationship with the Criminal Code in 

two key areas.  Both inherit definitions for their guidelines from the Criminal Code’s 

obscenity law, and both have been consistently challenged and debated for operating ultra 

vires, or beyond their legal power of authority.   

 Connected to the ultra vires argument is the constitutional argument that both the 

OFRB and Customs constrain the viewership of materials prior to a crime having been 

committed.  Where the Criminal Code is enforced after a crime is committed, the OFRB 

requires prior screenings and approval of film and video, and Customs detains and 

inspects materials for obscenity infractions at will.  The present form of the obscenity law 

originates in the landmark constitutional challenge, R. v. Butler.5  Though the 

constitutional argument was not won, the law underwent a significant change as a result 

                                                
3 Nova Scotia (Board of Censors) v. McNeil, [1978] 2 S.C.R. 662.  The term ultra vires, Latin for “beyond 
the powers,” is used in constitutional law in English Canada to “decide the respective competences of 
Parliament and provincial legislatures.  If one or the other, in enacting a law, goes beyond the jurisdiction 
allotted to it by the constitution, the court will declare that measure ultra vires.  If not, the court will declare 
it intra vires [Lat, ‘within the powers’].” "Ultra Vires-Intra Vires," The Canadian Encyclopedia, 
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1ARTA0008195 (accessed 
September 09, 2010).  The Nova Scotia Board of Censors banned the film, Last Tango in Paris (1972), 
directed by Bernard Bertolucci in 1973.  Gerard McNeil was an editor of the Dartmouth Free Press.  The 
legislation was at first struck down by the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal, but the Supreme Court of Canada 
overturned the decision.  Cossman, Censorship and the Arts: Law, Controversy, Debate, Facts (Toronto: 
Ontario Association of Art Galleries, 1995), 21. 
4 The judgment emphasizes that the legislation is concerned with “dealings in and the use of property (in 
this case films)” in the Province, which remains under the jurisdiction of Provinces in “regulating, 
exhibition, sale and exchange of films,” rather than in penalizing criminal offences (Nova Scotia (Board of 
Censors) cited to S.C.R. 663). 
5 [1992] 1 S.C.R. 452. 
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of balancing and weighing the freedom of expression against the provisional limits of the 

Charter.   

 In previous chapters, I argue that censorship is not a self-identical practice that 

ought to, or even can be abolished.  Rather, censorship is one of many forms of 

legitimation and delegitimation and what is at stake are new ways of thinking about 

definitions of sexuality, pornography and representation.  As I investigate opportunities 

for the creation of new meanings, I demonstrate that the contested terrain on which 

litigants engage is defined by the constraining of minority sexualities.  The current state 

of the law, in its simultaneously constraining and enabling capacities, maintains 

discriminatory practices.   

 In this chapter, engaging with a politics of rights declaration, I argue that anti-

censorship efforts function as a fight against the constraining of representations of 

minority sexualities and thus their blocked entrance into successful citizenship.  In this 

chapter, after social theorist dealing with the regulation of sexuality and deviance, Dany 

Lacombe, I make a cultural policy argument that the law is enabling; I summarize well-

known feminist anti-pornography and anti-censorship arguments, focusing on their 

treatment of minority sexualities; I outline the transformation of language in the Criminal 

Code’s obscenity law, which constitutes a contested feminist victory; and I chronicle the 

targeting of queer representation to support my thesis that this targeting is not 

coincidental but key in the question of censorship, and in so doing, I demonstrate that 

both overt and administrative processes constrain expression, thus reinforcing my thesis 

that a shift in focus from a liberal or libertarian anti-censorship view to one that considers 
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censorship in terms of administration and (de)legitimation sheds light on what the stakes 

are.6    

 

Legal-rights, rights-claims, rights-discourse 

In Chapter 4, I discuss a variety of framing strategies developed to gain support for the 

anti-censorship movement with efforts to produce common sense.  Another such strategy 

I to turn to here is one that frames the issue around rights.  This strategy focuses 

arguments of unfairness to make them understandable to wider audiences.  All three legal 

cases I discuss in the previous chapter—involving the Ontario Film and Video 

Appreciation Society (OFAVAS), Canadian Images Festival, and A Space artist-run 

centre, alongside the organized acts of civil disobedience at the Ontario Open 

Screenings—were framed around the Charter’s freedom of expression.  As I note in 

Chapter 4 concerning social movements using law as a potential resource, critical legal 

studies addresses the law and its ideological biases.  Similarly, critical legal studies 

addresses rights, with a general consensus that a “‘liberal theory of rights’...is a major 

cultural support of capitalism.’”7  Here, liberal political democracy, reflecting “the 

commodity forms of the market economy, produced the individualist concept of the 

citizen as a purely formal, culturally ‘empty,’ exchangeable identity—unmarked by 

                                                
6 The use of the word “enabling” to describe the productivity of the law comes from her Blue Politics: 
Pornography and the Law in the Age of Feminism (Toronto: University of Toronto Press Incorporated, 
1994).  See especially her Chapter 7, “The Enabling Quality of Law Reform,” pages 137-154. 
7 Quoted in Amy Bartholomew and Alan Hunt, “What's Wrong with Rights?” Law and Inequality 9, no.1 
(1990-1991): 9.  Bartholomew and Hunt quote Mark Tushnet who argues that rights are unstable, or cultural 
and historically relative, and therefore cannot be litigated with predictable results; rights are indeterminate 
and abstract, can be invoked by any interest, and thus provide no coherence; rights reify experience and 
thus mischaracterizes specific experiences as abstractions; and all of the above sustains a tendency for 
rights discourses and litigation to support already privileged interests. See pages 12-18 for this discussion. 
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regional, ethnic or cultural differences.”8  Cultural studies scholar David Bennett argues 

that, while a liberalist conception of rights claims universality, individuals are in fact 

“filled” with dominant ideology/values.   In other words, in that liberal rights discourse 

lays claim to universality, infallibility, and “some foundational view of the human 

personality,” rights are informed by the very liberal ideology that invent them.9   

Indeed, Stuart Scheingold’s oft cited myth of rights, regarding American rights 

discourse, warns us of popular, erroneous assumptions that “litigation can evoke a 

declaration of rights from courts,” “that [litigation] can, further, be used to assure the 

realization of these rights,” and “that realization is tantamount to meaningful change.”10  

The first two assumptions rely on the courts as if they are always effective, ignoring 

factors like inaccessibility in the first place, or the significant resources needed when 

entering or maintaining multiple continuances.  The second assumption—that litigation 

assures rights—ignores factors like reticent judges who, for a variety of professional 

concerns or concern to adhere to precedent, make counter-majoritarian judgments.11  

Furthermore, it is not guaranteed that policy will interpret, translate, and implement legal 

pronouncements in the original spirit of the law.  The third assumption—that the enacting 

of a social right is the same thing as social change—is hinged on yet another assumption 

                                                
8 David Bennett, “Introduction,” Multicultural States: Rethinking Difference and Identity, ed. David 
Bennett (London; New York: Routledge, 1998), 8. 
9 John S. Ransom, Foucault’s Discipline: The Politics of Subjectivity (Durham and London: Duke 
University Press, 1997), 160.  Bennett quotes Canadian philosopher Charles Taylor in this example of rights 
that are informed by ideology: “The communitarian case against the claims of ‘difference-blind liberalism’ 
‘to offer a neutral ground on which peoples of all cultures can meet and coexist’ is that the notional 
separation of ‘private’ from ‘public’ spheres (religion from politics, ethnicity from citizenship) is itself 
culturally specific: in Taylor’s phrase, ‘an organic outgrowth of Christianity’ and foreign, he assumes, to 
Islamic society” (“Introduction,” 8).   
10 Stuart Scheingold, The Politics of Rights: Lawyers, Public Policy, and Political Change, 2nd ed. 
(Michigan: University of Michigan Press, 2004), 5. 
11 Jeffrey R. Dudas, review of The Politics of Rights, 2nd Edition: Lawyers, Public Policy, and Political 
Change, by Stuart Scheingold, Law and Politics Book Review, October 2004, 
http://www.bsos.umd.edu/gvpt/lpbr/subpages/reviews/scheingold1004.htm (accessed March 15, 2010). 
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that once rights are recognized, political relationships are permanently cleared of conflict 

or contention.   Despite these misrecognitions of the realities of rights, Scheingold argues 

that the myth works ideologically and therefore “it is possible to capitalize on the 

perceptions of entitlement associated with rights to initiate and to nurture political 

mobilization.”12  Since rights have a cultural potency, they can be mobilized to activate 

perceived needs in terms of entitlement.  In this way, again, rights gain efficacy when 

introduced among other such counter-hegemonic political strategies as those I discuss in 

Chapter 4.   

I use the term counter-hegemony after legal studies and social movement scholar 

Alan Hunt, who draws on Antonio Gramsci’s theories in his analysis of social movements 

and the law to emphasize what is also, I argue, Michel Foucault’s project within 

governmentality, which is to seek social change in reform: 

Counter-hegemony is not some purely oppositional project conceived of as 
if it were constructed “elsewhere,” fully finished and then drawn into 
place, like some Trojan horse of the mind, to do battle with the prevailing 
dominant hegemony.  Without such an understanding the quest for 
counter-hegemony can only be a continuation of that which the concept 
seeks to displace, namely, the search for a unitary political subject, which 
needs simply to achieve consciousness of itself to be able to challenge the 
dominant hegemony.13 
 

In Gramsci’s words, “‘[I]t is not a question of introducing from scratch a scientific form 

of thought into everyone’s individual life, but of renovating and making ‘critical’ an 

already existing activity.’”14  For Hunt, the argument against rights that sees the legal 

system as part of the problem assumes that a social movement can “step outside the 

                                                
12 Ibid.  
13 “Rights and Social Movements: Counter-Hegemonic Strategies,” Journal of Law and Society 17, no. 3 
(Autumn, 1990): 313. 
14 Gramsci quoted in ibid. 
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terrain on which the struggle is constituted.”15   This is how neoliberal concepts of rights 

and the prevailing myth of rights can be useful in developing counter-hegemonies.  Here, 

rights-claims and legal-rights transform interests into normative, “pre-legitimated” 

terminology.16     

 When artists, activists, and other cultural producers articulate new discourses in 

and out of court, are they not effectively attempting to create new norms?  The law’s 

hegemony, as legal norms are not automatic but constantly reinforced to secure the law’s 

coherence, is the same as Foucault’s “discursive formation” in Hunt’s view: “it puts in 

place a set of values, renders them coherent, but most importantly, they become material 

in providing an active framework in the sense that what law proscribes as self-evidently 

‘wrong’ and what it valorizes tend to become perceived as how things should be.”17  

Hunt, like Scheingold, does not call for substantive law reform, but for recognizing law as 

“an arena of struggle,” and the role law reform can play among broader efforts for social 

change.18   

 I also discuss legal mobilization in Chapter 4, in conjunction with other strategies 

for resistance for social movements, and the way some framing strategies use 

simplification and exaggeration as effective tactics.  I suggest, there, that these discursive 

simplifying tactics function alongside what social movement scholars Erich Goode and 

Nathan Ben-Yehuda describe, for illustrative purposes, as the “complex task of literal, 

point-for-point truth-telling.”19  For my purposes, this point-for-point truth telling is akin 

                                                
15 Ibid., 320. 
16 Ibid., 320-321.   
17 Ibid., 316. 
18 Ibid.   
19 Moral Panics: The Social Construction of Deviance, second edition (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell 
Publishing, 2009), 120. 
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to feminist truth telling practices, which, as I discuss in Chapter 2, legal scholar Mariana 

Valverde interprets through a Foucauldian ethics as a practice.  If part of the role of rights 

declaration is a practice rather than a result, then the goal of criticism or of consciousness-

raising or of truth telling practices is to “change what one thinks and even what one is.”20  

Recalling Foucault scholar Jonathan S. Ransom’s assertion that feminist consciousness-

raising was the change, in the sense that the “activity of monitoring oneself and speaking 

about oneself is...constitutive of ‘the self,’” I argue that actors preparing and delivering 

testimony in the courts were ethically caring for the sexual identities and modes of 

representation that they were defending and, in turn, defining.21  

 It is important to note that to engage with the law and rights declaration requires a 

certain amount of privilege.  Aside from issues of access to resources I discuss above, 

new social movement scholars Francesca Polletta and James M. Jasper note that one of 

the ways in which new social movements are distinct from “old” social movements is in 

the level of legal inclusion of its members.  In what they call “post-citizenship 

movements,” unlike civil rights or early labour movements, most new social movements 

are made up of people who already enjoy inclusion as citizens and “accordingly, they 

have more freedom to engage in creative reformulations of who they are.”22   As such, the 

courts and related sites for rights declaration represent arenas in which citizens struggle to 

articulate possible identities.23  Rights declaration thus works strategically—lending 

                                                
20 Ransom, Foucault’s Discipline, 175. 
21 Mariana Valverde, “Experience and Truth Telling in a Post-humanist World: A Foucauldian Contribution 
to Feminist Ethical Reflections,” in Feminism and the Final Foucault, eds. Dianna Taylor, Karen Vintges 
(Chicago: University of Illinois, 2004), 88. 
22 Francesca Polletta and James M. Jasper, “Collective Identity and Social Movements,’ Annual Review of 
Sociology 27 (2001): 287.   
23 My argument is not that rights declaration is somehow radically democratic; I do, however, see the efforts 
of those engaged with the law, as I discuss below, as part of a broader struggle for articulating possible 
identities. 
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demands a normative language and ready-made legitimacy—and constitutively—as a 

practice.   

 

Sourcing feminism’s anti-pornography and anti-censorship debates 

In this section, I outline some of the relevant anti-pornography and anti-censorship 

feminist debates, focusing on their treatment of minority sexualities.  These debates 

crystallized new knowledges on both sides.  Though I emphasize feminist anti-censorship 

criticism mounted against feminist anti-pornography positions, in this section I 

investigate the ways in which feminist anti-pornography efforts nevertheless constituted a 

transformation in legislative and popular terminologies about explicit imagery.  The anti-

pornography camp attempted to focus terminologies referring to explicit imagery from 

moralizing to objective terms, based on “harm.”  Although the extent to which the 

intended outcome succeeded is debatable, I argue after Lacombe that changes in 

legislative language and approach to pornography represents real transformation.   

 Film and cultural critic Varda Burstyn explains that once the feminist anti-

pornography movement came out of incubation in the late 1970s, becoming a catalyst for 

debate in the broader political sphere, its proponents began a campaign to legally regulate 

pornography.24  The most popular representatives of the anti-pornography groups were, 

Andrea Dworkin and Catharine MacKinnon in the United States, and Susan Cole in 

Canada.25   Their basic premise was that “porn is the theory, rape is the practice.”26  They 

                                                
24 Varda Burstyn, "Porn Again: Feeling the Heat of Censorship," Fuse (Spring 1987): 12. 
25 See Andrea Dworkin, Pornography: Men Possessing Women (New York: Plume, 1979); Catharine 
MacKinnon, "Pornography as Sex Discrimination," Law and Inequality: A Journal of Theory and Practice 
4 (1986): 38-39; Susan G. Cole, Pornography and the Sex Crisis (Toronto: Amanita Publications, 1989). 
26 Burstyn, “Porn Again,” 12.  Robin Morgan’s famous phrase, “Pornography is the theory; rape is the 
practice,” originates from her “Theory and practice: Pornography and Rape,” in Going Too Far, ed., Varda 
Burstyn (New York: Vintage, 1978), 163-169. 
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saw women’s sexuality as the cause of their oppression and pornography as eroticizing 

women’s sexual subordination through sexual violence that in turn causes more 

violence.27  Rather than seeing pornography as immoral, as it was characterized by the 

new conservative platforms of the Reagan and Bush administrations, the anti-

pornography feminist position saw pornography as a cause of harm to women.28   

 The anti-pornography movement is credited for gendering the debate about 

pornography, taking it from so-called gender-neutral ideas of morality versus sexual 

liberation to a question of sexist portrayals and the oppression of women.  The feminist 

anti-pornography position became good-sense in the 1980s—or successfully counter-

hegemonic—to the extent that “it caused conservative and civil liberties organizations to 

revise their 1960s positions [and discuss] pornography in terms of women’s 

oppression.”29  This feminist campaign for the legal regulation of pornography 

culminated in front of the Supreme Court of Canada in 1992 with R. v. Butler, a challenge 

to the constitutionality of the existing obscenity law.     

The combination of both moralistic and feminist arguments, of police and anti-

pornography groups made up of feminist and non-feminist organizations lobbying for 

obscenity legislation reform, put substantial pressure on parliament.30  Pressure on the 

                                                
27 It is the effects model—that pornography has a causal relationship with violence—that is most dubious.  
See chapter 6 of this thesis for more discussion. 
28 The movement’s position, however, elided with the moral conservatives because they deemed some sort 
of legislation necessary to regulate porn (Burstyn, “Porn Again,” 12).  
29 Lacombe, Blue Politics, 6. 
30 In 1965, the Metropolitan Toronto Police in cooperation with the Ontario Provincial Police created an 
agency specializing in monitoring pornography, Project P, which was the only one of its kind on Canada.  
The attorney and solicitor generals of Ontario initiated Project P primarily to target Toronto and its 
organized crime, the production and distribution of sexually explicit magazines, and later video materials.   
Project P was a pro-active initiative; according to sociologist Dany Lacombe, “while representatives of 
Project P claim adamantly that the project’s function is limited to enforcing the law, it has taken a very 
active role in the struggle to reform obscenity legislation” (ibid., 76).  Between 1977 and 1983, close to 
forty bills were introduced in Parliament.  Many were private bills that typically do not succeed.  
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Liberal Government incited it to, in June of 1983, create the Fraser Committee to hold 

cross-country hearings to inform policy on pornography and prostitution.31  The Fraser 

Committee Report has an American counterpart in the Attorney General's Commission on 

Pornography, referred to as the Meese Report after Attorney General Edwin Meese.  The 

Fraser Report was released in 1985 and the Meese Report in 1986.   

According to Burstyn, the so-called sex wars were officially launched at the 

controversial United States Barnard Conference on Sexuality in 1982.32  Feminist scholar 

Elizabeth Wilson explains that the explosive fallout of the conference resulted from the 

planning committee’s decision to exclude anti-pornography feminists for fear that the 

conference would be overtaken by their point of view since, as Wilson notes, “in the 

United States the power of the Moral Majority and the strong anti-feminist and pro-family 

backlash gives the feminist anti-pornography position an importance and credibility.”33  

Some of the questions of focus for the conference included, “How do women achieve 

sexual pleasure in patriarchy?”  And “Dare we persist in questioning traditional sexuality 

and sexual arrangement in the current political climate?  If not, when is a ‘good’ time for 

feminists to do so?”34 

 Much of the anti-censorship feminist position stems from issues raised at this 

conference and question normative definitions of (hetero)sexuality on which the anti-

pornography position bases its arguments.  Anti-censorship feminists would caution that 

                                                
Government bills, however, were also introduced and though they failed, they demonstrate the extent of the 
pressing issue.  
31 Ibid., 83. 
32 The conference was the ninth in a series called “The Scholar and the Feminist.”  
33 Elizabeth Wilson, “The Context of ‘Between Pleasure and Danger’: The Barnard Conference on 
Sexuality,” Feminist Review 13 (Spring, 1983): 35.  As a result, organizers were questioned by their 
employers and funders withdrew funding to the extent that the organizers spoke of a McCarthyist 
atmosphere. The organizers distributed a “diary” outlining the focus of the conference and Andrea Dworkin 
distributed photocopies of a letter abhorring it (Ibid., 40). 
34 Ibid., 37. 
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to regulate pornography means to legislate these definitions.  In opposition to the anti-

pornography feminists, anti-censorship feminists, like those represented in the Canadian 

anthology, Women Against Censorship, and American anthology, Pleasure and Danger: 

Exploring Female Sexuality (born out of the Barnard conference) argue that to censor 

pornography is unconstitutional and closes down discussion and debate which would 

otherwise contribute to an ongoing struggle in producing discourses about identity.35  

 Feminist and legal scholar Brenda Cossman draws upon Foucault to understand 

power as producing knowledges, “bodies, pleasures, desires, and truths,” so that sexuality 

is always constructed in discourses on sexuality.36  Cossman argues that representations 

cannot be determined “objectively without reference to the specific communities within 

which these representations are produced, exchanged, and consumed.”37   In particular, 

she argues that the anti-pornography feminist position lacks lesbian or gay image 

theorization.  This works to make pornography a truth rather than a contest of sexualities.  

Brenda Cossman writes: “Knowledge produced sexual social identities through 

regulation, surveillance, and the labeling of human activity.  That is to say, power is 

                                                
35 Burstyn, “Porn Again,” 12.  The full citations for these publications are, Varda Burstyn, ed, Women 
Against Censorship (Vancouver & Toronto: Douglas & McIntyre Ltd., 1985); Carole S. Vance, ed,  
Pleasure and Danger: exploring female sexuality  (Boston, London, Melbourne and Henley: Routledge & 
Kegan Paul, 1984).  Contributing to Women Against Censorship, video artist and critic Sara Diamond 
points out that the difference between sex and sexism gets conflated in these debates; video artist and critic 
Lisa Steele argues that pornography is but one source for sexist imagery so why draw the line for regulation 
there?; lawyer Lynn King warns that feminist inspired laws are enacted by an anti-feminist system resulting 
in unwanted results; women’s studies scholars Mariana Valverde and Lorna Weir prophetically note that 
“any attempt to ban manmade lesbian images would undoubtedly result in the persecution of lesbian-made 
images as well” (105); writer and social activist June Callwood notes the inconsistent and contested 
definitions of pornography and as such, if put into legislation, even if it’s meant to “suppress what one 
group considers to be unseemly, [it] can always be interpreted to stamp out what another group does not 
like” (128); echoing the overall message in Pleasure and Danger, film and cultural studies scholar Varda 
Burstyn argues that to treat all pornography as dangerous is to entrench oppressive and controlling ideas of 
female sexuality in traditional and patriarchal binaries of “virgin/whore” and “good woman/bad woman” 
(126).  
36 Brenda Cossman et al, Bad Attitude/s on Trial: Pornography, Feminism, and the Butler Decision 
(Toronto, Buffalo, London: University of Toronto Press 1997), 23-4. 
37 Ibid., 25. 
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exercised in the very naming of sexual acts: it categorizes and codifies bodies, pleasures, 

and desires, producing official knowledge of the other.”38   In this way, anti-censorship 

feminists insist that sexual practices are neither inherently liberatory nor subordinating, 

and as such, ought not to be entrenched in juridical definitions. 

 One of the major points for research in both the Meese and Fraser Commissions 

was whether or not pornography has a causal relationship with harm towards women, and 

might therefore be inherently subordinating.  With reference to the belief that violent or 

demeaning pornography is demonstrably harmful, staff of the Parliamentary Information 

and Research Service (PIRS) of the Library of Parliament Lyne Casavant and James R. 

Robertson note that neither statistical nor experimental evidence has proven a causal 

connection between violent pornography and violence against women.39  They note as 

well that for some anti-pornography lobbyists, this lack of proof ought not factor in to 

decisions to suppress pornography through regulation: 

Some contend that the absence of conclusive scientific proof of a direct 
causal link between pornography and violence should not deter action to 
suppress such material; because of the nature of the phenomenon and its 
social context, such “proof” is next to impossible to obtain. According to 
this view, the self evident fact that pornography contributes negatively to 
societal perceptions of women and sexuality is sufficient justification for 
its suppression.40 
 

 The Fraser report, for instance, suggests that pornography contributes to inequality 

between men and women and perpetuates ‘“lies about aspects of women’s humanity and 

denies the validity of their aspirations to be treated as full and equal citizens.’”41  The 

                                                
38 Ibid., 24. 
39 Lyne Casavant and James R. Robertson, The Evolution of Pornography Law in Canada, Canada, Library 
of Parliament, Law and Government Division, http://www2.parl.gc.ca/Content/LOP/Research 
Publications/843-e.htm (accessed June 28, 2010).  This document notes that the catharsis effect is just as 
improvable. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Quoted in ibid. 
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committee suggested that “two ‘harms’ flow from pornography: harm to those 

involuntarily subjected to it, and the broader social harm resulting from the undermining 

of the right to equality.”42   

 This feminist campaign for a legal solution to the problem of pornography 

culminated in Canada in the Butler decision.43  The Court found that the law did violate 

freedom of expression, yet this violation fell within the legal limit to freedom of 

expression under the equality rights guarantees in the Charter (section 1).  While the 

definition of obscenity remains the same, the courts did propose a new test for its 

determination.44  After Butler, the test was focused more specifically on harm against 

women’s equality, based on the presence of violence in explicit sexual imagery.45  Public 

law and human rights legal scholar Stephanie Palmer explains that a traditional liberal 

perspective towards the law understands that “freedom can only be justifiably restricted 

                                                
42 Ibid. 
43 Donald Butler was charged for selling obscene material from his Manitoban video store selling “hard 
core” pornography.  This was the “first constitutional challenge to the obscenity law, s.163, of Canada’s 
Criminal Code” (Cossman et al, Bad Attitude/s, 3).  The case went to the Supreme Court of Canada. 
44 Cossman et al, Bad Attitude/s, 4.  Section 163(8) of the Criminal Code defines obscenity: “For the 
purposes of the Act, any publication a dominant characteristic of which is the undue exploitation of sex, or 
of sex and any one or more of the following subject, namely, crime, horror, cruelty and violence, shall be 
deemed to be obscene” (quoted in Cossman, Censorship and the Arts, 52).  This language was introduced in 
1959 after R. v. Brodie.  Before Brodie, obscenity law in Canada followed the English case, R v. Hicklin, 
which used language to define obscenity in terms of whether or not materials were “tending to corrupt 
morals” (quoted in Cossman, Censorship and the Arts, 51).  See R. v. Hicklin (1868), LR 3 QB 360, in 
English Common Law, and R. v. Brodie (1962) S.C.R. 681. 
45 Lacombe, Blue Politics, 136.  The first part of the test requires the court to determine if materials contain 
“undue exploitation of sex” (Cossman, Censorship and the Arts, 52).  The Supreme Court divided 
pornography into three sections for the determination of the first part of the test: “(1) the portrayal of 
explicit sex with violence will nearly always be obscene; (2) the portrayal of explicit non-violent sex that is 
degrading or dehumanizing is obscene if the risk of harm is substantial; and (3) the portrayal of explicit 
non-violent sex that is neither degrading nor dehumanizing will not be obscene unless it uses children in its 
production” (Lacombe, Blue Politics, 136).  The second part of the test is based on community standards in 
determining “whether the sexually explicit material, when viewed in the context of the whole work, would 
be tolerated by the community as a whole.” Cossman, Censorship and the Arts, 53; R. v. Butler, [1992] 1 
S.C.R. 452, Judgments of the Supreme Court of Canada, http://csc.lexum.umontreal.ca/en/1992/1992rcs1-
452/1992rcs1-452.html (accessed June 24, 2010).   
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where there is clear empirical evidence of harm.”46  In this case, where freedom refers to 

the freedom of expression in pornographic materials, the Supreme Court’s decision to 

define harm by anti-social behavior and the integrity of women rather than by strict 

causation, modifies the traditional liberal approach by making the concept of harm 

open.47 

 

Butler and rights balancing in Canada 

When the Women’s Legal Education and Action Fund (LEAF), a litigation organization 

of women for women’s equality contributing to the Fraser Commission, argued before the 

courts to dismiss Butler’s constitutional argument and for the reinterpretation of the 

obscenity law all together, they appealed to the legal limitation of the Charter under 

section 1, which states that “The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees 

the rights and freedoms set out in it subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed by 

law as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.”48  In this way, 

Canadian jurisprudence is set up so that in any constitutional case the task is not just to 

determine if a right has been violated, but also whether or not such a violation is 

permissible under this legal limitation.49 

                                                
46 “Equality Issues and Pornography in Canada: R. v. Butler,” Feminist Legal Studies 2, no.1 (February 
1994): 91. 
47 Ibid. 
48 Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the 
Canada Act 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c.11, Electronic Frontier Canada, http://www.efc.ca/pages/law 
/charter/charter.text.html (accessed July 24, 2010).   
49 Abigail Levin, “Rethinking Rights: Equality, Power, and Oppression in the Liberal State,” Diss. 
University of Toronto, 2007, 201. 
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 Legal scholar Abigail Levin describes this as a “balancing act” between rights, in 

this case between the freedom of expression versus the right to equality.50  To work out 

whether or not a limit is justified, the Canadian Supreme Court developed the Oakes test, 

which has two parts.51  The first part determines the “Legislative objective: The purpose 

of the legislation must be sufficiently ‘pressing and substantial’ to justify limiting the 

right.”52  The second part determines proportionality, or determines that the “cost of the 

limitation of the right...not exceed the benefits to be gained from reaching the objective of 

the law.”53  Not all rights granting nations employ this balancing act.  The United States, 

for instance, “takes the approach that rights in general are presumptively absolute.”54  In 

that case, judicial language presumes that rights are never justifiably limited.  On its own, 

this approach is clearly too rigid so the U.S. employs a hierarchy of speech: “Political 

speech—taken to be at the pinnacle of democratic values—traditionally receives the 

highest level of protection.  Obscenity and defamation, on the other hand, traditionally 

receive no protection, as they are seen to fall quite far from the values that freedom of 

expression is held to protect.”55  The U.S. courts, then, determine what position on a 

hierarchy of expression a particular utterance will fall.   

 In this way, the U.S. courts do not engage in the same rights balancing as 

Canadian courts.  Levin distinguishes these two approaches by describing the American 

                                                
50 Levin explains that the courts do not use the term rights balancing but prefers to use terms like “values” 
to refer to what it is balancing (ibid., 203). 
51 The Oakes test was developed during R. v. Oakes [1986] 1 S.C.R. 103. 
52 Levin, “Rethinking Rights,” 202. 
53 Levin succinctly explains the proportionality test: “Proportionality: The means employed by the 
legislation must be proportional to the objective to be achieved.  The proportionality test subdivides in turn 
into three parts: (a) Rational connection: There must be reasonable grounds for expecting the legislation to 
be effective in achieving its objective.  (b) Minimal impairment: The legislation must limit the right no 
more than is necessary in order to achieve its objective. (c) Proportional effects: The costs of the limitation 
must not exceed the benefits to be gained from achieving the objective” (ibid). 
54 Ibid., 206. 
55 Ibid. 
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interpretation of rights as abstract whilst the Canadian system interprets rights as 

instrumental.  While both interpretations position the state as a neutral arbiter, to treat 

rights as an instrument means to treat them as a question of doing rather than being.  It 

seems to me that Levin’s interpretation of rights balancing in Canada might yield an 

opportunity for Foucault’s notion of liberty as a practice.   

 While the constitutional case in Butler was struck down, it was done so in the 

context of this rights balancing procedure.  Also within this context, anti-pornography 

feminists developed the concept that helped to transform the language of the obscenity 

law from terms of “obscene” to terms of harm.56  Lacombe argues that Butler’s discursive 

regulatory change serves to counter  “conventional wisdom concerning law reform [as] 

incapable of accounting for resistance, for the emergence of unconventional 

subjectivities, values, and beliefs, because it assumes the existence of a single dominant 

ideology.”57  Brenda Cossman rightly argues that the Butler decision is still predicated on 

value judgments and moralizing discourse that lacks specificity to define what “harm” is, 

(especially to an abstract notion of so-called equality); however, in the long run, Cossman 

would agree with Lacombe’s characterization of the law as a process not outside social 

relations that produce knowledge: “I think the law is an important site of discursive 

struggle and potential change.  I just didn’t think that Butler accomplished much in that 

direction—it was still doing the same old thing with a new justificatory rhetoric.”58   That 

new justificatory rhetoric still, however, represents a shift in the representational terms 

with which to interpret sexualities and gendered identities.   

 

                                                
56 Lacombe, Blue Politics, 137. 
57 Blue Politics, 11.   
58 Brenda Cossman, e-mail message to author, April 14, 2005. 
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Misusing Butler 

Elaborating on the “same old thing” that she refers to, Cossman explains that, “while the 

language of the test for obscenity has changed, the underlying reliance on prevailing 

notions of sexual morality has not.”59  This category of prevailing notions of sexual 

morality includes the law’s treatment and representation of sexual minorities.  Subsequent 

court outcomes represent the opposite of the spirit of the new law to the extent that LEAF 

and its supporters repudiated the results of its partial success.  The Butler judgment states:     

The clear and unquestionable danger of this type of material is that it 
reinforces some unhealthy tendencies in Canadian society.  The effect of 
this type of material is to reinforce male-female stereotypes to the 
detriment of both sexes.  It attempts to make degradation, humiliation, 
victimization, and violence in human relationships appear normal and 
acceptable.  A society which holds that egalitarianism, non-violence, 
consensualism, and mutuality are basic to any human interaction, whether 
sexual or other, is clearly justified in controlling and prohibition any 
medium of depiction, description, or advocacy, which violates these 
principles.60 
 

Firstly, there is no mention here of harm to women in particular.  The judgment refers to 

the “detriment of both sexes,” which opens up the possibility for applying the law against 

the spirit of LEAF’s recommendations.61  Secondly, language like “unhealthy tendencies” 

reflects the persisting vague language like “dehumanizing” and “degrading” that continue 

to characterize the definition if not the test of obscenity in the law.  Furthermore, the 

judgment directly conflates morality with harm in this statement: “[T]he notions of moral 

corruption and harm to society are not distinct...but are inextricably linked.”62  Where is 

                                                
59 Censorship and the Arts, 54. 
60 Quoted in Levin, “Rethinking Rights,” 230. 
61 The anti-pornography feminists might have argued that the subjugation of women by men is in fact 
harmful to both men and to women in society; however, by making this point vague, the law is opened up to 
be applied to images of gay men, or images of gay women, where representational contexts often differ 
from those in heterosexual pornography. 
62 R. v. Butler, [1992] 1 S.C.R. 452, Judgments of the Supreme Court of Canada, 
http://csc.lexum.umontreal.ca/en/1992/1992rcs1-452/1992rcs1-452.html (accessed June 24, 2010).  
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the empirical data to support that “it is moral corruption of a certain kind which leads to 

the detrimental effect on society”?63  Finally, as Levin comments, regarding the long 

quote above, 

This statement is quite stunning in two ways: It seems to gloss over the 
fact that the court is switching focus from the harm of violence to the harm 
of stereotyping, and concludes that because there was no conclusive proof 
for the former, the truth of the latter was simply obvious.  This shift 
enables the court to get around its evidentiary burden of harm, in that 
shifting from violence to stereotyping it moves from a well-mined and 
equivocal body of social science evidence to a much murkier, much less 
developed, and possibly in principle unempirical realm.64  
 

The shifting and open-ended interpretation of Butler makes its use in practice telling.65 

 The first case that used the Butler test involved Toronto book merchant 

specializing in lesbian and gay literature Glad Day Bookshop and a Canada Customs 

infringement.  By targeting queer images, the decision represented a significant departure 

from the spirit of the anti-pornography feminist position, which was designed to protect 

women from the harm of inequality supposedly generated by heterosexual images.  Six 

weeks after the Butler decision, police laid criminal charges against Glad Day Bookshop 

for carrying Bad Attitude, an American magazine featuring “‘lesbian erotic fiction.’”66  

                                                
63 Ibid.   
64 Levin, “Rethinking Rights,” 230. 
65 In the meantime, with respect to the anti-censorship of video and film activists, after fighting the censor 
board inside and outside the legal system for many years, active people turned to other things; OFAVAS 
member Cyndra MacDowall stresses the importance for many artists to simply get back to their artmaking 
(interview by author, April 8, 2009).  By about 1987, Varda Burstyn explains that while some of the debates 
surrounding pornography and explicit images “went into dormancy, went into abeyance,” Customs 
continued to suppress gay and lesbian images and the OFRB enjoyed a “liberalization of standards with the 
appointment of Robert Payne, who has since been sent packing from the film board in Ontario.”  Max 
Allen, prod., "Feminism and Censorship," in Ideas, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation Radio, October 11 
and 12, 1993.  Many, however, continued to work with organizations and lobbying and engaging in legal 
work, like Women Against Censorship and especially the Ontario Coalition Against Film and Video 
Censorship.  Nevertheless, the Butler decision was shocking.  As Kim Tomczak describes it, it was “a huge 
setback” (interview by author, November 25, 2009). 
66 Cossman et al, Bad Attitude/s, 4.  In April of 1992, then owner John Scythes and manager Tom Ivison of 
Glad Day Bookshop were charged at Canada Customs for distributing obscene material in the form of the 
lesbian erotica magazine, Bad Attitude.  R. v. Scythes, [1993] O.J. No. 537 (Ont. Ct. Prov. Div.). 
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LEAF member Karen Busby describes the police raid of Glad Day Bookshop and seizure 

of Bad Attitude as “shocking:”  

Police ignored representations made by men of women in most cities 
across Canada, including the Toronto police, and yet the one thing that 
they raid is this one magazine that sells about forty copies every two 
months in Canada when it comes out.  It’s hardly a threat to women’s 
equality and yet that’s the magazine that they chose...that was completely 
contrary to the spirit of Butler.67 
 

Photographer and anti-censorship supporter Jennifer Gillmor documents a protest incited 

by the raid (fig. 9).   

 

Figure 9: Jennifer Gillmor, Anti-Censorship Demonstration, Toronto (photograph), 
1991.  Courtesy of Jennifer Gillmor. 
 
Glad Day was found guilty under the newly amended obscenity law.  In the volume, Bad 

Attitude/s on Trial: Pornography, Feminism and the Butler Decision, legal scholar 

                                                
67 Allen, "Feminism and Censorship."  
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Brenda Cossman, political scientist Shannon Bell, political scientist Lise Gotell and 

sociologist and women's studies scholar Becki L. Ross interrogate the Glad Day trial in 

the wake of Butler, arguing that while “straight, mainstream pornography appears to be 

flourishing...any representations that hint at alternative sexualities continue to be subject 

to intense scrutiny.”68   

Ross uses a very illustrative example from the Glad Day trial to argue that the 

lesbian pornography found in the magazine does not exploit the unequal power relations 

that Butler deems harmful.  By engaging in a campy and endless reversal of the 

dominant/submissive roles found in heterosexual porn, the images in Bad Attitude subvert 

the seeming naturalness of these roles: for Neil Malamuth, an American psychologist 

called as an expert witness for the prosecution, the photographs taken by Gillmor look 

similar to some examples of heterosexual pornography that includes sexual violence.69  

One of the images depicts a model bound submissively to a tombstone with rope (fig. 10), 

while another depicts the model posed defiantly wearing motorcycle regalia and combat 

boots and carrying a “whip” (fig. 11).  Gillmor’s argument against Malamuth’s 

accusations was based on the point that the same model was used in both pictures; 

Gillmor testified that her model “likes to switch roles” from submissive to dominant roles 

in imagery as a play and reversal of heterosexual representational norms.70  Gillmor also 

explained the collaborative nature of her practice, emphasizing the presence of consent: “I 

invited them to pose however they desired to be presented or, if they were going to 

                                                
68 Cossman et al, Bad Attitude/s, 4.   
69 Becki Ross, “‘It’s Merely Designed for Sexual Arousal’: Interrogating the Indefensibility of Lesbian,” in  
Bad Attitude/s on Trial: Pornography, Feminism, and the Butler Decision, eds., Brenda Cossman et al 
(Toronto, Buffalo, London: University of Toronto Press 1997), 160. 
70 Quoted in ibid., 162; ibid., 160. 
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engage sexually with another, to be themselves and do whatever came naturally to 

them.”71   

 

Figure 10: Jennifer Gillmor, photograph from one of the 1991 seized Bad Attitude 
magazines.  Reproduced in Becki L Ross’s  “‘It’s Merely Designed for Sexual 
Arousal’: Interrogating the Indefensibility of Lesbian Smut.”  In Bad Attitude/s on 
Trial: Pornography, Feminism, and the Butler Decision.  Brenda Cossman et al.  
Toronto, Buffalo, London: University of Toronto Press 1997: 163.  

                                                
71 E-mail message to author, June 24, 2010.  
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Figure 11: Jennifer Gillmor, photograph from one of the 1991 seized Bad Attitude 
magazines.  Reproduced in Becki L Ross’s  “‘It’s Merely Designed for Sexual 
Arousal’: Interrogating the Indefensibility of Lesbian Smut.”  In Bad Attitude/s on 
Trial: Pornography, Feminism, and the Butler Decision.  Brenda Cossman et al.  
Toronto, Buffalo, London: University of Toronto Press 1997: 165. 
 

In her explanation in court, Gillmor demonstrated the role-playing in the Bad 

Attitude photographs by emphasizing that the whip the model is carrying in the second 

photograph is not real but is part of a costume.  During the cross-examination, based on 
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her repetitive insistence that the whip was a fake, Gillmor was pushed by the Crown 

Attorney to admit that she was uncomfortable with whipping.  Gillmor recalls, “the 

reason I felt it prudent to point out that the whip was a prop is because it was a flogger 

made from bathtub chain. The effect of this would be hugely more painful than that of 

one made with the more customary strips of leather. I have no discomfort whatsoever 

with the use of a leather flogger.”72   In Ross’s view, this was a “tactic that succeeded in 

bolstering [the Crown’s] anti-s/m agenda and in deflecting attention away from the more 

germane issues of fantasy, representation, and consent.”73    

  

Creating knowledges: rights and identity formation 

During Butler and Little Sisters, feminists, artists, and writers brought their work into the 

courtroom and defended it.  How do Gillmor and other cultural producers’ articulations 

help to form the identities that make a claim to citizenship rights?  According to Foucault, 

one cannot separate the subject from the modes through which it is governed.  In other 

words, there is no primordial identity to be discovered; there is no “primal scene” prior to 

the subject governed whereby a subject can distance him/herself historically from 

government.74  Therefore winning a constitutional argument does not guarantee freedom 

and vice versa, not winning one does not close down the argument.75 

                                                
72 Ibid. 
73 Ross, “‘It’s Merely Designed for Sexual Arousal,’” 164.   
74 Miller, The Well-Tempered Self, xvii.   
75  The micro-level of technologies of subjectivity is an individualized form of self-management Foucault 
refers to as technologies of the self.  Selves, for Foucault, are plural and never definitive.  Subjectivity is 
produced through experience rather than the basis for it, and several different spheres of knowledge produce 
interacting “subselves” that vie with one another, creating ongoing multiplicities of subjectivization. 
Ransom argues that liberal political understanding of rights and individuality prevents the detection of 
“subselves” and that transformative potential lies in the act of the individual to “confront the task of 
‘producing himself’” (Ransom, Foucault’s Discipline, 66).  
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In this way, articulating rights in a constitutional argument is less about ensuring 

one’s freedom, since that is already a condition of the power relation, and more about the 

task of producing oneself.76  In other words, it is not the reification of the content of rights 

that hold promise for freedom, as if freedom is achieved after a set of rights are 

confirmed, but rather, it is the declaration of rights that holds possibilities for counter-

speech to gain hegemonic status.  To engage in counter-speech, or for Foucault, critique, 

involves “the art of not being governed so much.”77   He explains, “if 

governmentalization is really this movement concerned with subjugating individuals in 

the very reality of a social practice by mechanisms of power that appeal to a truth, I will 

say that critique is the movement through which the subject gives itself the right to 

question truth concerning its power effects and to question power about its discourses of 

truth.”78   In this light, during Glad Day’s trial, Gillmor was enacting what Foucault calls  

the “reflective indocility” involved in critique, and for my purposes, the diligent point-

for-point truth telling in the construction of counter-speech.79 

  Gillmor reflects, “It was quite a strange experience defending my photos in that 

trial.”80  A witness defending her own work at a different trial, fiction and non-fiction 

writer Pat Califia, recalls, “‘I don’t think I’ve had a more difficult writing assignment 

                                                
76 For Foucault, subjects are shaped and constituted by power enacted over them.  He explains that for 
power to function, it is necessary that “‘the other’ (the one over whom power is exercised) be thoroughly 
recognized and maintained to the very end as a person who acts,” and is therefore free and capable of 
resistance so that “faced with a relationship of power, a whole field of responses, reactions, results, and 
possible inventions may open up.”  Michel Foucault, “The Subject and Power,” Critical Inquiry 8, no.4 
(Summer, 1982): 781, 789. 
77 Michel Foucault, “What is Critique?” What is Enlightenment? ed. J. Stemmed (Berkeley & Los Angeles, 
University of California Press, 1996), 384. 
78 Ibid., 386.   
79 Ibid.   
80 E-mail message to author, April 23, 2010. 
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than having to construct testimony for this trial.’”81  Semiotician and film studies 

instructor Bart Testa reflects, “‘It’s a little bit odd being a humanities scholar in a 

trial…because you’re presenting material from a perspective that isn’t usually brought 

into a courtroom.  I didn’t feel besieged…I felt under a good deal of stress to 

communicate as clearly and directly as possible.’”82   Becki Ross explains, “it’s very 

trying and testing because one feels, or at least I did, that you carry the responsibility and 

the burden of speaking for a community.”83   Similarly, Cyndra MacDowall explains, “It 

was an extremely difficult situation in that the postmodern thinking that artists were 

engaged in was not the language of the law.  These theoretical ideas are very complex, 

interesting and challenging, but when it comes to the law you need pithy and direct catch 

phrases.”84   

 It seems to me that Gillmor, Califia, Testa, Ross and MacDowall negotiated 

terminologies regarding representation, sexuality, movement and cultural group politics, 

and they did so with care to ethical truth telling.  In developing counter-speech, citizens 

work to legitimize ideas and knowledge and thereby inform the possible terms through 

which subjects may be governed.  Again, this fight for freedom of expression does not 

take as its aim to make all communication allowed or accessible in a given state; it is not 

a libertarian argument.  Instead, citizens work to legitimize communicative and 

expressive possibilities, and in the same gesture, confront the task of producing 

themselves.  

                                                
81 Quoted in Janine Fuller and Stuart Blackley, Restricted Entry: Censorship on Trial (Vancouver: Press 
Gang Publishers, 1995), 181.  I will discuss this trial in the following paragraphs: Little Sisters Book v. 
Canada (Minister of Justice), 1996 CanLII 3500 (BC S.C.) (CanLII). 
82 Ibid. 
83 Ibid.  I would suggest that Ross carried the difficult, and arguably unfair responsibility of speaking for 
multiple communities, yet as such, contributed to the creation of collective identities.    
84 Interview by author. 
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Overt and administrative (de)legitimations of minority sexualities 

In an effort to demonstrate the far reaching sources for their constraint, in this section I 

investigate further examples of regulatory laws targeting queer representations and their 

distribution, including overt and constituent forms of censorship.  Another piece of the 

story of film/video censorship in Ontario is through Canada Customs’ seizure of materials 

at the border.85  The key issue for my purposes is expressed explicitly by the Ontario Arts 

Council’s Research and Policy Backgrounder on Censorship: “customs officials engage 

in discriminatory practices against gay and women’s bookstores—subjecting goods 

addressed to these types of organizations to a higher level of scrutiny.  For example, 

books headed for a gay bookstore have been seized when the same book is available at 

the major bookstore chains.”86   

 Prior to the inception of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, citizens had little 

recourse to challenge Customs; they could only do so by appealing specific incidents 

rather than challenging the overall power of governments.87  For instance, novelist Jane 

Rule interprets the government’s repeated appeals against the gay liberation periodical, 

Body Politic—that were knowingly futile given the Body Politic’s repeated acquittals—as 

                                                
85 This material is not limited to videos and film, but concentrates on any kind of visual material such as 
books, drawings, prints, photographs, etc. that are deemed obscene. The authority for seizure of materials at 
the border is derived from the Customs Tariff Act, specifically, Memorandum D9-1-1, which can be 
accessed at http://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/publications/dm-md/d9/d9-1-1-eng.html  (accessed June 22, 2010). 
Canada Customs has had the power to seize cross-border shipments and private mail since 1847.  Prior to 
1985, any material considered “immoral or indecent” was seized.  The concept of “undue exploitation of 
sex” was written into a 1959 revision of the Criminal Code and in 1985 the Federal Court of Appeal found 
that the Customs Tariff Act violated the Charter’s right to freedom of expression and the government 
brought the Tariff in line with the Criminal Code’s obscenity law.  Memorandum D9-1-1 made the Tariff 
practical with a set of guidelines (Fuller and Blackley, Restricted Entry, 7).  As Customs officials 
interpreted the new guidelines in 1985, Glad Day Bookshop saw an increase in seizures that year and the 
founder, Jerald Moldenhauer decided to challenge one of the seizures, specifically of The Joy of Gay Sex.  
The publication had never been detained nor banned anywhere and in May of 1987 the government 
overturned the ban (ibid., 11). 
86 Fuller and Blackley, Restricted Entry, 4. 
87 Customs officials had the power to ban and seize at will and then it was up to the defendant to prove the 
material was not obscene. 
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a strategy to bankrupt the magazine.88  In May of 1987, Vancouver lesbian and feminist 

bookstore Little Sisters Book and Art Emporium and the British Columbia Civil Liberties 

Association appealed the seizure of two issues of a Los Angeles magazine, The 

Advocate.89  

 A few weeks before the trial, which was two years after the seizures, Customs 

decided that the magazines were not obscene, which were by then thirty issues out of date 

and incinerated by Customs anyway.90  Realizing that these wins would not create 

meaningful change, the founders of Little Sisters, Jim Deva and Bruce Smythe, launched 

a constitutional challenge against Customs in June 1990, challenging its authority to prior 

restraint; its targeting of gay and lesbian bookstores; the unfair onus it places on the 

owner to retrieve detained materials; and its discriminatory application of the 

regulations.91  The argument that Customs discriminates against gay and lesbian materials 

is not that more material is detained, “but that shipments on route to gay and lesbian 

                                                
88 Ibid., xi.  Sandra Haar of Toronto Women’s Bookstore testified that the store’s distributor, San Francisco-
based The Last Gasp began demanding prepayments on orders to offset the risk of detained materials when 
exporting to Canada (ibid., 26).  American distributors created a computer flag system, “SCanada” to alert 
booksellers to books that had been previously seized by Canada Customs (ibid., 28).  Manager of Glad Day 
Bookshop Kim Mistysyn testified that the store received a letter from the sales manager from 
Massachusetts distributor Golden-Lee notifying her that she would no longer be receiving shipments: “I 
wish we could be more supportive of your struggle against the Canadian laws banning the erotic material 
which we distribute in the United States.  However, we are in the business of selling books (erotic and 
otherwise) and not in the business of tracing shipments and arguing with Customs: Laurel Miller, sales 
manager from Golden-Lee” (ibid., 29).  In addition to this type of administrative constraint, Moldenhauer 
argues that Customs policies engenders self-censorship: “It seems the purpose behind the endless forms of 
harassment and atmosphere of terror created by Canada Customs is to turn each individual into a 
censor…and to internalize censorship and thereby become an agent of those forces of the state which 
oppose freedom of imagination” (ibid., 183).  In this way Customs policies and activities had a chilling 
effect on publishers, distributors and retailers. 
89 Ibid., 12. 
90 Ibid. 
91 Ibid., 15, 23.   
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bookstores are subject to much heavier scrutiny than shipments to other bookstores in 

Canada.”92 

   Little Sisters’ key arguments were that Customs’ authority for prior restraint 

violates the Charter’s s.2(b) freedom of expression; violates the Charter’s s.15 equality 

rights in that it discriminates against gay and lesbian materials; and is ultra vires the 

Criminal Code.93  The council for the plaintiff’s closing statement argued that the 

Customs net was too wide: “in British Columbia, only fourteen obscenity charges were 

prosecuted under the Criminal Code between 1989 and 1992; during the same time 

period, Customs prohibited 34,748 shipments [often containing more than one item].”94  

Furthermore, he argued that Customs did not adhere to the new Butler decision: it still 

operated using guidelines containing words like “indecent,” and “disgusting,” and as such 

there was “no evidence that Customs officials even consider the question of harm.”95   

 After several delays, including waiting for the Butler ruling, Little Sisters went to 

trial in the fall of 1994.  The British Columbia Supreme Court ruled that there was no 

violation of equality rights because “homosexual obscenity is proscribed because it is 

obscene, not because it is homosexual.”96  The court ruled that although Customs’ 

authority contravenes the Charter freedom of expression, it does so within the limit under 

section 1.  In this decision, the judge referenced Butler reasoning, rejecting “the argument 

that the Butler decision should be distinguished because it dealt primarily with 

                                                
92 Brenda Cossman and Shannon Bell, “Introduction,” Bad Attitude/s on Trial: Pornography, Feminism, 
and the Butler Decision, eds. Brenda Cossman et al (Toronto, Buffalo, London: University of Toronto Press 
1997), 37.  The authors offer as “a case in point, the manager of one of Vancouver’s biggest bookstore 
chains, in preparation for the trial, ordered a shipment identical to the one that was detained on its way to 
Little Sister’s.  And the shipment arrived—untouched” (ibid). 
93 Fuller and Blackley, Restricted Entry, 149. 
94 Ibid., 165. 
95 Ibid., 168. 
96 Quoted in Cossman and Bell, “Introduction,” 37. 
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heterosexual sexual representations.  In the court’s view...‘there is a body of social 

science evidence that would support Parliament’s reasoned apprehension that obscene 

pornography produced for homosexual audiences causes harm to society.’”97    

 The most recent challenge against the OFRB was mounted by Glad Day 

Bookshop in 2001.98  In 2000, the adult film, Descent, was seized from Glad Day 

Bookshop, and Glad Day challenged the constitutionality of the seizure in court.  Glad 

Day initially lost the case because it had failed to comply with the law and submit the 

film for prior-review under the Theatres Act.  It appealed and actually won part of its 

appeal based on the constitutional argument of freedom of expression.99  There were also 

less overt, structural delegitimations at work that Glad Day’s appeal did not succeed in 

overturning.  Glad Day argued that the provincial government was operating ultra vires 

the federal government in two ways: “the Theatres Act film censorship scheme…trenches 

on the federal government’s exclusive jurisdiction over criminal law;” and that the “fee 

structure…trenches on the federal government’s exclusive jurisdiction over the regulation 

of international trade.” 100 

Glad Day’s lawyer Frank Addario was pleased that the critical argument—that 

certain provisions of the Theatres Act violated freedom of expression under the Charter—

                                                
97 Quoted in ibid.  Lawyers for the provincial government argued for a long and proud history of prior 
restraint in Canada, arguing that “the refusal to be categorical about prior restraint is part of what makes us 
‘not Americans,’” reverting further to the anti-American sentiment that characterized state censorship in 
Canada during the mid-19th century (quoted in Fuller and Blackley, Restricted Entry, 178).  Though Little 
Sisters only partially won its case in 1996 with an unsuccessful appeal in 1998, Little Sisters appealed to the 
Supreme Court of Canada in 2000, which resulted in a change to the law to reverse the onus from the 
proprietor to the government to prove obscenity.  The federal government was also ordered to pay Little 
Sister’s court costs. 
98 R. v. Glad Day Bookshops Inc., 2004 CanLII 16104 (ON S.C.) (CanLII). 
99 Darren Cooney, “Big Win for Glad Day,” Xtra! 13 May 2004, http://www.xtra.ca/site/toronto2/arch 
/body1703.shtm (accessed April 20, 2005).   
100 Frank Addario, Jonathan Dawe, and Philip Campbell, “Defendants’ Factum on Constitutional Issues,” R. 
v. Scythes, http://www.gladday.com/ofrb/Charter_factum.pdf (accessed April 20, 2005). 
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succeeded.101  The latter arguments, which Justice Russell Juriansz threw out, have been 

downplayed in the media and deserve consideration.102  Regarding the ultra vires to the 

Criminal Code argument, the judgement cites R. v. McNeil.  Regarding the fee structure, 

the judgement rejects the argument that the province interferes in the flow of international 

trade.  The Theatres Act provides the authority for the OFRB to collect fees from 

distributors for a license as well as for the screening of films: although “no fee is charged 

to screen films ‘wholly produced in Canada,’… for films produced outside Canada with 

English or French dialogue, the fee is $4.20 per minute. For films produced outside 

Canada with dialogue in a language other than English or French, the fee is $78.85 per 

film.”103  Glad Day’s argument was that this structure discriminates against foreign film.  

The manager of Glad Day, Toshiya Kuwabara, explains that foreign distributors are often 

unwilling to pay for licensing and screening costs in Ontario, which are higher for films 

in foreign languages.104  The judgement concluded, “Glad Day and Scythes did not call 

any evidence that indicated that the small cost-shifting in favour of Canadian films had 

any actual inhibiting effect on the flow of foreign films into Ontario.”105 

Glad Day argues that the fee structure works to constrain the circulation of 

minority representations of sex because it makes it financially difficult for smaller, 

                                                
101 Cooney, “Big Win for Glad Day.”  Glad Day argued that several sections of the Theatres Act, dealing 
with the mandatory submission of films to the board for prior-approval and the board’s authority to refuse 
to approve films, were unconstitutional.  The Judge declared all of these sections, except for one section 
that deals with fines for offences, of no force or effect (R. v. Glad Day Bookshops, para. 171-174).   
102 See such articles as Tracey Tyler’s “Film Board Powers Cut By Ruling on Censorship,” Star (Toronto), 
May 1, 2004; Joseph Couture, “Keep on censorin,'” Eye Weekly, 29 July 2004, http://www.eye.net/ 
eye/issue/issue_07.29.04/city/gladday.html (accessed April 20, 2005); Joseph Couture’s, “Papers swallow 
government doublespeak,” Eye Weekly, December 23, 2004; http://www.eye.net/eye/issue/issue_ 
12.23.04/city/ofrb.html (accessed April 20, 2005); and Robert Benzie’s,  “Film board cut out as censor; 
Ontario responds to court ruling on classification law 'We're not in the business of censoring films,’” Star 
(Toronto), December 10, 2004. 
103 Addario, Dawe and Campbell, “Defendants’ Factum.” 
104 Interview by author, March 4, 2005. 
105 R. v. Glad Day Bookshops Inc., at para. 52. 
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alternative retailers and distributors to make their product available.  Toronto’s Good For 

Her bookstore owner Carlyle Jansen reflects on the difficulties she experiences owning a 

small store: “Videos made for our community tend to come from small producers and 

distributors.…Mainstream distributors don’t carry marginal videos, and so small 

businesses must pay for stickers [the OFRB product marker] which makes the system 

discriminative against the LGBTQ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer) 

community.”106  Journalist for Canadian gay and lesbian news magazine Xtra! Paul 

Gallant comments, “the lesson the OFRB wants to teach Glad Day is to play the sticker 

game…that it should expect to pay hundreds of dollars of reviewing charges per video to 

serve its relatively-small customer base, that serving minority interests is a profit-less 

endeavor.”107   Gallant further comments that “content doesn’t matter [when one is] 

picking on certain channels of distribution,” suggesting that by targeting distribution, the 

OFRB manages to avoid publishing value judgments about the content of gay/lesbian 

sexualities, while it succeeds in limiting the distribution of gay/lesbian images.  Addario 

puts it thus: “the province is treating films like a cash cow. They charge sellers and 

distributors for the privilege of having their films reviewed. If you strip away all of the 

fancy language in the law, this is just a tax on the freedom of expression.”108 

  Examples of less overt delegitimations and structures that might promote 

discriminatory treatment are difficult to prove.  Like Glad Day Bookshop’s argument 

against Customs, it is not the number of incidents in which gay and lesbian practices are 

                                                
106 Quoted in Nancy Irwin, ”Video censorship:  Glad Day goes to court to ‘fight for survival,’”  Xtra! Nov 
30, 2000, http://www.xtra.ca/site/toronto2/arch/body702.shtm (accessed April 19, 2005). 
107 “If you’re over 21, click here to enter: Censorship isn't just outrageous, it's futile,” Xtra! Nov 30, 2000, 
http://www.xtra.ca/site/toronto2/arch/body701.shtm (accessed April 20, 2005).    
108 Quoted in Toshiya Kuwabara, Glad Day Bookshop Press Release, November 18, 2004, 
http://www.gladdaybookshop.com/ofrb/press%20release11_17.pdf (accessed April 19, 2005). 
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targeted but the scrutiny with which they are monitored that suggests discriminatory 

treatment.  Video artist and critic Lisa Steele takes notice of the circumstances under 

which A Space artist-run centre was raided.  During the “British/Canadian Video 

Exchange ’84,” inspectors from the censor board were present during several screenings 

on several separate evenings.  Steele explains that, “not coincidently, the evening that the 

censor board decided to confiscate the videotapes and playback equipment was during the 

program with gay video.  Nothing explicit whatsoever was shown in the program.  There 

was something like a music video, and some sort of identity pieces and such, but at the 

end, they stood up and confiscated the tapes and they took the playback equipment 

out.”109  

 The actual seizure has become mythologized in artist-run culture histories, 

represented in two famous photographs of the inspectors reproduced in A Space 

published Issues of Censorship (1985) (fig. 12, 13).  Then programming coordinator of A 

Space Doug Sigurdson describes the incident: 

At that point in our program we had become almost but not quite used to 
having an officer or two sitting in the audience.  We knew who they were.  
[The inspectors] made a move for the equipment (laughing). I believe they 
didn’t know how to disengage the deck from the monitor.  They flashed 
whatever was required, I suppose, or whatever they felt was required…We 
were obliged to surrender the equipment…We had a camera and sure 
enough someone snapped pictures of [them].  So quite frankly I confuse 
the still image, which are strong images of these inspectors bugging 
around with equipment, with the real circumstance.  The one documents 
the other, but somehow what stays with me are these frozen images, these 
frozen absurdist but chilling images of a bushy mustached fellow, and a 
tall gaunt fellow, lugging a very, very heavy, deck and stacking up a stack 
of videotapes.110 
 

 

                                                
109 Lisa Steele, interview by author, November 25, 2009. 
110 Lisa Steele and Kim Tomczak’s, See Evil, 1985, video tanscript. 
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Figure 12: Inside cover, A Space Exhibition Committee, Issues of Censorship 
[Exhibition Catalogue] Toronto: A Space, 1985. 
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Figure 13: Back cover, A Space Exhibition Committee, Issues of Censorship 
[Exhibition Catalogue] Toronto: A Space, 1985. 
 
With its reproduction in A Space published Issues of Censorship (1986), these 

photographs come to embody a host of focused anti-censorship issues and criticisms: they 

represent the paternalism of the board, the unnecessary police presence at non-for-profit 

exhibitions, the chilling effect of censorship, the cumbersome way the inspectors and 

legislation handle new technologies and exhibiting practices, and especially, the 

interested manner with which the regulations are enforced. 
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 Another, perhaps unexpected example of singled out homosexual practices comes 

from the set of interviews that archivist for the Ontario Archives Roger Nickerson 

conducted with three previous chairs of the Ontario Censor Board.  At first Nickerson’s 

comments and questions put to his interviewees appear to support a libertarian free-

speech position as he emphasizes the role of films in education for young people and 

challenges his interviewees about the board speaking for all of Ontario.  He criticizes the 

board’s censorship of sex, which he argues is a normal part of life.111  It becomes 

apparent, however, that he excludes certain sexual practices from a normal part of life: “I 

don’t consider homosexuality to be normal sex.”112  Even in his apparently libertarian 

defence of free expression and critique of the board’s paternalistic position with respect to 

other parts of Ontario, Nickerson excludes images of same sex practices.   

 I argue that the legitimation of knowledge through such broadly varied practices 

as governmental fee structures, potentially strategic seizures by police, and state archival 

practices functions to produce citizens.  In her analysis of the role of the state in obscenity 

regulation, Levin, however, is right to remind us that it is not enough to establish that the 

law is not univocal.  Levin warns us not to overstate the loss of the king’s body, as if the 

state then becomes uninterested; the state, too, is capable of speech.   To ignore state 

                                                
111 See George Belcher, Donald Sims, and Mary Brown, interviews by Roger Nickerson, [sound 
recordings], Archives of Ontario oral history interviews, RG 17-3-0-8, 1985. 
112 This view is reinforced when he suggests that the rape of women by men is only as terrible as the media 
constructs it to be.  When Mary Brown asks Nickerson how he would feel if he were raped, he redirects the 
question.  The combination of his refusal to acknowledge gay sex whatsoever, along with his bewilderment 
at the idea of being raped himself, seems to me to show that Nickerson understands rape as only something 
that men do to women, which is always at some level for him, “normal.” Therefore, he suggests there is 
always the potential, however small, that women might reap some kind of “normal” pleasure from the 
ordeal, thereby making rape “not as bad” as the media makes it out to be.  Nickerson’s line of questioning 
can reflect some available options for rationalizing sex as bound up in heteronormative values in Ontario 
during the 1980s, and represents one of the discursive puzzles with which litigants contended.  
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speech means to interpret the state as either neutral or as always coercive and incapable of 

persuasive (de)legitimation. 

 I argue that the repetitive declaration of rights is a transformative act.  It may 

seem at first inspection that the transformation is found in the act of free speech in and of 

itself, since freely speaking that which is censored unveils the unutterable to be 

witnessed.  This, however, misunderstands the way censorship functions.  As I have 

explained earlier, censorship is neither self-evident nor avoidable.  Furthermore, “the 

regulation that states what it does not want stated thwarts its own desire, conducting a 

performative contradiction that throws into question that regulation’s capacity to mean 

and do what it says, that is, its sovereign pretension.”113   Since censorship already calls 

attention to what it censors, simply speaking freely about what is censored does not 

constitute a transformation.   

 Post-structuralist theorist Judith Butler explains, “Such regulations [already] 

introduce the censored speech into public discourse, thereby establishing it as a site of 

contestation, that is, as the scene of public utterance that it sought to preempt.”114  In this 

way, the function of state censorship is not to make something unspeakable; it is to make 

something spoken about in a certain way.   For Butler, “censorship is not merely 

restrictive and deprivative, that is, active in depriving subjects of the freedom to express 

themselves in certain ways, but also formative of subjects and the legitimate boundaries 

of speech.”115   Again, according to Butler, “this notion of a productive or formative 

power is not reducible to the tutelary function of the state, that is, the moral instruction of 

its citizens, but operates to make certain kinds of citizens possible and others 

                                                
113 Judith Butler, Excitable Speech (New York: Routledge, 1997), 130. 
114 Ibid. 
115 Ibid., 132. 
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impossible.”116   In the case of media arts censorship in Ontario and Canada, cultural 

producers are producing languages to counter the substance of possible citizenship, 

otherwise defined in terms of heteronormative values. 

 I argue for the enabling potential of the law as a site for the struggle over 

subjectivities, and as an arena for transformation in discursive arrangements of, if only, 

the spirit of the law, and in formative negotiations for possibilities for cultural and 

collective citizenship.   In the next chapter I interrogate samples of video art for iterations 

contributing to the substance of such rights discourses.  Also, having identified 

hegemonic meanings—made up of historical layers of legal precedents and 

transformations—that make up legal interpretations of representations of obscenity and 

hetero- and homo-sex, in the next chapter I investigate those that make up legal 

interpretations of what art is and how it functions.  I consider what kind of power society 

affords to speech and visual representation.  How are images treated differently than other 

representational forms in Ontario legislation?  What assumptions about art underpin 

logics of image regulation and arts exemptions in Ontario?  Then, how do the substance 

of rights claims interact with definitions of art in the law? 

                                                
116 Ibid. 
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Chapter 6  
 
Textuality and meaning: engagements with art as theory and practice 
 
 The potential to be censored was imbued into media art culture.  There were two 

moments of particular vigor in the policing of images: first, the early to mid-1980s saw 

the censor board, under the chairpersonship of Mary Brown, make the initial intervention 

into non-profit artistic practices; and second, 1992’s landmark Butler decision and 

restructuring of the obscenity law took “the significant Canadian anticensorship 

movement by surprise and initiate[ed] another battle against sexual images in film, video, 

and print.”1  To reiterate video artist Kim Tomczak’s sentiments, Butler was “a major 

setback.”2  Media artist and current president of the Ontario College of Art and Design 

Sara Diamond situates Canadian videomaking in a history of video’s body art and 

documentary lineages and notes feminist and queer artists’ interest in sexuality and race 

representations before, during and after the early censorship skirmishes.  Diamond notes, 

however, that as a direct response to the increase in regulation around images, production 

intensified, and that both periods form chapters of “a medium in which Canadian artistic 

and curatorial practice has been shaped as much by resistance to the boundaries of state 

repression as to any other structuring of desire.”3    

 Diamond’s essay was published in 1996 and is useful because it fixes a particular 

time in which the author was a practitioner and wrote about a developing practice.  For 

this reason, and to recognize the temptation to overwrite a history that already exists, I 

collaborate in Diamond’s project by deferring to her categories and organizational 

                                                
1 Sara Diamond, “Sex Lies with Videotape: Abbreviated Histories of Canadian Video,” Resolutions: 
Contemporary Video Practices (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996), 189. 
2 Interview by author, November 25, 2009. 
3 Diamond, “Sex Lies with Videotape,” 190. 
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strategy with regard to independent video production.  I bring an emphasis on production 

in Ontario to her west coast focus.  This chapter is divided into two sections.   In the first 

section I consider media images and the role they are given by artists during these 

heightened moments of image regulation, and in the second section I consider the role 

they are given by the state.   

 

Part I: Developing counter-speech 

If even the courts agree that the injurious power of pornography does not reside in any 

causal effects of its exposure, where does the injurious power lie?  As I discuss in Chapter 

5, Justice John Sopinka in the Butler case shifted the discursive meaning of harm from 

violence to stereotypes, from causal to inherent.  In her discussion of hate speech, 

poststructuralist and women’s studies theorist Judith Butler notes that anti-pornography 

feminist Catharine MacKinnon treated pornography as hate speech in her Only Words 

(1997).4  MacKinnon used British language philosopher J.L. Austin to argue that 

pornography is performative in that pornographic representations “do not state a point of 

view or report on a reality, but constitute a certain kind of conduct.”5  Austin describes 

this kind of speech as illocutionary in that the meaning or effect happens in and of the 

speech act itself, as opposed to a perlocutionary speech act in which the effect happens 

afterwards, as a consequence of the speech act.6  Butler credits MacKinnon for 

transitioning her interpretation of pornography from a perlocutionary model during the 
                                                
4 Judith Butler, Excitable Speech (New York: Routledge, 1997), 63-68.  To differentiate between Judith 
Butler and R.v.Butler, [1992] 1 S.C.R. 452, I refer to the Supreme Court case, Butler, in italics. 
5 Ibid., 18. 
6 Ibid., 3.  An illocutionary speech act pertains “to a linguistic act performed by a speaker in producing an 
utterance, as suggesting, warning, promising, or requesting,” in contrast to a perlocutionary speech act 
which produces “an effect upon the listener, as in persuading, frightening, amusing, or causing the listener 
to act.”  "illocution," and “perlocution,” Dictionary.com Unabridged, Random House, Inc. Dictionary.com 
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/illocution (accessed March 25, 2009). 
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censor wars to an illocutionary one here.7  Where the courts made a blind transition, 

Butler has ventured to theorize what we might call, “the injury of stereotyping.”8   

 The key problem with the logic behind state censorship, in Butler’s view, is that 

the legal system misunderstands the way the power of hate speech functions.  The legal 

system punishes the utterer of a single speech act, as if the utterer were the sole source of 

the injury: “The legal effort to curb injurious speech tends to isolate the ‘speaker’ as the 

culpable agent, as if the speaker were at the origin of such speech.”9  Rather, Butler 

argues, the power of hate speech relies on its repetition.  She uses legal scholar Mari 

Matsuda to argue,  

Speech does not merely reflect a relation of social domination; speech 
enacts domination, becoming the vehicle through which that social 
structure is reinstated.  According to this illocutionary model, hate speech 
constitutes its addressee at the moment of its utterance; it does not describe 
an injury or produce one as a consequence; it is, in the very speaking of 
such speech, the performance of the injury itself, where the injury is 
understood as social subordination.10 

 

                                                
7 Ibid., 18.  The Liberal government’s 1983 appointed Fraser Committee set out to research the effects of 
pornography and prostitution and attempted to make pornography a human rights issue by seeking to 
include “exposure to pornography in the workplace, stores and other venues” in human rights legislation.  
See Lyne Casavant and James R. Robertson, The Evolution of Pornography Law in Canada, Canada, 
Library of Parliament, Law and Government Division, http://www2.parl.gc.ca/Content/LOP/ 
ResearchPublications/843-e.htm (accessed June 28, 2010).  The Committee also suggested that 
pornography could be considered a civil rights issue with respect to the promotion of hate.  The committee 
noted, however, that to expand the current provisions to include sex, age and mental or physical ability 
would probably just expand the difficulty in identifying the intention to promote hatred. With respect to 
human rights, anti-pornography activists have unsuccessfully sought to build on cases that have determined 
that depictions of naked women found in the workplace are a form of harassment of female employees 
(ibid).  In the United States, Andrea Dworkin and Catharine MacKinnon succeeded temporarily in 
establishing an anti-pornography ordinance in Minneapolis in 1983, which defined pornography as sex 
discrimination.  The bill was enacted only in Indianapolis, and soon challenged by coalition of two hundred 
feminists. Max Allen, prod., "Feminism and Censorship," Ideas, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation Radio, 
October 11 and 12, 1993. 
8 Butler’s theory of the injury of (what I am calling) stereotyping as an illocutionary act—where the injury 
is enacted in and not after the speech act—can be applied to any communication that stereotypes. In this 
way, her argument corresponds with the contributors in Women Against Censorship (1985), who argue that 
any form of representation that stereotypes women, whether explicit or not, is oppressive.   
9 Ibid., 39. 
10 Ibid., 18. 
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If, as Matsuda suggests, a power structure is constituted in the speech act, then it follows 

that the endurance of this structure is dependent on the repetition of speech.  If this is the 

case, Butler suggests that there can be “an enunciation that discontinues that structure.”11   

If “ritual is material to the extent that it is productive, that is, it produces the belief that 

appears to be ‘behind’ it,” then the opportunity for changing the structure of the speech or 

belief lies in disrupting the ritual.12  Censorship, I argue after Butler, is not effective in 

disrupting the ritual because, again, censorship draws attention to what is being censored, 

thereby supporting the ongoing ritual.  For Butler, the potential to disrupt the ritual is 

found in counter-speech.   

 Matsuda’s theory of hate speech as illocutionary sounds a lot like the attitudinal 

harms language—that, like pornography, hate speech harms societal attitudes towards 

others.  The key difference is that Butler emphasizes the agency of the so-called victim, 

and as such rejects the paternalism of state censorship: “Those who argue that hate speech 

produces a ‘victim class’ deny critical agency and tend to support an intervention in 

which agency is fully assumed by the state.”13  She argues, then, that her strategy to 

“misappropriat[e] the force of injurious language to counter its injurious 

operations...resists the solution of state-sponsored censorship, on the one hand, and the 

                                                
11 Ibid., 19. 
12 Butler uses both Austin and Althusser, who seemingly promote two opposing philosophies about the 
subject: where Austin assumes the subject is first constituted and then expresses that ideology, Althusser 
argues that the subject is not constituted until the speech act interpellates him/her.  Butler points out that 
both, however, similarly argue that ritual is productive.  Austin believes that illocutionary speech is 
produced by its convention, or ritual, and Althusser argues that ideology is ritualistic in form, and that ritual 
constitutes ‘the material existence of an ideological apparatus’” (Althusser in Butler 25).  Althusser offers 
this example to illustrate interpellation: if a policeman shouts “hey you,” whomever turns around does so 
“precisely to acquire a certain identity, one purchased, as it were, with the price of guilt…the address 
animates the subject into existence” (ibid., 25). 
13 Ibid., 41. 
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return to an impossible notion of the sovereign freedom of the individual, on the other.”14  

In other words, the anti-pornography position that calls for the state regulation of explicit 

imagery assumes that the elimination of these images actually provides women with 

sovereign freedom.  In this way, Butler understands freedom after Michel Foucault, as 

something already existing.  State regulation, therefore, strips the “victim” of this already 

existing agency and understands citizens as unfree until they are made free by the state.  

 Rather than censor only potentially injurious materials in a fruitless attempt to halt 

the repetition of the speech act, Butler argues that to resist the injury we must maintain its 

power by repeating it.  Rather than assign blame to an individual utterance or utterer—for 

instance to a pornographer or the pornographic industry—Butler argues that resisting the 

injury requires its repetition.  By repeating it, the agency of the original injurious speech 

is maintained.  It is this terrain on which Butler argues discursive and thus power shifts 

can take place with the use of resignifying practices: “the resigni-fication of speech 

requires opening new contexts, speaking in ways that have never yet been legitimated, 

and hence producing legitimation in new and future forms.”15  I argue that artists engaged 

with censorship issues use counter-speech to produce the legitimation of identities in new 

forms.   

 Artists used varying strategies to comment on or fight for the freedom of sexual 

speech, sometimes head-on, and sometimes as a consequence of other imperatives related 

to a politics of representation, such as investigating representations of racialized, queer, 

and feminist identities, and bodies with HIV/AIDS.  Such strategies included producing 

                                                
14 Ibid., 41. 
15 Ibid., 41. Just as Alan Hunt argues in his case for retaining rights discourse and litigation options for 
social change, as I discuss in Chapter 5, counter-hegemonic work takes place on the same terrain as 
hegemonic knowledge.  See his, “Rights and Social Movements: Counter-Hegemonic Strategies,” Journal 
of Law and Society 17, no.3 (Autumn 1990). 
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work that engages in political analysis that sometimes uses didactic messages and 

interpretations of the law; work that deploys explicit imagery in videos; and work that 

manipulates parody and humour to shift power relationships in struggle.  Many coalesce 

all of the above in what Sara Diamond and video artist and critic Gary Kibbins term, 

“new documentary,” in which a political documentary style merges with (just as political) 

narrative styles.16  In their discussion of new documentary in 1988, Diamond and Kibbins 

claim that there is no single strategy spanning these works of social critique.  The only 

thing that binds them “are their ethical underpinnings: the imperative to speak directly 

and to question the parameters of knowledge, and to construct a process and network of 

communication, which might assist in the construction of collective social identity.”17  

Using a variety of strategies, the works I discuss below share ethical underpinnings that 

seek to create collective identities using counter-speech.  

 

Parody and humour 

Parody and humour are techniques that some artists used to resignify languages 

associated with censorship, regulation, sexuality, and so-called obscenity.  Lisa Steele and 

Kim Tomczak’s See Evil (1985) contains sections in which the voices of parodied Project 

P officers, a “dominantly male, white, and heterosexual presence in the city,” wonder 

what the instrumental point of art is: “I don’t believe that anybody, artist or no artist, 

woman or no woman, just does something to do it, to show it.  There’s more there.  I just 

                                                
16 For a discussion of narrative tradition in video in Canada, see Peggy Gale, Videotext (Waterloo and 
Toronto: Wilfrid Laurier University Press and The Power Plant, 1995). 
17 Sara Diamond and Gary Kibbins, “Total Recall: History, Memory and New Documentary,” (1988) in 
Video re/View: The (best) Source for Critical Writings on Canadian Artists’ Video, edited by Peggy Gale 
and Lisa Steele (Toronto, Art Metropole and Vtape, 1996), 269. 
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can’t figure out what the fucking angle is.”18  They also wonder why the artists they 

encounter, like those presumably carrying the Six Days of Resistance letter of coalition, 

refuse to respond to intimidation:   

I expect people to jump when I’m around.  I don’t know what to do when 
they don’t, I mean, what can we do other than just be there sometimes, 
watching, waiting.  If we can’t use suspicion in isolation, you know, 
getting people wondering about their friends, casting doubts on their 
motives, then what can you use?  It’s confusing, I mean, somebody 
mentioned the term self-determination the other day, what’s self-
determination?  What’s it got to do with me?  I don’t get it. 
 

While it seems ridiculous that the officer character has never heard of self-determination, 

here Steele and Tomczak draw attention to difficulties in communicating ideas across 

ideological divides. 

 In her style of creating “interplay between real and fabricated evidence...of truths 

and fictions,” Vera Frenkel’s Censored: Business of Frightened Desires (1987) parodies 

the policies of the Ontario censor board.19  The mockumentary follows the conflict 

between the censor board and the makers of a fictional documentary about the 

reproductive life of fleas (fig. 14).  According to the documentary, cannibal fleas eat each 

other at the time of copulation.  Since sex combined with violence is one of the conditions 

to test obscenity in the Criminal Code and thus informs the censor board’s operations, in 

an effort to avoid cuts by the board, the producers of the documentary force the fleas to 

remain abstinent.  Without nourishment during reproduction, the fleas begin a saga of 

carnage, murder and cannibalism, or the kind of violence that is permissible by the board.  

As a result, the fleas are all destroyed.  Clearly, murder and destruction are not a part of 

                                                
18 Gary Kinsman, The Regulation of Desire: Homo and Hetero Sexualities (Montreal: Black Rose Books, 
1996), 341; Video transcript. 
19 Dot Tuer, “Threads of Memory and Exile: Vera Frenkel’s Art of Artifice,” Mining the Media Archive: 
Essays on Art, Technology, and Cultural Resistance (Toronto: YYZ Books, 2006): 40-41. 
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the ugliness that the narration refers to at the beginning of the tape: “so Mary governs 

what we see and therefore what we know and the ugliness she saves us from makes her 

garden grow.”  Here Frenkel reduces Chair Brown’s role to a nursery rhyme character in 

a kind of parable, or simple “story designed to illustrate or teach some truth, religious 

principle, or moral lesson.”20  The rest of her mockumentary is narrated with an 

intonation that takes on the so-called neutral, yet authoritative language of the censor 

board to reveal the absurdity of its statements. 

 

Figure 14: Vera Frenkel, Censored: The Business of Frightened Desires (video still), 
1987.  Courtesy of Vtape. 
 

                                                
20 “Parable,” Dictionary.com Unabridged, Random House, Inc.http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/ 
parable (March 29, 2010). 
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 Frenkel extends her parabolic technique to her contribution in A Space artist-run 

centre’s Issues of Censorship (1985), in which stills from Censored appear.21  In her 

Parable of the Thief—the first in a series of stories that position both the censor board and 

pornography industry as different but closely related features of the same idea—she 

writes, “Pornographers...stage the stealing of pleasure by force in order to market images 

of this theft.  They call this sharp business practice.  Censors...steal the images of stolen 

pleasure, and in that way steal the rights of people to recognize that theft is taking place.  

They call this morality.”22  In this parable, Frenkel writes about a character that can only 

enjoy things if he steals them, and compares this pathology to both pornographers and 

censors; Frenkel “began to understand the centrality of theft to pornography and to 

censorship...[and] saw how both censorship and pornography are rooted in that 

unappeasable need to steal by which some people feel they can control the world.”23  

Here, she positions the pornography industry as steeling the rights to representation of 

women’s sexuality, and the censor board as steeling the rights to the pornography 

industry’s open critique.  This way the conventional understanding of the relationship 

between censor board and pornographer as ideologically incommensurate is turned on its 

head to become two sides of the same coin; both are thieves. 

 Colin Campbell and Rodney Werden deploy elements of parody in their work, 

Snip, Snip  (1981).  Campbell’s video work is characterized by blurred boundaries 

between truth and fiction as he experiments with costume, drag, and ambiguous identities.  

In Snip, Snip, Campbell assumes some version of the role of Chair Mary Brown.  In the 

                                                
21 “The Art of Denial/The Practice of Pain,” in Issues of Censorship, edited by A Space Exhibition  
Committee [exhibition catalogue], (Toronto: A Space Publications, 1986), 56-62. 
22 Ibid., 56. 
23 Ibid., 56. 
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tape, Campbell as Brown has gathered an all women group of board members to screen a 

fictional film called Lesbian Picnic.  Taking place in a screening room, the camera view 

is positioned in front of the screen so we do not see the fictional film that the women in 

Snip, Snip are watching (fig. 15).   

 

Figure 15: Colin Campbell and Rodney Werden, Snip, Snip (video still), 1981.  
Courtesy of Vtape. 
 

The camera focuses on the board members and Brown in front of them, who snips the 

film with scissors while it is loaded in the film projector.  It becomes clear that the film 

contains explicit images of lesbian sex and that the group of women is discussing what 

rating it deserves and what parts ought to be cut.  In so doing, board member and sex 

therapist Gerry suggests that there is a context for this imagery “within particular 
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communities.”  Suzanne, of the anti-foot fetish league, insists, “Well I don’t represent that 

community,” which begs the question, what community does she represent?   

 Here Campbell and Werden point out one of the problems with the board’s claim 

to represent community standards in their assessment of film and video.  They made this 

video before OFAVAS’s successful legal challenge that resulted in the requirement of the 

board to publish clear guidelines for their assessments.  Without public guidelines, the 

board’s claim to represent community standards was particularly dubious.  This policy 

provoked comments like the one coming from Brown’s interviewer for the Archives of 

Ontario in 1985: “[the board’s decisions represent] the imposition of, shall we say upper 

middle class values on all the rest of the great unwashed.”24 

 To explain how the board determines community standards, the board’s official 

website assures a diverse membership: “Within Ontario, OFRB members are appointed 

by the government from different parts of the province and from different age groups and 

backgrounds to ensure that there is collective input respecting community standards.”25   

Ensuring diverse representation on the board was the same response Brown made to her 

interviewer: “I think the guidelines are coming from a clear cross section...Our forty 

members are really representative of our cross section, everything from an ordained 

minister, to a young rock musician, from a dig-in-the-ground type miner, to a lawyer.”26 

Campbell and Werden’s board, made up of a sex counselor, a representative from a 

fictional anti-foot fetish league, a woman wearing a fur coat with undisclosed allegiances, 

and a pregnant woman supporting “right to life,” represents some kind of diversity only in 

                                                
24 Mary Brown, interview by Roger Nickerson, [sound recording], Archives of Ontario oral history 
interviews, RG 17-3-0-8, 1985. 
25 "Frequently asked questions," Ontario Film Review Board,http://www.ofrb.gov.on.ca/english/faq_ 
page4.htm (accessed October 30, 2009).  I am not referring to a cultural diversity policy here. 
26 Interview by Roger Nickerson. 
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the loosest sense of the word, drawing attention to the questions, what sort of diversity do 

the real members of the board represent and how can individuals possibly “represent” 

groups?  Which groups are left out?  How can “different age groups and backgrounds” 

possibly represent community standards?  What effective mechanisms are in place to 

prevent evaluations based on personal taste and moralizing values?27 

 Campbell and Werden also poke fun at the board’s sometimes seemingly arbitrary 

decisions, like the ones resulting in cuts and bans to some mainstream films I describe in 

Chapter 3.  For example, as the board members discuss which sections ought to be cut, 

images of masturbation and images of shoe-less feet are on equal footing on the chopping 

block.  Suzanne represents the “anti-foot fetish league” and declares that for her, the limit 

to tasteful imagery is crossed at feet.  Meanwhile, Brown, or “Mrs. M,” sits at the ready  

with her oversized pair of shears.  

 This biting parody manipulates power inequities that usually favor the censor 

board by making Brown and the Board of Censors the butt of a joke.  Butts of jokes are 

“denied discursive potency” as they are stripped of their power to use language, language 

that would potentially disempower the joker.28  According to humour theorist Susan 

Purdie, “laughter feels pleasurable and is associated with release from external and 

internal restraints” because “joking invites a breach of the rules which usually constrain 

meaning.”29  Butler would argue that “it is precisely the expropriability of the dominant, 

‘authorized’ discourse that constitutes one potential site of its subversive resignification,” 
                                                
27 The OFRB website claims that “The OFRB is structured specifically to address issues relating to the 
community’s perceptions of appropriate viewing.  The public Board consists of ordinary people, from all 
over the province, which work part-time for the Board.  Members include men and women of all ages, with 
diverse work histories, different ethnic backgrounds and sexual orientations.  The OFRB is structured this 
way so that its decisions will reflect Ontario's diverse communities” (“Frequently asked questions”).  
28 Susan Purdie, Comedy: The Mastery of Discourse (Toronto and Buffalo: University of Toronto Press Inc, 
1993), 59. 
29 Ibid., 3,4. 
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and that “the misappropriation or expropriation of the performative might...be the very 

occasion for the exposure of prevailing forms of authority and the exclusions by which 

they proceed.”30   In this case, Campbell uses joking to misappropriate the performative 

gesture of Mary Brown. 

 One example of a breach of the rules of language is a pun.  A pun plays on more 

than one sense of the same word so that there is an “excess of signification within a 

semantic space,” or too many signifieds.31  In a pun, the power of any single meaning 

dissipates in the face of competing meanings.  What the characters in Snip Snip are saying 

is simultaneously ridiculous and perfectly plausible; their discussion of this lesbian porn 

imitates the moral paradigms of conservative community representatives, which, in some 

cases they exaggerate, and in others, do not exaggerate at all.  That they give the same 

treatment to explicit images of masturbation as they do to exposed feet breeches the rules 

of language in a similar way a pun does, yet in the opposite direction: the same meaning 

is applied to apparently incommensurate signifieds.  Also, characters in a comedy or 

parody will often exaggerate tone or emotion to signal excess in signification.  In Snip, 

Snip, however, the characters play straight and remain quite calm (but not too calm), so 

that the same mis-signification is performed by resisting classic parody acting.  For 

Campbell and Werden, instead of making a joke out of the censor board, the censor board 

is already a joke.  This piece continued its function as counter-speech when it was 

programmed by curators Jon Davies and Jean-Paul Kelly in a fundraiser for Glad Day 

Bookshop after it made the most recent attempt to take on the OFRB in court.32 

                                                
30 Excitable Speech, 515; ibid., 516. 
31 Purdie, Comedy, 3. 
32 R. v. Glad Day Bookshops Inc., 2004 CanLII 16104 (ON S.C.).  The fundraiser took the form of a 
screening entitled (Mary, Mary) Are These the Hands That Cut?, hosted by the Pleasure Dome and Museum 
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 Gary Kibbins’ tape, Henry Kissinger Won the Nobel Peace Prize (1986), 

addresses the question of limits.  Kibbins critiques the Cartesian mind/body split where 

the body is abject and the mind/spirit valorized, in a parodic display.  A laugh track 

indicates what should be considered funny, or in other words, what should be considered 

a breach of the rules of language, triggered by seemingly benign factual descriptions of 

Cartesian thinking explained by the character, Mr. Hockey (fig. 16).   

           

Figure 16: Gary Kibbins, Henry Kissinger Won the Nobel Peace Prize (video still), 
1986.  Courtesy of Vtape. 
 
Then we are suddenly confronted by the vital symbol of abjection or death—shit.  The 

end of the tape contains, literally, a close-up shot of an anus shitting.  By screening this 

work, Kibbins makes the ultimate of private acts a deliberate, unapologetic public 

articulation.  Kibbins does not typically work with extreme footage and upon reflection 

                                                
of Contemporary Canadian Art, April 8, 2006.  Access the catalogue with an essay by Davies on his 
website at http://www.jondavies.ca/MaryMary.htm#justsaycut (accessed June 29, 2010). 
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admits that he was engaging in a “provocation, like a ‘fuck you,’” to the censor board.33  

In confronting the state, in media arts curator and censorship activist Su Ditta’s words, 

“cultural leaders need thick skins, crystal-clear principles, courage and an unwavering 

determination to withstand the onslaught of threats and intimidation that accompany a 

controversy about sex and art.  A sense of humour helps.”34 

 

Deploying explicit imagery 

Especially during the first eight years of the 1980s, before an arts exemption was 

introduced to the Theatres Act (which I discuss in the second section of this chapter), 

exhibitors risked prosecution when screening works containing explicit images.  The 

OFRB’s concession to arts exhibitors, “Examination by Documentation,” put exhibitors, 

curators, and artists in the position of determining the legal boundaries of obscenity.  It 

was not necessary for works to contain explicit images to contravene the law; their simple 

exhibition without prior-approval from the board is enough.  Like Kibbins’ use of 

extreme footage, however, artistic deployment of explicit imagery becomes a deliberate, 

unapologetic articulation about a variety of issues that are otherwise subsumed under 

legal languages of obscenity, degradation, and harm.   

 This production is situated in a moment of active questioning of conventional 

representational regimes.  Regarding feminist practice, as Canadian video art historian 

and curator Renée Beart notes, “many artists used their own bodies as medium and 

material in performance and video art, in a transformation of the historical subordination 

                                                
33 Interview by author, May 11, 2005. 
34 Ditta, “The Summer of the Suiciding Nuns,” Arousing Sensation: A Case Study of Controversy 
Surrounding Art and the Erotic (Banff: Banff Centre Press, 1999), 75. 
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of the female body to a masculine sexual and linguistic economy.”35  Artists dealing with 

queer representation were developing a visual language of desire sometimes seemingly 

from scratch.  After the “discovery” of HIV/AIDS in 1981, a prolific tradition of 

Canadian experimental film and video and activism surrounding AIDS joined American 

counterparts in seeking to “counter misinformation and bourgeois morality.”36  All of 

these existing imperatives contributed to the project of creating counter-speech to the 

definitional languages about pornography and sexuality in the law.   

 Diamond explains that “AIDS educational material seemed particularly subject to 

censorship, whether seizure by Canada Customs, who blacked out key information about 

anal sex, or the suppression of safe sex educational information by provincial 

governments.”37   Another Man (1988) by Youth Against Monsterz, an “ad-hoc collective 

of straight, bi, and gay punks in Toronto,” includes footage of lesbian activist Chris 

Bearchell talking about Canada Customs censoring images of safe-sex practices coming 

into Canada in American gay magazines (fig. 17).38  In contrast to the “mainstream media 

churn[ing] out images of people with AIDS that corral both the significance and the 

extent of its ravages to the morbid fantasy of deathbed victims whose sexuality has finally 

paid the price of its immortality,” this tape is an exuberant music video.39 

                                                
35 “Subjects on the Threshold: Problems with the Pronouns,” in Mirror Machine: Video and Identity, edited 
by Janine Marchessault (Toronto: YYZ, 1995), 189. 
36 Tom Folland, “Deregulating Identity: Video and AIDS Activism,” in Mirror Machine: Video and 
Identity, edited by Janine Marchessault (Toronto: YYZ, 1995), 229.  I put the word, “discovery” in 
quotation marks after Tom Waugh to alert the reader to the socially constructed language that characterizes 
AIDS as a so-called neutral, scientific fact.  See his “Anti-Retroviral: ‘A Test of Who We Are,’” in The 
Romance of Transgression in Canada: Queering Sexualities, Nations, Cinemas, by Thomas Waugh 
(Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2006), 277-327.  
37 “Sex Lies with Videotape,” 203.   
38 John Greyson describes the way Customs would black out pages of magazines in Citizens Against 
Censorship (1985) by Ian Murray and Trinity Square Video. 
39 Folland, “Deregulating Identity,” 223. 
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Figure 17: Youth Against Monsterz, Another Man (two video stills), 1988.  Courtesy 
of Vtape. 
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Some other examples of work focusing on safe sex practices include Richard Fung’s 

Steam Clean (1990), John Greyson’s The ADS Epidemic (1987)—which media arts 

cultural historian Dot Tuer describes as a “rock-video pastiche of safe sex”—Michael 

Balser and Andy Fabo’s Survival of the Delirious (1988), their Bold Risk (1989), and their 

Beyond the Helms of the Sensors (1992).40   

 Vancouver-based Gary Bourgeois, Gina Daniels, Jeanette Reinhardt, and Paul 

Wong’s Confused: Sexual Views is a compilation of excerpts from twenty-seven 

interviews with participants discussing their views on sexuality.  It was meant to be a part 

of an installation that was cancelled at the last minute by Vancouver Art Gallery director 

Luke Rombout, and was later programmed in Toronto in protest in a screening at A.R.C., 

co-sponsored by Artculture Resource Centre, Art Metropole, The Funnel, Mercer Union, 

Music Gallery, YYZ, Impulse Magazine, Lacemakers Gallery, Video Inn, and the 

Western Front from 16 June - 5 July, 1984.41  The AIDS Cable Project/Toronto: Living 

With AIDS, organized by John Greyson and Michael Balser, was cancelled from local 

Rogers’ and MacLean Hunter cable networks after one season between the fall of 1990 

and winter of 1991.42  The programme manager from Rogers’ Cable 10 invoked 

                                                
40 “Video Art in English Canada,” 119.  For more on Canadian AIDS video and film see Waugh, “Anti-
Retroviral,” 277-327; Folland, “Deregulating Identity,” 227-37; John Greyson “Strategic Compromises: 
AIDS and Alternative Video Practices,” in Reimaging America: The Arts of Social Change, edited by Mark 
O’Brien and Craig Little (Philadelphia and Santa Cruz: New Society Publishers, 1990): 60-74: Richard 
Fung, “Shortcomings,” in Queer Looks: Perspectives on Lesbian and Gay Film and Video, edited by John 
Greyson, Martha Gever and Pratibha Parmar (Toronto: Between the Lines, 1993): 355-367; Jon Davies, 
“Irony Rising: The Body and AIDS in the 1980s,” in Vtape, That 80s Show: Vtape Curatorial Incubator: 
V.4, [exhibition catalogue], (Toronto: Vtape, 2007): 17-23.  The number of artists dealing with AIDS 
subject matter during the 1980s and early 1990s is too long to list here; “AIDS was so prevalent a subject of 
representation in his milieu that [Steve] Reinke could announce, ‘Like everyone else, I wanted to do 
something on AIDS” (Davies, “Irony Rising,” 18).  
41 Mercer Union, "Video Installation a Forum for Public Protest," press release, Mercer Union Archive, 
http://www.mercerunion.org/archive95/178.html (accessed July 21, 2010). 
42 Some of the tapes in this program include, Another Love Story: Women and AIDS by Gabrielle Micallef 
and Debbie Douglas, Nip ‘Apinewin by Anishabie Health Toronto, The Cause of AIDS—Fact and 
Speculation by Coleman Jones, Bolo! Bolo! by Gita Saxon and Ian Rashid and the South Asian AIDS 
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community standards in his letter to Balser: “The programmes telecast...showed men 

french kissing and the caressing of thighs...I found the scene to be offensive.  It is 

unfortunate that we must suspend the programme because of this error in judging the 

public’s taste.”43 

 In AIDS tapes, independent curator and critic Tom Folland believes “the 

seemingly opposed agencies of video art and video activism appear to be united.”44  

Greyson famously stated that “AIDS is war,” and “there’s no time for artsy debates about 

formal issues.”45   Yet film and queer studies scholar Tom Waugh notes that Greyson also 

reverses this statement to make a point about representation: “we must reject dominant 

media discourses and forms in favour of a radical new vocabulary that deconstructs their 

agendas and reconstructs ours.”46   Elsewhere Greyson writes, “these tapes insist that the 

epidemic is a social construction, not just abuses of politics and medicine, but also of 

representation.”47  In that AIDS is simultaneously war and “doubles the stakes in the 

postmodernist claim to a body that cannot exist outside the metaphors and narratives that 

frame it,” AIDS can be thought about as a “disease of identity,” and AIDS tapes take on 

the political and representational burden of countering existing frames and creating new 

ones.48 

                                                
Coalition, Person Livid with AIDS by Michael Smith, The Colour of Immunity by Grace W. Lawrence and 
the Black Coalition for AIDS Prevention (Black CAP), Fighting Chance: Gay Asians and AIDS by Richard 
Fung, and The Great AZT Debate by John Greyson and Michael Balser.   
43 Quoted in Folland, “Deregulating Identity,” 234.  
44 Ibid., 228. 
45 Quoted in Waugh, “Retroviral,” 283.  Greyson makes this point in his “Strategic Compromises.”   
46 Ibid.   
47 “Double Agents: Video Art Addressing AIDS,” (1989) in Peggy Gale and Lisa Steele eds, Video re/View: 
The (best) Source for Critical Writings on Canadian Artists’ Video (Toronto, Art Metropole and Vtape, 
1996), 254.  
48 Dot Tuer, “The Embattled Body: AIDS and the Current Crisis of Representation,” Canadian Art 2 
(1989): 23: Folland, “Deregulating Identity,” 231.   
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 Questions of gender boundaries are also in evidence in matters of realpolitik.  

Writing in 1984, media artist and scholar Nell Tenhaaf notes that during the 1980s in 

Ontario, “art by women [was] still not being accorded a position of importance and 

highest meaning except in a token way.”49  In the face of professional inequity, feminist 

artists and scholars were making inroads in the context of fighting for freedom of 

expression.  During the trials I have mentioned throughout this thesis, expert witnesses 

were among the first visible academics in the subjects of queer theory and feminist 

departments. Svend Robinson, who was the first openly gay Member of Parliament, lent 

presence to Little Sisters’ cause, and sociologist and anti-censorship activist Thelma 

McCormack helped to establish a graduate program in Women’s Studies at York 

University, Toronto in 1992.50   

 Questions of gender boundaries are also in evidence in the regulatory arena of 

government.  Chair Brown contended with discrimination in her professional life.  In his 

1985 interview for the Ontario Archives, Roger Nickerson asks Chair Brown more 

questions about her qualifications for the job than he does former Chair Donald Sims or 

Vice-Chair George Belcher.  Nickerson asks Brown, “are you a token woman on this 

job?”51   In his interview with Belcher he refers to Brown when he asks him, “Do you 

think that’s any kind of a job that can be really be done effectively by a woman?”  To 

                                                
49 Nell Tenhaaf, “The Trough of the Wave Sexism and Feminism,” Vanguard (September 1984): 15. 
50 Janine Fuller and Stuart Blackley, Restricted Entry: Censorship on Trial (Vancouver: Press Gang 
Publishers, 1995), 21.  Little Sisters Book v. Canada (Minister of Justice), 1996 CanLII 3500 (BC 
S.C.)(CanLII). 
51 See George Belcher, Donald Sims, and Mary Brown, interviews by Roger Nickerson, [sound recordings],  
Archives of Ontario oral history interviews, RG 17-3-0-8, 1985. His questions put to Brown include, “what 
was it about your qualifications that you think caused the government to appoint you?” “Does a person need 
any special qualities of character or personality or intellect to adequately cope with the entertainment media 
review?” “You mentioned…the trust of the community to carry on the job, were you fairly well known?” 
“Do you have a problem with taking the job home?” “How do you keep on with this, how do you 
rationalize it, do you say, someone’s got to do it and it might as well be me?” 
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which Belcher responds, “Oh yes, sure.”52  Then Nickerson qualifies this response with, 

“but they bring a different sort of element to it,” to which Belcher concedes, “it’s 

possible, but then there are other members of the board.  She doesn’t have the full say.”53   

 In a context in which anti-pornography feminists are succeeding in enacting state 

regulations to constrain images of women made by men (and as it turns out, made also by 

women), and in which women artists struggling for professional equity are often fighting 

for images of men made by men, as Cyndra MacDowall questioned, “how does this relate 

to us as feminist artists, lesbian artists?”54  For feminist makers considering explicit or 

pornographic images of heterosex, Diamond explains that early tapes took the form of 

documentary testimonials focused on sexuality and violence.55  Anti-pornography 

feminists would also screen mainstream images and debate about whether or not scenes 

were or were not erotic.56  Diamond notes that these practices were focused on violence 

rather than pleasure, but that either way, women were ironically viewing more explicit 

images than ever before.57   

                                                
52 Nickerson elaborates his question: “Considering that women are more gentle, or more I should say, well, 
I suppose they’re really not but they’ve always been considered to be a bit weaker than men, and yet now 
the current chairman of the board is a woman.” 
53 Belcher, interview by Roger Nickerson. 
54 Interview by author, April 8, 2009.  MacDowall notes that much of the artwork in question in censorship 
events was produced by men, including Michael Snow, Bruce Elder, Al Razutis, work about AIDS or queer 
representation: “Part of what was emerging through all of this, there we were, Feminists Against 
Censorship of which I was member, OFAVAS, FAVAC, many of us were women artists, but we were 
almost exclusively defending the work of men artists” (ibid). 
55 Diamond, “Sex Lies with Videotape,” 194.  Diamond cites We Will Not Be Beaten, A Rule of Thumb, A 
Common Assault, A Sign of Affection (1979-1981) by Peg Campbell; Great Expectations (1981), by Gay 
Hawley of Amelia Productions; Chaperons rouges (1979), by Groupe Intervention de Video and La Femme 
et el Film; A Respectable Lie, That’s Not Me They’re Talking About (1975-80), by Women in Focus; and 
Fight Back: Transition House (1984), by Speak Out Productions.   
56 Diamond, “Sex Lies with Videotape,” 195.  Diamond quotes Karen Knights who feels that “this approach 
meant that some of the audience were first aroused by a picture and then punished by it...[W]e are left with 
a visual wasteland” (ibid). 
57 Ibid., 194-5. 
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 There is nothing resembling an “anti-censorship feminist tradition” in video art 

partly because the anti-censorship position does not concentrate on one specific genre of 

imagery like the anti-pornography movement does (porn); the anti-censorship position 

argues instead that women are subordinated in many categories of representation, from 

pornography to commercial advertisements for cleaning supplies.58  In one rare feminist 

example of an art tape that explores explicit sex between a man and a woman on screen, 

Steele and Tomczak created a performance, In the Dark (1983), which included a video 

component.59  The performance consists of a projection of the artists having sex, which 

runs behind the artists, who in person discuss the making of the video and issues of sex 

and morality.  Afterwards, they engage in a discussion with the audience.  Here, the 

presence of face-to-face discussion “blasts away all of our expectations of an easy erotic 

sight.”60  

 Feminist men engaged with questions of their own implicit relationship to 

mainstream pornography and thus the censorship and porn debates.  Diamond cites Jorge 

Lazono's Accessory Transit Company (1980), which manifests the loss of voice in Susan 

Griffin’s book, Pornography and Silence, in the form of a male actor tied to a chair 

screaming in silence while images of heterosexual pornography flash across the screen.  

She also adds Kim Tomczak’s A Demonstration of the Fear of Pain (1980), and his 

Paradise Lost (1981) to her examples of men finding “ground to express guilt, confusion, 

                                                
58 For a discussion of media images and women’s oppression see Lisa Steele, "A Capital Idea: Gendering in 
the Mass Media," Women Against Censorship, edited by Varda Burstyn (Toronto: Douglas & McIntyre, 
1985), 58-78. 
59 The performance debuted at the Institute of Contemporary Art in Boston and was later shown at the 
Harbourfront in Toronto and the Western Front and Women In Focus in Vancouver. 
60 Diamond, “Sex Lies with Videotape,” 199. Then Vancouver-based Elizabeth Chitty uses explicit images 
of herself masturbating in her Desire Control (1981), a discussion of mainstream pornography programmed 
February 28, 1981 at Art Metropole in Toronto, Ontario, and November 28, 1984 at Artcite in Windsor, 
Ontario. 
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and pain in relation to explicit sexual imagery.”61  I would add to her list the tapes from 

the illegal screening during the 1986 Ontario Open Screenings in 1986, Habits.62 

 In the context of anti-censorship, the pro-feminist program implicitly if not 

explicitly comments on the treatment of women in mainstream representations of 

pornography.  The five participating artists organized this program: Colin Campbell, 

Richard Fung, John Greyson, Gary Kibbins, and Clive Robertson.63   Campbell’s tape, No 

Voiceover, subverts conventional representations of women on screen by using 

melodrama to explore desire in a way that threatens the values of familial duty and 

ideological certainty.64  By inserting race into homosexual pornographic representation, 

Fung’s tape, Chinese Characters, complicates easy characterizations of homosex as 

devoid of the repressive power relations found in some heterosex in porn.65  In Moscow 

Doesn’t Believe in Queers, Greyson destabilizes gender constructs of masculinity that 

intersect with constructs of heteronormativity by exposing normalized truth-claims in 

historically and culturally specific (Russian and North American) knowledges around 

sexuality.66  In Henry Kissinger Won the Nobel Peace Prize, discussed above, Kibbins 

takes advantage of the homophobia connected with anuses, and uses shit to represent the 

                                                
61 Ibid., 196.   
62 Habits was held in from 8-12 April, at YYZ Artist-run Centre in Toronto, Ontario. 
63 All of the tapes were produced in the year of the screening. 
64 Stuart Marshall, “Strategies of Dissemblance,” Media Works 1972-1990  (Ottawa: National Gallery of 
Canada, 1991), 28.  Marshall quotes Laura Mulvey: “‘the presence of this woman, in contradiction with her 
sexuality, suffering from passion and repression, is in an uneasy tension with the conventions that order 
women’s image on the screen as erotic object of visual pleasure.  Sexuality is presented as a problem and its 
Hollywood glamour falls away in pieces’” (ibid). 
65 Queer cinema critic Thomas Waugh asks Fung, “Do you think we can take it further and say that racial 
markers in gay porn replicate, or function in the same way as, gender markers do in heterosexual 
pornography?”  Fung responds, “I think that certain comparisons of gender with race are appropriate, but 
there are also profound differences.  The fact that Asian gay men are men means that, as viewers, our 
responses to this work are grounded in our gender and the way gender functions in this society.  Lesbians 
are women, with all that that entails” (Waugh quoted in Fung, “Looking for,” 165; ibid., 163). 
66 Greyson’s tape is a critique of Soviet societal and governmental condemnation of homosexuality, coupled 
with a critique of the construction of masculinity in Western popular culture. 
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corporeality of the body in a metaphor critiquing both the Cartesian mind/body split and 

the patriarchal construction of men as “mind” and women as “body.”   

 Robertson’s Qu’est ce qu’un homme peut faire? most obviously critiques 

patriarchal representations of women while it explores a connection between war and 

domestic violence.  This tape’s focused critique of violence against women implies a 

critique of heteronormative pressures of masculine performance.  The tape opens with 

Robertson standing in a suit and combat boots among dozens of brown paper bags set up 

in rows on the floor.  Robertson takes off his overcoat to reveal a bloodstained white shirt.  

With a soundtrack of a train station announcer listing off destinations and an overlay of 

bombs and other sounds of combat, Robertson walks through the trenches made by the 

space between the rows of paper bags.  Robertson then crawls through the trenches to the 

sounds of bombs and artillery, holding an after-dinner glass of wine, referring to the war 

zone that the home can be (fig. 18).  Here he undermines the sense of safety usually 

associated with home for many women and children.  Rather than blame heterosexual 

pornography for having a causal relationship with men’s behavior, Robertson’s videotape 

alludes to a complex of societal values that tolerates many types of violence, values that 

inform a broader sexist ideology rather than isolated artifacts of sexism such as 

mainstream heterosexual pornography, somehow available for easy censorship.67  

                                                
67 A narrator (Lisa Steele) quotes from her 1979 Centerfold essay, “The Military Career of Francis Ford 
Coppola”: “war is not simply blood rising on a full moon night with hell to pay in the morning in the form 
of a great moral hangover…it is a collective action.”  Then, Robertson collapses to the ground, and narrator 
Carole Condé cites statistics of battered women published in the 1983 issue of Canadian feminist journal 
Fireweed.  Condé reads: “given the historical and contemporary tolerance of patriarchal violence, it is not 
surprising that the legal order dilutes the social condemnation of wife assault by defining it as the woman’s 
private dilemma—not a social issue or a community problem.”  Here Robertson reveals a complex set of 
values disguised as isolated incidents. 
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Figure 18: Clive Robertson, Qu’est ce qu’un homme peut faire? (video still), 1986.  
Courtesy of Vtape. 
 
 Making gay sex public, and therefore a part of acceptable definitions and limits of 

citizenship, was a priority for artists dealing with queer representation.   Among some of 

the male video artists using explicit images of gay sex during the early 1980s, who were 

also involved in anti-censorship activism, are Toronto-based artists John Greyson, Colin 

Campbell, Andy Fabo and Michael Balser, Rodney Werden, Andrew Paterson, Richard 

Fung, Bruce LaBruce, Steve Reinke, and Vancouver-based artist Paul Wong.  As Lisa 

Steele explains, for these artists, it was important to their art practices to have access to 

images that were sexually explicit: “Artists dealing with queer representation tended to 

contextualize their work around representations from the porn films of that day in order to 
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make a point of bringing that into the public eye.  There is no other place to look at it 

because it’s forbidden.”68   

 John Greyson and Richard Fung would integrate clips from mainstream 

pornographic films directly into their art works.  Richard Fung’s Chinese Characters 

(1986), exhibited illegally at the Habits exhibition, is an illustrative example.  It was also 

exhibited at the National Gallery in May of 1988 in an exhibition of tapes from across 

Canada curated by the gallery’s new media curator (and member of the Peterborough 

Four) Su Ditta, where it incited complaints from gallery-goers for containing explicit 

content.69  In this tape, which he describes as an intervention, Fung exposes the ways in 

which Asian characters are constructed to cater to the pleasure of white male actors and 

viewers in gay male pornography.70  It depicts an ancient Chinese parable that follows a 

man on a mystical journey.  The man walks into a forested area looking for anonymous 

sex.  He finds a hunky white man in the forest and approaches him, but once both men 

enter the same shot we realize that they are not in the same space at all.  The hunk is 

revealed to be part of an appropriated image of a Joe Gage porn video, over which the 

Chinese traveler is superimposed (fig. 19).71   Here, Fung constructs the Asian man as 

outside this image of white porn.    

 

                                                
68 Interview by author, 4 April 2005.  
69 Ditta, “The Summer,” 74.  
70 Interview by author, June 3, 2005. 
71 Phil Van Steenburgh, “‘Habits’ by YYZ, Toronto,” Cinema Canada (July 1986): 26. 
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Figure 19: Richard Fung, Chinese Characters (video still), 1986.  Courtesy of Vtape. 

In his landmark 1988 essay, “Looking for my Penis,” Fung brings a critique of 

racialized identities to critical work on queer representation in mainstream pornography.72  

He explains that most gay porn actors were white and tapes that included minority actors 

were marketed through specialty outlets.  Here Asianness is reduced to a sexual interest.  

Fung agrees with defenders of gay porn that, in contrast to typical straight porn, “‘the 

spectator’s positions in relation to the representations [of queer sexuality] are open and in 

flux.’”73  Fung points out, however, that this is only the case when the actors and viewers 

are all white.74  To introduce race means to introduce power structures that complicate an 

ideal alternative to subordinating heterosexual power dynamics.  At the same time, Fung 

                                                
72 How Do I Look? Queer Film & Video edited by Bad Object-choices (Seattle: Bay Press, 1991), 145-168. 
73 Tom Waugh quoted in Fung, “Looking for,” 154.  As discussed in Chapter 2, Becki Ross also argues that 
homosexual pornography has the potential for slippages in identity construction include Becki Ross. 
74 Ibid. 
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realizes that gay porn is not inherently oppressive; “as with the vast majority of North 

American tapes featuring Asians, the problem is not the representation of anal pleasure 

per se, but rather that the narratives privilege the penis while always assigning the Asian 

the role of the bottom.”75   

 At one level, the implication in the censorship debate is that without unregulated 

access to these appropriated images from mainstream pornography, Fung cannot make his 

critique.  At another level, Fung exposes a bias on the part of both the anti-pornography 

and anti-censorship camps; as Fung explains, “what struck me was that they assumed that 

both the consumers and the practitioners—the objects and the subjects in this debate were 

white.  Once one introduced race as a category or as a perspective in this debate it became 

much more complicated.  So one of the things I was trying to do in Chinese Characters 

was to represent something of that complexity.”76  By making images of racialized 

sexuality that are otherwise excluded from popular images of pornography visible, Fung 

is making an intervention into official and unofficial knowledges of sexuality and its 

censorship.  

 In terms of artistic production, mainstream pornography made for heterosexual 

audiences was not being used in the same way as pornography made for queer audiences.  

Lisa Steele explains: 

So that was a strategy all throughout the eighties, to appropriate gay male 
pornography, bring it into the art gallery and thus bring it into discussion.  

                                                
75 Ibid., 153.  
76 Interview by author.  Nourbese Philip argues that censorship overshadows the issue of race for writers in 
Canada.  She comments on the way censorship becomes a central issue in dominant liberal democracies 
because it is a “talismanic cultural icon around which all debates about the ‘individual freedom of man’ 
swirl,” meaning that freedom of imagination is not entirely free insofar as it is affected by societal norms 
and values.  See Nourbese Philip, Frontiers: essays and writings on racism and culture (Stratford: The 
Mercury Press, 1992), 270 and 278.  She goes so far as to say, “in Canada, that wider context is, in fact, 
very narrowly drawn around the artistic freedom of white writers” (ibid., 284). 
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It was a highly politicized speech that doesn’t have a parallel even with 
people like myself who are feminists actively engaged in anti-censorship 
activist activity.  There wasn’t a parallel of us taking hard-core porn and 
hetero porn and using it as context.  That’s because of the difference in the 
means of production.  Certainly at that point, there were very few women 
directors of explicit pornography.  There are a few now, like Blush 
Productions and a few others that have become well-known, but mostly, 
heterosexual pornography was produced by men.77  
 

In a 1986 Body Politic review of Blush productions’ Private Pleasures and Shadows 

video, Anna Marie Smith lists growing activity in resistance to an “anti-sex” cohort: 

Since the late 1970s...the disenchanted have got together with the 
outcasts...producing Samois, the Heresies sex issue, Sophistry, Coming to 
Power, the Barnard Conference, Bad Attitude, On Our Backs, Pat Califia’s 
The Power Exchange, Chris Bearchell on porn, Sue Golding on perverts 
and indiscretion/transgression, Joan Nestle on butch/fem, Gayle Rubin on 
talking sex, the Lesbian Sex Mafia, S/M support groups, coalitions with 
sex trade workers, women’s sex-toy shops and leather craft, an orgy area at 
the Holy Lands (the Michigan Women's Music Festival), and of course 
numerous parties, women’s nights at the baths and strip clubs, and most 
importantly, lots of fun sex.78 

 
She qualifies this observation, however, with, “All this experience...is often forgotten 

when we come to the visual image.”79  She explains that though “we’ve come a long way 

in the production of explicit written materials...with visual images we are often as silent, 

illiterate and inept as we used to be with various sex practices.”80   

 John Greyson, who deploys explicit images of gay sex in his work, notes, “Gay 

porn is one of the very few places where our lives, our experiences, our sexuality is 

represented in this society and so porn plays a very important role for gay men and 

lesbians in this culture though lesbians have very little porn of their own.”81  In 1987, 

                                                
77 Interview by author. 
78 “Girls On Videos,” The Body Politic (July 1986): 25. 
79 Ibid. 
80 Ibid. 
81 John Greyson quoted in Ian Murray and Trinity Square Video, Citizens Against Censorship, video 
transcript. 
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John Greyson and Blush Productions led a workshop on gay and lesbian pornography 

production for a series of events about sex and representation called Visual Evidence.82  

They “shared erotic fantasies and struggled to find metaphors, fetishes, words, images, 

sounds, and short narratives to depict what turned them on...Lesbians had desire and they 

certainly had sex, but they didn’t yet have an auditory and visual language.”83 

 Among the artists committed to intervening in the mediation of lesbian images or 

creating a new vocabulary of erotica include, Paula Gignac and Kathleen Pirrie Adams, 

Maureen Bradley, Barbara Hammer, Pratibha Parmar, Elizabeth Schroder, Margaret 

Moores and Almerinda Travassos, and Vancouver-based Wendy Geller, Marusya 

Bociurkiw, Lorna Boschman, and Kiss and Tell collective (Persimmon Blackbridge, 

Lizard Jones, and Susan Stewart).  Margaret Moores and Almerinda Travassos credit a 

feminist film festival at the Funnel Gallery in 1981, the Alter Eros show at Gallery 940, 

Gallery 76, and A Space in 1986, two Women’s Erotic Film Language events at A Space 

in 1985 and 1987, and Sight Specific: Lesbian Representation exhibition at A Space in 

1987 for setting up a receptive context within which to make often explicit work, using 

humour to destabilize assumptions; their Frankly, Shirley, about an endless one-night 

stand in multiple public locations, includes a fictitious Toronto Sun headline that reads, 

“Girl Sex: Lezzie Washroom Arrest,” playing on what is conventionally framed as the 

domain of male homosexual sex practices.84 

                                                
82 The series included a retrospective of Colin Campbell’s work, a presentation about youth sexuality, a 
symposium about sex education, a workshop about sex, race and representation, and discussions with Paul 
Wong and Candida Royalle (Diamond, “Sex Lies with Videotape,” 206, note 21).   
83 Ibid., 201. 
84 Becki Ross, “Having the Last Laugh: Margaret Mooores and Almerinda Travassos,” (1990) in Peggy 
Gale and Lisa Steele eds, Video re/View: The (best) Source for Critical Writings on Canadian Artists’ 
Video (Toronto, Art Metropole and Vtape, 1996), 394. 
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Kiss and Tell’s tape, True Inversions (1992), directly addresses lesbian 

pornography (or lack thereof), and moving image censorship at all three levels of 

government censorship: the provincial censor board (Consumer Protection BC), Canada 

Customs and Revenue Agency (now Canada Border Services Agency), and the Criminal 

Code’s obscenity law.  The tape is about the making of a porn video, throughout which 

the narrator interrupts to give various warnings referring to these three levels of the law: 

“persons under the age of 18 are not permitted to attend under any circumstances;” “the 

following goods are deemed to be obscene, goods which depict sexual acts that appear to 

degrade or dehumanize, including anal penetration;” and “the court must determine 

whether the sexually explicit material when viewed in the context of the whole work 

would be tolerated by the community as a whole.”  The video contains several sexually 

explicit scenes following a discussion between the two would-be actors in the porn within 

a porn (fig. 20):  

“I’m not going to do that in front of the camera...it’s private.”  “Ya well, if 
lesbians don’t do it in front of a camera then no one’s ever going to get to 
see it.”  “Well there’s a difference between lesbians who are acting and 
doing it front of the camera and real lovers who are real lesbians who are 
doing it in front of the camera.” “Ya the real lovers would be a lot hotter.” 
“Why?”  “They have real energy between them, it would be more 
passionate.  I think we should.”   
 

In this exchange, the lovers refer to the lack of lesbian sexual images and the repression 

of those that exist; the politicized nature of a private act that then must become public and 

as such the need for the freedom of sexual speech; and the question of acting versus real 

lesbians—presumably referring to the difference between mainstream porn and lesbian 

porn—and which form of representation would be hotter.  Here politics and pleasure are 

inseparable.   
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Figure 20: Kiss and Tell, True Inversions (video still), 1992.  Courtesy of Vtape. 
 
 Diamond locates the subversive quality in Moore’s and Kiss and Tells’ tapes in 

the  shifted relationship between viewer and pornographic object: “Rather than a set of 

appropriated stereotypes,” ready-made objects of desire that can be argued to be either 

inherently liberatory or subordinating, the “women are attractive to the other women in 

the video, and it’s that dynamic that signifies desire.”85  Rather than lobby to suppress 

pornographic representations they saw as problematic, anti-censorship feminist artists 

dealing with representations of lesbian sexuality asked how these stereotypes affected 

them.  Photographer Jennifer Gillmor, who defended her work published in Bad Attitude 

in court during Glad Day Bookshop’s 1993 trial, joins in this project, explaining, “The 
                                                
85 Diamond, “Sex Lies with Videotape,” 201.   
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whole point of my work was to offer real, honest images of real dykes being their sexual 

selves to a world that seemed to have a terrible dearth of them at the time.”86  While these 

imperatives were already on the table without a local intensification of censorship and its 

resistance, Becki Ross suggests that Moore and Travassos received support from anti-

censorship activists Lynne Fernie, John Greyson, and Richard Fung.87  Diamond notes,  

“While this wave of lesbian works may have been in part given a supportive context by 

the anticensorship movement, lesbian sex video continues in Canada, spurred on by a 

dearth of mass media imagery.”88  I think the same can be said about other practices that 

deal with the body, including AIDS tapes and feminist practices.    

 

Video art on video censorship 

Some work is motivated by a direct engagement with the law, whether that is in the form 

of direct critique or commentary, or created for use in what I refer to as activist curating.  

Citizens Against Censorship (1985) does both.  To simply screen a work without 

submitting it to the censor board was illegal and constituted an act of civil disobedience. 

Ian Murray and volunteers at Trinity Square Video produced Citizens Against Censorship 

for the Ontario Open Screenings.89  It is one hundred and eighty minutes long and 

consists of forty-five participants who address the camera, talking-head style in front of a 

plain background.90  The project was designed to allow non-artists to create video so that 

                                                
86 E-mail message to author, June 24, 2010. The trial is cited as R. v. Scythes, [1993] O.J. No. 537 (Ont. Ct. 
Prov. Div.).   
87 Ross, “Having the Last Laugh,” 394. 
88 “Sex Lies with Videotape,” 201. 
89 The Open Screenings, and Ontario-wide act of civil disobedience I discuss in Chapter 3 took place 
between April 21 and 27, 1985. 
90 For a list of participants, see Chapter 4 of this thesis, page 144, note 127.   
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they could participate in breaking the law along with the other artists and exhibitors 

during the open screenings.91  

 Steele and Tomczak’s See Evil also contains a talking-head style testimony by a 

variety of participants, in this case participants directly affected by censorship  (fig. 21).     

 

Figure 21: Lisa Steele and Kim Tomczak, See Evil (six video stills), 1985.  Courtesy 
of Vtape. 
 

                                                
91 Clive Robertson, Policy Matters: Administrations of Art and Culture (Toronto: YYZ Books, 2006), 173.  
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Filmmaker Anna Gronau talks about her experiences at the Funnel; curator Su Ditta about 

the charges surrounding the Images Festival in Peterborough; programming director for A 

Space Doug Sigurdson about the raids; projectionist Hans Burgschmidt about 

projectionists’ legal responsibilities to the law; lawyer for A Space Lynn King about Bill 

82; social policy and communications scholar Thelma McCormack about her contribution 

to a government task force on public violence against women and children; and video 

rental store owner Beverly Cavanaugh about her store being raided by police.  Both 

Citizens Against Censorship and See Evil function as historical documents and as such, 

have been used throughout this thesis as resource material.   

 Filmmaker John Porter, usually working with super 8 film, created a performance 

specifically for the Ontario Open Screenings entitled Uncensored Movies (1985), staged 

in London, Ontario.  In it he questions the definition of the media the board sees fit to 

censor, raising questions like, what defines film and video?  What constitutes a moving 

image?  Porter physically moves objects around in the light of a film projector so that the 

shadows he creates appear on a white screen behind him.  He does this while reading 

from and interpreting the regulations from the Ontario Theatres Act.92  While little actual 

film was used in the performance, the images cast on the white screen were indeed 

moving.  He offered a strategy called “artistic license,” in which artists can “call anything 

a movie or nothing a movie.”93  

 Porter later created a super 8 film entitled Pleading Art for the 1992 Images 

Festival in Toronto.  It is a single-shot film in which the artist operates a paper puppet in 

                                                
92 Goldie Rans, “The Paradigmatic Phrase: Performance Art,” Vanguard (October 1995) 
http://www.paulette-phillips.ca/WritingFileLinks/WritingDoc-Goldie.html (accessed March 29, 2010). 
93 Quoted in ibid.  Porter staged this performance again using a peephole through which the audience 
viewed the images. Interview by author, March 23, 2010. 
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one hand, representing a filmmaker, while his other hand repeatedly and violently 

hammers the puppet with a stamp, representing the “government’s rubber stamp of 

approval—the ‘kiss of death’ for non-profit film artists” (fig. 22).94   

 

Figure 22: John Porter, Pleading Art (film still reproduced in a paper script), 1992.  
Courtesy of John Porter.  
 
At the opening of his film, Porter distributed a paper script of the film along with a 

statement calling on the arts community to “‘stand up’ in public” and for “all exhibitors in 

Ontario to declare at every exhibition, any art medium, their official position on this 

problem.”  He suggests beginning statements with one of the following: 

 1. We refuse to comply with the Ontario Theatres Act. 
 2. We comply with the Ontario Theatres Act under protest. 
 3. We receive exemptions under the Ontario Theatres Act, in protest. 

                                                
94 John Porter, “Pleading Art,” super8porter, http://www.super8porter.ca/PleadingArt.htm (accessed June 
24, 2010). 
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 4. We sympathize with our sisters and brothers who work in film or 
 video and who, unlike ourselves, are forced to comply with the Ontario 
 Theatres Act. 
 
Here Porter explicitly combines activist tactics with his art practice.   

 Activist-motivated work and curating is certainly strategic.  Diamond argues, 

however, that while “writers and viewers initially linked these exhibitions primarily to 

political strategy...others pushed for more critical thinking in curatorial practice and the 

reception of imagery, warning against libertarianism.”  Activist work and curating 

overlap with “issues of form, and problems of representation, appropriation, and the need 

for cross-cultural presence.”95  I agree with Diamond who writes, “Alternate sex and 

sexuality tapes operate to build ego identification for collectivities, deploying 

relationships between signifiers that are only tied down by meanings constructed by 

communities.”96  As these artists release signifiers otherwise cemented in legal definitions 

and regulatory guidelines, their activity to create counter-signification or counter-speech 

works to maintain the power of the ritual and thus its transformation.  In turn, they create 

solidarities among and between identities in communities of queer, lesbian, feminist, 

racialized, videomakers, filmmakers, photographers, artists, and non-artists who deploy 

artistic practice in resisting constraining knowledges and in creating new ones.   

 

Part II: Cultural capital, art, and the law 

In the second section of this chapter I turn to definitions of art and treatments of aesthetics 

in the law.  How are specialized and everyday aesthetics afforded value in legal contexts?  

In previous chapters I emphasize the cultural dimensions of the law, in its role when 

                                                
95 “Sex Lies with Videotape,” 199. 
96 Ibid., 205. 
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mobilized in social movements and in its role as a forum for the engendering of 

knowledge through debate.  Here I draw on French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu’s concept 

of cultural capital—which functions in a social relation in which “accumulated cultural 

knowledge...confers power and status”—to emphasize the cultural dimension of the law 

in its role as purveyor of cultural capital in its embodied, objectified, and institutionalized 

states.97  Cultural capital’s embodied state consists of an investment and acquisition of 

cultural knowledge socially constructed as valuable and desirable; its objectified state 

consists of the exchange of cultural artifacts like paintings and videos; and its 

institutionalized state consists of the “performative magic of the power of instituting, the 

power to show forth and secure belief or, in a word, to impose recognition.”98  

Institutional recognition usually comes in the form of academic qualifications, like those 

necessary to qualify as an art historian.  Other than these “legally guaranteed 

qualifications,” the law is not conventionally seen as the bearer of this recognition.  For 

my purposes, the definitions and decisions in legal contexts have the “performative magic 

of the power of instituting,” to either (if temporarily) bestow or remove cultural capital 

from practitioners and the field of art in general. 

 

Questions of causality: how images “harm?” 

Before taking on legal definitions of art, it is useful to consider legal treatments of images 

in general.  The famous Eli Langer trial is an illustrative case study.99  The Toronto-based 

                                                
97 Chris Barker, The Sage Dictionary of Cultural Studies (London, California, New Delhi: Sage 
Publications Ltd., 2004), 37. 
98 Pierre Bourdieu, “The Forms of Capital,” in The Sociology of Economic Life, edited by Mark Granovetter 
and Richard Swedberg (Colorado and Oxford: Westview Press, 2001), 102. 
99 R. v. Paintings, Drawings and Photographic Slides of Paintings, 1995 CanLII 7299 (ON S.C.), at para. 
6., Canadian Legal Information Institute, http://www.canlii.org/eliisa/highlight.do?text=Eli+Langer& 
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artist opened an exhibition of his paintings and drawings at Toronto’s Mercer Union 

gallery in November of 1993.  The works depict various images of social taboo involving 

sexually charged depictions of what appear to be representations of children engaged with 

adults (fig. 23, 24).   

 
 
 
Figure 23: Eli Langer, Untitled (oil on canvas), 1993.  Courtesy of Eli Langer. 
                                                
language=en&searchTitle=Advanced+Search&path=/en/on/onsc/doc/1995/1995canlii7299/1995canlii7299.
html (accessed June 24, 2010).  Similar questions are raised in both still and moving image trials and then 
OFRB member Eileen Winterweb was present at the trial as an expert witness for the Crown to explain the 
OFRB’s classification system. 
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Figure 24: Eli Langer, Untitled (acrylic on canvas), 1993.  Courtesy of Eli Langer. 
 
As the Mercer Union media release describes his work, “his images are largely informed 

by intuitive personal and social drives, exploring the phenomenon of intimacy where it 

exists without the compensation of social or cultural consent.”100  On December 16, the 

Morality Squad of the Toronto Police confiscated five paintings and thirty-five 

                                                
100 Mercer Union, "Eli Langer, Drawing & Paintings, Main Gallery," press release, Mercer Union Archive, 
http://www.mercerunion.org/archive95/348.html (accessed July 29, 2009). 
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drawings.101  Langer and the director of the gallery, Sharon Brooks, were charged for 

violating the child pornography provisions of the Criminal Code.  The charges against 

them were subsequently dropped and the artworks were subject to a forfeiture hearing, 

which is “like a criminal trial, except no person is charged.  Instead, the things seized are 

treated as if they are the accused.”102  In this way, the artworks themselves were put on 

trial to determine whether or not they were obscene.  They were determined not to be 

obscene.   

 One of the themes of the evidence at the hearing included, “whether exposure to 

child pornography increases the danger that children will be sexually abused.”103   As the 

judge admitted during the Butler case, there simply is no concrete evidence that there is a 

causal relationship between watching porn and enacting behavior.104  In terms of child 

porn, however, there are other ways the material is put to use: 

The evil of child pornography lies not only in the fact that actual children 
are often used in its production, but also in the use to which it is put. 
Although behavioral scientists disagree about the reliability of scientific 
studies, there is general agreement among clinicians that some paedophiles 
use child pornography in ways that put children at risk. It is used to 
“reinforce cognitive distortions” (by rationalizing paedophilia as a normal 
sexual preference); to fuel their sexual fantasies (for example, through 
masturbation); and to “groom” children, by showing it to them in order to 
promote discussion of sexual matters and thereby persuade them that such 
activity is normal.105 

                                                
101 Mercer Union, "Media Release, December 1993," press release, Mercer Union Archive, 
http://www.mercerunion.org/archive95/348.html (accessed July 29, 2009). 
102 R. v. Paintings, introduction. The maker of the materials is recognized to be interested in his/her 
products and is permitted to oppose the forfeiture in court. 
103 R. v. Paintings, at para. 17. 
104 In this case there is also a distinct lack of evidence since pedophiles do not offer themselves as test cases 
for scientific study (R. v. Paintings, at para. 26). 
105 R. v. Paintings, para. 28; Casavant and Robertson, The Evolution of Pornography Law.  
There is a good deal of “pseudo-child pornography”—pornography that uses adults who appear to be 
children—entering the country, however, and this may appeal to the same tastes and evoke the same 
responses as material actually using children.  The Committee urged a concerted effort to strengthen the 
processes whereby the importation of such material could be prevented. In expert witness Dr. Langevin’s 
view, Langer’s works have “a frightening quality that would be disquieting to paedophiles” (Casavant and 
Robertson, The Evolution of Pornography Law). 
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The differing expert opinion, which I will discuss momentarily, led to the judge’s 

decision that Langer’s work did not pose a risk of harm to children.  

 Despite no harm being done to real children in their creation, clearly the 

pedophiliac practice of grooming children with images implicates non-photographic or 

fabricated photographic and filmic images in harmful behavior towards children.  The 

clinical opinion that exposure to child pornography encourages pedophiles to act in ways 

that harm children is unproven.  Even if this opinion was backed by clear evidence, it still 

does not follow that exposure to child pornography encourages non-pedophiles to act in a 

way that harm children.   To reiterate Richard Fung’s rebuttal to arguments that extend 

Butler’s logic to gay porn users,  

Even if [evidence proved that gay porn users abuse their partners], it 
would not indicate a causal relationship, merely a correlation.  One might 
also find (if one set up such research parameters) that gay spousal abusers 
drink beer, smoke cigarettes, and watch ‘Married with Children’; this 
represents the limitations—and the dangers—of this kind of functionalist 
research. Yet based on such a thin foundation of conjecture, the pro-
censorship anti-porn lobby is willing to build its justification for massive 
controls. 106   

 
 I mention in the previous chapter staff of the Parliamentary Information and 

Research Service of the Library of Parliament Lyne Casavant and James R. Robertson’s 

                                                
106 “Uncompromising Positions: Anti-censorship, Anti-racism, and the Visual Arts,” in Suggestive Poses: 
Artists and critics respond to censorship, edited by Lorraine Johnson (Toronto: Co-published by Toronto 
Photographers Workshop and The Riverbank Press, 1997), 144.  Specifically, Fung is referring to 
Christopher Kendall’s argument that to treat male, gay porn differently from heterosexual porn is to 
discriminate against it; therefore, it should be dually censored under the Butler decision.  Kendall argues, 
“Far from being a threat to gay male identity, any judicial decision that recognizes the feminist call for sex 
equality does much to ensure the breaking down of those gender hierarchies that allow homophobia to exist 
in the first place.” Male Gay Pornography: An Issue of Sex Discrimination (Vancouver, Toronto: UBC 
Press, 2004), xii.  Fung explains further, “Implicating gay pornography in causing gay spousal abuse, 
[Kendall] argues that ‘[a]lthough research thus far has relied only on heterosexual pornography, I suggest 
that these findings are equally applicable to gay pornography—that is, that the presentation of real people in 
scenarios of violence and degradation (not to mention the exploitation involved in the production of these 
images) can in this case, too, lead to increased violence against real people.’ He concludes, ‘while no 
research has been done to determine if gay men who abuse their partners use gay pornography, there is no 
evidence that they do not’” (“Uncompromising Positions,” 144).   
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research that concludes that neither statistical nor experimental evidence has proven a 

causal connection between violent pornography and violence against women or 

children.107  This fact is repeatedly ignored in government research and legal reasoning.  

Video artists Steele and Tomczak document one example in their See Evil.  In the tape, 

sociologist Thelma McCormack reports that her contribution to a focus group on violence 

against women and children was simply thrown out.  McCormack was a member of a 

working group on pornography and advertising, a subgroup of a task force put together by 

the Council of Metropolitan Toronto in 1982.  This task force later became what is now 

the Metropolitan Action Committee on Violence Against Women and Children 

(METRAC), established in 1984.  The task force was put together in response to a series 

of violent rapes and murders in the city of Toronto.108  McCormack's report was not 

included in the committee’s final recommendations, which was released in 1985.  

McCormack explains, “The chairperson of this task force issued a statement in the press 

saying that their research showed that there was demonstrable harm done as a result of 

exposure to pornography. And I simply wrote a letter to the press saying, ‘No, no, your 

research doesn’t show that, I know because I did it.’”109   

 Justifying this logic in the practices of the Censor Board, Chair Brown prepared a 

letter signed by Minister D.A. Crosbie in response to a private individual’s letter of 

concern about the subjective nature of deciding what is and is not deemed anti-social 

behavior.  In response, Crosbie cites the British government’s Committee on Obscenity 
                                                
107 The Evolution of Pornography Law.  The authors note that the catharsis effect—that watching porn can 
alleviate violent urges—is just as improvable. It explains that harm is understood to result from exposure to 
pornography in two ways: one, in that violent pornography can act as a trigger for aggressive behavior, and 
two, in that exposure to any kind of pornography desensitizes the viewer so that viewers accept or even 
seek, more hardcore material with degrading treatments of women. 
108 Leslie K. Weisman, Discrimination by Design: A Feminist Critique of the Man-Made Environment 
(Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 1992), 70. 
109 Steele and Tomczak, See Evil, video transcript. 
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and Film Censorship, 1979, which states that though there is no convincing link between 

media violence and violence in society, this is not a reason to cease censoring because the 

experimental research could be weak in “determining human motivations and we 

expressed the view that in this area, where the activity portrayed was, unlike sex, itself 

harmful, it was right to exercise caution.”110  In another example, a prominent member of 

LEAF, (The Women’s Legal Education and Action Fund) who prepared briefs cited by 

the court during Butler, Karen Busby, was confronted by CBC interviewer Max Allen 

during an episode of the radio network’s program Ideas about whether or not 

pornography causes violence against women.  She responded: “No, well, you can’t 

really—it’s impossible for social scientists to establish definitively a causal connection 

ever, in any situation…(there’s scientists who argue both ways)…So what LEAF said is, 

in the face of empirical evidence that shows the link, we didn’t want to take a chance and 

say that the risk wasn’t great enough to have regulation.”111  In this way, intuitive feelings 

about the harm of pornography, arguably based on a legal history of adjudication of 

obscenity based on moralistic grounds that are not based in harm, have repeatedly 

dictated policy.  

 There is a wealth of psychoanalytical and sociological research debating harms.112  

With such a wealth of research and no consensus about whether or not there is a causal 

                                                
110 Minister D.A. Crosbie (prepared by Mary Brown) to Private Individual (identity protected), August 24, 
1984, General correspondence and subject files of the Ontario Board of Censors, RG 56-1-2, Archives of 
Ontario. 
111 Max, Allen, prod., "Feminism and Censorship," in Ideas. Canadian Broadcasting Corporation Radio. 
October 11, 1993. 
112 See especially, Neil Malamuth and Edward Donnerstein eds., Pornography and Sexual Aggression, 
(New York: Academic Press, 1984); Neil Malamuth and Barry Spinner, “A longitudinal content analysis of 
sexual violence in the best-selling erotic magazines,” Journal of Sex Research 16, no.3 (1980): 226-237.  
For an overview of the debate, see Norma Odom Peccary, John P. Murray and Ellen Wartella, eds., 
Children and television: fifity years of research, (Mahwah, N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum, 2007).  The Archives 
of Ontario’s OFRB archive contains a file entitled, Pornography and Censorship Resource Material, which 
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relationship between viewing images and harm to children, legal scholar and anti-

censorship feminist Brenda Cossman suggests that the United States’ solution to the 

harms question is useful.  In place of legislation that is designed to prevent “attitudinal 

harm, which [Cossman finds] absurd,” the United States Federal Code defines child 

pornography as “sexually explicit material that involves or appears to involve children in 

its production.”113  Currently in Canada the law is much more open; it encompasses 

artistic representation, comic books, and even “little bad sketches that any of us could 

do.”114  The United States’ involves-or-appears-to-involve logic handles the problem of 

proving that a real child was involved in the making of the image.115  For Cossman, “if a 

child is actually harmed in the making of the image, to me the problem is less the image 

than the fact that a child was used in it.”116  In Canada, the image is still the thing in 

question.  Jurisprudential suggestions aside, what interests me here is the lack of 

                                                
includes journal articles and papers from the Second International Conference of Film Regulators, held 
September 17-21 1984, and the International Symposium on Media Violence and Pornography, held 
February 5, 1984, both in Toronto, Ontario.  Featured presentations chronicle the so-called causal effects of 
film and video on behavior with paper titles like, “Media Effects: An Overview,” “The Effects of Film and 
Television Violence upon Children,” “The Effects of Aggressive Pornographic Mass Media Stimuli,” and 
“The use of Pornography by Rapists and Child Molesters.” 
113 Brenda Cossman, interview by author, August 13, 2009.  The wording in Title 18, Section 2252A of the 
United States Code reads, "child pornography means any visual depiction, including any photograph, film, 
video, picture, or computer or computer-generated image or picture, whether made or produced by 
electronic, mechanical, or other means, of sexually explicit conduct, where - (A) the production of such 
visual depiction involves the use of a minor engaging in sexually explicit conduct; (B) such visual depiction 
is a digital image, computer image, or computer-generated image that is, or is indistinguishable from, that 
of a minor engaging in sexually explicit conduct; or (C) such visual depiction has been created, adapted, or 
modified to appear that an identifiable minor is engaging in sexually explicit conduct.”  The Office of the 
Law Revision Counsel, U.S. House of Representatives, U.S. Code database http://uscode.house.gov/uscode-
cgi/fastweb.exe?getdoc+uscview+t17t20+1026+34++%28child%20pornography%29 (accessed July 5, 
2010). 
114 Cossman, interview by author.  In R. v. Sharpe, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that possession of 
purely fictional images that do not involve real children are included in the child pornography law. [2001] 1 
S.C.R. 45, 2001 SCC 2. 
115 Cossman remembers that a police officer suggested to her that if they had to prove that children were 
actually involved they could never prosecute anybody (ibid). 
116 Ibid. 
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consensus to explain what images do, and furthermore, the value and power that these 

debates place on images despite an inability to find a consensus to explain what they do. 

 Since the early censorship practices in Ontario and internationally, moving images 

are afforded more power to influence than other forms of images.  To  repeat a quotation I 

offer in Chapter 3, in a memo to the Provincial treasurer Dr. J.D. Monteith, Sir P. 

Cunliffe-Lister, President of the Board of Trade in Britain discusses the justification for 

the Films Act under discussion in the British Parliament:  

The cinema was the most universal medium by which national ideas and 
national atmosphere could be spread…Millions of people throughout the 
Empire were being unconsciously influenced in their ideals and outlook by 
films…Evidence was given by the Department of Commerce in the United 
States before a Committee of Congress in January, 1926, to the effect that 
a complete change was coming over the demands for commodities in 
dozens of countries, particularly in the Far East, this could be traced 
directly to the influence of the film.117 

 
Elsewhere, then chair of the Ontario Censor Board, Major J.C. Boylen, wrote to 

Monteith, “The importance and far reaching influence of the cinema are now generally 

recognized. The cinema is not merely a form of entertainment, but, in addition, a 

powerful instrument of education in the widest sense of that term.”118  Justice McComb 

for the Langer case also states plainly the particular influence that film is interpreted to 

have, in this case on the supposed conduct of pedophiles, based on its perceived ability to 

deliver explicitness: “Each of the Crown experts agreed that material that stimulates the 

arousal of paedophiles is on a continuum, with explicit motion pictures being more 

                                                
117 April 25, 1927, Ontario Board of Censors Chairman's Correspondence, RG 56-1-1, Archives of Ontario.  
The influence of film is of course not attributed strictly to its formal qualities, but also to the conditions of 
its consumption. 
118 P. Morris, Embattled Shadows: A History of Canadian Cinema 1895-1939 (Montreal and Kingston: 
McGill-Queen's University Press, 1992), 194.  
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stimulating than still photos, which in turn are more potently arousing than less explicit 

depictions.”119   

 The history of the OFRB’s existence rests on the assumption that motion pictures 

are more stimulating than still photos and so on.  Curator and critic Philip Monk 

comments in 1985 about the seeming arbitrariness of the board’s “work, which uses the 

same images and the same text but is registered on a videotape, therefore is moving...has 

become performative and the work must be submitted to the censor board.”120  In other 

words, photographs and text in an exhibition catalogue that is free to be represented 

suddenly become the jurisdiction of the board once manifested on tape.  Monk interprets 

the board’s intervention on tape as a form of language control: “Part of the role of the 

critic in distinguishing works of art is to make language itself distinct.  The censor board 

not only distorts language, it finds new language functions that make it hard for a curator 

to work.”121  Monk illustrates his point that the board’s intervention creates language that 

was once the enterprise of the curator with the example of the Nazi’s development of 

official art appreciation and degenerate art, creating “a public and a function for art 

through this state terminology.”122  He explains, “By the simple fact and act of recording 

something, language is taken out of my control.”123   Again, images, and even more so, 

moving images, are afforded an inexplicable power. 

  

 

 

                                                
119 R. v. Paintings, at para. 31. 
120 Ian Murray and Trinity Square Video, Citizens Against Censorship, video transcript. 
121 Ibid. 
122 Ibid. 
123 Ibid. 
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Artistic merit as a defence of art 

What language does the state use to refer to art?  What terminologies are inscribed in law 

to define or assume what it is and what it does?  In this section I consider how the law 

addresses issues of contemporary art and its social tensions with what constitutes 

“aesthetic value” and function.  Here I consider the artistic merit defence in the obscenity 

and child porn laws followed by a consideration of the OFRB’s arts exemptions.  The 

artistic merit defence in the obscenity law, which remains current today, came into law in 

1959 as part of a new definition of obscenity in the Supreme Court of Canada case, R. v. 

Brodie.124   The definition tests two items: “(1) whether the material in question exceeded 

the community standard of tolerance (the community standards test); and (2) whether, 

considered as a whole, the material had artistic or literary merit (the artistic merit 

defense).”125  This two-step test remains current.  R v. Butler adjusted the community 

standards part of the test by reframing the test to focus on so-called harms.  Cossman 

warns that in this configuration, “the question of artistic merit is not to be determined by 

experts, but rather by reference to the community standards.  And recognition of artistic 

merit by the artistic community may, or may not, be evidence of this community 

standard.”126   Bringing the project of art into legal language, Cossman points out that art 

customarily sets out to challenge community standards.   

 Prior to 2005, the child pornography law looked to Butler for its artistic merit 

defence.  The child pornography law came on the heals of the Butler decision.  The 

                                                
124 Cossman, Censorship and the Arts: Law, Controversy, Debate, Facts (Toronto:  
Ontario Association of Art Galleries, 1995), 51.  As I mention in Chapter 4, until this time, Canada’s 
definitions for its law of obscenity followed the English case of R. v. Hicklin, which defines obscenity with 
moralizing language as that which might “deprave or corrupt” (ibid). 
125 Ibid. 
126 Ibid., 56. 
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Conservative government introduced Bill C-128, which was passed unanimously in the 

House of Commons after a rushed three readings.  According to Cossman, the only 

opposition to the bill came from Canada's arts communities, including the CBC, the 

Writers Guild of Canada, the National Association of Canadian Film and Video 

Distributors, the Canadian Film and Television Production Association, the Canadian 

Conference of the Arts, and the Canadian Museums Association.  Voiced concerns 

included especially the vague and broad definition of child pornography and the lack of 

clear definition for artistic merit.127  Though the language held an automatic defence for 

materials with artistic merit, Justice McComb, however, used Butler to inform the child 

pornography law, creating a precedent that would take the language of an automatic 

artistic merit defence to a combined artistic merit and community standards defence.128  

The judge concludes, “The legal meaning of ‘artistic merit’, as it is used in s. 163.1(6), is 

the same as in the law of obscenity.  The test requires that the depiction, taken as a whole, 

having regard to its wider purpose and the degree of risk of harm, does not exceed 

contemporary standards of community tolerance.”129  In this way, while accepting the 

opinion of expert witnesses from the art community that Langer’s paintings had artistic 

merit, the judge did not acquit the work until he deemed the work did not pose harm to 

children.   

 Having discussed the basis for which the judge determined the paintings did not 

pose harm to children, I would now like to discuss the determinations for artistic merit.   

                                                
127 The arguments for the bill, coming from Minister of Justice Pierre Blais, was that the law put the burden 
of proof on the prosecution to prove the material has no artistic merit (ibid., 59). 
128 The Judge explains, “The Butler case shows that in the obscenity provisions, artistic merit is not, strictly 
speaking, a true defence, but rather it is a factor whose presence may negate one of the essential elements of 
the offence” (R. v. Paintings, at para. 59).   The inclusion of community standards downplays the expert 
opinion from the arts community in defending the artistic merit of the work.   
129 R. v. Paintings, at para. 73. 
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The expert witnesses included, “noted Canadian artists Ronald Bloore, David Blackwood, 

Harold Feist, Doris McCarthy, and Michael Snow, as well as art historian Dennis Reid, 

art critic Christopher Hume, and gallery owner Avrom Isaacs.”130   The issue in question 

was whether or not the work is or is not art.  All the artists serving as witnesses claimed 

Langer’s work was art, including Ronald Bloore, who was a prosecution witness.131  

Those who testified that the work was not art were mainly psychologists.132  Lisa Steele 

recalls that the artists serving as expert witnesses provided formal analyses of the work in 

their testimonies:  

Dennis Reid gave a little art history lecture about the paintings.  The judge 
is listening to Dennis Reid go on and on about figure and ground and the 
use of colour and chiaroscuro and what a good painter Eli was.  And he’s 
talking about the one where the little girl’s pooed on the ground, about the 
way in which the space has been activated.  He’s an art historian so he can 
do that.  There were moments of unbelievable irony and moments of 
weirdness in that trial.  It was very strange.133 

 

It seems to me that the expert witnesses strategically exploited their institutionalized 

cultural capital, in turn to claim objectified capital in the paintings, overall to ensure 

legitimacy in their contentions that this was art.  The irony that Steele refers to here 

reflects the incompatibility between traditional sources of cultural capital and 

contemporary art practices driven by political motivations.   

 Some of the factors the judge determined for distinguishing artistic merit 

included: 

                                                
130 Ibid, at para. 35. 
131 Lisa Steele, interview by author.  Steele explains that since the defence was to prove artistic merit, “to 
justify the actions, the jack-boot reaction of the Toronto police, the prosecution had to find people who 
would say that this was not art.  Ron Bloore was one of the ones that they thought was going to do that, Ron 
Bloore was married to the late Dorothy Cameron who was a gallerist in the late 1950s, whose gallery was 
closed by the police for obscenity.  She showed some nudes done by Robert Markham.  Imagine the 
surprise of the crown when Ron Bloore doesn’t really do his job as a prosecution witness” (ibid). 
132 Ibid. 
133 Interview by author. 
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(a) whether the artist acted with integrity; (b) whether the work has 
technical merit, for example in the use of light and colour to strengthen the 
power of the image or otherwise evoke a mood or convey the desired 
effect; (c) the complexity of the work, and whether the various aspects of 
the work such as colour and light are well integrated within the work; (d) 
the accessibility of the work to the viewer, that is, whether the work lets 
the viewer bring his or her personal experience to the viewing and to take 
something of value away from the viewing. Good art should disturb and 
provoke.134 
 

After stating this initial list, the judge goes on to determine that “The word ‘merit’ 

suggests that the subjective intention of the artist is not the test. ‘Merit’ implies the 

application of standards by someone other than the artist who created the work,” therefore 

making his initial factor (a) moot.135  McComb also tempers factor (d) with the counter 

balancing determination that “the greater the risk of harm to children, the less the value of 

the work.”136   

 The judge decided, “If the artistic merit defence were to be assessed without 

reference to a community tolerance test based on harm, the result would be that if a 

scintilla of artistic merit were present, even the most harmful depictions would be 

excused. That could not have been the intention of Parliament.”137  This statement raises 

the question, are there degrees of artistic merit or is the issue to decide whether or not the 

work in question has artistic merit or does not have it?  Under what circumstances would 

a work of art having been proven in court to indeed have artistic merit be “most 

harmful”?  McComb concludes, “The test requires that the depiction, taken as a whole, 

having regard to its wider purpose and the degree of risk of harm, does not exceed 

contemporary standards of community tolerance,” after determining “whether the national 

                                                
134 R. v. Paintings, at para. 37. 
135 Further qualifying the requirement of integrity, the judge states, “The word ‘artistic’ encompasses work 
that is not only sincerely created, but also skillfully and sensitively produced” (ibid, at para. 80). 
136 Ibid. 
137 Ibid, para. 72. 
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community would tolerate others being exposed to the sexually explicit material 

contained in the work.”138 

 McComb illustrates another aspect of the definition of artistic merit.  He quotes 

the criminal code: “s. 163.1(6):…the court shall find the accused not guilty if the 

representation or written material that is alleged to constitute child pornography has 

artistic merit or an educational, scientific or medical purpose.”139   He notes the 

distinction in language between artistic merit and educational, scientific or medical 

purpose to emphasize the importance of determining merit outside of the artist’s 

intentions.  For my purposes, this distinction is also revealing of the law’s interpretation 

of art in that it excludes art from the list of items that serve a “purpose.”  Instead, art is 

defended based on a murkier language of “merit” that seems to rely on cultural capital, 

often misrecognized as competence.140   

 Combs addresses the argument that a defence based on merit is unfair to sincere 

artists who create work that happens to fail.  He explains that though he is sympathetic to 

this argument, “in the end, society’s interest in protecting its children is paramount, and 

where the safety of children is concerned, community standards of tolerance based on the 

risk of harm are more important than freedom of expression, no matter how 

‘fundamental’ that freedom may be to a free and democratic society.”141  This statement 

undermines the previously stated so-called fundamental importance of art.  What does it 

mean for art’s role in Canadian society when the law interprets it as something that has an 

                                                
138 Ibid, at para. 58. 
139 Quoted in ibid. 
140 Bourdieu, “The Forms of Capital,” 100. 
141 R. v. Paintings, at para. 78. 
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unexplainable power to influence harm, has value to its viewer when so-called successful, 

and yet serves no purpose, or at the very most the purpose it serves is non-applicable?  

 In 2005, the child pornography laws were amended with Bill C-2 receiving Royal 

Assent, in which the notion of “purpose” was introduced with respect to art.  Bill C-2 

expands child pornography offences to include audio materials as well as written 

materials that contain the description of sexual activity involving a person under 18 years 

of age for “a sexual purpose,” rather than that “advocates or counsels” sexual activity 

with a person under age.142  This is the first time simple possession has been criminalized.  

The bill also replaces the “artistic merit” defence with a defence of “legitimate purpose,” 

so that Section 163.1(6) now reads, “No person shall be convicted of an offence under 

this section if the act that is alleged to constitute an offence a. Has a legitimate purpose 

related to the administration of justice or to science, medicine, education or art; and b. 

Does not pose an undue risk of harm to persons under the age of eighteen years.”  Though 

the word “purpose” is now referring in some way to art, the British Columbia Civil 

Liberties Association interrogate the semantic difference between the terminology of 

“possessing” purpose, and “serving” a purpose: 

One ordinarily speaks of "serving" a purpose, and it is not at all clear what 
subtle shift away from ordinary usage the drafters intended with their 
notion of having or possessing a legitimate purpose. Perhaps they worried 
that "serving a legitimate purpose related to art" might be construed as 
simply "serving an artistic purpose." An artistic purpose is clearly a 
legitimate purpose related to art. "Having" a legitimate purpose related to 
art might be meant to escape this reduction by suggesting the possession of 
some legitimate purpose that is distinct from art though somehow related 
to it. What might this free-floating notion of legitimacy be?143 
 

                                                
142 Casavant and Robertson, The Evolution of Pornography Law. 
143 Brief of the British Columbia Civil Liberties Association re Bill C-2, http://www.bccla.org/othercontent 
/05billc2.htm (accessed 13, July 2010).  
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 This shift in language in the statutory defence from artistic merit to possession of 

legitimate purpose, in combination with the shift in the function of offending materials 

from “advocates or counsels” to “for a sexual purpose,” has resulted recently in the 

overturning of a Toronto trial judge’s decision to acquit an offender based on artistic 

merit.  In June 2010, the Ontario Court of Appeal convicted Robert Katigbak, who 

claimed he was collecting images for an art project, for possession of child pornography 

in a decision that sends the message that “very few defendants can hope to evade child-

pornography convictions using a defence of artistic merit.”144  The judgment states, “The 

goal of strengthening the child pornography laws and narrowing the defence available 

was to be accomplished by ensuring that any artistic value or educational purpose, 

however slight, would no longer suffice as a defence but, instead, a ‘legitimate’ purpose 

relating to one of the enumerated spheres of valued activity had to be raised.”145  While 

art is acknowledged here to reside within the “spheres of valued activity,” the method of 

establishing its legitimacy remains unclear.   

 

Exempting art 

The OFRB’s arts exemptions in the current regulations were initiated in 1988.  As I 

discuss in Chapter 3 of this thesis, arts exemptions was a divided issue among anti-

censorship proponents.  The regulations state that a “person is exempt from section 12 of 

                                                
144 Kirk Makin, “Trial judge wrong in child-porn case, Court of Appeal rules,” Globe and Mail, June 8, 
2010, http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/trial-judge-wrong-in-child-porn-case-court-of-
appeal-rules/article1596959/?cmpid=rss1 (accessed 13, July 2010). Katigbak was arrested on April 19, 
2006 when police seized and searched his computer.  Katigbak had been collecting images of children in 
sexual situations for seven years as research in preparation to create an art installation (ibid). 
145 R. v. Katigbak, 2010 ONCA 411 (CanLII), at para 52.  The judgment uses the Oxford English Dictionary 
to define legitimate as “something that is lawful, justifiable, proper or conformable to a recognized standard 
sanctioned by the laws of reasoning,” and states that acts only serve a legitimate purpose if they “do not 
pose an undue risk of harm to minors,” with undue defined as “‘inappropriate,‘ ‘unjustifiable,‘ ‘excessive,‘ 
or ‘going beyond what is...warranted or natural’”  (ibid at para. 60-62). 
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the Act [that requires a board administered classification] if the person exhibits or offers 

to exhibit...a film at a film festival or in and under the sponsorship of a public library.”146  

Also, “A public art gallery or public library that distributes or exhibits film as part of the 

activity of the gallery or library is exempt from section 13 of the Act,” which requires a 

board administered license.147  This way, festivals and galleries are exempt from being 

required to purchase licenses and classifications for the films they exhibit.   

 The definition of festival, however, is limited.  Among the stipulations in the 

definitions section of the regulations, a festival is an event that is “held not more than 

twice in a year for a period of no more than 14 days.”148  This definition is clearly 

exclusionary, reflecting one of the concerns from artists and exhibitors who do not 

support exemptions.  The definition certainly describes and encompasses many festivals, 

not excluding the Toronto International Film Festival, Images Festival, and varied 

smaller, themed festivals like ImagiNative, and city-specific queer film festivals across 

Ontario.  One prolific and active organization, Toronto’s Pleasure Dome, however, is 

excluded because it hosts regular screenings throughout the year.  Pleasure Dome also 

uses a variety of screening venues and therefore does not fit the definition of public art 

gallery because it does not have a “fixed premises from which it conducts its 

activities.”149  

 Cultural studies theorist Richard Burt notes that claiming freedom of artistic 

expression—in this case to justify arts exemptions—sets traditional notions of high art 

apart from the politics of everyday life: 

                                                
146 Film Classification Act, 2005, S.O. 2005, c. 17, Service Ontario e-laws, http://www.e-
laws.gov.on.ca/html/statutes/english/elaws_statutes_05f17_e.htm (accessed July 8, 2010). 
147 Ibid. 
148 Ibid. 
149 Ibid. 
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While many artists and critics have argued that art, knowledge, and 
sexuality are political, often criticizing modern liberal institutions and 
values as modes of domination, and while many have attacked specifically 
modernist assumptions about aesthetics and subjectivity such as self-
expression, genius, originality, and individual creativity, they invoke 
precisely these assumptions when they defend freedom of artistic 
expression from censorship.150  
 

In this way, distinguishing artistic expression from other forms of expression sets up the 

class divisions that make possible the distinguishing, and then the protecting of, the kind 

of cultural capital that runs counter to politically motivated contemporary art practice.  

Setting up a distinction between art and everyday life also makes a space for certain kinds 

of transgressions to be absorbed as exceptional and alternative.  In this way, alternative 

images are depoliticized and reduced to tropes for “artfulness,” impeding their use in 

active discourses and debates, operating instead outside of public discourses, as private 

interests (like the private club that the board initially suggested the Funnel become to 

avoid the board’s jurisdiction in 1981).  In this way, claiming distinction based on cultural 

capital undermines politically motivated art practices.   

 Video-maker Richard Fung insists that asserting legitimation based on the 

criterion of artistic merit is a historical privilege for the colonizing West.  Fung asks: “is it 

opportunistic to invoke the defence of artistic merit, which is available to certain types of 

censored material, or for galleries and festivals to advocate (or accept) exemption from 

submission to film and video censor review?  This discussion has evident implications 

with regard to the cultural products of minoritized communities.”151  Fung is referring to 

the artistic merit defence, yet the question can also be posed with regard to arts 

                                                
150 Richard Burt, “Introduction,” The Administration of Aesthetics: Censorship, Political Criticism, and the 
Public Sphere, (Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota Press), xiv. 
151  “Uncompromising Positions,” 141. 
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exemptions since exemptions are based on parameters defined by something called “art.”   

Who decides what art is?   

 The question of whether or not work is obscene, once posed to the work by the 

state, also has real consequences to the embodied cultural (and economic) capital of the 

artist. Cultural studies theorist Richard Burt uses pop star Madonna as an example of 

someone who can benefit from staged censorship, whose censored 1992 coffee table book 

Sex resulted in increases in sales.152  Indeed, film distributors have manipulated the 

Ontario Board of Censors in order to create a market for movies.  In 1978, the producers 

of George Kaczender’s film In Praise of Older Women publicly stated that the censor 

board intended to cut two and a half minutes from the film while the board had only in 

fact cut 38 seconds.  Chair Sims reported that he had no knowledge of the two and a half 

minute figure.  In this way, the “episode was a well-planned maneuver on the part of the 

film’s producers to create an atmosphere of controversy surrounding the film even before 

it reached the Censor’s hands.”153   

 When discussing his example of staged censorship, Burt significantly notes that 

some people benefit more than others from controversy arising from censorship, 

proximity to  “centers of cultural and political power” being an important discriminating 

factor.154  Whereas for American pop star Justin Timberlake, advertizing images with a 

black censor bar across his face create a sellable suggestiveness (fig. 25), or whereas for 

Madonna, state-imposed censorship bolstered interest in her book, for artist Eli Langer, 

having his paintings tried for obscenity did not improve his career.   

 

                                                
152 “Introduction,” xiv. 
153 Alexina Cameron, “Inhibition vs. Exhibition,” Cinema Canada (January-February 1981): 13.  
154 Burt, “Introduction,” xiv. 
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Figure 25: Album cover, "SexyBack" single from FutureSex/LoveSounds (2006) by 
Justin Timberlake. 
 
Steele explains, “It was very bad for his career...Canada isn’t the kind of place where 

people get infamous for this.  He really did have to leave town.  Who was going to show 

the work?  Who was going to take it on?  Even if it was declared not illegal?”155  When 

reflecting about her experience defending her photography in court Jennifer Gillmor 

defends the artistic merit of her work: “My purpose was not to create masturbation 

material.  I approached the exercise more as an artist with my eye concerned with creative 

choices rather than with what would be hot for the viewer.”156   Steele also recalls 

Michael Snow’s reaction to his film Rameau’s Nephew by Diderot being refused for 

approval to show at the Funnel in March 1981:   

                                                
155 Interview by author, November 25, 2009. 
156 E-mail message to author. 
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To refer to work as pornography, even for someone of the stature of 
Michael Snow, wasn’t a joke to him.  It was really insulting.  I don’t know 
if he used the word hurtful, but you got the impression that it wasn’t 
something that he was blowing off.  It cuts to the core to have the state 
make these [statements]. It’s not your next-door neighbor.  It’s not a critic 
saying they don’t like what you’re doing.  It’s very different to come into 
conflict with the state.157 

 
Here state intervention into the determination of cultural capital confounds artistic 

economies. 

 The current state of the law over-values art in that it affords art a kind of power 

that the law itself cannot prove, and at the same time under-values art as something that 

does not have a purpose nor can its merit or purpose be determined by experts from arts 

communities.  As artists and exhibitors attempt to communicate to the law the conditions 

of arts production and context for reception within and across specific communities, the 

law continues to operate retaining paternalistic Western art historical values.  If 

definitions of art are already contested within its community, how can we agree on its 

definition entrenched in law?   

                                                
157 Interview by author. 
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Conclusion: Anti-censorship succession planning 

The issue of censorship no longer peppers the mainstream media the way it did 

during the Six Days of Resistance.  To suggest that overt censorship provides the 

conditions for resistance because constitutive censorship veils issues, however, is to 

assume that the only kind of power that can be resisted is the unitary, overt kind.  I argue 

in this thesis that the liberal hope that censorship can be abolished is irrelevant, and that 

Richard Burt is right in renaming censorship a “discourse of legitimation.”  Once such a 

definition is adopted, we can approach contemporary issues related to but beyond overt 

censorship.  By way of conclusion, I interrogate existing exemptions from the law as they 

affect festivals and galleries.  To do this I asked a set of questions to test organizational, 

and where relevant, political knowledge.  Lastly, I suggest some possibilities for future 

research, adding to cultural studies approaches towards social movements and critical 

criminology approaches that take artworks on trial as objects of study. 

 

Business as usual in between moments of crisis 

Among the regional and national arts organizations recently active in some level of anti-

censorship lobbying in Canada include Toronto’s annual experimental film and video 

festival, Images Festival, and year-round experimental film and video collective, Pleasure 

Dome.  Both have published statements of protest against the Film Classification Act’s 

required age restriction, which I discuss in the following.  Others include provincial arts 

service organization Artist-run Centers and Collectives of Ontario (ARCCO), which 

directed a letter campaign in 2005 regarding the proposed Bill defining the current Film 

Act; national arts service organization, Independent Media Arts Alliance/L'Alliance des 
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arts médiatiques indépendants (IMAA/AAMI), which publishes a tool kit for freedom of 

expression online; and advocacy and member service body, the Ontario Association of 

Art Galleries (OAAG), which published Censorship and the Arts (1995) by Brenda 

Cossman, and mounted a workshop entitled Government Regulation and Emerging Arts 

Professionals in 2008.   

 Former manager of Glad Day Bookshop during its 2004 legal challenge against 

the OFRB Toshiya Kuwabara feels that support from Ontario’s art communities did not 

meet his expectations: “I think Glad Day Bookshop could have had a lot more support 

from Ontario's art communities—be it financial or speaking out in the media.”1   The 

bookshop also noticed a decrease in support for anti-censorship activities in LGBT 

communities.2  Kuwabara explains in 2005, “Unfortunately, this time around we were 

barely able to raise enough funds...Even though the case was settled a year ago, we're still 

in the process of paying off our attorney.”3   The Globe and Mail’s Victor Dwyer 

comments,  

So for some, the Yonge Street store's decision to drop its pitched battles 
over the right to sell pornography has raised deeper questions: Has the 
political wind gone out of the sails of a community that staged mass 
marches over the raid of a gay bathhouse in the early 1980s and fought for 
political action on the AIDS front during the 1990s, urged on by activist 
groups like Act Up and Queer Nation?4 
 

                                                
1 E-mail message to author, April 27, 2010.  Kuwabara qualifies his statement by explaining, “I also know 
that there are limits to how much support one can receive at any time” (ibid).  He goes on to explain the 
extensive expenses involved in mounting a legal challenge.  Nevertheless, he feels support from Ontario’s 
arts communities did not meet his expectations.   
2 Glad Day had been involved in anti-censorship issues since its appeal against Customs in 1986 regarding 
the right to sell The Joy of Gay Sex. Glad Day Bookshop Inc. v. The Deputy Minister of the Department of 
National Revenue (Customs and Excise), an unreported decision of the District Court of Ontario 
pronounced March 20, 1987. 
3 Victor Dwyer, “From Placards to Picket Fences,” The Globe and Mail, January 29, 2005. 
4 Ibid. 
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I would suggest that such questions could also be applied to both issues of sexuality and 

anti-censorship activism in arts fields.  Video artist, filmmaker and active anti-censorship 

activist John Greyson comments, “As much as you can’t generalize, I think it’s true that a 

new generation of work is much less engaged in issues around gender and sexuality than 

we perhaps were.  And maybe that’s because the culture has moved on and as those 

issues are being taken up in much more mainstream ways.”5  Greyson agrees with these 

comments from Dwyer: “Crusades…for pension benefits, as well as those over adoption 

and marriage rights, may have unwittingly shunted aside such baldly libertarian issues as 

censorship and bathhouse sex.”6  Greyson adds,  

I think that whatever political consensus used to exist around fighting 
censorship and a set of issues around freedom of expression, and fighting 
the state around the censorship of pornography and explicit sexuality has 
changed.  People don’t mobilize in the same way; as the gay community 
has moved towards owning condos and getting married, its priorities have 
really shifted and it’s quite disturbing and quite frightening how 
complacent in a community people have become around these things.7 

 
 Has anti-censorship become a victim of its own success?  Greyson explains that 

debates about censorship have moved to the Internet and debates about pornography have 

moved to subjects of child pornography.  Web-based issues of censorship are beyond the 

historical scope of this thesis, but certainly point to continuing contests surrounding 

explicit representations of sex and their regulation, especially for queer producers and 

artists who deal with issues of youth and homosexuality.8  Artists do not deal with the 

                                                
5 Interview by author, March 2, 2005. 
6 Dwyer, “From Placards to Picket Fences.”  
7 Interview by author. 
8 In R. v. Sharpe, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that possession of purely fictional images that do not 
involve real children are included in the child pornography law. [2001] 1 S.C.R. 45, 2001 SCC 2.  For a 
discussion of intergenerational sexual politics in specific media artworks included at the 2004 Toronto 
International Film Festival, see Jon Davies, “Imagining Intergenerationality: Representation and Rhetoric 
in the Pedophile Movie,” GLQ: A Journal of Lesbian and Gay Studies, 13, No. 2-3 (2007): 369-385;  For a 
discussion of international and cross-institutional regulatory policies regarding child pornography on the 
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same stakes as they did twenty-five years ago, as media culture itself has shifted: “those 

debates have not gone away but have mutated into this year’s particular variety of them.  

It feels like we’ve made progress on some fronts and actually gone backwards on others.  

It feels like we’ve shifted but not necessarily all for the good.” 9  

  Dwyer interviews activist for gay rights George Hislop, and editor-in-chief of fab 

magazine Mitchel Raphael, who both suggest that a generational divide may have some 

impact on how issues are taken up or taken for granted: Hislop says, “Every gain we've 

made, we've had to fight for. Unfortunately, many 20-year-olds think the conditions 

we've won have always just been there.”10  Perhaps a correlation of this phenomenon in 

the arts field is evidenced by the participation of young artists from the Ontario College 

of Art and Design (OCAD) and Ryerson University in competitions set up by the OFRB 

enlisting students to create videos advertising the OFRB’s classification policies.11 

 Anti-censorship activists and co-founders of Vtape distribution Lisa Steele and 

Kim Tomczak admit that Vtape does not have a censorship policy.  They feel that as long 

                                                
Internet, see Jennifer Stewart, “If This is the Global Community, We Must be on the Bad Side of Town: 
International Policing of Child Pornography on the Internet,” Houston Journal of International Law, 20 
(1997): 205-246; for a discussion of social networking websites and copyright, see Kate Baguette, “Internet 
censorship and freedom of expression,” Globe and Mail, June 28, 2006, http://www.theglobeandmail.com 
/news/technology/article831419.eke (accessed July 12, 2010); for a discussion of Internet Service Providers 
(ISPs) preventing access to overseas content based on local laws, see Ian Brown, “Internet Filtering—Be 
Careful What You Ask for,” in Freedom and Prejudice: Approaches to Media and Culture, eds. S. Kirca 
and L. Hanson (Istanbul: Bahcesehir University Press, 2008), 74-91; and for a discussion of the artistic 
merit defence and critique of 2004’s Bill C-12’s proposed changes to the child pornography laws in the 
Federal Criminal Code, see Frank Addario, Megan Davis Williams, and James Missen, “Protecting 
‘pursuits that relate to the culture of the country’: advocating for the artistic merit defence in Bill C-12,” 
English Studies in Canada (September-December 2003) http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_7010/is_3-
4_29/ai_n28173175/?tag=content;col1 (accessed 15 July 2010). 
9 Greyson, interview by author. 
10 Quoted in Dwyer, “From Placards to Picket Fences.” 
11 The winning videos are available for view on the OFRB website, “News, Publications and Forms,” 
Ontario Film Review Board, April 28, 2010, http://www.ofrb.gov.on.ca/english/page17.htm (accessed 
April 30, 2010). 
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as they, along with other prominent anti-censorship proponents remain alive, it is 

inferred: 

It isn’t written into our minutes, but because of the engagement of our 
previous president Colin Campbell, our current president John Greyson, 
Kim and myself [Steele], Richard Fung, we are kind of the anti-censorship 
people of the community but it would be interesting as we move away 
from the organization what would happen without a strong policy so that’s 
an interesting question for me.  We don’t have anything in writing.12  

 
Associate director of the Toronto Arts Council William Huffman notes that while John 

Greyson and Richard Fung “will always be watchdogs, there’s also a lot of young 

administrators and independent artists who serve on boards of directors that think, ‘I can’t 

deal with it because I run the risk of being arrested, I run the risk of being fiscally 

responsible for the legal situation of my organization.’  So I think it does have a tendency 

to run right through the middle of the community and work divisively.”13  These 

comments point to the pedagogical and consciousness-raising functions of interventions 

like the Ontario Open Screenings in reinforcing networks and cross-institutional support.  

 Similarly, what happens when the people presently enforcing the law are gone?     

The current Administrative Director of OAAG, Demetra Christakos, points out that 

legislation outlines the limits of governmental power and action, and that the extent to 

which a given administration sees fit to enforce conduct varies within these limits:   

In terms of procedural directive...sometimes what is written in law is the 
extreme of what you can do or what you can’t do.  It’s not necessarily 
what people do.  What people normally do usually falls in the middle... 
But if you have a government coming in, teaching itself how to govern, 
and they look at what’s written and they see it’s possible to operate in the 
extreme, they’re operating in conformity with the law even though it’s not 

                                                
12 Lisa Steele, interview by author, November 25, 2009. 
13 William Huffman, interview by author, July 27, 2009.  Huffman notes the particular challenges for artist-
run centres in changing policy: “In the case of artist-run centres it’s tough because you’re defending the 
decisions that other people make.  So you can’t fully rationalize something because it’s a collective 
decision as opposed to one that comes from a singular vision” (ibid). 
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how people had generally behaved themselves prior to that.  And I think it 
was felt as a revolutionary shift when the NDP came into power in Ontario 
and it was felt as a revolutionary shift when the right came into power 
looking at the same legislation.14  
 

At stake are fines up to $50,000 for an individual or up to $250,000 for a corporation that 

contravenes the Film Classification Act, increased from $25,000 and $100,000 

respectively after Bill 158.  Failure to comply may also lead to criminal charges.  As long 

as these discretions are written into the act, it is always possible that new governments 

may decide to put otherwise overlooked or ignored exhibitors on the radar, in a way that 

might echo the circumstances of the early 1980s.   

 

Forgetting the basics? 

 I completed a selection of cold calls to artist-run centres (ARCs) on the ARCCO 

website to find out if ARCs comply with the law, maintain anti-censorship policies, or are 

even aware of these laws.  I found that most of them do not comply with the law, some 

knowingly, some not, while most film and video festivals do comply.  As I discuss in 

Chapter 6, the current arts exemptions in the regulations require that exhibitors submit 

documentation describing all films and videos for approval and classification or restrict 

audiences to ages eighteen and over and post a rating of R.  If the exhibitor is registered 

as non-profit, approval by documentation forms may be submitted at no cost, and if the 

exhibitor is not a non-profit, the cost is $63 per title.  Signage indicating the rating and 

age restriction is required, but the method for enforcing restrictions is up to the 

institution.   

                                                
14 Interview by author, November 6, 2009. 
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Artspace, Peterborough and Artcite, Windsor regularly black out windows and 

post signs when they screen something they deem contains adult content.  They do so, 

however, at their discretion, which is in contravention of the Film Classification Act.  

Contemporary Art Forum, Kitchener also uses discretion in terms of restricting 

audiences.  Ed Video, Guelph and Definitely Superior, Thunder Bay use warnings to alert 

audiences to mature content but do not restrict them in any way.  YYZ, Toronto and A 

Space Gallery, Toronto do not restrict audiences nor post warning signs.  Galerie du 

Nouvel-Ontario, Sudbury does not program exhibitions that would be rated R, not that it 

makes a difference to the exemption law because the law requires that all films and 

videos that have not been viewed by the OFRB be rated R no matter what the content.   

 Representatives from Gallery 101, Ottawa, Gallery 1313, Toronto, and Artspace, 

Peterborough admit that they are unaware of the law.  I suspect staff at Gallery 44, 

Toronto may be unaware of the law as well because the gallery representative I spoke 

with insisted that the law does not apply to the gallery’s practices because the gallery 

only shows video in installation formats.  These formats, however, do fall under the 

OFRB’s jurisdiction.  Similarly, the representative from YYZ responded that the gallery 

follows the same policies as Vtape and Images, policies which are vastly different: Vtape, 

Toronto does not comply, while Images Festival, Toronto restricts audiences to ages 18 

and over, and advertises the restriction in compliance with the law. 

 I found that most film festivals comply with the law by either submitting works or 

restricting audiences.  Toronto Reel Asian, Imaginative, Toronto, and the Toronto 

International Film Festival submit documentation to the board, and the Images Festival 

restricts audiences.  Images is unique in publishing a censorship policy in its program 
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catalogue.  In its “Statement on age restriction,” Images announces the mandatory 

restriction despite that “the Images Festival believes in freedom of expression and is 

against discrimination on the basis of age.”15  The statement, first included by former 

executive director Petra Chevrier, declares, “The Images Festival complies with the 

Ontario Theatres Act under protest.”16  In his welcome statement in the 2010 catalogue, 

executive Director Scott Miller Berry discusses the policy: 

Sadly, our audiences are restricted to those 18 years and older: We are 
forced by the Ontario Film Review Board to adopt a blanket 18+ audience 
restriction as a result of our refusal to submit films and videos for ratings.  
Rating our films could not only constitute censorship by the Provincial 
government, it would also cost us thousands of dollars.  Images would 
love to expand our audiences and share artist made film and video with 
folks of all ages, but under this antiquated Act we are sadly unable to do 
so.17 
 

Filmmaker John Porter points out that even if organizations like Images officially restrict 

admission, often in practice the volunteers at the door act inconsistently, alternately 

allowing underage viewers against policy, or turning them away, against unofficial 

policy.18 

 Pleasure Dome, a Toronto, Ontario film and video exhibition collective operates 

in outright contravention of the law and advertises a similar statement of protest on its 

website.  In the “about us” section, Pleasure Dome states, “Pleasure Dome does not 

submit any of its film and video programming for prior approval by any censoring 

                                                
15 Northern Visions Independent Film and Video Association, Images Festival23: showcasing 
contemporary moving image culture, April 1-10, 2010, [festival catalogue], (General Printers, Moveable), 
7. 
16 John Porter, interview by author, March 23, 2010; Northern Visions, Images Festival23, 7.   
17 Northern Visions, Images Festival23, 17.  In the very next sentence Berry gives a heartfelt thanks to the 
festival’s government funders, which points to the irony of being simultaneously supported and constrained 
by governmental cultural policy. 
18 Interview by author. 
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bodies.”19  Later on the same webpage Pleasure Dome elaborates at some length about 

the current state of the law and its commitment to freedom of expression.  Unlike the film 

festivals discussed above, Pleasure Dome does not qualify for arts exemptions and is 

therefore operating against a different part of the regulations.  Since Pleasure Dome does 

not have a regular screening location and since it exhibits year round, it does not satisfy 

the definitions of art gallery (with a fixed premises) or film festival (which screens films 

for two weeks or less).  Legally, Pleasure Dome is required to gain a license and submit, 

not documentation, but actual films and videos to the board for approval and 

classification, at a fee.   

 For the most part, Pleasure Dome continues to operate business-as-usual.20   

Pleasure Dome’s then President Linda Feesey was present at the 2005 Legislative 

Assembly of Ontario’s Standing Committee on Justice Policy regarding Bill 158, the bill 

that has since been passed to form the current Film Classification Act.  She, along with 

Roberto Aringanello of the Liaison of Independent Filmmakers of Toronto (LIFT), 

announced to the committee that Pleasure Dome and LIFT operate illegally.  Feesey 

stated, “Pleasure Dome—this is our policy—does not submit its film and video 

programming for prior approval by any censoring bodies.  Bill 158 effectively renders 

our screenings illegal.  We do not submit works for classification because it is a form of 

prior restraint that infringes on our charter right to freedom of expression.”21  Why, since 

                                                
19 “About Us,” Pleasure Dome, http://pdome.org/wordpress/?page_id=2 (accessed April 30, 2010). 
20 In 1999, however, the board insisted the collective restrict entry to a screening of Bruce LaBruce’s Skin 
Flick at Metro Theatre in Toronto and Pleasure Dome complied (Porter, interview by author). 
21 Ontario, Legislative Assembly, Standing Committee on Justice Policy, “Film Classification Act, 2005,” 
(20 April 2005), Legislative Assembly of Ontario, http://gateway.ontla.on.ca/committee-
proceedings/transcripts/files_html/2005-04-20_JP025.htm (accessed July 12, 2010).   
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representatives of two organizations informed government officials that these 

organizations regularly break the law, has there been no repercussions?   

Then executive director of the Images Festival Petra Chevrier presented at the 

committee as well, from the perspective of a law-abiding organization.  She asks, “When 

was the last time anyone remembers actually seeing a Restricted sign outside an art 

gallery video art installation?  My perception is that the previous act was only selectively 

enforced within the media art exhibition world.  So many organizations have been quite 

happily continuing to work under these so-called exemptions schemes.”22  As the new act 

maintains the same exemption scheme, it seems Chevrier’s perception remains 

applicable. 

 It appears that film festivals are subject to the real enforcement of the OFRB’s 

regulations and either submit work or restrict audiences and therefore comply with the 

law.  Images Festival is unique in publishing an anti-censorship statement of protest 

while complying.  ARCs that are aware of the regulations mainly operate in 

contravention of the law and yet do not publicize a statement of anti-censorship.  Many 

ARCs that are unaware of the regulations operate in similar ways.  When an institution 

displays video or film in an installation within the normal confines of the open gallery 

areas, not blocked off with controlled admittance by age, the gallery is acting illegally.  

As Porter points out, even the educational videos about the Group of Seven at the AGO 

are subject to the age restriction.23   

 OAAG’s workshop about media regulation was under attended.  Many of those 

who attended expressed their ignorance of the law, including staff from the Art Gallery of 

                                                
22 Ibid.   
23 Interview by author.   
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Ontario.24  One staff member expressed surprise when recounting an incident in which a 

gallery-goer launched a complaint regarding a 2006 exhibition of Any Warhol’s films, 

Supernova, curated by David Cronenberg, prompting the OFRB to intervene.  At the 

instruction of the OFRB, the AGO posted signs restricting audiences to 18 and over.25  In 

my cold-call to the AGO, the director of photography informed me that the gallery’s 

operating procedures only include putting up warning signs at the discretion of the 

institution.   

 At the standing committee, Feesey, Porter, Chevrier, and Aringanello all 

recommended that the act be rewritten to support a voluntary system of classification, and 

short of that, complete exemption for non-profit arts exhibitors.  For them, even 

classification imposes meaning on images.  In one sense, classification works in the same 

way as censorship does by calling attention to the thing it is classifying.  Classification 

alerts audiences to potentially offensive scenes.  Cultural critic Kerri Kwinter recalls that 

as she watched the previously banned and censored films at The Ontario Open 

Screenings, she “found [her]self periodically wondering if the board would find this part 

seditious, that part obscene or gratuitous.”26  She explains, “I felt like I was wearing 

someone else’s morality.  This is a sign of a truly colonized mind.”27  In another sense, 

classifications work in a way that can have real ramifications on potential audiences for 

cultural events.  As former Chevrier notes at the standing committee, 

What kind of message is this requisite R rating sending to our potential 
future audiences?  Our film festival browser and program guides contain 

                                                
24 Government Regulation and Emerging Arts Professionals, Textile Museum of Canada, Toronto, Ontario, 
June 17, 2008, Organized by Darryl Bank for the Ontario Association of Art Galleries, transcripts. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Kerri Kwinter, “Ontario Open Screenings, Six Days of Resistance Against the Censor Board, April 21-
27, 1985,” Issues of Censorship, A Space Exhibition Committee (Toronto: A Space, 1985), 47. 
27 Ibid. 
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the steady message, ‘Screenings restricted to persons aged 18 or over.’  Is 
this informing our audience that the content of our film festival is 
excessively violent and degrading, contains sexually explicit scenes or 
even just contains images of genitalia and is therefore not suitable for 
anyone under 18?  No, not at all.  We are simply satisfying a regulatory 
imperative.  The reality is quite the opposite.  Most of the films we exhibit 
contain nothing that would invoke a Restricted rating or even anything 
close to a Restricted rating.28 
 

Here, the forced restriction not only restricts audiences by age, but has an impact on the 

attendance of potential audiences.   

 The speakers at OAAG’s workshop included myself, Feesey, and John 

Mitsopulos, the Director of the Policy Branch, Policy and Consumer Protection Services 

Division of the Ministry of Government and Consumer Services (the Ministry that 

overseas the OFRB).  Mitsopulos spoke about the ways in which citizens can seek 

changes in legislation and regulations.  He emphasized that by the time the bill goes to 

committee, it is almost too late to make significant changes: 

For people that want to influence the legislative process or the regulation, 
it’s imperative that it’s somehow on your radar screen well in advance of 
things going to committee.  When things go to committee there is a very 
small window of maybe a week where motions to amend can be 
introduced.  It’s usually not a good place to have it done when you’re 
testifying at committee.  It’s got to be on the governing party’s agenda 
well in advance.29 

 
Mitsopulos also suggests that the government may not be well enough aware of the 

position of arts communities:  

                                                
28 Ontario, Legislative Assembly, “Film Classification Act, 2005.”  
29 Government Regulation and Emerging Arts Professionals, transcript.  At issue in this particular situation 
was that Bill 158 went through all three readings unusually quickly to enact legislation to replace the 
legislation struck down by the court during R. v. Glad Day Bookshop Inc.  The standing committee for bill 
158 was announced only days before its scheduled date.  Although Feesey argued for exemptions put into 
legislation, Mitsopulos advises that seeking to change the regulations would be an easier route: 
“Absolutely, legislation is always being amended and updated.  As long as you have the authority in the 
statue that exemptions can be provided and that the exemptions can be done by regulation then you are in a 
much better position out of the starting gate.  I encourage you to contact the Minister and articulate your 
point of view” (ibid).  
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We do our best to do public outreach...we don’t have the luxury of 
knowing every group that’s out there so just as important as it is for us to 
outreach, it’s also important for those that are affected by a piece of 
legislation to come to us and to say, we want to meet, we want a separate 
meeting...Don’t assume that we know everything and that we know 
everybody that’s affected by something that we oversee.  Nobody from 
our organization would ever turn down such a request for a meeting. 

 
OAAG director Christakos astutely notes that “maybe it’s better to do it when there’s not 

a crisis.”30 

 

Concluding censorship in the administration of culture 

Of course, restrictions to admittance to Images screenings and many other similar 

screenings are not always enforced in practice.  Whether it is deliberate or inadvertent, an 

overwhelming number of institutions are operating illegally.  Lawrence Lessig, talking 

about illegal downloading on the Internet comments, “We live in this weird time, in this 

age of prohibitions, where many areas of our lives, we live life, constantly against the 

law, ordinary people, live life, against the law...that realization is extraordinarily 

corrosive, extraordinarily corrupting, and in a democracy, we ought to be able to do 

better.”31   In this context, like copyright laws, sections of the Film Classification Act 

seem oddly inapplicable.  This context of law-breaking also illuminates the history of 

anti-censorship as one in which participants were striving to create change that would 

allow them to operate in ways that are law-abiding.  Whatever the tactic, whether it be 

taking the provincial government to court or engaging in civil disobedience, the desired 

outcome was to change the law to make the conduct in question legal.   

                                                
30 Ibid. 
31 "Larry Lessig on laws that choke creativity," in Ideas Worth Spreading Talks, TED, November 2010, 
http://www.ted.com/talks/lang/eng/larry_lessig_says_the_law_is_strangling_creativity.html (accessed April 
30, 2010). 
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 Here, civil disobedience functions as a civic responsibility, consistent with 19th 

century philosopher Henry David Thoreau’s moral duty as part of the contract of 

citizenship.  The fact civil disobedience breaks the law by definition does not diminish its 

relationship with the law, defined by a motivation to change it in an effort to create lawful 

conduct.  In this way, anti-censorship acts of civil disobedience follow Martin Luther 

King’s refinement of Thoreau’s notion of civil disobedience by distinguishing it from 

revolution.  In that specific laws were the target for change—rather than the toppling of 

the state itself—King “preserved the notion of fidelity to the state that revolution 

denied.”32  Anti-censorship efforts during the 1980s and 90s were carried out within the 

limits of citizenship and with an aim toward maintaining or achieving fidelity to the state.  

In contrast, many organizations today are “living life constantly against the law.”33 

 Clearly, the outcomes of legal challenges to the OFRB during its history represent 

incomplete results.  The OFRB retains the power to not approve some material, or to 

effectively ban films and videos; its “tax on speech” in the form of increased fees for 

their screening of foreign films remain intact; and arts exemptions are not truly 

exemptions.  Those representatives at the 2005 standing committee form a small cohort 

still actively pursuing these issues.  Legal studies scholar Brenda Cossman, photographer 

and member of the Ontario Film and Video Appreciation Society (OFAVAS) Cyndra 

MacDowall, and Lisa Steele feel the movement succeeded in influencing common sense.  

Cossman feels “we won, we turned public opinion around. We didn’t do it all—there’s 

                                                
32 Matthew Tedesco and John Harris, “Civil Disobedience,”  Encyclopedia of Public Administration and 
Public Policy, Volume 1, ed. Jack Rabin (Boca Ratan: Taylor & Francis Group, 2005), 190.  King also 
adheres to Mohandas  K. Gandhi’s refinement of Thoreau’s definition that reduces relevant acts to non-
violent ones.   
33 Lessig, “Larry Lessig on laws that choke creativity."   
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the Internet.  The idea that you can censor porn now is a ridiculous idea.”34  Steele 

comments, “things changed, they morphed, and they gave enough breathing room that it 

certainly allowed the scene to grow.”35  According to MacDowall, anti-censorship 

activity did not just pave the way for the scene to grow, but became part of the conditions 

of growth:   

In some senses you could say that this was a growing up of the art 
community.  Because we were now engaged, this brought a feeling of “we 
are participants in a larger social fabric,” rather than simply being 
marginalized and self-marginalized.  Now we had this attention.  In a lot 
of ways we were now being seen as actively involved in the world rather 
than just a bunch of kids in a playhouse.  We were busily writing grants 
and engaging in other levels, whether we had small corporate sponsors or 
someone gave you beer for your opening, but it really did bring these 
small arts organizations into the larger fabric of the city of Toronto and to 
Canada.36  

 
In my interview with Cossman, she described being an anti-censorship feminist in 

the early 1990s as a lonely and hostile place to be.  By 2000 she found that her women 

studies students and grad students had turned to her position, which had become 

mainstream.  She notes, “It was really quite amazing to see change in an incredibly short 

period of time.  I felt like we went out to capture the hearts and minds of the next 

generation and we did.  The next generation was like, what’s the big deal about all this 

porn stuff?  Get over it.  It’s kind of sexist but so is everything else.”37   

 If I were to be programmatic in my conclusion of this work, I would agree with 

OFAVAS member David Poole, previous head of the Media Arts section of the Canada 

Council for the Arts from 1998-2007, who says, 

                                                
34 Interview by author, August 13, 2009. 
35 Interview by author, November 25, 2009. 
36 Interview by author, April 8, 2009. 
37 Interview by author, August 13, 2009. 
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I am not certain what the tangible results are, except for the fact that 
somebody pushed back for a while, and we were not alone.  The 
Peterborough people pushed back, the video artists pushed back, Glad Day 
was pushing back.  And other people have continued that so I guess my 
argument is very general that there always has to be some level of 
awareness.  You can’t just assume that your position as an artist capable to 
express yourself is going to be open without being prepared to push 
back.38 

The practical purpose for bringing exposure to this history is to draw attention to the 

extent to which everyday cultural activities that are often taken for granted are 

administered with the potential to be imminently constrained.  Perhaps cultural 

practitioners ought to foster a sense of awareness if not preparedness for the potential 

need to push back, to echo Christakos, when there is not a crisis. 

 
Possibilities for future research 

Future areas of research may include further investigations into the intersections between 

art and the law.  One might extend the textual analysis of the legal treatment of all media 

of art and extend the case study to other cases of legally constrained art in Canada.  I 

propose that a cultural criminology approach would provide a useful set of questions 

regarding how artists and artwork contribute to social and historical shifts in the way 

criminality and art practices intertwine.  Cultural criminology interprets crime as socially 

and historically contingent.  Crimes are not inherently criminal; they are designated as 

such at a particular time and place.  For instance, until 1969, when Prime Minister 

Trudeau decriminalized homosexual relations between consenting adults in private, these 

relations were legislated as criminal acts in the Criminal Code.   

                                                
38 Interview by author, April 7, 2009. 
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 When specific practices that were once criminalized become legal, the acts 

themselves do not change.  While the key criminological question is, what changes, I 

would suggest to contribute, specifically, how do artists and artwork factor in the making 

of such change?  In other words, how does the law interpret artwork in the legislature, 

provincial regulations, federal criminal code, and as evidence in the courtroom?  How do 

artists, or their intellectual representatives and interveners, represent themselves and their 

artworks in the courtroom?  What languages do they develop to describe, defend, or so-

called explain art when prompted to?  How does the prosecution of artwork affect arts 

cultures and their artistic practices?  My suggestion is to use a cultural criminology 

approach to textual readings of both artworks that have been put on trial, and of artists’ 

self representational strategies in and out of the courtroom. 

 This way, a textual analysis of images and discourses about processes of self-

representation might combine with my existing cultural studies approach to arts 

censorship, and, in so doing, marry a cultural criminology perspective with media arts 

history.  This approach would also contribute a detailed case study on the arts to a new 

genre of criminology research that criminologist Michelle Brown terms the aesthetics of 

crime.39  Brown interprets Michel Foucault’s assertion that the removal of the public 

spectacle from punishment shifts the pageant of crime from one marked by the spectacle 

of punishment, like public hangings, to one in which “punishment and its contingent 

production of delinquency will be displaced into the realm of representation and 

mediation.”40  She argues, “This new aesthetics of crime will reveal the transportation of 

meaning making about crime to the realm of the mediated and the imagined, in short, to 
                                                
39 See her “The Aesthetics of Crime,” Philosophy, Crime, and Criminology, eds. Bruce A. Arrigo and 
Christopher R. Williams (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2006), 223-256. 
40 Ibid., 230.  
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the image.”41  While Brown is referring, here, to the aesthetics of crime in general, I 

propose to consider the aesthetics of criminalized artistic practices and legal treatments of 

art.  

 In further investigation of the rules of legal procedures and treatments of art, one 

might analyze how artwork is actually presented and viewed in the courtroom.  During 

my research for this thesis I discovered inconsistencies in the protocols for considering 

art as evidence in court.  For example, artist Eli Langer’s paintings, which were put on 

trial at a forfeiture hearing for obscenity, were brought into the courtroom shrouded in 

brown paper before being revealed at the order of the judge.  Al Razutis’s film, A 

Message From Our Sponsor (from his America series, 1972-83), which led to the 

landmark charges of four organizers of the Canadian Images Festival in Peterborough in 

1981, was screened in its entirety despite just seven seconds of questionable content. 

During the briefs that the Women’s Legal Education and Action Fund (LEAF) prepared 

for the court during the famous Regina v. Butler obscenity case, the LEAF lawyers only 

described the videos rather than screen them to illustrate their arguments. What are the 

details of the circumstances that led to such inconsistent treatment of the artworks in the 

courtroom? What protocols are in place for such treatment? What do such protocols 

reveal about how the courts and legal system interpret the role of art in society?  

Furthermore, in the arts exemption in the regulations supporting the Film Classification 

Act, as discussed above, to acquire ratings for films and videos, institutions and film 

festivals need only submit documentation describing the films and videos.  What does it 

mean when feature and commercial films must be viewed by the board for approval but 

artworks need only be described?  
                                                
41 Ibid. 
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 I propose that another avenue for further research, hinged on this dissertation’s 

analysis of anti-censorship activity as social movement activity, would be a consideration 

of subcultural forms and their self-styling representations in relationship to the law.   

Certainly one cannot refer to a single, unified arts community; however, I argue that when 

police officers dress undercover like “artists” to gain entry to illegal video art screenings, 

or conversely, when artists are instructed by legal representatives to dress “accordingly” 

to go to court, representational boundaries are constructed and designed.  Conversely, 

legal scholar Brenda Cossman recounts an incident in which artists were surprised 

judging by her clothing that she was a lawyer and not an artist:  “I remember a couple of 

people said to me, you don’t look like a lawyer, you look like an artist!  What does that 

mean?”42  How do artists and/or their representative expert witnesses represent 

themselves in the courtroom, and how does this reflect both artists’ interpretations of the 

function of law, and the law’s interpretations of artists’ conduct and the social value of 

art?  The law grapples with competing interpretations of the social role of art in society 

from institutional histories of high art, characterized by ideas that art is civilizing, 

improves citizens, and maintains order; to the current government administration’s 

sentiment that “ordinary folk don’t care about arts;” to contemporary interpretations of 

arts communities functioning as transgressive subcultures that operate outside of 

mainstream legal processes.43  I would propose that an investigation of self-

representational strategies that artists and their supporters employ might inform legal 

interpretations of the never-fixed social value and functions of art.  

                                                
42 Interview by author, August 13, 2009. 
43 See Pierre Bourdieu, The Love of Art: European Art Museums and their Public, translated by Alain 
Darbel and Dominique Schnapper (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1991), and Robert Benzie, 
Bruce Capion-Smith and Les Whittington, “Ordinary folks don't care about arts,” The Star (Toronto), 
September 24, 2008, http://www.thestar.com/FederalElection/article/504811 (accessed July 12, 2010). 
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  Within media arts practices that I have discussed in this thesis, artistic 

representations serve more than just the imagination of isolated artists.  When Foucault, 

in Discipline and Punish refers to an “aesthetics of crime, that is to say, towards an art of 

the privileged classes,” he is referring to the intervening classes who wish to regulate life.  

If lifestyles cannot be contained or censored, I suggest that a crucial point of intervention, 

then, is in their representations.    
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Appendix 1 
 

Censorship Chart: Jurisprudence with regard to the OFRB and specific landmark 
constitutional challenges  
 

Date Event Description 

1978 Nova Scotia Board of 
Censors v. McNeil 

Pre-charter Supreme Court of Canada ruling 
that provincial laws that give their censor 
boards authority do not infringe on federal 
criminal law. 

April 28, 1981 Charges laid against 
Canadian Images 
Festival organizers 
(Peterborough Four) 

Illegal screening of Al Razutis’ film A 
Message From Our Sponsor (1979) on 
March 13, 1981. 

April 17, 1982 Canadian Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms 
comes into effect 

Days after the Charter comes into effect, 
FAVAC becomes OFAVAS and launches 
constitutional challenge against the OFRB. 

June, 1982 R. v. Ian McLachlan, 
Susan Ditta, Al Razutis, 
David Bierk  

Trial at which the Canadian Images Festival 
organizers are found guilty for contravening 
the the Theatres Act by illegally exhibiting 
Razutis’ film. 

1983 Ontario Film and 
Video Appreciation 
Society v. Ontario 
Board of Censors 

Ontario Divisional Court rules that the 
vague guidelines under which the OFRB 
operates is unconstitutional; Ontario 
government pursues appeal. 

1983 Ontario Film and 
Video Appreciation 
Society v. Ontario 
Board of Censors 

Ontario Court of Appeal upholds Divisional 
Court’s ruling; Ontario government pursues 
appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada, but 
allows the deadline to expire. 

May 31, 1984 A Space raids Representatives from Ontario Ministry of 
Consumer and Commercial Relations 
Theatres Branch seize tapes and equipment 
from A Space, artist-run centre during the 
British/Canadian Video Exchange ’84.   
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Date Event Description 

1984 Nightingale Galleries 
Ltd. v. Director of 
Theatres Branch 
[referred to as A Space] 

A Space launches legal challenge against 
the Theatres Branch after failing to retrieve 
seized tapes and equipment through the 
government’s appeals process.  The Court 
rules in favour of A Space and orders the 
OFRB to modify its search and seizure 
regulations. 

April, 1985 Ontario Open 
Screenings 

Exhibitors across Ontario mount illegal 
screenings of the tapes and films not 
submitted to the board for prior-approval. 

February, 
1985 

Bill 82 comes into 
effect 

This bill amends the Theatres Act, in 
question at OFAVAS’s series of trials.  This 
bill renames the Ontario Censor Board the 
Ontario Film Review Board. 

1988 Arts Exemptions 
introduced to the 
Theatres Act 

Public art galleries, film festivals, and 
public libraries are exempt from submitting 
work to the board (under some conditions). 

1992 R. v. Butler First constitutional challenge against the 
obscenity law in which the Supreme Court 
upheld the constitutionality of the obscenity 
law and developed a new test for 
determining obscenity.   

1993 R. v. Scythes [referred 
to as Glad Day] 

Glad Day Bookshop and owner John 
Scythes are charged by police in April of 
1992 for distributing the magazine Bad 
Attitude.  Using the logic of Butler, the 
Ontario Court found the magazine to be 
obscene and the accused were convicted of 
violating s.163 of the Criminal Code. 
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Date Event Description 

1996 Little Sisters Book and 
Art Emporium v. 
Canada (Minister of 
Justice) 

Constitutional challenge against then 
Canada Customs and Revenue Agency for 
violating the Charter right to freedom of 
expression and equality rights. Though 
Little Sisters only partially won its case in 
1996 and made an unsuccessful appeal in 
1998, Little Sisters appealed to the Supreme 
Court of Canada in 2000, which resulted in 
a change to the law to reverse the onus from 
the proprietor to the government to prove 
obscenity.  The federal government was also 
ordered to pay Little Sister’s court costs. 

2004 R. v. Glad Day 
Bookshops Inc. 

The most recent challenge against the 
OFRB.  Regarding the constitutional 
argument, the Ontario Superior Court found 
that some sections of the Theatres Act, 
giving the OFRB the authority to require 
mandatory pre-approval and power to ban 
film and video, violates the Charter’s 
freedom of expression.   

2004 Bill C-12 proposed Formerly Bill C-20, Bill C-12 proposed 
amendments to the Criminal Code’s child 
pornography laws, replacing the “artistic 
merit” defence with the defence of “public 
good.”  The bill died with the dissolution of 
the 37th Parliament. 

July 2005 Bill C-2 receives Royal 
Assent 

Like Bill C-12, Bill C-2 ammends the child 
pornography laws in the Criminal Code.  It 
expands child pornography and sexual 
exploitation offences, increases penalties for 
offences, establishes new “voyeurism 
offences,” and replaces the “artistic merit” 
defence with the new defence of “legitimate 
purpose.” 
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Date Event Description 

August 2005 Bill 158, the Film 
Classification Act, 
comes into effect 

The new act limits the OFRB’s power to 
ban films.  The board retains the power to 
ban films containing explicit sexual activity 
in combination with violence, degrading 
and/or dehumanizing material, or minors. 
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Appendix 2 
 
Abbreviations Chart 
 

Abbreviation Full Text 

AGO Art Gallery of Ontario 

ANNPAC/RACA Association of National Non-Profit Artist-Run 
Centers/Regroupment d’artistes des centers alternative 

BBFC British Board of Film Classification 

BCCLA British Columbia Civil Liberties Association 

CARO Canadian Artist Representation of Ontario 

CBC Canadian Broadcasting Corporation  

CEAC Center for Experimental Art and Communication 

CFMDC Canadian Filmmakers Distribution Centre  

CLGA The Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives 

CRTC Canadian Radio-Television Commission 

FAVAC Film and Video Against Censorship  

ISP Internet Service Provider 

LEAF Women’s Legal Education and Action Fund 

METRAC Metropolitan Action Committee on Violence Against 
Women and Children 

MNC Multinational Corporation 

MPAA Motion Pictures Association of America 

NFB National Film Board 

OCAD Ontario College of Art and Design 

OCB Ontario Board of Censors / Ontario Censor Board 
(now the OFRB) 

OFAVAS Ontario Film and Video Appreciation Society 
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Abbreviation Full Text 

OFRB Ontario Film Review Board (Previously the OCB) 

OMPB Ontario Motion Picture Bureau 

PIRS Parliamentary Information and Research Service of the 
Library of Parliament 

Project P Joint taskforce of the Ontario Provincial Police and the 
Metropolitan Toronto Police 

U of T University of Toronto 
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